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Abstract 

The thesis focuses on two major aspects. Firstly, it offers a discussion of 
the evolution of the notion of 'historicity' in the thought of various Russian 
thinkers and cultural historians with particular reference to the ideas of Berdiaev, 
Bakhtin and Likhachev. It also addresses the problem of the contribution made to 
the twentieth-century humanities by the 'Slavonic Renaissance' of the early part 
of the twentieth century. Secondly, the work examines various views on the issue 
of historical time and its perception and representation in artistic work, focusing 
primarily on the specificity of artistic time in the prose of Ivan Bunin. The 
discussion of this issue is based on four of Bunin's substantial works (The 
Shadow of the Bird, The Life of Arsen 'ev The Emancipation of Tolstoi and Dark 
Avenues), examining the problem of historical time from semantic and formal 
points of view. The analysis of the novel The Life of Arsen 'ev emerges as central 
to the whole discussion since it approaches the problem of the notion of 'path 
through life' and its significance both for an understanding of Bunin's work and 
in relation to the discursive practice of the 1920s and early 1930s in Russia. 
Moreover, for Bunin this category proves to be both a feature of artistic thinking 
and of generic significance, extending the boundaries of understanding and 
portrayal of historical time in its various aspects. 
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Translation and Transliteration 

Throughout the work all quotations are given in both the original language and 
in English. All translations are mine unless otherwise indicated. Russian 
words are transliterated according to the Library of Congress system (without 
diacritics). 



FOREWORD 

As the twentieth century draws to a close we can assert with some 

confidence that in the history of the development of intellectual thought, our 

century will always be marked by its deep, at times 'obsessive', engagement 

with the study of time and space, and the interrelation and interaction between 

them, representing, above all, a detennined striving to exercise control over 

the way this issues develops. In other words, an attempt if not to solve the 

problem, then at least to draw certain conclusions and fonnulate some 

concepts from it. It is therefore no surprise that for the contemporary 

humanities, statements about the complexity and diversity of fonns of time 

and space and their importance for an interpretation of artistic work are 

accepted at face value. However, every time we move this issue from the 

realm of philosophy (where its study originally began and has been a priority 

for a long time) and place it within the sphere of poetics, we stumble across 

unexpected difficulties, one of which lies in the fact that here such notions as 

'time', 'space', 'history', and such associated categories as 'historical time', 

'historical method' and finally 'historicity', their meaning and content, are not 

fully and clearly defined. 

The present study, containing as it does five chapters, can be 

provisionally divided into two sections, one theoretical and the other practical. 

The function of the fonner is, by definition and purpose, to be theoretical and 

introductory at the same time. The latter seeks to establish and maintain an 

organic link between the two parts, dealing primarily with an analysis of the 

literary text. 
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The thematic core of the study focuses on two major aspects. On the 

one hand, it offers a close examination of various views on the issue of 

historical time and its perception and representation in artistic work. On the 

other hand, it approaches the question of the state of the Russian humanities at 

the tum of the century and during the first three decades of the twentieth 

century. Needless to say, in the history of Russian culture this epoch is 

noteworthy in many respects, marking a time of tremendous intellectual 

ferment and challenging questioning of conventional values which found their 

expression in a new, daring way of thinking and in a phenomenal diversity and 

prosperity of artistic and literary manifestations. But there will always be one 

distinctive feature that underlies all the work of Russian thought of this period. 

This peCUliarity can be describe as an aspiration to broaden one's awareness 

of, in essence, a single problem, namely, man's existence in history, broadly 

speaking, in culture. In conjunction with this it was important for me here to 

raise afresh the issue of the meaning and content of such notions as 

'historicity' and 'the historical' and to demonstrate their significance both for 

an understanding of the discursive practice of the 1920s and early 1930s in 

Russia and in relation to an analysis of the artistic work. 

A significant part of the thesis is concerned with the study of Ivan 

Bunin's fiction. The focus on Bunin is stimulated not only by my personal 

interest in his work, but, more importantly, by a wish to examine the 

specificity of artistic time in Bunin's work, to reveal all the complexity of its 

understanding and the profound context of its perception and representation. 

The discussion of this issue is based on four of Bunin's substantial works 

(each of which is closely examined in a separate chapter): the collection of 
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travel notes The Shadow of the Bird; the novel The Life of Arsen 'ev (in English 

translation The Well of Days); the monographic essay The Emancipation of 

Tolstoi; and the collection of short stories Dark Avenues. The choice of these 

particular works is conditioned first and foremost by the fact that, representing 

different phases in the development of Bun in's creative thinking, they allow us 

to trace most vividly the dialectics of Bunin's 'sense of time', that is, the 

fonnation and evolution of the concept of historicity as such. Furthennore, the 

generic diversity of the selected works (travel notes, novel, essay, and short 

stories) offers an opportunity to consider the problem of historical time from a 

semantic as well as fonnal point of view. From this perspective it thus 

becomes possible to broaden the spectrum of study of Bunin's fiction in 

general, shifting the endless and seemingly unresolvable debate about Bunin's 

position on the Realism - Modernism scale to a discussion of the true place of 

his artistic world in Russian literature of the turn of the century and onwards. 

Such an approach, moreover, enables me to trace the polemics on the nature of 

time and its perception and representation in Bunin's work, arguing against the 

view, widely held in contemporary scholarship (in the works of such scholars 

as Afanas'ev, Kucherovskii, Connolly, Woodward and Mikhailov), that Bunin 

was a thoroughly' ahistorical' artist. 

In my work I greatly benefited from the material held in the Bakhtin 

Centre (University of Sheffield) to which I was attached as a PhD student. I 

have found the Russian State (fonnerly Lenin) Library to be an invaluable 

source of secondary bibliographical material and the Russian Archive at Leeds 
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University to contain much important information on Bunin's life and work 

such as diaries, periodicals, magazines, literary journals and Bunin's 

correspondence with writers and critics. 

lowe a debt to my supervisor Professor David Shepherd for his 

considerate guidance, indefatigable help and encouragement. I should like to 

thank Professor William Leatherbarrow for reading and commenting on two 

chapters of the present work. Thanks are also due to Professor Robert Russell 

for his constant willingness to offer assistance with my research. Finally, I am 

grateful to Thomas Dearman for his patience, and linguistic and moral support 

through each stage of the writing of this work. 



Part One 



CHAPTER ONE 

The Idea of 'Historical Existence' in the Chronotope of Early 20th Century 
Russian Culture. 

Ho 6IalTHC. Ha Mol B3rm1Jl. - 61alTHC HCTOPH'ICCICOC. '1emOBCIC He 

noceneHeu lCaICol-HHISYJl. reorpacllH'IeclCol TO'lICH. rOJlIal H 

CTOnCTHJI. BOT 'ITO cnY.HT CMY MCCTHOCT.IO. CTpaHol. 

npocTpaHcTBoM. OH 06HTaTcn. BpeMeHH. [ •.• J '-IenoBcIC

JlelcTBYlOlllee nHUO. OH repol nOCTaHOBJCH. JCoTOpaJi 

" " " " Ha31alBaeTCJI HCTOPHJI HnH HCTOpH'lecJCoe CYlIlccTBoBaHHc • 

BOPHC fiaCTcpHaJC. lZTO Taroe veROler? 

1. Why the 'Slavonic Renaissance'? 

The question of what took place in Russian culture at the end of the 

nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century and how this should be 

defined has interested the contemporary humanities for some time. The idea 
. 

that for Russian philosophy, literature and art the tum of the century and first 

quarter of the twentieth century was both chronologically and qualitatively a 

new epoch representing a peculiar cultural-historical phenomenon, remains 

widely accepted. The sources of this approach can be found in the theoretical 

works of thinkers and writers of that time. Nevertheless the significance of the 

experience gained by the Russian humanities of the tum of the century and 

first quarter of this century turns out to be hotly debated, constantly 'troubling' 

contemporary minds. Moreover, there are reasons, perhaps decisive ones, for 

touching upon certain difficulties which arise when answering this question. 

The first reason is one of material, for the existing theoretical and critical 

literature devoted to this subject is quite considerable. It includes substantial 

monographs and books, essays and articles in literary magazines and journals 
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and conference papers and abstracts on studies in Slavonic literature and 

poetics. However, notwithstanding the large quantity of research material 

which offers various general descriptions of the contribution made to cultural 

history by the first quarter of this century, the very notion of the productivity of 

the cultural content of that epoch (not its status), along with its influence on 

the further development of Russian humanities thinking, has not yet received 

precise and clear definition and problematisation. The second reason is the 

status and notion of a 'turning point' and its content. For, the more we try to 

consider that period from our own cultural-historical position (which has not 

yet been given any firm definition but which could be conventionally named, 

by analogy, the late twentieth and early twenty-first century), the more we 

become certain of the idea that everything which is somehow related to and 

can be described in terms of 'turning' or 'transitional' is not easily susceptible 

to any sort of definition and classification. All that is left to us is to 'forecast' 

and at the same time ponder the ideas expressed at 'the dawn' of our century 

about the possibilities of this century. Even after amassing substantial 

knowledge about the epoch, so that the essence of what happened becomes 

more or less clear, we find ourselves in a situation where familiar events and 

facts unexpectedly reveal their new, hitherto unexplored, side. In this sense, 

the recent polemics among Russianists (particularly in the sphere of Bakhtin 

studies) on the fate and role played by the so-called 'Third' or 'Slavonic 

Renaissance') in Russian cultural history of the turn of the century and first 

I This notion was introduced in 1919 by the Russian Hellenist F. F. Zelinskii in his book 
Drevnegrecheskaia literatura epokhi nezavisimosti [Classical Greek Literature of the Period of 
Independence]. In his comments on the article 'Tretii Renessans' [The Third Renaissance] (1995), 
Vitalii Makhlin draws attention to the importance of the context in which Zelinskii proposes the terms 
the 'Third' or 'Slavonic Renaissance'. Zelinskii points to the fact that in the two Western cultural 
Renaissances - Romanic and Germanic - which were inspired by Classical Greek Literature 'the 
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quarter of the twentieth century, can serve as a vivid example. This discussion 

was initiated by Vladimir Bibler's book of 1991, Mikhail Mikhailovich 

Bakhtin iii poetika kul'tury [Mikhail Bakhtin or The Poetics of Culture]. 

Bibler begins the description of the tum of the century and first quarter of the 

twentieth century by outlining that the most fundamental peculiarity of this 

epoch lies in the difficulty of approaching it from an evolutionary-genetic or 

the more widespread comparative-historical point of view, since this period, 

like no other age, developed the idea of the 'unity of humane knowledge' 

(edinstvo gumanitarnogo znaniia), expressed, as Bibler puts it, 'in the 

aspiration [ ... ] to understand every phenomenon of human life as a 

phenomenon of culture' [stremlenie [ ... ] ponimat' kazhdyi fenomen 

chelovecheskoi zhizni kak fenomen kul'turyV In other words, the major 

feature of that epoch's thinking (or what Bibler calls 'indeterminate intuition' 

(neopredelennaia intuitsiia» is based on a 'fully determinate' historical and 

'creative pathos' to consider every phenomenon of nature, history, society, 

human life, relations, passion and thought to be first and foremost a 

manifestation of culture. This pathos (and this is a correct and important 

observation of Bibler's) turns out to be an 'a priori' for all thinkers in the first 

quarter of the twentieth century, for: 

If a scholar (or artist) of the twentieth century falls out from this pathos, then a 

reader, spectator or listener of his works inevitably feels a certain inferiority, 

inapplicability, lack of vitality and secondary nature of the perceived cultural 

Slavonic world participated only indirectly, illuminated by reflected or refracted light; its future 
cultural originality requires it to have its own, third in number, great Slavonic Renaissance' 
[CJla .. Kcml MHP B OIlOHX y"acTBoBaJi JlHIDIo !COCBCHKO. OC:BCIIl&eMWI OTpaaCHHWM HJlH npeJlOMJlCKHIolM 

CBCTOM; ero IIYJllYlllall XYJlIoTypHall CBMOIiIolTHOCTIo TpellyeT. "TOIiIol H OH HMeJl CBOC - "HCJlOM TpeTIoC -

BCJlHItOC CJI ... HCXOC B03pOaJIICKHc] (quoted from V. L. Makhlin, 'Tretii Renessans', in Bakhtinologiia: 
Issledovaniia. perevody. publikatsii, ed. K. G. Isupov (St. Petersburg: Aleteliia, 1995), pp. 132-54 (p. 
151 ». 
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phenomena (these may be very nice and comfortable for one's perception as reader 

and spectator). 

[EcnH XaXoA-To HCCnC.IlOBaTCn .. (H XY.IlOllCHHX) xx aexa BWna.llaeT H3 3Toro 

nallloc:a. TO 'IHTaTcnJo. 3pHTcnJo. cnywaTcn .. cro npOH3BC.IICHHR HeH31SClICHO 

owywacT xaXYIO-TO HcnonHOIlCHHOcT... HCa.llCXaaTHOCTJo. He*H3HCHHOC:T ... 

aTOpH'IHOC:TJo aocnpHHHMaCMWX xynJoTypHWX IIIcHOMCHOB (ISWTJo MOllCCT. O'lCHJo 

MHnwx H YIOTHWX .IInJi Mocro 'IHTaTcn .. c:xoro H 3pHTenJoc:xoro aOCnpHJlTHJI).] 

(Ibid.) 

Moreover, in his book Bibler seeks to demonstrate the fruitfulness of 

approaching a cultural phenomenon from the position of a quest for the 

'evolutionary vector' (p. 15): in so doing we part from an understanding of that 

which, in the end, forms and defines the integral character of the epoch. Bibler 

argues that a cultural phenomenon is always 'crystal-like' (kristallichen) 

(ibid.): by considering culture, its every occurrence and manifestation as a 

simultaneous existential crystal, we can link different temporal, historical and 

aesthetic layers, art and life. Hence Bibler's metaphor of culture as crystal 

vividly expresses the aspiration to perceive any cultural epoch as a single 

whole, with all its, at times, contradictory occurrences and points of view, to 

see in it above all an Event, an Image, a work of fine art (within the limits of a 

single artistic work) and even a text (if we apply this idea within the total 

literary output of a single author).3 He proposes that we regard Bakhtin as the 

structural and meaningful centre of this 'crystal' (that is, the cultural context of 

2 V. S. Bibler, Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin iii poetika kul'tury (Moscow: Progress, 1991), p. 37. 
3 Bibler's book is a fruitful and quite successful example of an attempt to read and understand 
Bakhtin's works as a single whole ('a unique crystal'), as one work, compressing the period from 1918 
to 1975 into one year. According to Bibler, this is guided by the idea that this approach 'offers a new 
way of paraphrasing Bakhtin's idea of the chronotope (time-space of culture) and at the same time 
offers a preliminary summing up of our understanding of the chronotopic peculiarities of the cultural 
phenomenon known as "M. M. Bakhtin'" [AacT HOBUI napacllpal I5aXTKHcxol HACK xpoHOTona 

(apeNH-npoCTpaHCT .. XYJlltTYPU) H OAHOBpeNCHHO nOABOAHT ncpaOHa"aJlltHUe HTOrH a nOHHNaHHH 

OC06CHHOCTei xpoHOTona Toro ItYJlltTypHoro cIIcHoNcHa. ltoTopul HalwaaCTCH "M. M. SaXTHH"] (p. 36). 
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the beginning and first quarter of the twentieth century) or, more precisely, 

Bakhtin's idea of culture as 'the focus of all other (social, spiritual, logical, 

emotional, moral and aesthetic) meanings of human existence' [sredotochie 

vsekh inykh (sotsial'nykh, dukhovnykh, logicheskikh, emotsional'nykh, 

nravstvennykh, esteticheskikh) smyslov chelovecheskogo bytiia] (p. 38). 

Indeed, the first quarter of the twentieth century in Russia emerges as the focal 

point of human thought's spiritual strivings, as 'the realm of "ultimate 

resolutions" of [ ... ] the destiny of culture' [pole "poslednikh reshenii" [ ... ] 

sud'by kuI'tury] (ibid.). Bibler, moreover, notes: 

In this sense culture in the twentieth century is not only a problem of so-called 

'cultured people'. It is a problem of the life (to the extent that life becomes a spiritual 

problem) of every individual who is ill with the twentieth century illnesses, and 

healthy with its health. 

[B .'IrON CMloIcnc xynltTypa B XX BCXC - 3TO npocsnCMa HC TOnltXO Tax 

Ha:JIoIBaCMIoIX "xynItTYPHIolX nJoJloA". - HCT. 3TO npocsncMa :lCH3HH (B ToA MOPC. 

B xaxoA :lCH3HIt CTaHOBHTCR JlYXOBHOA npolSncMol) xa:ICJloro 'ICnOBcxa. 

CTpaJlalOWOrO lSonO:JHRMH XX BOKa. :JJlOpOBOro cro :JJlOPOBItCM.] (Ibid.) 

Bibler also dwells on the significance of those alterations without which an 

understanding of 1920s Russia does not seem to be possible and which, in their 

tum, define the specific character of the cultural chronotope of that period in 

particular and the twentieth century in general. The chronotope of culture in 

our century, according to Bibler, shifts towards the 'epicentre' of social and 

personal catastrophes and decisions, emerging as a major 'subject' of sincere 

and spiritual efforts, since: 

The enigma of culture - of its rise, existence and downfall - becomes the individual 

tonnent of the human spirit, even in the perception of phenomena of nature, in 
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everyday life. This all follows only if man makes sense of daily disquets as the 

disquiets of Being, that is, interprets them in the heights of spirit. 

[3araltxa xynJ.Typw. - ee B03HHXHOBeHHJI. I5WTHJI H rHl5enH. - CTaHOBHTCJI 

nH'lHWM MY'leHHeM 'lenOBe'leCXOro ltyxa. ltallCe B BOCIIpH.TH.X .aneKHA 

IIpHponw. a IIOaCeltHeaHOCTH I5WTa. KOHe'lHo. tlCJlH TpeaorH I5WTa a006111e 

OCMwcnHBalOTCJI 'lenOBeXOM xax TpeBorH 6NTHK, TO eCTJ. OCMwcnHBalOTCJI Ha 

BWCOTax Ityxa.) (p. 39) 

Pointing out that his view of culture is particularly concerned with its spiritual 

and existential meaning (in Bibler's terminology this is 'the sphere of self

determination' (sfera samodeterminatsii», Bibler introduces a qualitatively 

new approach to the evaluation of the meaningful context and spiritual content 

of both the beginning of the twentieth century and, in retrospect, the whole of 

our century, whose originality (and here it is very difficult to disagree with 

Bibler) is 'exhausted' (ibid.) by its first thirty years. The understanding and 

attitude to culture developed during the 1920s and 1930s raised the question 

which defined that epoch's main content and pathos, namely, the idea of man's 

historical existence in culture, since it is, indeed, in the twentieth century that 

culture emerges as the realm wherein man truly encounters history in such a 

way that, remaining 'alone' with history, he begins to feel and understand that 

he is an inseparable part of it. At this point I shall deliberately pause in order 

to return to a closer examination of the works of those scholars without whose 

conclusions this theme cannot receive its final problematisation. 

It should be noted that Bibler's book was followed by a large number 

of publications which dwell on the necessity of (re)turning to and reviving the 

humanities that were born at the tum and beginning of this century. Almost all 

of these works, indisputably different in their purposes and content, have one 
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thing in common: a moment of uncertainty and disturbance when the question 

of the current state of the humanities and its future development is raised. All 

the authors seem to be unanimous in the conclusion that it is unlikely that, 

without an appeal to the discursive practice introduced and developed by the 

thinkers of the Third or Slavonic Renaissance, we would be able to 'come out 

alive' (Bibler'S expression) from the upheavals of the end of this century and 

enter into the twenty-first century. 

In his article 'Russkii neklassicheskii gumanitet 20-kh godov XX veka' 

[The Russian non-classical humanities in the 1920s] (1994) Vitalii Makhlin, 

for example, is firmly convinced that the contemporary humanities are in a 

state of 'inevitable and fruitful crisis of consciousness and cognition' 

[neizbezhnyi i produktivnyi krizis soznaniia i poznaniiaV In this sense the 

paradigm of the Russian non-classical humanities acquires great significance 

since, as Makhlin argues a year later in 'Tretii Renessans' [The Third 

Renaissance], the mentality which was formed by this paradigm 'had already 

given the answer in the past to today's question about the absolute future' 

[uzhe dal otvet v proshlom na nash segodniashnii vopros ob absoliutnom 

budushchem] of the culture of humanities and our own 'possibilities' in the 

light of this absolute future.s The great goal of the Slavonic Renaissance, for 

Makhlin, is 'to discover for us and in us that historical potential which has not 

been revealed' [raskryt' nam i v nas samikh istoricheskii potentsial, eshche ne 

raskryvshiisia].6 This comparatively new way of thinking (or what Makhlin 

defines as 'the Russian Atlantis' ('russkaia Atlantida') in twentieth-century 

4 V. L. Makhlin, 'Russkii neklassicheskii gumanitet 20-kh godov XX veka', in Bakhtinskie chteniia: 
Filosofskie i metodologicheskie problemy gumanitarnogo poznaniia, ed. D. Z. Arsent'ev and Iu. S. 
Borisov (Orel: Izdatel'stvo OGTPK, 1994), pp. 37-45 (p. 38). 
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humanities)7 was fully fonned and historically situated between the pre-

Revolutionary Russian and post-Revolutionary Soviet mentalities, including 

such names as Ukhtomskii, Bakhtin, Fedotov, Meier, Berdiaev, Kagan, 

Pumpianskii, Losev, Bitsilli, Mandel'shtam, Pasternak, Prishvin, Stepun, 

Shpet, Frank, Vygotskii and many other representatives of the so-called 

'unofficial layer of culture'.8 

Both Bibler and Makhlin consider Bakhtin to be the central figure of 

the whole paradigm. This they substantiate by pointing out that, regardless of 

how well Bakhtin himself and his ideas were known in 1920s Russia and the 

extent to which they could have an influence on the actual development of that 

epoch's philosophical and aesthetic thinking, Bakhtin's thought, nevertheless, 

'inhaled the pathos' of Russian and European culture of the early twentieth 

century, becoming 'one of the focal points of the culture' [stav odnim is 

sredotochii kul'tury] of the 1920s and the early of the 1930s.9 Furthennore, 

Bakhtin with his dialogism as a new type of consciousness and cognition 

defines, as Makhlin puts it, 'this concrete movement of discursive practice as 

"the absolute future'" [eto konkretnoe dvizhenie diskursivnoi praktiki v 

kachestve 'absoliutnogo budushchego'].'o Proceeding from the assertion that 

the Third Renaissance should be regarded as a peculiar mentality (since it is 

not only complete in itself and accomplished in its own time, but also 

fundamentally differs from both classical and anti-classical ways of thinking), 

$ Makhlin, 'Tretii Renessans', 134. 
6 Makhlin, 'Russkii neklassicheskii gumanitet', 44 (emphasis added). 
7 Makhlin, 'Tretii Renessans', 133. 
8 Sergei Bocharov, 'Sobytie bytiia: 0 Mikhaile Mikhailoviche Bakhtine', Novyi mir, 11 (1995), 211-22 
(p.213). 
9 Bibler, Bakhtin iii poetika kul'tury, 10. Here Bibler also touches upon the problem of the connection 
of some of Bakhtin's ideas with the philosophy ofViacheslav Ivanov in Russia and Herman Cohen in 
Germany. 
10 Makhlin, 'Tretii Renessans', 132. 
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Makhlin proposes a brief description of the new paradigm's initial 

characteristics: 'the reality of experience' (real 'nost' opyta) (the term used by 

both Ukhtomskii and Bakhtin) and that of 'otherness' or, in other words, 'an 

orientation toward the face of the other' (ustanovka na litso drugogo ).11 The 

whole paradox of this paradigm is (and herein lies the explanations of its long-

term obscurity) that it did not receive any official recognition,12 remaining, as 

Sergei Bocharov maintains, 'the underground life of the cultural epoch which 

had almost no way out onto its turbulent surface' [podvodnaia zhizn' 

kul'turnoi epokhi, pochti ne imevshaia vykhoda na ee burliashchuiu 

poverkhnost'].13 The whole activity of these thinkers, mainly of a group 

character, was legally suspended as early as the mid 1920s (the polemics 

finally ceased to exist by the end of the 1920s), and the 'unique impulses' of 

their ideas were, in Bibler's expression, 'completely eclipsed' (naproch' 

zasloneny) by classical reason, which our century inherited from the 

nineteenth, with its gravitation towards 'absolute essences', 'eternal values', 

strikingly manifested individualism of consciousness and monologism of 

thinking. 

But what, in fact, had been accomplished - and here Bocharov, Bibler 

and Makhlin come to a similar conclusion - is an absolutely new 

comprehension of man, life, the world, God, the historical process and culture 

as a way, as Makhlin formulates it, 'to see, think, understand [oo.] and "act" in 

conditions of new experiences (emphasis added) of "unprecedented changes'" 

II Makhlin, 'Russkii neklassicheskii gumanintet', 42. 
12 In 'Tretii Renessans' Makhlin comments on this as follows: 'unaccomplished "officially", that is, 
unacknowledged even as "an enemy" (the usual pretext for the "appearance' ofa "trend" in science, art 
and the public consciousness; in accordance with them, as is well-known, one - with hindsight -
changes "the epoch")' [HO C:OCTO.BW •• C:. "o4lHIlH.moHo". T. o. HO UpH3H.HH •• XOT. 6101 .... 0 B E."OC:TBO 
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[videt', myslit', ponimat' [ ... ] i 'postupat" v usloviiakh novogo opyta 

"nevidannykb peremen"]. Furthermore: 

Raising the question on the theoretical level that something had been accomplished 

without being accomplished legally and institUtionally, we are simply putting to the 

test this matter of principle [ ... ] the concept of 'non-official culture', that is, we are 

raising the question of the reality of this notion for ourselves. 

[B TeOpeTH'leCXOM nnaHe. CTa.. .onpoc 0 TOM. 'ITO HO'ITO cocrolnoc~. Nfl 

cocrOI.mHc~ nCranltHO H HHcTHTyanH3Hpo.aHHO. MW TOnltXO nO.ll.opraeM 

HcnWTaHHIO npHKllHnHanltKOe [ ... ] nOK.THO "HeocllHllHanltHOA xynltTYPW". T. o. 

CTa.HM .onpoc 0 pt1.n~NocrH 3Toro nOH.TH • .lin. Hac lICe caMHx.]14 

Thus, the epoch of the Slavonic Renaissance or, to be more precise, its 

very beginning is our age - the late twentieth and early twenty-first century. 

For the peculiarity of our historical vantage point is that we are only beginning 

to grasp and experience what was manifested by the first thirty years of our 

century. Speaking metaphorically, the notion of an historical point is very 

useful in connection with the above, since the life of every single one of us, to 

a certain extent, turns out to be that very point (on a terribly complex winding 

path, namely, the twentieth century) which seeks to stay alive. An historical 

point is a dramatic phenomenon in the sense that people who live during 

periods such as the turn of the century experience more acutely the action of an 

historical point on themselves, because it presupposes that they make a 

spiritual effort, twofold in character. The first requires the renunciation of the 

'nostalgia' for eternal essences, for this feeling is an enemy of Being. Such a 

rejection of 'absolute', 'theoretical' values not only enables us to perceive the 

whole of mankind and the historical process as a living 'thread' that conducts 

"apara" (06W'IKWR noaOll "noaanOKHa" xaxorO-TO "KanpaanOKHa" a Kayxo. a HCXYCCTae. a 06weCTaeKKON 

C03KaKHH; no KHN-TO. ux H38I1CTKO. MIIHalOT - 3aJlHHM 'IHCnON - "3noxy")] (p. 133). 
13 Bocharov, 'Sobytie bytiia', 214. 
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the current of 'communication' (Jaspers) or 'dialogue' (Buber) between 

people, but also offers us an opportunity to enter freely into this dialogue on 

the basis of equal giving and receiving. This dialogue, moreover, contains in 

itself that 'fire of Existence' IS that we liberate by joining in this dialogue. This 

keeps us alive, and only in this context does it become possible to speak of a 

Renaissance both cultural and spiritual whose final goal and meaning are 

sublime. The second effort is closely linked to man's aspiration or, perhaps, 

ability to be complete in himself and in time, simultaneously extricating that 

experience which helps him become free of the dogmatic wreckage and ashes 

of the past. 

Herein, as I see it, is rooted the 'goal' (Makhlin) or 'pathos' (Bibler) of 

the Russian non-classical humanities. It is, indeed, now that this paradigm's 

experience (which has not yet been consolidated in a separate study or 

monograph, although the first fruitful steps have been taken in this direction in 

the works of the above mentioned scholars) turns out to be as vital as ever, 

since only with its help can the question of what, in essence, defined the 

cultural content of the first quarter of the twentieth century be answered. For, 

as was noted at the beginning, there were a large number of works devoted to 

the problem of this epoch's general status which today no longer require 

official recognition. Finally, and this is of great importance in the context of 

my work, beginning to experience or, to be more exact, speculate on the actual 

significance of the contribution to the humanities made by the Third 

Renaissance, reviving its ideas and applying its terminology, we can assert that 

14 Makhlin, 'Tretii Renessans', 133. 
IS The term is used by the Soviet philosopher Merab Mamardashvili with reference to the works of 
Proust: see M. Mamardashvili, Psikhologicheskaia topologiia puti: M. Prust. 'V poiskakh 
utrachennogo vremeni' (St. Petersburg: Universitetskaia kniga, 1997), p. 401. 
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this epoch was able to change the problem of man and history (broadly 

speaking - man and culture) in a direction of which the nineteenth-century 

consciousness (exhausted as it was by Tolstoyan strivings to find an absolute 

knowledge and experience) was badly in need. Here history emerges as that 

real, concrete realm wherein man fully realizes himself and wherein the' social 

and existential' (Bibler) sides of human life (which in the last century and 

right up to the beginning of this were thought of as two diametrically opposed 

poles of human life) are drawn together, reaching a harmonious co-existence in 

an open dialogue with each other. 

Beginning, perhaps, with Chekhov and Bunin, and afterwards in 

Mandel'shtam and Pasternak, everyday life was discovered and chosen to be 

that way of thinking, that sphere, where Being finds its final manifestation. 

For Chekhov, man's existence in history is his byt, that is, everyday life, the 

quotidian (povsednevnost'). History never exists outside a direct relationship 

with man. Chekhov did not see, as did, for example, Dostoevskii, Garshin or 

Andreev, a furious struggle between the good and bad sides of life. In fact, 

Chekhov did what had not been done in Russian literature before: he 

demonstrated the identical susceptibility of all that exists in relation to man to 

the same influences from the point of view of historical time. This discovery 

was to a certain extent significant both for representatives of realist art and for 

artists of modernist tendencies. Turning his attention to the problem of the 

meaning of human existence, Chekhov in virtually all of his substantial works 

tells a story (istoriia) of an individual who finds himself in a difficult 

relationship with time. The concept of the temporal relativity of literary 

characters and their lives, conditioned by real and visible everyday existence in 
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historical time, becomes the major feature of Chekhov's literary thinking, 

more precisely, an aesthetic category. 

The idea of an exceptional fullness of human existence remains crucial 

in all of Bun in's works too. Accepting and re-working Chekhov's tradition, he 

attempts to show human life as something that cannot be divided into good or 

bad, for, in order to accept life in general, one has to deny the existence of such 

categories. 16 Mandel'shtam and Pasternak (and herein lies the root of the 

synthesis of their artistic thinking) seek to return to man the proud dignity of 

Existence which is not sufficient if it is merely taken for granted and 

mechanically understood; it is worthy only if it cannot be guaranteed and is 

therefore not always safe. This is man's existential pride and property. Only 

thanks to the existence of these two oppositions - the plenitude of this world 

and life and their emptiness - the world or 'the world-picture' (Lotman) finds 

its completeness. This probably also explains what Bibler means by 'the new 

dominant of reasoning in the twentieth-century' (novaia dominanta 

razumeniia v XX veke). He expresses his point of view in the following way: 

Man in Europe (but also in Asia and Africa ... ) finds himself somewhere between 

different counter-running curves of meaning, he loses the comfortable position of the 

material point on a single rising trajectory. In such an in-between space each 

intelligent act no longer has an absolute historical and axiological sanction any longer 

and bears in itself the risk of re-solving anew historical choices and destinies. [ ... ] A 

re-orientation of reason from the idea of 'science-learning' (as the basis of modern 

philosophy) toward the philosophical logic of culture (or, more profoundly, - toward 

the grounding of the fundamentals of mutual understanding). 

16 I shall return to this theme later, in a closer examination of Bunin's works. See also the splendid 
study by V. A. Geideko, A. Chekhov i I. Bunin, 2nd edn. (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1978) which 
offers a detailed discussion of the significance of Chekhov' s influence on Bunin' s artistic thinking in 
conjunction with a vivid description of that time's literary atmosphere. 
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[,ienoBex EBpOnW (HO H - AlHH. AtI!PHXH ... ) OXalWBaOTC. rJlO-TO B 

npONt!JltyrKt! pUnH'lHWX BCTpe'lHWX CMWCnOBWX XpHBWX. OH Tep.OT 

XOM4IOPTHOO nOnOllCOHHO MaTopHan.Hol TO'lXH Ha Hoxool O~HHC:TBOHHOI 

BOCXO~.lIlei TpaOXTOpHH. B TaXOM npOMOllCYTXO xallC~wl oCMwcnoHHwl 

nocTynox y*O HO HMOOT aliCOnlOTHOI HCTOPH'lOCXOI H UOHHOCTHOI CaHXUHH H 

HOCOT B COIIO PHCK nt!pept!.lUeHHI laHOBO HCTOPH'lOCXHX BWCSOPOB H 

HCTOPH'lOCXHX cy~ell. [ ... ] DepeopHeHr.JlHI P6:1YN. or HAeH "H.YKOY'l'eHHI" 

(xax OCHOBW tl!Hnocotl!HH HOBoro BpeMOHH) I r;HITOCOr;CIol/ ITOrHle IYIT~ryp.6/ 

(HITH. rITy6J1tt! - 106OCHOI.HHIO H.'I'.IT IUHMonOHHN.HHI).]17 

The common problem which arises in the context of Bibler's book and 

the works of Makhlin can be formulated in the following way:18 the period of 

the 1920s in Russia, along with its understanding of time, memory, the role of 

myth, God and culture through and as an inalienable part of human experience, 

prepared the ground for solving the crucial question: What does it mean, in the 

end, to be able to be free, to understand yourself, other people and the world in 

general? The 1920s begin to consider the idea of human freedom in terms of 

man's personal 'answerability' (Bakhtin) for the destiny of culture in time. 

For this epoch's consciousness, the notion of the extra-temporal and eternal 

find their meaning only when they are interpreted in terms of the temporal, the 

finite and that which is directly related to human life. The category of the 

extra-historical, in its tum, also makes sense only if it receives embodiment 

and realization in the realm of history. Thus, the epoch manifested the acute 

necessity for an essentially new problematisation of the philosophy of history. 

17 Bibler, Bakhtin iii poetika kul'tury, 40-41. 
18 I should note that this is my reading and understanding of the works of the above mentioned scholars 
whose ideas and conclusions I use in accordance with the main logic and context of my work. 
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2. The turn of the century and the new attitude to history 

The end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century was 

(if we were to consider this notion as a certain cultural state) a unique cultural 

chronotope when people, as never before, sensed time and history through 

themselves. The turn of our century represented an exceptionally compressed 

(uplotnennoe) time, noteworthy for its extraordinarily diverse ways of thinking 

(the development of Russian Religious Philosophy, Symbolism, Acmeism and 

Futurism), which was characterized by a tremendous interest and engagement 

in the study of historical memory. Here historical memory emerges as an 

aesthetic category, which lies at the basis of a new philosophical-religious and 

literary-artistic thinking. The factor of the historical or historicity is of utmost 

significance in this context since it manifests, in essence, that very realm 

where different historical events, consciousnesses, ways of thinking, behaviour 

and life styles encounter and intersect with each other. The idea of history and 

the aspiration to explain and express its meaning and goal turn out to be the 

spirit and dominant of this epoch's mood, conditioning, in the end, its inner 

unity and uniqueness. 

The intensity and tragic nature of this epoch are combined with 

impressionism of art forms, the publicistic and professed-confessional 

character of literary-creative thinking, illustrating the complete merging of life 

style and literature. On the one hand, the twentieth century began with a 

vigorous process of the free manifestation of human individuality based on the 

idea that the only reality is human life and man or, more accurately, man's 

Therefore Bibler and Makhlin are not responsible for the generalisations and comparisons suggested 
here. 
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personal destiny is the central theme of history. On the other hand, man 

discovers for himself the terribly disharmonious world of the tum of the 

century and, having entered it, he at once begins to feel the disharmony of both 

this world and life and his own estrangement and throwing from the chain of 

Existence wherein the process of stratification and collapse dominates the 

process of synthesis. Blok, by saying that 'there is positively nothing to cling 

to' [polozhitel'no ne za chto zatsepit'sia] offers thereby the most vivid 

description of man's state and culture of that time. In the foreword to the 

poem Vozmezdie [Retribution] Blok's metaphor of 'world maelstrom' (mirovoi 

vodovorot) bears in itself the concern that this whirlpool of history 'sucks into 

its funnel almost the whole of man' [zasasyvaet v svoiu voronku pochti vsego 

cheloveka], and furthermore: 

There is scarcely a trace left of the personality, which itself, if it still remains in 

existence, becomes unrecognizable, disfigured and crippled. There was man - and he 

is gone, all that is left is worthless, limp flesh and a decaying soul. 

lOT nH'IHOCTH nO'ITH aoaco HO OCTaOTC. cno.lla. caMa aHa. ocnH OCTaOTC. 01110 

CYIllOCTaoaaTIo. CTaHoaHTC. HOY3HaaaOMol. 060306pa.OHHol. HCXanO'lOHHol. 

5101n 'Ionoaox - H HO CTano 'Ionoaoxa. OCTanaclo .Ilp.HHa. a.na. nnOTIo H 

19 
T nolO lila • .IlYWOHJ:&.] 

Thus, as K. G. Isupov very rightly maintains, thanks to the 'efforts of 

Neo-Kantian "atomistic" psychology, Freudianism and neo-avantguardism in 

art, at the beginning of the twentieth century the ontological status of the 

personality found itself under threat' [usiliiami 'atomarnoi' neokantianskoi 

psikhologii, freidizma i neoavangardizma v iskusstve ontologicheskii status 

19 Aleksandr Blok, Sobranie sochinenii v vos 'mi tomakh (8 vols), (Moscow-Leningrad: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1960-63), III (1960), pp. 295-300 (p. 298). 
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lichnosti v nachale XX veka okazalsia pod ugrozoi]. 20 Hence, such 'over-

saturated' culture, with all its diversity of art fonns and attitudes, leads to the 

rise of a new type of art and literature where personality does not have the 

same kind of importance as it did in the nineteenth century. Man finds himself 

on the way to creating a different system of new values, capable of reassessing 

such categories as God, good, evil, history and acceptance of the world in all 

its fullness. Moreover, not only does time as an objective factor of human 

existence change, but man's perception of time and his attitude to things and 

events happening in the outside world become completely different. This 

epoch, signifying the transition from an abstract philosophical understanding 

and attitude to history, develops the idea of the perception of history as 

something concrete and closely associated with man, as a continuous 

movement, a pennanent transformation of both external forms of life and 

categories of consciousness with whose help (from the position of one's own 

time) one can understand other times, ways of thinking and culture in general. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, man, as mentioned above, conceived 

the world in much broader, but at the same time less nonnative, categories 

which required the creation of a new system of spiritual values and attitudes 

capable of responding to the problem of changeable and moving time. 

At this point it would be appropriate to mentioned Bitsilli's book of 

1919 Elementy srednevekovoi kul'tury [Elements of Medieval Culture], which 

examines the historical and social structures of medieval society and human 

psychology. Bitsilli offers a truly remarkable study of the cultural and 

religious-aesthetic horizons of medieval man, his perception and reflection of 

20 K. G. Isupov, 'Ot estetiki zhizni k estetike istorii', in Bakhtin kakfilosoj, ed. L. A. Gogotishvili and 
P. S. Gurevich (Moscow: Nauka, 1992), pp. 68-82 (p. 74). 
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the world in works of fine art and literature. Analysing the meaning of such 

notions as 'history', 'the historical process' and the category of 'historicity', 

Bitsilli comes to the conclusion that it was not until the twentieth century that 

historicity and the idea of historical understanding proved to be the principal 

feature of human consciousness and cognition. He asserts that our century, 

like no other age, emerges as an epoch of historicity, for it is now that human 

thought begins truly to grasp the world, life and the meaning of culture: 

The "historicity" of our time is organically linked to the colossal complexity of our 

life, to its rapid tempo, to the continual non-coincidence between the rhythms of the 

personal and intersubjective spheres, which forces us to feel directly the swift 

flowing ness of the stream of life such that for every one of us panta rhei ("everything 

is flowing") is a primary experience. [ ... ] For us the world is a process. [ ... ] For us 

the world itself creates its own God. 

["HCTOpH3M" Hawcro BPCMCHH OpraHHI(CCJ:H CB.3aH C J:oJloccaJlIIHol 

cnOllCHOCTJoIO Hawcli lICH3HH. C I5WCTPOTOI co TCMIla. C IlOCTO_HHWM 

HOCOBrra40HHOM PHTMOB B JlHI(HOI H HHTopcyl5~CJ:THBHOI c~opax. "TO 

3aCTaBn_OT Hac HorrocpC4CTBCHHO owywaTII BCIO CTpCMHTonJoHOCTIo 

lICHToilcJCoro IlOTOJCa. TaJC I(TO panta rhei ("BCO TOl(OT") 431_ JCallC40ro H3 Hac -

rrCpBHI(HOO rrepellCHBaHHO. [ ... ] .an. Hac MHp - rrpOIlOCC. [ ... ] 431. Hac MHP 

caM TBOPHT CBooro Bora.]2! 

Bitsilli outlines a scheme within which for man of this century there is nothing 

that is given once and for all or that can be merely taken for granted by him. 

History and time become man's major passions, making him sensitive to life's 

rhythms and creative work. 

These words of Bitsilli's are a useful starting point for a discussion of 

the problems of the aesthetics of history22 introduced and developed in the 

2! P. M. Bitsilli, Elementy srednevekovoi kul'tury (St. Petersburg: Mifril, 1995), pp. 138-39. 
22 The term the 'aesthetics of history' was introduced and widely used in the works of the Soviet 
medievalist A. V. Gulyga (see, for instance, his book Estetika istorii (Moscow: Nauka, 1974» on the 
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works of representatives of the Russian Religious Renaissance such as 

Fedotov, Solov'ev, Florenskii, Bulgakov, Viacheslav Ivanov, Karsavin and 

finally Berdiaev. A more detailed analysis of some aspects of Berdiaev's 

philosophy of history will be presented in the next part of the present study. 

For the purposes of my work I have chosen to focus on Berdiaev's conception 

of the philosophy of history because of its flexible character and completeness. 

By flexibility I mean the fact that Berdiaev's broad analysis and treatment of 

the notion of history and the category of the historical raises many problems 

which were symptomatic and essential for an understanding of the discussions 

that took place in 1920s Russia on the essence of history: the correlation 

between culture and civilization, historicity and historical method, the 

historical process and eternity, time and space, God and man's goal and 

destiny and finally between historical myth, tradition and memory. The idea 

of completeness (or perhaps it would be more accurate to say openness) in 

relation to Berdiaev's philosophy of history can be expressed in a way that 

does not reduce or place the polemics within the framework of a philosophical-

religious interpretation. In spite of my personal disagreement with Berdiaev's 

final conclusions, unlike those of many other thinkers of this paradigm 

engaged in the study of the question of the meaning of history, Berdiaev's 

conception vividly shows the extent to which this problem was seen as being 

central to the debate at the tum of the century and first quarter of the twentieth 

century, shedding light on the question of historicity developed in the works of 

Losev, Shpet, Askol'dov, Mandel'shtam, Bitsilli and Bakhtin, and in part 

aesthetics of the Middle Ages and Renaissance to describe not a scholarly discipline but an aesthetics 
of the historical process. This term was also employed by Isupov in 'From an aesthetics of life 
towards an aesthetics of history' [Ot estetiki zhizni k estetike istorii], in which he examines the source 
of Bakhtin' s philosophy in the light of the tradition of Russian philosophical-religious thought. 
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Likhachev, who consider the idea and the meaning of historicity in the context 

of, as Likhachev puts it, 'the inner life of the work of art' [vnutrennego mira 

khudozhestvennogo proizvedeniia]. 23 

3. Berdiaev: Towards a reconsideration of the philosophy of history 

The First World War and two Russian Revolutions mark a period of 

heightened interest in the problems of the philosophy of history for both the 

representatives of the Cosmic (kosmicheskoe) trend in Russian philosophical 

thought, such as Fedorov, Tsiolkovskii, Vernadskii, Murav'ev, Sukhovo-

Kobylin, Umov, Gorskii, Chizhevskii, Maneev, Kholodnyi, Kuprevich and 

Setnitskii, and for thinkers of the Russian Religious Renaissance, such as 

Solov'ev, Bulgakov, Florenskii and Berdiaev. The latter school is noteworthy, 

in Berdiaev's terminology, for its anthropocentric character, that is, concern 

with orientation towards the problem of human existence and activity in nature 

and society. This tendency developed the idea of active eschatology, the 

essence of which was described by Berdiaev as follows: 'the end of this world, 

the end of history depends on the creative act of man too' [konets etogo mira, 

konets istorii zavisit i ot tvorcheskogo akta cheloveka.f4 

In Moscow during the winter of 1919-1920, at the Free Academy of 

Spiritual Culture (Vol'naia Akademiia Dukhovnoi Kul'tury), Berdiaev 

delivered a course of lectures on the major questions of the religious 

23 D. S. Likhachev, 'Vnutrennii rnir khudozhestvennogo proizvedeniia', Voprosy Iiteratury, 8 (1968), 
74-87. 
24 N. A. Berdiaev, Russkaia ideia: 0 Rossii i russkoifilosofskoi kul'ture (Moscow: Nauka, 1990), pp. 
235-36; 258. 
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philosophy of history; some of these ideas, developed throughout the course, 

were expanded upon in his book Smysl istorii [The Meaning of History] 

(1922), in which Berdiaev's discussion of the essence and meaning of the 

historical is a direct continuation of the nineteenth-century Russian literary

philosophical tradition: during the previous century, Russian philosophical and 

literary thought strives, as never before, to solve the problems of the 

philosophy of history raised in the works of Chaadaev, Pushkin, the 

Slavophiles, Tolstoi and Dostoevskii. This was an important development. 

Firstly, it paved the way for an understanding of the spiritual and cultural 

atmosphere of a new epoch and prepared the ground essential for the growth 

and development of twentieth-century individual and national consciousness. 

Secondly, it enables us to trace the polemics of the Slavophiles and 

Westernizers on the place of the West and East in humanity's spiritual 

evolution and the role of Russia and Europe in this process. Berdiaev sees 'the 

enigma of Russia' and the specific character of its historical destiny as 'the 

enigma of the philosophy of history', For him the idea of the religious nature 

of the philosophy of history is a result of nothing other than the originality and 

vocation of Russian thinking, which, unlike the Western way of thinking, is of 

apocalyptic character, that is, appeals to the eschatological problem of the End 

(death, judgement, heaven and hell). Berdiaev's philosophy of history seeks to 

solve three crucial questions: What is the historical? When and in what 

circumstances is history endowed with positive meaning? And finally, if 

human destiny lies at the basis of history, can the problem of individual 

destiny (and its connection with universal destiny and participation in the life 
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of all mankind) be solved within the bounds of history? In answering these 

questions, we begin to understand the meaning of ' the essence' of history. 

It should be noted that Berdiaev followed a rich religious-philosophical 

tradition in examining the notion of history. At the beginning of the 

nineteenth century Chaadaev pointed out that a distinguishing feature of 

modem man's thinking is the aspiration to 'envelop all types of knowledge in 

historical form' [oblekat' vse vidy poznaniia v istoricheskuiu formyl, for: 

Contemplating the philosophical fundamentals of historical thought it is impossible 

not to admit that it is now called to rise to an incomparably higher level than it has 

hitherto reached; one could say that reason now feels free only in the realm of 

history. [ ... J It is time to realize that the human mind is not limited by that force 

which it draws from the narrow present, that it has another force which, combining in 

one thought both elapsed and promised times, forms its authentic essence and raises it 

to the true sphere of its activity. [ ... J The reason of this century requires a new 

philosophy of history. 25 

From Chaadaev onwards, in the thinking of Gogol', Dostoevskii and Tolstoi, 

the idea of the historical process is primarily concerned with moral aspects of 

history, expressed by an aspiration to grasp the 'moral meaning' of great 

historical epochs, cultures and nations and understand man as a moral being in 

his primordial connection with God, Reason and the life of the whole of 

mankind. In other words, for the nineteenth-century philosophy of history the 

meaning of history was the quest for a solution to the mystery of man's goal. 

Berdiaev describes our century as 'the very peak of history' (samaia 

vershina istorii)/6 arguing that the social catastrophes and spiritual crises 

which contemporary mankind is forced to live through are distinguished by a 

2~ P. la. Chaadaev, Filosoficheskie pis 'rna, in Stat 'i i pis 'rna (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1989), pp. 38-147 
(pp. 103-4). 
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hitherto unprecedented sharpening and intensification of historical movement. 

Such an awareness ofthe critical moments in history, according to Berdiaev, is 

particularly significant, since it is during such moments that human thought 

and consciousness begin to reconsider the philosophy of history. In this sense, 

the state of the contemporary epoch requires a re-evaluation of the notion of 

'the historical'. To understand the historical and perceive its inner essence, it is 

necessary to establish a distinction between 'the historical' (or historicity) and 

the 'historical method. Without formulating the defining difference between 

historicity and the historical method, Chaadaev does highlight that there is a 

difference between these two important categories: a continual accumulation 

and sorting of events and facts leads, in the end, to the conclusion that history 

is nothing other than 'causeless and senseless' movement and that the 

historical process illustrates 'the pitiful comedy of the world' carried away by 

the genius of reiteration.27 For Berdiaev these categories are by no means 

identical, but contain an important 'difference', if they are not in fact 

diametrically opposed. This antithesis manifests itself in such a way that the 

historical method (the characteristic and final result of the development of the 

science of history, which sprang up mainly to serve science by offering general 

points of view on questions of culture) turns out to be far distant from the 

'mystery' of the historical, losing all 'ways of communication' as well as points 

of intersection with it. Moreover, Berdiaev argues that the historical method 

can neither cognize nor conceive the historical, for historical science, 

concentrating on collecting historical data and the abstract usage of documents, 

buries in oblivion the very fact that history and historical life have their own 

26 Nikolai Berdiaev, Smysl istorii (Moscow: Mysl', 1990), p.15. 
27 Chaadaev, Filosoficheskie pis 'rna, 105; 125-27. 
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inner order and essence. In this sense, Berdiaev considers the twentieth 

century to be an epoch of addressivity and return to the problem of the 

historical, since all the social disasters which we witness should be seen, first 

and foremost, as catastrophes of the human spirit: 

[ ... ] when, having experienced the collapse of the familiar historical order and way of 

life, having experienced the moment of splintering and schism, it [the human spirit] 

can compare and contrast these two moments, the moment of direct participation in 

the historical and that of splintering from it, in order to move to a third spiritual state 

which affords a particularly acute consciousness, a particular capacity for reflection, 

and, at the same time, a particular appeal of the human spirit to the mysteries of 'the 

historical' is accomplished. 

[[ ... ] JCor.na OK. ncpelCHB J:PYWCHHC H3BCCTHoro ICH3HCKHoro HCTOpHIICCJ:oro 

CTPOJI H na.tla. ncpCICHB MOMCHT paCUlCnnCHHJI H pa3.tlBOCKHSI. MOllCCT 

conOCTaBHTIo H npOTHBonOCTaBHTIo 3TH .tlBa MOMCKTa MOMCHT 

HCnOCpC.tlCTBCHHoro npCI5WBaHHSI B HCTOPHIICCJ:OM H MOMCHT paCUlcnnCHKOCTH 

C HHM. 'lTOI5Io1 ncpcATH B TPCTIoC COCTOJlHHC .tlyxa. JCOTOPOC .IlaCT OCOI5YIO 

OCTPOTY C03HaHHJI. OCOI5CHKYIO CnOCOI5HOCTIo x pcclInCXCHH H. BMCCTC C TCM. B 

KCM COBcpWaCTCJI OCOI5CHHOC Ol5paUlCHHC .tlyxa IIcnOBcxa x TaAHaM 

" " ]28 HCTOPH'lCCJCoro . 

Here, Berdiaev points out that his view of history is particularly concerned 

with its spiritual meaning. 

What is the purpose of the philosophy of history according to 

Berdiaev? What is understood by the historical? And what lies at its basis? 

To answer these questions it is important to consider Berdiaev's description of 

the historical as 'reality of a special kind and order', 'a special stage of 

existence' [osobaia stupen' bytiia] (p.l2). This description, moreover, is 

closely associated with the category of historical tradition; only through this 

can the historical be known, and without it historical thinking is impossible. 
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Thus he enters an open polemic with the Marxist conception of history, which 

completely denies the importance of historical tradition in the understanding of 

the historical. By 'reality of a special kind' Berdiaev assumes the concrete 

nature of the historical, stressing that history deals only with concrete subjects, 

and all abstract ideas are opposed and alien to both history and the historical. 

Thus, he seeks to distinguish historical reality from knowledge; sociology, 

says Berdiaev, on the contrary, is utterly and completely based on abstract 

thinking and operates with solely abstract and general notions and categories, 

such as class, social group, collective or class consciousness, majority opinion 

and so forth. In this sense, speaking of the historical as 'reality of a special 

order', Berdiaev points out that it is not only of concrete but also of 'individual 

character' (p. 13), because historical reality is closely linked to concrete 

spiritual reality, namely man. Hence, it is important to establish and observe 

this well-defined opposition between the historical and sociological, since the 

purpose of historical cognition as well as the philosophy of history is the 

destiny of a concrete individual in history: 

Man is in the highest possible degree an historical being. Man is situated in the 

historical and the historical is situated in man. There exists such a profound, 

mysterious and primordial union, such a concrete reciprocity between man and 'the 

historical' as to make their rupture impossible. It is as impossible to isolate man from 

history and consider him in the abstract as it is to isolate history from man and to 

examine it outside of man and from a non-human point of view. Nor is it possible to 

think of man outside of the deepest spiritual reality of history. 

[1.{cnoBex CCT. B BIoICO'lallwcll CTcneHH HCTOpH'IecJCoe cywecTBo. 1.{enoBex 

HaXOJlHTCI: B HCTOPH'ICCXOM H HCTOpHl(eCXOe HaXOJlHTCI: B '1CnOBexe. MellCJlY 

'1enOBeXOM H "HCTOpH'IeCJCHM" cywecTByeT Taxoe rnyeoloe. Taloe 

28 Berdiaev, Smysl is/orii, 6. 
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TaHHCTBeHHoe B cBoell nepBOOCHOBe cpaweHHe. Taxall XOHxpeTHali 

B3aHMHOCT •• 'ITO pa3pWB HX HeB03MOllCeH. Hen.311 BWJlenHT. '1enOBeXa H3 

HCTOpHH. Hen.3Jl B3JlT. ero aCSCTpaXTHO. H Hen.3Jl BWJlenHT. HCTOPHIO H3 

'1enOBexa. Hen.311 HCTOPHIO paCCMaTpHBaT. BHe '1enOBeXa H He'lenOBe'leCXH. 

H Hen.311 paCCMaTpHBaT. 'IenOBeXa BHe rnycso'lallmell JlYXOBHOIL pean.HOCTH 

HCTOpHH.] (p. 14) 

Thus, for Berdiaev the basis of the historical is of an ontological nature, and 

the essence of Being as well as the inner meaning of history truly reveal 

themselves only in the historical. The historical turns out to be profoundly 

enriched with existence and eventness; in order to understand 'the mystery of 

the historical', man must, above all, grasp both the historical and history as 

something that is intimately related and belongs to him, as his history and his 

destiny (p. 15). Berdiaev also emphasizes the necessity of recognising the 

existing and unbreakable connection between man and history, to the extent 

that the two are united and identified with each other and understood in terms 

of each other. 

To define the essence of the historical Berdiaev proposes that we 

consider the significance of historical memory, the role of myth and the general 

meaning of the mythological in history. For Berdiaev historical memory 

represents nothing other than 'the spirit of eternity in our temporal reality 

[dukh vechnosti v nashei vremennoi deistvitel'nosti], a spirit that 'upholds the 

historical connection of the times' [podderzhivaet istoricheskuiu sviaz' vremen] 

(p. 58). 'Memory', Berdiaev writes, 'is the basis of history. [ ... ] It is the 

eternal ontological principle which creates the foundation of all that is 

historical' [Pamiat' est' osnova istorii. [ ... ] Pamiat' est' vechnoe 

ontologicheskoe nachalo, sozidaiushchee osnovu vsego istoricheskogo] (ibid.). 

Historical myths, according to Berdiaev, are born in the historical memory; 
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they give meaning to history, symbolising the historical destinies of man. By 

saying that 'history is not an objective, empirical given; it is a myth' [istoriia ne 

est' ob"ektivnaia empiricheskaia dannost', istoriia est' mif] (p. 18), Berdiaev 

argues that myth cannot be treated as fiction or fantasy; on the contrary, we are 

dealing with a reality which is distinguished from that which exists 

objectively. He does not restrict the notion of myth to the context in which we 

usually use this word; rather, in Berdiaev's thinking, myth is synonymous with 

symbol. Discarding Schelling's doctrine of mythology as an initial human 

history, he seeks to demonstrate that apart from myths whose roots stretch into 

the distant past, different historical epochs (even the current epoch which is so 

unfavourable for mythology) turn out to be saturated with myth-making, 

creating their own myths. He explains this by assuming that we cannot 

understand, and therefore accept, 'purely objective history', since we always 

find ourselves in a quest for inner, profound connection with 'the historical 

object': 

It is necessary that not only the object be historical, but also the subject, that the 

subject of historical cognition sense and reveal 'the historical' in himself. Only as it 

reveals 'the historical' in himself does it begin to grasp all great historical periods. 

Without this connection, without its own inner 'historicity' it would not be able to 

understand history. 

[HYlICHO. 'lTOIUoI HO TOnltXO OG100XT Gun HCTOPH'lOH. HO 'lTOGU H CYG10eJCT Gun 

HCTOPH'IOH. 'lTOGU CYG10eXT HCTOPH'lOCXOro n03HaHH. a COGO oWYlllan H a COGO 

pacxpW8an " " HCTOPH'COCJCOO . TonloJCo no MOpO paCJCpWTH. a COGO 

"HCTOPH'lOCJCoro" Ha'lHHaOT OH nOCTHraTIo aco 80nHXHO nepHOJlW HCTOpHH. 

S03 3TOI ca.3H. 1503 COGCTaOHHol aHYTpOHHOI HCTOPH'lHOCTH HO Mor GU OH 

nOHJlTIt HCTOpHIO.] (ibid.) 
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Furthennore, Berdiaev extends Plato's doctrine of recollection to 

support his own concept of history. According to Plato, penetration into 

various epochs is achieved and can be fruitful only when this penetration is the 

inner recollection, or inner memory of events that took place in human history; 

the authenticity of human cognition is based on this. For Berdiaev, 

recollection manifests in its tum a certain profound unity which identifies 

everything happening inside us and to us with that which has been 

accomplished in different historical periods. In this sense, historical myths are 

singled out for their great importance in 'the great act of recollection' [velikii 

akt pripominaniia] (p. 20). The actual 'tale' (rasskaz) which is represented and 

preserved in historical myth and inherited in popular memory helps to arouse 

from the depths of human memory the spirit of an inner layer that is linked 

with the depths of time. Thus, myths are closely associated with human 

existence, providing us with the opportunity to cognize history in ourselves 

and become part of it on the strength of the fact that each single individual 

bears inside himself all previous historical epochs along with knowledge about 

them, and this cannot be destroyed either by successive temporal layers or by 

recent historical life. It may well become covered or pushed aside by human 

consciousness, but it can never be completely lost. 

At this point it would be useful to touch upon the conception of myth 

developed by Losev in his now well-known book Dialektika mifa [The 

Dialectics of Myth] (1930), devoted to the question of contemporary myth. 

According to Losev, it is during periods of spiritual catastrophes and social 

instability, which undennine the cultural base and tear man away from his 

natural ground, that human thought finds salvation in turning to classical 
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antiquity. Myth, therefore, turns out to be one of those very old, 'absolutely 

essential categories of thinking and life' [sovershenno neobkhodimykh 

kategorii mysli i zhizni]29 capable of effecting and maintaining the link 

between times which, under pressure from social disasters, is threatened with 

collapse. In the classical Greek language the word 'myth' had more 

connotations, meaning 'word', 'name' and 'appellation', and signified a way 

of representing life's experience. Losev defines the major theme of his book 

in the following way: 

It is necessary to wrest the doctrine of myth from the sphere of both theological and 

ethnographic study. [ ... ] I take myth as it is, that is, I want to reveal and positively 

establish what myth is in its own right and how it conceives its own miraculous and 

fairy tale-like nature. 

[Hallo awpaaT. Y'IOHHO 0 MHcllo H3 ccllopw .0000HH. aorocno.o. H H3 ccllopw 

aOlloHHR 3THorpacllo.. [ ... ] JI oopy MHt/I r.x, r.r ON tlCr~. T. o. xO"Y 

.CXpWT. H n03HTH.HO 3acllHxcHpoaaT •. 'ITO TaXOe MHcII caM no ceoo H xax OH 

MwcnHT caM C.OIO 'IYllOCHYIO H CXa30'lHYIO npHpOllY.] (PP. 23-24) 

Thus, from the very beginning Losev intends to show that myth cannot 

be treated as an abstract-ideal being or category of poetic figurativeness. 

Myth, if we proceed from its ancient interpretation, is, above all, the 'image of 

a person' (obraz lichnosti), 'personality itself (sama lichnost'} and 

'personalistic history' (lichnostnaia istoriia), manifested in a word (p. 74). By 

seeking to 'purify' mythology of any anti-mythological theories (such as 

metaphysical or psychological), and of approaches developed by modem 

science in order to give a 'positive', that is, phenomenological understanding 

of myth, Losev (and herein lies the paradox of his whole theory) offers a 

29 A. F. Losev, Dialektika mifa, in Filosojiia. Mifologiia. Kul'tura, ed. A. Rostovtsev (Moscow: 
Politizdat, 1991), pp. 21-187 (p. 24). 
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conception of myth which contradicts and, to some extent, disclaims the 

original idea. Myth still acquires the same ideal-abstract content which 

remams in the depths of its initial treatment. Hence myth, in Losev's 

interpretation, turns out to be an extra-temporal as well as extra-historical 

reality, isolated from the concrete, that is, outer vision of the world where the 

real experience of human life is concentrated. 

In this sense, returning to Berdiaev's ideas, it is possible to say that 

within the framework of his conception of history, Berdiaev makes an original 

attempt to problematize the notion of myth. For him myth is a Being whose 

riddle is very difficult to solve. He therefore proposes that myth is first and 

foremost an existential, that is, not an abstract but a concrete reality, which, 

being based on and living by the inner connection of events, gives meaning to 

history, concentrating in itself both the link between times and man's concrete 

participation m the historical process. In Berdiaev's philosophy the 

identification of myth with symbol offers an opportunity to leave the 

interpretation of the notion and context of its usage relatively open. A 

comparison with M. I. Kagan, Berdiaev's contemporary, who was also 

engaged in the study of myth and history, is appropriate at this point. In the 

work 'Dva ustremleniia iskusstva' [Two Aspirations of Art] (1922) written at 

the same time as Berdiaev's The Meaning of History, Kagan comes to a similar 

conclusion on the question of the essence of myth: 

Myth is always nothing other than the discovery of the meaning and connection of 

events and phenomena whose purpose is as though anticipated by the inner character 

of events. After all, no event can be historically fmite or completed. Just as it is 

impossible to speak of a concrete historical beginning. History is the inclusion of 

events in this identity of the infinite beginning and end of man and Being in their 
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mutual unity. If history was only a stream this would, of course, be enough. But 

what is to be done with pure chance, or the pure fact which, immanently-historically, 

in its own right is not at all pure? After all, the purity of chance and fact in history is 

not finite. But finiteness exists. It as it were irrupts into history and offers itself to it. 

Myth is precisely this original fmiteness of the concrete. It is the principle and fact of 

the permanent creative principle in anticipation of a revelation of the future in the 

present, and of the inclusion of the past in the constantly opening eternal present 

which lives by the future. Already lives by the future. 

[MHeII - 3TO BCOr.lla HO 'ITO HHOO. xax OTXPIolTHO CMloIcna H CB.3H COCSIolTHIL H 

.BnoHHA. IIcnlt XOTOPIolX xax CSIol npC.IIBOCXHlIlcHa caMHM BHYTPCHHHM 

xapaxTcpoM COCSIolTHA. HCTOPH'IOCXH BO.llIt HH OAHO COCSIolTHO HO MO.OT CSIolTIt 

OXOH'IHBWHMC.. OICOH'IOHHIoIM. nOAOCSHO TOMY. xax HOnIt3. rOBOpHTIt 0 

XOHICPCTHOM HCTOPH'IOCXOM Ha'lano. HCTOpH. H OCTIt BXnlO'lOHHO c06WTHIL B 

TalCOO TO.AOCTBO CSOCICOHO'IHOrO Ha'lana H XOHua 'lOnOBOXa H CSWTH. B HX 

B3aHMHOM OCS .. O.llHHOHHH. BcnH 6101 HCTOpH. cslolna TOnltXO nOTOJCOM. 3Toro. 

XOHCI(HO. 6101no 6101 .II0CTaTOI(KO. 'ITO .IICnaTIt. O.llKaxo. C I(HCTIolM cnYl(aCM. C 

'lHCTIoiM eIIaxTOM. XOTOPIolIl HMMaHCKTHO-HCTOPH'IOCXH caM no COCSO BOBCO HO 

'IHCT? BOAIt 'IHCTOTa cnY'la. H eIIaxTa B HCTOPHH HO 3aBopOlOHa. A 

3aBcpWCHKOCTit CYIIlCCTBYCT. OHa xax CSIol BpIolBaOTC. B HCTOPHIO H .IIapyoTc. 

01. MHeII H OCTIt 3Ta H3Ha'lanItHa. 3aBopIIlOKHOCTit XOHxpCTHoro. 3TO 

npHHIIHn H eIIaICT nOCTO.HHoro TBOp'lOCICOrO nOpBOHa'iana • np0.llBOCXHIIlOHHH 

OTXpOBCHH. csY.IIYlIlcro B HaCTo.wOM H BXnlO'lOHH. npownoro B nOCTO.HHO 

OTxploiBalOwOOCK BOI(HOO HaCTOKweo. ICOTOPOC .HBCT 6YAYIIlHM. Y.e .HBCT 

]
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6Y.IIYWHM. 

In his discussion of the meaning of the historical, Berdiaev dwells on 

two aspects which require extended interpretation. They are both related to the 

problem of the origin of this notion: in other words, why did the historical 

occur in human history, and how did human consciousness become aware of 

the existence of these realities, namely, 'historical movement' and 'historical 

process'? The answer to these questions, as Berdiaev sees it, is rooted in the 

30 Quoted from Makhlin, 'Tretii Renessans', 132-54 (p. 142). 
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Hellenic and Hebraic worlds, since both these principles, according to 

Berdiaev, lie at the basis of contemporary European consciousness, and their 

combination gave birth to the Christian world. Berdiaev seeks to demonstrate 

that the idea and sense of history were absolutely alien to the whole of 

Hellenic culture in general. There the notion and awareness of historical 

fulfilment did not exist at all. This is explained by the fact that the ancient 

Greeks' attitude was founded on an aesthetic perception of the world, which 

was seen as a complete, static and harmonious cosmos, where everything was 

cyclical in character, manifesting only reiteration and perpetual return: 

The Hellenic consciousness was always addressed not towards the future, where 

history comes to an end, and where the centre of history and the exit from it must be, 

but rather towards the past. [ ... ] For the ancient Greek consciousness there was no 

attitude to the future that could have become a point of departure in the perception of 

the historical process and which would have made it possible to be aware of history 

as a certain drama in progress. 

[3nnHHcxoo C03HaHHO acorJIa I5lo1no Ol5palilOHO HO x rp • .IIYlIloMY. a XOTOPOM 

3aaopwaeTC. HCTOpH.. a XOTOPOM .II0JlllCOH I5Io1T. lleHTp HCTOPHH H alolxo.ll. a x 

npownOMY. [ ... ] ..an. rpO'lOCXoro C03HaHH. HO I5lo1no Toro OTHOWOHH. x 

I5Y.llYllloMY. XOTopoe c.IIonanoc. 15101 HCXO.llHOI TO'lxol aocnpH.TH. 

HCTOpH'IeCXOro npollocca H c.llonano 15101 a03MOllCHiolM C03HaHHe HCTOPHH xax 

HeJ:OTOpol coaopwaJOlllelc • .IIpaMIol.] (p.23) 

Berdiaev argues that this understanding of history as tragedy or 

fulfilment (so alien to the Hellenic world) can be found in the thinking and 

spirit of ancient Israel, since the ancient Hebrew consciousness saw the 

historical process in the light of the Messianic idea. This, first and foremost, 

accounts for its orientation to the future, which turns out to be nothing other 

that the tense expectation of a certain great Event, capable of resolving the 

fortunes of countries and nations (in this case, the fate of Israel). The world's 
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fate, moreover, can no longer be seen as a closed circle; on the contrary, it is 

regarded as a tragedy which has its own ultimate aim. Berdiaev sees in 

ignorance and lack of freedom the explanation of why the Hellenic world did 

not know and did not understand history and the historical. He argues that the 

ancient Greeks were not capable of knowing freedom simply because the 

whole of the ancient world's existence was firmly based on the idea of man's 

complete feebleness and submissiveness to fate. Thus, man was not 

considered by them to be a creative subject of history without whom 

fulfilment, awareness and perception are impossible. The Hellenic ignorance 

of freedom also accounts for the predominance of form over content which we 

see expressed in every sphere of the ancient Greeks' life, and in particular, in 

politics and art, including literature and philosophy, where the principle of 

formal perfection and shape prevailed over the material, that is, the principle of 

content; the latter, according to Berdiaev, is closely linked to the irrational 

principle of human life, namely, freedom, which, in its tum, was brought into 

this world by Christianity. Christian thinking, by giving all the prerogatives to 

content, seeks to disclose first and foremost human freedom and 'liberate the 

creative subject', that is, man, for whom history and the historical process 

emerge as reality endowed with meaning: 

Christianity was characterized by a particular historicity [ ... ] unknown to the ancient 

world, where all revelations of the world, the Hellenic as well as the Jewish world, 

were reunited. One of Schelling's most interesting and profound thoughts was the 

idea that Christianity is in the highest degree historical, representing God's revelation 

in history. 

[XpHcTHaHcTay. a J!OTOPOM npOH30mno aOCC004HHOHHO acox oTJ!poaoHHIl 

MHpa. 3nnHHCJ!oro MHpa H MHpa oapolcJ!oro. caolCTaOHHa eiolna Hea040Ma. 

4poaHOMY MHPY [ ... ] ocoea. HCTOPH'lHOCTJo. 04Ha H3 caMioIX HHTOPOCHioIX H 
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rnY60ICHX Mwcnel WennHHra - 3TO MWCnlt 0 TOM. 'lTO xpHCTHaHCTao a 

awcwel CTeneHH HCTOPH'lHO. 'lTO xpHCTHaHCTao eCTIt OTxpoaeHHe Bora a 

HCTOpHH.] (p. 26) 

Christianity introduces, along with the notion of the singularity and 

uniqueness of human life and events, the idea of the dynamics of the historical 

process, giving, thereby, new strength to historical movement. Here Berdiaev 

echoes Chaadaev's idea that Christianity, like no other religious doctrine, is 

shot through with the sense of historicity, which represents the real force that 

makes the historical process come into being. Finally, the Christian 

consciousness, being founded on the idea of freedom, for the first time fully 

acknowledges that the eternal can be manifested in the temporal, to be more 

precise, here these two categories are treated as inseparable from each other, 

that is, the eternal enters the temporal and vice versa. Thus, the dynamics of 

the Christian world, its freedom, which tears temporal boundaries apart, and 

the irrational principle, which is connected with the content of human life, 

define together, according to Berdiaev, the historical process. The major role 

in this triad, moreover, belongs to the irrational principle: 

Historical reality presupposes [ ... ] an irrational principle which makes dynamism 

possible, because neither history nor true dynamism is possible without this irrational 

principle which is turbulent and provokes a struggle between light and darkness. [ ... ] 

This irrational principle must be understood [ ... ] in an ontological sense, in the sense 

of a recognition of the irrational principle in Being itself, in the sense of that 

irrational principle without which history is impossible, dynamism is impossible. 

[HcTOpH'leCxa. .aeICTaHTenltHOCTIt npe.anonaraeT [ ... ] HppallHOHanltHOO 

Ha'lano. XOTopoe .aenaeT a03MO.HWM .aHHaMH3M. nOTOMY 'lTO 003 3Toro 

HppallHOHanltHOrO Ha'lana. xax Ha"ana oypn.lIloro. aW3waalOIIloro OOplt6Y 

caeTa H TltMW. [ ... ] 6e3 3Toro Ha"ana Hea03MO.Ha HCTOpH •• Hea03Mo.eK 

HCTHHHWI .IlHHaMH3M. 3TO HppallHOHanltHOe Hauno HY.HO nOHHMaTIt [ ... ] a 
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OHTonorHIICCICOM CMWCnC. • CMWCnC npHIHaHH. HppaUHOHanltHOrO Hallana • 

caMOM 6WTHH. • CMwcnc Toro HppaUHOHanltHOrO Hallana. 6Cl ICOToporo 

HC.OIMO.He HCTOpH. H KC.OIMO.OK .IIHKaMHIM.] (p. 29) 

As was noted earlier, the nineteenth century, more than any other age, 

emerges as an epoch of deep engagement with the study of problems of history 

and the meaning of the category of the historical; even words such as 

'historicity' and 'historical method' had gradually become deceptively habitual 

over the last century. The nineteenth century, in Berdiaev's opinion, 

introduced the idea of 'historical revolt' (istoricheskii bunt), which manifested 

itself in the rise and firm establishment of a 'false' attitude to history that made 

history dead and internally unreceptive to man. Berdiaev points out that the 

major difficulty of our time consists in the fact that the appreciation of and 

approach to the problem of the historical developed during the nineteenth 

century had been extended to contemporary consciousness, representing still 

the same 'anti-historical' and 'anarchicaf understanding of the historical 

process. In other words, the twentieth century has to face and deal with a 

situation where man, feeling his own estrangement, isolation and even 

complete rupture from the historical, rises up against the violence of the 

historical process. In this revolt, Berdiaev says, one can find all things except 

one: 'spiritual freedom' (p. 30), which Berdiaev describes as man's peculiar 

state where he ceases to sense history as something that is thrust upon him or 

inserted from without, and, instead, begins to experience history as an inner 

Event, as his own freedom: 

Only such a truly free and emancipating attitude to history made it possible to 

understand history as man's inner freedom, as the moment of his celestial and earthly 

destiny. In it man follows his peculiar path of martyrdom where all the great 

historical moments, the most terrible and torturing, tum out to be the inner moments 
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of this human destiny, for history is the inner and dramatic fulfilment of the destiny 

of man. 

[Tonloxo Taxoe OTHoweHHe. nOHCTHHO. CBOISO.llHOO H OCBOISOllC.IlalOlllOO 

OTHOWOHHO x HCTOPHH H .llano B03MOllCHOCTIo nOH.TIo HCTOPHIO xax 

aHYTpOHHlO1O CBOISO.llY 'IOnOBoxa. xax MOMOHT HOISOCHOA H 30MHoll CY.IlIoISIoI 

'Ionoaexa. B HoI 'Ienoaox npOXO.llHT caoA ocolSwll. cTpaTOTOpn'lOCXHIl nYTIo. a 

XOTOPOM BCO aenHXHO MOMOHTW HCTOPHH. caMWO cTpaWHWO. caMWO 

CTpa.llanlo'lOCXHO oxa3WaalOTCJI BHyTpOHHHMH MOMOHTaMH :lToll 'Ionoao'locxoll 

CY.IlIoISW. HISO HCTOPHJI OCTIo BHYTpOHHeo. nonHOO .IlpaMaTH3Ma. caopWOHHO 

CY.IlIoISW 'Ionoaon.] (pp. 30-31). 

Berdiaev, returning to the question raised earlier in his work about the 

way human consciousness first created and fully grasped the historical process, 

speaks of two elements - the conservative and the creative (or dynamic) -

without whose combination the perception of history as movement is not 

possible by any means. The conservative element symbolizes man's close link 

with the spiritual past and an acceptance of that which is most sacred from this 

past. By the creative element he means the idea of man's 'initiative' (pochin) 

in continuing the historical process, its completion and final settlement. For 

example, abstract conservatism refuses to continue history, since its functions 

are exclusively conclusive, preservative and protective. For Berdiaev, 

faithfulness to the past, association with it and its sacred heritage is, therefore, 

a direct path to the future, orientation towards a new life and its union with that 

of the past; and this process of reunion takes place in one internal movement of 

history or, in other words, in eternity. 

Thus in Berdiaev's conception of history an understanding of the 

historical process identifies the historical and metaphysical, bringing together 

the temporal and eternal and joining terrestrial history with celestial. The latter 

is more significant than the former, since it pre-detennines that very history 
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whose embodiment is realized in man's earthly life and destiny. Celestial 

history, as Berdiaev puts it, is 'a heavenly prologue like that which opens 

Goethe's Faust. Faust's destiny is man's destiny, and the terrestrial destiny of 

mankind was pre-detennined by this heavenly prologue' [nponor Ha HOesO. 

nOJl06HO TOMY nponory. C ICOToporo Hal.JHHaCTCJI rCTCBCJCHI ~yCT. CaM. 

cYJl.esa ~aYCTa eCT. CYJl.6a I.JCnOBOICa. H 3THM nponorOM Ha HOesC 

npeJlonpeJlenHnac. 3CMH" CYJl.6a l.JenOBeI.JCCTB.] (p.32). Hence, history should 

be understood, according to Berdiaev, as prophecy or prophetic exegesis 

which, by addressing itself to the past, leads to the future: 

Man's destiny is not only a terrestrial, but also a celestial destiny, not only historical 

but also metaphysical, not only a human but also a Divine destiny; it is not only a 

human but also Divine drama. Only a prophetic appeal to history, to the past, can 

make dead evolution and movement alive, active and inwardly spiritual [ ... ]. There 

can be no opposition between man's spiritual world and the great world of history. 

Such an opposition is the deadening of both man and history. 

['IenOBO'lOCXaR CYJl.5a OCT. HO Ton.ICO 30MHaR. HO H H060CHaR CYJU6a. HO 

Ton.JCO HCTOpH'IOCJCaR. HO H MOTacltH3H'IOCXaR cya.6a. HO Ton.ICO 1.J0nOBOIIocxaR. 

HO H SOllCOCTBCHHaR cya.esa. HO Ton.ItO '10nOBO'lOCltaR. HO H SOllCOCTBOHHaR 

apaMa. MOPTBYIO 3BOnIOQHIO. MOPTBOO aBHlICOHHO caonaT. lICHBWM. 

aBHlICYIllHM. caonaT. BHYTPOHHO aYXOBHWM MOllCOT Ton.ItO npopo'lOCICOO 

06palllOHHO JC HCTOPHH. It npOlllnOMY [ .•. ]. Ho MOllCOT 5WT. 

npOTHBononOllCOHHR '10nOBOlCa H BOnHItOrO MHpa HCTOpHH. TaICoo 

npOTHBononOllCOHHO OCT. OMOPTBOHHO IIcnOBOICa H OMOPTBOHHO HCTOpHH.] (pp. 

33-34) 

Thus, Berdiaev sees the real goal of historical consciousness as establishing a 

proper attitude to both the past and the future. This idea leads us to one of the 

key notions ofBerdiaev's conception of history, namely, the problem of time. 

It is significant that in the chronotope of Russian culture in the first 

quarter of the twentieth century the word 'time', and the metaphor of 
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'temporal' or 'temporality', acquire a particular importance because of their 

fundamental connection with other problems such as space, culture, artistic 

freedom and history. The question of the meaning and essence of time and 

space, their nature and function emerges as one of the central issues in various 

philosophical-religious and literary-linguistic as well as natural scientific 

discussions. At the beginning of this century there were thinkers interested in 

this problem and writing about it from various perspectives and with different 

purposes: S. A. Askol'dov (Thought and Reality [Mysl' i deistvitel'nost'] 

(1914) and 'Time and Its Overcoming' [Vremia i ego preodolenie] (1922)), V. 

1. Vemadskii ('Beginning and Eternity of Life' [Nachalo i vechnost' zhizni] 

(1922)) and G. G. Shpet (,Phenomenon and Meaning' [Iavlenie i smysl] 

(1914) and 'The Inner Form of the Word' [Vnutrenniaia forma slova] (1927)). 

A deep engagement with the study of time can also be found in the works of 

Ukhtomskii, Karsavin, Bitsilli (Elements of Afedieval Culture [Elementy 

srednevekovoi kul'tury] (1919)), Mandel'shtam, Losev (in a number of his 

books on aesthetics, mythology and literary theory such as Ancient Cosmos 

and Modern Science [Antichnyi kosmos i sovremennaia nauka] (1927), A 

Philosophy of Name [Filosofiia imeni] (1927), The Dialectics of Artistic Form 

[Dialektika khudozhestvennoi formy] (1927) and The Dialectics of Myth 

[Dialektika Mifa] (1930)) and finally Bakhtin (Author and Hero in Aesthetic 

Activity [Avtor i geroi v esteticheskoi deiatel'nosti] (1920-24), 'Forms of Time 

and Chronotope in the Novel' [Formy vremeni i khronotopa v romane] (1937-

38) and 'The Bildungsroman and its Significance in the History of Realism' 

[Roman vospitaniia i ego znachenie v istorii realizma] (1936-38)). 
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For Berdiaev and for the Russian humanities in the 1920s in general, 

the treatment of this problem has two aspects. The first is directly concerned 

with time in a historical-metaphysical sense (Florenkii, Losev). The second, 

developing this notion in the context of 'freedom of will' (Askol'dov), 

approaches the theme of the fate of human culture and its interrelation with 

civilisation. The second aspect requires more detailed elucidation. Firstly, it 

substantiates the conception of 'surmounting' or 'removing' time which was 

developed in modernist thinking, art and literature. Secondly, some of the 

ideas introduced by Sergei Askol'do~1 can be used as a starting point to 

understand Berdiaev's approach to the question of the nature of time and its 

role in history. In the work 'Time and Its Overcoming' [Vremia i ego 

preodolenie] (1922) Askol'dov stresses the fact that for a long time 

philosophical thought has sought to find a departure from the bounds of time, 

to theoretically surmount it. In so doing, philosophy tended to forget time 

itself as a true measure of Existence. This is a potentially perilous path, for 

forgetting Being (here I simply paraphrase Heidegger's idea of 'fleeing into 

care'),32 man forgets his own temporal and therefore finite and mortal essence. 

Illustrating that in history this surmounting of time had been accomplished for 

31 Sergei Alekseevich Askol'dov (Alekseev) is another, in Makhlin's terms, 'as it were 
successfuVunsuccessful thinkers' [kak by sostoiavshiisialne sostoiavshiisia myslitel '] of the first 
quarter of the twentieth century. In the brief biographical supplement compiled by professor P. V. 
Alekseev, the editor of the collection Na perelome. Filosofskie diskussii 20-kh godov: Filosofiia i 
mirovozzrenie (Moscow: Politizdat, 1990), Askol'dov is described as 'a philosopher of the idealistic 
trend' (p. 513). This supplement also provides some information about Askol' dov' s life and a list of 
his works which includes Major Problems of Epistemology and Ontology [Osnovnye problemy teorii 
poznaniia i ontologii] (1900), Thought and Reality [Mysl' i deistvitel'nost'] (1914), Consciousness As 
a Whole: The Psychological Notion of Personality [Soznanie kak tseloe: Psikhologicheskoe poniatie 
lichnosti] (1918), Gnoseology [Gnoseologiia] (1922), 'The Works of Andrei Belyi' [Tvorchestvo 
Andreia Belogo] (1922), 'The Religious-Aesthetic Significance of Dostoevskii' [Religiozno
esteticheskoe znachenie Dostoevskogo] (1922), 'Analogy As the Major Method of the Theory of 
Knowledge' [Analogiia kak osnovnoi metod poznaniia] (1922), 'Time and Its Overcoming' [Vremia i 
ego preodolenie] (1922) and 'Form and Content In Verbal Art' [Forma i soderzhanie v iskusstve slova] 
(1925). 
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different purposes, Askol' dov tries to explain what lies at its basis. He 

emphasizes that the whole experience of the previous epochs demonstrates that 

this question was approached either from the point of view of various 

ontological doctrines about higher constant forms of Being (time was one of 

them) which are not subordinated to the general law of alteration, or 

considered to be a property of Epistemology and Theology where time is 

understood as cognitive and therefore a purely subjective form of human 

experience. 

For contemporary thought concern with this problem is closely linked 

to the question of freedom and freedom of will. Askol'dov argues that very 

often in order to achieve a departure from temporal limits many thinkers and 

artists simply deny time to one or other realm of Being. As a result of such an 

attitude to time they begin to create and introduce new terms and words with 

prefixes or suffixes 'extra-', 'supra-', 'over-' and '-less', for example, 'extra-

temporal', 'timeless' and so forth, without 'any concern' to understand the 

meaning of the 'lying beyond the bounds' ('zapredel'nogo') attitude to time: 

Attention is rarely paid to the fact that [ ... ] "extra-", "-less" and "over-" do not 

explain the notion of 'lying beyond the bounds' in relation to time; this notion must 

of necessity be understood in its positive content also, since in all the ways of 

formulating this question the "timeless" or "extra-temporal" are not fenced off by 

some sort of impenetrable partition from temporal Being. On the contrary, as is 

especially evident with the problem of freedom, the timeless and temporal [ ... ] in a 

sense are fused into a single ontological unity. [ ... ] Perhaps, the most important 

aspect of the problem is indeed the understanding of how and in what sense the 

"timeless" or "extra-temporal" comes into contact with the "temporal" and how two 

l2 See Martin Heidegger, 'Temporality and Within-time-ness as The Source', in Being and Time, tr. 
John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1980), pp. 456-89 (p. 477). 
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such opposed modus of existence can be implanted into one and the same or, in any 

event, contiguous Being. 

[Pe.llxo OC5palllalOT aHHMaHHe Ha TO. 'ITO [ ... ] "aHe". "C5e3". "Ha.ll" nOH.THe 

nOH.THe HeOC5XO.llHMO .II0Jl.HO C5IolT. xaX-TO Y.CHeHO H a caoeM 

nOJlO.HTeJlltHOM CO.llep.aHHH. nocxoJlltxy ao acex cIIopMax nOCTaHoaXH :lToR 

npOC5J1eMIol "C5C:lapeMeHHoe" HJlH "aHeapCMeHHoe" He .aJl.eTC. OTropo.eHHIolM 

OT C5WTH. apeMeHHoro xaxoR-TO HenpOHHuaeMoA neperopo.llxoR. HanpOTHa. 

Italt :ITO OCOC5eHHO aHAHO a npOC5J1eMe ca0C50AW. C5e3apeMeHHoe H apeMeHHoe [ ... ] 

CJlHTW a XaXOM-TO CMIolCJle a O.llHO OHTOJlOrH'IeCXOe e.llHHCTao. [ ... ] EAaa JlH 

He caMoll cYlllecTaeHHoll CTOPOHOIL np06J1eMIol .aJl.eTC. HMeHHO y.cHeHHo 

Toro. Italt H a xaXOM CMIolCJlO " " C503apoMoHHOO HJlH " " aHoapoMoHHOO 

conpHxacaOTC. C apoMcHHWM. xaXHM 0C5pa30M a O.llHOM H TOM .0 HJlH. ao 

aC.XOM cJly'lac. xaX-TO conpHxacalOlIleMC. C5IolTHH MoryT C5IolTIt yxopOHeHIol 4a. 

d ' ]D CTOJI. npOTHaOnOJlO.HWX rno US a CYIllOCTaoaaHH •. 

Thus, Askol'dov outlines the necessity of finding a realm where the 

problem of time and its surmounting loses its negative connotation. This idea 

received its final embodiment in Bakhtin's conception of chronotope, where 

historicity is considered to be that sphere where the removal of time, which is 

of such crucial importance, not only becomes possible but can be fully 

accomplished within time itself. For Askol'dov to answer the question about 

time is the same as to answer the question about change, for 'if there is no time 

then there is no change', he writes, 'if there is no change - there is no time 

either' [Esli net vremeni, to net izmeneniia, esli net izmeneniia, to net i 

vremeni] (p. 400). Change defines the essence of time, forming a unity with 

the past, present and future. The triplicity of time (as with any change in 

general) indicates its major peculiarity - time is 'shot through with the unity of 
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changing Existence' [pronizano edinstvom izmeniaiushchegosia bytiia] (ibid.). 

The combination, unification, keeping and forewarning of these changeable 

moments is reali~ed in human consciousness and through it. 'Only living 

consciousness or life in general', concludes Askol'dov, 'is possessed of such 

power of keeping and forewarning' [Podobnoi siloi uderzhaniia iIi 

predvareniia obladaet lish zhivoe soznanie iIi zhizn' voobshche] (ibid.). Thus 

alteration, that is, time is above all a property of the human soul. Hence it 

follows that time in its content is psychological and all other meanings of time 

- ontological and physical - are based on this psychological meaning which, in 

its turn, is subject to philosophical interpretation. The major feature of 

psychological time is its relativity, that is, it contains both individual and 

subjective, and general and objective aspects. The temporal relativity is also 

explained by the fact that experience of the temporal course can be quite 

diverse and in different psychological conditions the range of the present is not 

the same, not only for different people but even for one single individual. 

Thus, the psychological conception of time introduced a vertical section to the 

world, which had hitherto been understood in cross-section. Indeed, it was 

modernist art that made great discoveries, considering and portraying the life 

of an individual as the point of intersection of different temporal layers and 

meanings. It is difficult to ascertain whether or not during his work on The 

Meaning of History Berdiaev was familiar with Askol'dov's conc1usions,34 but 

Berdiaev's views on the essence of time and history as the dynamic unity of 

33 S. A. Askol'dov, 'Vremia ontologicheskoe, psikhologicheskoe i ftzicheskoe', in Na perelome. 
Filosofskie diskussii 20-kh godov: Filosofiia i mirovozzrenie, ed. P. V. Alekseev (Mosow: Politizdat, 
1990), pp. 398-402 (p. 399). 
34 It is more than likely that he was, since Askol'dov's major works were published before 1922 (see 
footnote 7), that is, before Berdiaev's expulsion from Russia. 
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that which disappears, resides and appears, and his concern with the 

psychological aspect oftime, show a certain similarity to Askol'dov's ideas. 

As was pointed out earlier, Berdiaev considers history to be the most 

profound interaction between eternity and time, a continuous intrusion of the 

former into the latter. From the point of view of Christian consciousness 

(historical in its very nature) the eternal can only occur and be fully incarnated 

in time. But in order for history to be fulfilled as a process and understood as a 

movement, it is essential, Berdiaev insists, to recognize and be aware of the 

presence of a continuous struggle between eternity and time. Thus, history 

assumes time for its fulfilment, but time should only be taken here as the 

antithesis of the eternal: 

This is a constant struggle, the constant opposition of eternity in time, the constant 

effort of the eternal principle to accomplish a victory of eternity not in terms of a 

departure from time, nor a denial of it, nor in terms of a transition to a position which 

does not have any link with time, because this would be a denial of history, but a 

victory of eternity in the very arena of time, that is, within the historical process 

itself. 

[3TO CCT. nOCTORHHaR 60p.6a. nOCTORHHOO npOTHaO.llolcTaHo aOllHoro ao 

apcMcHH. nOCTORKKOO YCHnHo aOllKIoIX Kallan caopwHT. n060.llY aOllKOCTH. 

caopWHT. 00 HO a CMloIcno alolxo.lla H3 apoMoHH. HO a CMloIcno oTpHllaHHR 

apoMcHH. HO a CMloIcno nopoxo.lla a TO nonO.OHHO. XOTOPoe HO HMOOT HHxaxol 

caR3H C apOMOHCM. nOTOMY liTO 3TO 6101no 6101 OTpHllaHHOM HCTOPHH. a n060.llY 

aOllHOCTH Ha caMol apOHO apOMOHH. T.O. a caMOM HCTOPHIIOCXOM npolIocco.j1' 

Furthermore, Berdiaev also speaks of another struggle that lies at the 

basis of the struggle between eternity and time: the tragic struggle between life 

and death which, in essence, exists along the whole length of the historical 

process. He argues that the process of interaction between the eternal and 

3~ Berdiaev, Smysl is for;;, 53. 
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temporal principles can only be realized in the clash of life and death, since the 

final separation of time from eternity would signify the triumph of the 

temporal principle over the eternal principle, that is, the victory of death over 

life, just as the entire transition from time into eternity leads first and foremost 

to a withdrawal from the historical process as such. Hence, by saying that 'in 

reality there is a third way and a third principle to which the very essence of 

the struggle between the eternity of life and the mortality of time is reduced' [B 

.IlCACTBHTCnltHOCTH CyutCCTBYCT TPCTHA nyTIt H TPCTItC Hallano. JC XOTOPOMY 

CBO.llHTCJ[ H caMoe CyutCCTBO 60plt61d BC'lHOCTH .H3HH co CMCPTHOCTItIO 

BpeMCHH] (p. 54), Berdiaev proposes to base this third approach on the idea of 

the necessity of finding the correct correlation between the past and the future, 

for the historical process, according to Berdiaev, is founded on the struggle 

between them. 

For Berdiaev the present, moreover, has no significance whatsoever, 

since it represents a fleeting 'instant' (mgnovenie) 'when the past has already 

ceased to exist and the future has not yet come along' [kogda proshlogo uzhe 

net, a budushchego eshche net] (p. 55). In this sense he describes 

contemporary reality as an 'evil and diseased' period, as an epoch of 

'fragmented' and false time, pointing to a severance of the past from the future. 

The contemporary world (and herein lies the root of its tragedy) bears life only 

superficially in itself, seeking to create this life on the basis of oblivion of the 

past, plunging the past into the 'abyss of non-existence'. Thus, this reality is 

lethal, its present state is reminiscent of a madman, finally deprived of his 

memory, the loss of which is, in its tum, the proof of madness. Hence, as was 

already noted, for Berdiaev memory turns out to be a real force, a peculiar 

ontological principle, capable of resisting the 'evil and mortal' nature of time. 
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Memory initiates and directs the struggle for the restoration of the integrity of 

history, bringing together the past, the present and the future. Historical 

memory, and this is of particular importance here, functions as a carrier of the 

'paternal principle' (otchee nachalo), that is, our connection and relationship 

with our fathers which links the future with the past, for: 

A complete forgetting of our fatherland would be a complete forgetting of the past. 

This would be that madness where mankind is in the shreds of time, its tom instants, 

without any temporal connection. 

[OXOH'IaTCnIoHOC 3a6BCHHC Hawcro OTC'ICCTBa 6wno 6W OXOH'IaTCnIoHWM 

3a6BCHHCM npownoro. 3TO 6wno 6W TCM CYMaCWCACTBHCM. npH XOTOPOM 

'ICnOBC'ICCTBO npC6WBano 6W B xno'llo.x BPCMCHH. B pa30pBaHHWX MrHOBCHHJlX 

BpCMCHH. 6C3 BcnoA CBJl3H BpCMCH.] (p.58) 

This is the very reason why Berdiaev rejects Futurism and the Futurist 

interpretation of life and events, for, being utterly based on the cult of the 

future and that of every present instant, it would lead the whole of humanity to 

genuine insanity. The Futurist attitude to things, symbolising a rupture of 

ontological connection, undermines any possibility of such connection, 

indicating, in the end, the loss of historical memory. 

It seems appropriate here to recall the historical conception which was 

introduced and developed in the works of the Russian Futurists, whose artistic 

thinking and aesthetic strivings, based on the futurist feeling of everlasting 

progress in time (in contrast to Berdiaev's anti-Futurist point of view on the 

historical process), represent an attempt to perceive history through the idea of 

the future. 36 The Futurists attached great importance to myth and folklore (the 

study of which was initiated in the second half of the nineteenth century in the 

36 It should be pointed out here that I intend not to examine the significance of these ideas from the 
scientific or historical point of view, but rather to touch upon the question of the innovative character 
of their artistic and aesthetic approach to the problem of history and time. 
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works of Rovinskii, Potebnia, Afanas'ev and Veselovskii), since historical 

myths offered profound evidence for the understanding of the inner essence of 

both time and history. In historical myths and legends they discovered first 

and foremost the link between time (which was fragmented in contemporary 

reality), raising to the literary surface old and even at times archaic (in the case 

of Khlebnikov, for example, heathen, or of Maiakovskii early-Christian and 

medieval) cultural layers. 

The development and flourishing of Futurism are chronologically 

situated between the two Russian Revolutions (1905-1917) - a period of social 

catastrophes and intellectual ferment in Russian spiritual life. It was a time 

when 'history was happening before people's very eyes in a most unexpected 

manner, defining passionate rejection of the surrounding world, culture and 

civilisation, a radical denial of the contemporary world's orders and an 

intuitive foresight of a new time' [HCTOpH. caMIoiM HOO*HJlaHHIoIM 06Pa30M 

pa3101rploiBanaCIt Ha rna3ax y nlOJlell. onpeJlenJlJl CTpaCTHOO HonpH.THO 

oKpy*alOlIloro MHpa. KynltTyploi H UHBHnH3aUHH. paJlHXanltHOO OTpHuaHHO 

]
37 

nOpJlJlXOB COBpeMOHHoro MHpa H HHTyHTHBHOO npOJlBHJlOHHO HOBoro BpOMeHH • 

The crisis of Symbolism was perhaps the most striking phenomenon of that 

epoch's spiritual situation, primarily because it gave rise to two new trends in 

literature and art, Acmeism and Futurism. Secondly, it marks the beginning of 

a turning point in the understanding of myth and folklore: in the process of the 

re-evaluation of historical events, contemporary reality and human experience 

in general mythology acquires a new significance. 

17 M. la. Poliakov, 'Velimir Khlebnikov: Mirovozzrenie i poetika', in Velimir Khlebnikov, Tvoreniia 
(Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1987), pp. 5-36 (p. 9). 
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The Acmeists, mainly developing the ideas of the late Symbolists, in 

particular Viacheslav Ivanov's theory of neo-myth as a way of conserving the 

past, advocated the so-called eternal essences (vechnye sushchnosti), 

illustrating their meaning in the past. Their appreciation of contemporary 

reality was realized in the realm of previous cultural tradition and experience, 

where the present was entirely transferred into the past. The Futurists, on the 

contrary, attempted to place the present in the future, or, as Poliakov puts it, 

moving away from Symbolism, they searched for a way to an immediately 

given, material reality [ ... ] and destroyed the boundary between art and life, 

between image and everyday life' [oTTanXHBaJiCIo OT CHMBonH3Ma. HcxanH nYTIo 

x HenOCpeJlCTBeHHO JlaHHoll. BeWHoll JlellCTBHTonloHOCTH [ ..• ], p&3pywanH 

rpaHHlllaJ MellCJlY HCXYCCTBOM H lICH3HIoIO. MellCJlY 06pa30M H 6IaJTOM] (ibid.). The 

present was considered by the Futurists to be a certain reality - 'State or 

Continent of Time' (Khlebnikov) - with the logic of time and space broken: 

time and space here swap their functions, overflowing one into the other. The 

sense of time, moreover, disappears, time emerges as space and the past and 

the future resemble spatial 'tatters' or fragments. This is guided by the idea 

that, with the help of a fragmentary vision of the world, time becomes 

surmountable, that is, the border between contemporary life and that of the 

past also becomes eroded, which leads, in the end, to the combination of 

historical events and the restoration of the broken link between times in 

history. The conception oftime-space which was introduced and developed by 

the Futurists leads, in the end, to extra-temporality, for in their space (where 

different temporal layers coexist together with mythology and history) 

historical movement comes to a halt. Such space or, in Losev's terminology, 
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'hyperspace' (giperprostranstvo )38 can be represented or imagined, but it 

cannot be perceived because of the absence of change that defines the essence 

of time as the unity of that which disappears, resides and appears. Herein also 

lies the root of Berdiaev's denial of the Futuristic point of view on meaning of 

history. Berdiaev comes to the conclusion that the Futurist approach, 

ahistorical in character, simply destroys the very possibility of perceiving the 

link between time and understanding history and the historical process as a 

'coherent fulfilment'. 

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, in the discursive practice of 

the 1920s the theme of cultural Renaissance was one of the most widely 

discussed issues within the framework of the current state of contemporary 

humanities in general. Development of this question can be found in the 

works of Zelinskii39
, Bitsilli, Mandel'shtam, the brothers Nikolai and Mikhail 

Bakhtin and Kagan. In the book A Study of the Development of Russian 

Philosophy [Ocherk razvitiia russkoi filosofii] (1922) Shpet touches upon the 

theme of the Renaissance in connection with the at the time, widespread 

discussion about what should be understood by the historicity or ahistoricity of 

opinions. Assigning the problem of the philosophy of history to the realm of 

methodology, Shpet argues that the notions of 'historicity' or 'ahistoricity' are 

not defined by the character of estimations or portrayal of fact, but by 'their 

introduction into an appropriate 'context', establishment and choice of this 

context' [vvedeniem ikh v dolzhnyi "kontekst", ustanovleniem i vyborom 

etogo kontekstato. In this sense Shpet regards the current state of European 

38 See Losev's analysis of space in the Futurists, Cubists and Marc Chagall with reference to N. M. 
Tarabukin in Losev, 'Dialektika mifa', 96. 
39 See footnote 1. 
40 G. G. Shpet, 'Istorizm i novaia filosofiia', in Alekseev, Na pere/ome, 84-88 (p. 85). 
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culture as a 'sunset' in which he sees 'the behest of a new sunrise' [zavet 

novogo voskhoda] and furthermore: 

This is already a matter of subjective belief and wish to foresee in this sunrise not 

renewal or restoration but Renaissance as a real new Existence in the strict sense of 

the historical category of Renaissance. 

[3TO y*e Aeno CY6-.eICTHBHoA Bepw H *enaHHII IIpeABH.IleT .. B 3TOM BOCXOAe 

He BOCCTaHOBnCHHC. HC peCTaBpaUHIO. a B03pO*.IleHHC. xax pcan .. HOC HOBoe 

6WTHC. B CTporOM CMwcne HCTOPH'lCCICOA ICaTcropHH POHoccaHca.] (p. 86) 

Shpet links his own confidence in the 'Russian Renaissance' with his belief in 

the 'new intelligentsia', which has not yet even been finally formed, but 

'already healthy in spirit, representing a new [ ... ] aristocracy, an aristocracy of 

talent' [uzhe zdorova po dukhu, predstavliaia novuiu [ ... ] aristokratiiu, 

aristokratiiu talanta] (p. 87). 'This new Renaissance', concludes Shpet, 'will 

bring with it a new philosophy in that stage of development which I consider 

to be the highest' [Etot novyi Renessans prineset s soboi i novuiu filosofiiu, v 

toi stadii razvitiia, kotoruiu ia schitaiu vyssheiu] (ibid.). 

For Berdiaev one of the central themes in history is that of 'the end of 

the Renaissance and the crisis ofhumanism'.41 'I sense the epoch which we are 

now entering', writes Berdiaev, 'as the end of the Renaissance period of history' 

[Ia oshchushchaiu epokhu, v kotoruiu my vstupaem, kak konets renessansnogo 

perioda istorii] (ibid.). The main pathos of the Renaissance, for Berdiaev, is 

the rise of human individuality and the liberation of the human spirit, and this 

idea has a deep religious basis. Berdiaev argues that in order to become firmly 

established (in the Renaissance sense of this word) human individuality must 

recognize and accept its own connection with a higher divine principle (p. 

41 Berdiaev, Smysl istorii, 116. 
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120). For, when man does not want to know and be aware of anything apart 

from himself, he ceases to sense both himself and the world. To feel free and 

be an individual it is necessary to recognize 'not only yourselr but also the 

other ('i ne sebia') (ibid.), that is, another human personality and individuality 

as well as the Divine Existence. 'Only this', Berdiaev concludes, 'gives a sense 

of human individuality' [Tol'ko eto i daet oshchushchenie chelovecheskoi 

individual'nosti] (ibid.). Here Berdiaev expresses the general tendency for all 

thinkers of the paradigm of the Russian non-classical humanities of the 1920s 

to be aware and recognize the other person's existence - the Other Self, the 

Thou. For through such recognition 'the 1', 'personality' becomes more truly 

'a Self. K. G. Isupov observes that for Russian culture the tum of the century 

marks a period of heightened interest in the study of the other person's 

significance and uniqueness.42 He suggests that this 'curiosity' in the life of 

the other has two main sources. The first, external, source is associated with 

the spread of Neo-Kantian ideas along with the philosophy of Nietzsche and 

Freud's psychoanalytical theory. The second, internal, source stretches its 

roots into the Russian religious-philosophical tradition, with its themes of the 

eschatology of history (Bulgakov) and, divine love (Solov'ev), and Nikolai 

Fedorov's calls for a restoration of the lost kinship between people: as Fedorov 

puts it, 'one ought to live not for oneself (egoism) or for others but with all and 

for all' [Zhit' nuzhno ne dlia sebia (egoizm) i ne dlia drugikh, a so vsemi i dlia 

vsekh].43 Here, indeed, the theme 'I and the Other' arises and finds its 

problematisation. 

42 K. G. Isupov, 'Mikhail Bakhtin i Aleksandr Meier', in Bakhtinskii sbornik II: Bakhtin mezhdu 
Rossiei i Zapadom, ed. D. Kuiundzhich and V. Makhlin (Moscow: n. p., 1992), pp. 60·70 (p. 61). 
43 Nikolai Fedorov, Filosofiia obshchego dela v dvukh tomakh (2 vols), (Moscow: Tipografiia 
Semirechnogo oblastnogo pravleniia, 1906), vol. I, p. 96. 
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In The Meaning of History Berdiaev only begins to approach the 

problem of 'the other', which receives its final development in his subsequent 

works, particularly Solitude and Society [Opyt filosofii odinochestva i 

obshcheniia] (1934), written in emigration. Berdiaev's conception is similar to 

(indeed sometimes echoes) Martin Buber's I - Thou relationship (whose nature 

is dialogical) with the Other Self or the Thou. Considering the problem of the 

Other within the framework of Russian religious-philosophical thinking based 

on the idea of the sobornost' (alltogetherness) of consciousness, Berdiaev 

argues that, although Buber rightly 'envisages the relationship between the 

Ego and the Thou as one uniquely between man and God', he does not take 

into account several points which are essential for understanding the very basis 

of this relationship. Berdiaev writes: 

His [Buber's] investigations do not extend to the relationship between human 

consciousness, 

between the Ego and the Thou, between two human beings, or to the diverse 

relationships implied in the multiple life of mankind. Nor does he consider the 

problem of social and human metaphysics, that of the We. 44 

The existence and significance of the We, according to Berdiaev, 

cannot be ignored, since it postulates the social, on which the very possibility 

of joining in relations with the other or others is founded. Thus the We 

symbolizes a 'community and communion with other people, a communion 

wherein each person is not an It but a Thou' (ibid.). 'The pure ontological idea 

of the Church', concludes Berdiaev, 'is founded upon such a relationship' (p. 

108). Hence the social is always to be found within the personal and every 

personal act in human life represents at one and the same time a social act. 
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The communication both between the I and the Other, and between man and 

God, is based on the idea offree love: 

This is the mystery of the relationship between God and man, the mystery of love 

and freedom, the mystery of free love. It is this understanding of the inner 

relationship between God and man as a drama of free love that lays and reveals the 

sources of history. [ ... ] The mystery of Christ is therefore the mystery of the 

relationship between God and man, the tragedy of free love. 

[3TO H eCTIt TallHa oTHoweHHIL MelKAY So rOM H '(eno.eXOM. TallHa nlOl5.H H 

C.0I50AIoI. TallHa c.o6oAHoll nIOCS.H. BOT 3TO ROHHMaHHe .HYTpeHHHx 

oTHoweHHIL Sora H '(eno.exa xax ApaMIol c.ocsoAHoll nlOl5.H. 06HalKaCT H 

pacxplol.aCT HCTO,(HHXH HCTOpHH. [" .] n03TOMY TallHa XpHcTa CCT It H 

TallHa OTHoweHHIL MelKJlY SorOM H 'Ieno.exoM. TpareJlH. c.oCSOJlHolL nlO6aH.t
S 

At this point Berdiaev's philosophy parts company with the traditional 

Christian conception of sacrificial love. The idea of freedom and free love, 

erotic or friendly, is, in essence, an Existentialist solution. Furthermore, the 

tragedy of human destiny and contemporary reality in general, according to 

Berdiaev, is that, on the one hand, we have discovered the idea of individuality 

which was hitherto unknown, or, to be more precise, had not been achieved 

during any previous epoch. On the other hand we observe the process of the 

shattering of 'human individuality' which we have never experienced before. 

In this sense, for Berdiaev 'the current epoch' (nashe vremia) turns out to be 

nothing other than an open and outspoken manifestation of extreme and 

unrestrained individualism (of which Socialism is a striking example) that 

destroys human individuality. Human self-affirmation which 'does not wish to 

recognize any authority' [ne zhelaiushchee nichego znat' nad soboi] (p.l21), 

44 Nicolas Berdiaev, Solitude and Society, tr. George Reavey (London: Geoffrey Bles, The Centenary 
Press, 1938), p. 107. 
~s Berdiaev, Smysl istorii, 42-43. 
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turns into the complete disintegration and denial of the human image, leading, 

in the end, to the loss of man. This signifies, in its tum, that humanism begins 

to grow into its own opposition, that is, anti-humanism, of which process the 

philosophy of Karl Marx and Friedrich Nietzsche is a vivid illustration. 

Moreover, according to Berdiaev, the symptoms of anti-humanism can be 

found in almost all modem literary and artistic trends, but a complete break 

with Renaissance traditions is particularly clearly revealed (finally reaching its 

peak) in Futurism with all its themes and fonus. By comparison with the 

Renaissance, that is, integral perception of human fonus, 'in Futurism man as 

the greatest theme of art dies'; and furthenuore: 

In Futurist art man is no longer present, he is torn to shreds. Everything begins to 

enter into everything. All the realities of the world are shifted from their individual 

places. Objects, lamps, divans, streets begin to enter into man, disrupting the 

integrity of his being, image and unique countenance. Man is swallowed by the 

surrounding world of objects. 

[[ ... ] a cIIYTypH3Me norHa.eT "enOBex xax BenH'I&lm •• TOMa HCXYCCTB.. B 

cIIYTYPHCTH"OCICOM HCXYCCTao HeT Y.O "onOBoxa. "onoaex pa30paaH B DO" ••. 

Bco Ha'lHHaeT BXOJlHT. ao BCO. Bco pOaJUHOCTH a MHPO CJlaHraIOTC. C caooro 

HHJlHaHJlyan.Horo MeCTa. B "onoaoxa Ha"HHaIOT aXOJlHT. npOJlMOTIol. naMIlIol. 

JlHaaHIol. ynHIlIol. Hapyma. 1l0nOCTHocT. ero CYllloCTaa. oro 06pa3a. oro 

HOlIoaTopHMoro nHlCa. 'Ionoaor: IIpo.anHaaOTC. a oICpy.alOlIIHI oro 

IIPOJlMOTHWI MHp.] (p. 135) 

Berdiaev argues that the process by which man 'disperses and 

disintegrates' his own fonus and negates his own image in artistic works is 

violated, manifesting the final de-humanisation of modem art. The same 

process can be observed in social life: man becomes indistinguishable and 'as 

an individualized being, ceases to be the theme of art, plunging [ ... ] into social 

and cosmic collectives' [chelovek, kak individualizirovannoe sushchestvo, 
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perestaet byt' temoi iskusstva, on pogruzhaetsia [ ... ] v sotsial'nye i 

kosmicheskie kollektivnosti] (p. 136). This explains one of the major 

peculiarities of our time which, like no other epoch, has fully realized the 

phenomenon of the crisis of artistic creation, which Berdiaev defines as that 

state of defiance when the results or products of creation do not entirely satisfy 

the creator. He firmly believes that this fundamental antithesis of every 

creative activity has become particularly acute in our age. He claims that all 

great artists of the Renaissance worked joyfully, without experiencing all the 

bittemess of a 'divided consciousness', where the creative aim has not been 

given the exact realisation that was initially intended by the master. Herein 

lies the secret of their 'great mastery'. In our time, on the contrary: 

Great contemporary trends bear the imprint of profound inner dissatisfaction and a 

torturing search for and escape from the vice in which human creation is gripped. 

The greatest creative individuals, such as Nietzsche, Dostoevskii and Ibsen were 

conscious of the tragedy of creation and tonnented by [ ... ] the impossibility of 

creating what was demanded by the creative urge. 

[BonHXHO .0 TO"OHHK R.woro .peMORH ROCKT OTnO".TOX rnyeoxoll: 

BHYTpeHHell: HeYAOBneTBopeHHOCTH. MY"HTemiHoro HcxaHH. BWXOAa H3 

THCXOB. B XOTOPWX "enOBe"ecxoe TBop"eCTBO CAa.neHO. TaxHe .enH"alwHe 

TBop"eCXHe HHAHBHAyanloHocTH, xax HHTuwe, ..t(ocToe.cxHI. HaceH C03Ha.anH 

TpareAHIO TBop"eCT.a, OHH MY'lHnHCIt [ ... J 3Tol He.03MoaHOCTltlO C03AaTIt TO. 

"TO 3aAaHO B TBop"eCXOM nOA .. eMe.] (p. 138) 

Berdiaev attempts to show that Russia is singled out for the unique role 

that she played in the process of the end of the Renaissance since Russia 

(although she had never known the Renaissance in the strictest sense) 

experiences the decline and humanist crisis more acutely than anywhere in the 

West. Herein lies the explanation of the peculiarity and originality of her 

historical fate: 
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It was never given to us to experience the joy of the Renaissance, nor have we ever 

had an enthusiasm for humanism [ ... ]. The whole of Great Russian literature, the 

greatest of our creations, and of which we may justly be proud [ ... ] is not renaissance 

in its spirit. There was only one moment, one outburst in Russian literature and 

culture, when the possibility of the Renaissance flashed: the phenomenon of 

Pushkin's creative work, the cultural epoch of Alexander I [ ... ]. But it was only a 

brief period that did not determine the destiny of the Russian spirit. Russian literature 

of the nineteenth century, which began with Pushkin's charming genius, was not 

Pushkinian; it revealed the impossibility of Pushkinian creation and spirit. We 

created from grief and suffering; great sorrow, a thirst to expiate the sins of the world 

and salvation lie at the basis of our great literature. We have never had the joy of 

plentiful creation. Remember GogoI' and the whole character of his works. This was 

sorrowful and tormented destiny. Such was the destiny of the two greatest Russian 

geniuses, Tolstoi and Dostoevskii. The whole of their creative work is neither 

humanist nor Renaissance. The whole character of Russian thought, Russian 

philosophy, Russian morality and Russian State destiny bears within it something 

excruciating that is opposed to the joyous spirit of the Renaissance and humanism. 

At the moment we are living through a crisis of humanism in all spheres of our public 

life and culture. Herein lies [ ... ] the paradox of our destiny and [ ... ] the originality of 

our nature. It is given to us to reveal, perhaps more acutely than European nations, 

the contradictory and unsatisfactory character of middling humanism. Dostoevskii is 

most typical and most important for an awareness of the inner failure of humanism. 

It was Dostoevskii who made great discoveries in this area. It was Dostoevskii, who 

felt such pain about man and his destiny and who made man the only theme of his 

creative work, it was Dostoevskii, who revealed the inner insolvency and tragedy of 

humanism. His whole dialectic was directed against the essence of humanism. His 

own tragic humanism is deeply opposed to that historical humanism on which 

Renaissance history was founded and which was professed by the great European 

humanists. These peculiarities of the Russian East denote its unique mission in 

cognising the end of the Renaissance and humanism [ ... ]. It is no accident that in the 

loftiest manifestations of religious philosophy Russian thought has always been 
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addressed to the Apocalypse. Beginning with Chaadaev and the Slavophils and then 

in Vladimir Solov'ev, Leont'ev and Dostoevskii, Russian speculation was 

preoccupied with the theme of the philosophy of history, and this Russian philosophy 

of history was apocalyptic. And the Russian Revolution in its metaphysical essence 

is the bankruptcy of humanism, and thereby brings us to the theme of apocalypse. 

[HaM He Gwno .IlaHO nepellCHTIo pa.llOCTIo PeHeccaHca. y Hac. pyCCltHX. HHItOrAa 

He Gwno HaCTOllllero na4l0ca rYMaHH3Ma [ .. .]. 

nHTepaTypa. aeJIH"aAwee Hawe C03.11aHHC. I:OTOPWM MW MOllCeM rOp.llHTIoCI 

[ ... ], - He pCHeccaHCHal no .Ilyxy caoeMy. B pycClCoA nHTepaType H pycCltol 

ICynloTypc GWJI nHWIo O.llHH MOMeHT. O.llHa acnwwlta. ICor.lla GJIecHyna 

a03MOllCHOCTIo PCHcccaHca - 3TO laJlCHHe nYWICHHCICoro TaOp'leCTaa. 3TO -

ICYJlIoTypHal 3noxa AneICcaH.Ilpa I [ ... J. Ho 3TO Gwn nHWIo ICOPOTICHI nCpHO.ll. 

HC onpe.lleJlHawHI CY.llIoGW pycclCoro .IIyxa. Pyccnl nHTepaTypa XIX aua. a 

Ha"aJle ICOTopol CTOIJl "apYIOIllHI reHHI nYWICHHa. ISwna He nYWICHHCltal; 

OHa OGHapYllCHna Hca03MOllCHOCTIo nYWICHHCICoro TaOp'leCTaa H nYWltHHCltoro 

.Ilyxa. Mw TaOpHJlH OT ropi H CTpa.llaHHI; a OCHose Hawcl SCJlHICOI 

nHTepaTYpw JlellCana senHEal CICOpGIo. lICallC.Ila HCICynneHHI rpexoa MHpa H 

cnaCCHHI. HHEor.lla He Gwno Y Hac pa.llOCTH H3ISWTO'lHOrO TaOp'leCTaa. 

BcnOMHHTe roronl H aeclo XapaltTCp ero TaOp'leCTaa. 3TO CICoplSHal H 

MY"HTenIoHO-TaOp'lCClCal cy.llIoGa. 

PYCCICHX rCHHca - TOJlCTOrO H .IlocToeaClCoro. Bee HX TaOp'leCTSO He 

rYMaHHCTH'leCICOe H He peHeccaHCHoe. Beclo XapaltTep pycCltol MWCJlH. 

pyccxol 41Hnoc04lHH. pyccltoro MopanloHoro Cltna.lla H pycCltol 

rOCY.llapCTaCHHol CY.llIoGW HeceT a ceGe 'ITO-TO MY"HTenIoHoe. 

npOTHaononOllCHoe pa.llOCTHOMY .Ilyxy PeHeccaHca H rYMaHH3Ma. Cel'lac MW 

ncpellCHaaeM SO acex c4!epax HaweR OGllleCTaeHHol lICH3HH H ltyJlIoTypw 

XPH3HC rYMaHH3Ma. B 3TOM - [ ... ] napa.llOECanloHOCTIo HaweR CYJlUW H [ ... ] 

caOeOGpa3HC Hawel npHpO.llw. HaM .IlaHO paCltpWTIo. MOllCeT ISWTIo OCTpee. "eM 

HapO.llaM Baponw. npOTHaope"He H HeY.lloaJlCTsopHTonloHOCTIo ccpe.llHHHoro 

rYMaHH3Ma. .IlocTocacEHA HaHGOnCC xapaICTcpOH H HaHGOJIOO sallCCH .IlJlI 

OC03HaHHI aHYTpeHHero Itpaxa rYMaHH3Ma... HMeHHO ,[locTOCaCItHI c.Ilcnan 

3.11CCIo aenHXHe OTltPWTHI. ,[locToeaCItHI. 1t0Topwi Talt 1S0Jlon 0 "enoaelCCl. 0 

cy.llloGO "cJloscl:a. XOTopwl C.IlOJlaJI "cJloaclCa e.llHHCTseHHol TeMol caoero 

Taop"CCTaa. HMOHHO OH H aCl:pWaaeT aHYTpeHHlO1O HeCOCTOITeJlIoHOCTIo 
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rYMaHH3Ma. TparellHIO rYMaHH3Ma. BCli llHanelCTHlCa 1l0cTooacICoro 

HanpaanOHa npOTHa CYIilOCTaa rYMaHH3Ma. Bro C06CTaOHHWA TparH'IOCICHA 

rYMaHH3M rnY60ICO npOTHaOnOnOlllCOH TOMY HCTOPH'IOCICOMY rYMaHH3MY. Ha 

ICOTOPOM 6Wna OCHOaaHa peHOCCaHCHali HCTOpHli. ICOTopwA HCnOaOllOaanH 

BOnHICHO rYMaHHCTW BBponw. 3TH OC060HHOCTH PyccICoro BocToICa 

0603Ha'la1OT CBOe06pa3HYIO ero MHCCHIO a n03HaaaHHH ICoHlla POHoccaHca H 

ICoHlla rYMaHH3Ma [ .. .]. Ho cnY'IaAHO Ha aopUlHHax PycClCoA ponHrH03HoA 

c!lHnococ!lHH Mwcn. acorlla 6wna 06palilOHa IC AnOICanHnCHCY. Ha'lHHali C 

'IaallaeBa H cnaaliHocIJHnoa H llanoo y BnaAHMHpa Conoa.oa •• Y K. nOOHT.a. 

H 1l0cToeacICoro. PYCCIC.lI Mwcn. 6wn. 3aHliT. TOMaMH clJHnococ!lHH HCTOPHH. 

H :ITa PYCCICali c!lHnococ!lHlI HCTOPHH 6wna - anonnHoTH'IOCICOA. H PYCCICali 

pOBonlOllHlI. 00 MOTac!lH3H'IOCICOMY CYIIlOCTBY CBOOMY. OCT. ICp.X rYMaHH3Ma H 

lTHM nOABOllHT IC .nOICanHnTH'IOCICoA TOMO.] (pp. 143-44) 

Berdiaev comes to the conclusion that humanist European culture had 

finally reached its end. And contemporary mankind finds itself in the 

'twilight', making preparations to enter into (or return to) a new 'nocturnal' 

historical period which he named, by analogy, the 'New Middle Ages' (Novoe 

srednevekov'e) (p. 139). Russia and Europe, according to Berdiaev, are far 

from a cultural Renaissance. In this sense the opposition of the Slavophiles to 

the Westemizers is no longer valid in the twentieth century. This is firstly 

because the whole of their polemics takes on an increasingly abstract

theoretical character and therefore does not have the same significance as it 

did in the previous century. Secondly, true Slavophile consciousness as 

expressed by Khomiakov, Tolstoi and Leont'ev has never been hostile towards 

Western culture itself, but towards European civilisation. And certainly both 

the Slavophiles and Westernizers have historically been unanimous that the 

triumph of civilisation is the death of cultural spirit. In this sense for the 

twentieth-century Russian national consciousness Chaadaev's figure once 

again becomes of utmost importance, for it manifests the synthesis of these 
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two mentalities. The idea of synthesis in relation to Chaadaev's thought was 

first proposed by Mandel'shtam in his now much-cited article 'Petr Chaadaev' 

(1915): 

The best way to describe Chaadaev's thought is as national-synthetic. The synthetic 

national character does not bow its head before the fact of national self-consciousness 

but it rises above this fact in sovereign, original and therefore national personality. 

[ ... J I think that a country and a people have already justified themselves if they 

create at least one absolutely free person who wishes and could benefit from his 

freedom. 

[ny"wc Bccro xapaXTcpH30Ba T. qaa.llacBa xax 

HaUHOHan.HO-CHHTCTH"ecxylO. CHHTCTH"ecxa. Hap0.llKOCT. HC cxnOK.CT 

ronOBW nepu lIIaKToM HaUHOHan.Horo caMOC03HaHHJI. a B03HOCHTCJI HaJl HHM 

B CYBCPCKKOI nH"HOCTH. caMolSwTHOI. a nOToMY HauHoHan.Hol. [ ... ] Sf 

.IIyMalO. "TO CTpaHa H KapO.ll YllCC OnpaB.IIanH CCIS.. ccnH OHH C03.11anH XOT. 

O.llKOrO COBCPWCKHO CBOISO.llHOrO "enOBcxa. xOTopwl nOllCcnan H CYMcn 

Civilisation and Renaissance are two peculiar, and at the same time 

incompatible states of mind and spirit. The former manifests nothing but death 

and the latter symbolizes the cult of life and freedom outside their meaning and 

reality. The whole experience of Modernism, Post-Modernism and the avant-

garde does nothing but serve as a vivid illustration of this idea. 'Nothing has 

value in and of itself, writes Berdiaev in the work 'Will to Life and Will to 

Culture' [Volia k zhizni i volia k kul'ture] (1922), 'no experience of life has 

depth, or connection with eternity' [Nichto ne predstavliaetsia samotsennym, 

ni odno perezhivanie zhizni ne imeet glubiny, ni priobshcheno k vechnostit7. 

46 Osip Mandel'shtam, 'Petr Chaadaev', in Collected Works in Two Volumes, vol. 2 (New York: Inter
Language Literary Associates, 1966), pp. 326-34 (p. 333). 
47 Nikolai Berdiaev, 'Volia k zhizni i volia k kul'ture', in Smysl istorii (Moscow: Mysl', 1990), pp. 
162-74 (p. 169). This article was written in 1922 and included as a supplement to the book. As 
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But the failure and tragic result of the New history does not necessarily mean 

that this history has no meaning. History has an inner meaning which should 

be understood in the following way. The resolution of historical contradictions 

cannot be realized within history. The solution lies beyond the limits of 

history itself. If we were to approach history from this point of view then all 

its fiascos and conflicts would tum out to be full of profound meaning. But at 

the same time the meaning of history cannot be reduced to the resolution of the 

problems raised by one or other historical period or moment. For, if we 

assume that for a very short period of time all contradictions were resolved and 

man became fully satisfied then this seemingly successful outcome would 

reveal the complete meaninglessness of history. Hence, Berdiaev sees the 

authentic significance of history not in finding possible solutions to the 

conflicts, but in the revelation of all its spiritual potential which makes 'the 

inner movement of the tragedy' [vnutrennee dvizhenie tragedii] possible.48 The 

goal of history cannot be found within history itself. The failure of history 

illustrates that 'the higher calling' for man and mankind in general is extra-

historical. History, in its religious content, is 'the path to another world' [put' k 

inomu miru] (p. 154). The problem of history is a problem of the nature of 

time in that it can never be solved within the framework of human time. 

The solution lies in surmounting human time and history, in a transition 

into the realm of the eternal and extra-historical. This transition presumes the 

introduction into the closed circle of history of extra-historical forces, that is, a 

new celestial Event in mundane life - 'the future Coming of Christ' 

[griadushchee iavlenie Khrista] (ibid.). Furthermore, history is endowed with 

indicated in its preface, Berdiaev considered this work 'essential' for his conception of a philosophy of 
history. 
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positive meaning only when it has an end. The whole metaphysic of history is 

shot through with the idea of the inevitable finiteness of history, since history 

as an infinite process would have no significance whatsoever. Finally, man as 

an historical being realizes himself not only in history but also in extra-history, 

bringing into the world the religious unity of his human and at the same time 

divine personality. Hence, the individual destiny, which lies at the basis of 

history and which history is incapable of solving, presupposes an extra

historical goal and resolution. Herein lies the fundamental confirmation that 

history has a supreme (meta-historical) meaning. 

David Richardson suggests that Berdiaev's idea of the meaning of 

history can be clearly explained with the help of a symbol. This symbol is an 

onion. He writes: 

The meaning of history for Berdiaev is like a large onion. Beneath the topmost layer 

of onion is another layer, beneath that is another layer, and so on down to the kernel 

of the onion. And just as a given area of an inner layer refers to a larger extent of the 

cover the closer to the centre it is obtained; so in Berdiaev's philosophy of history, the 

layers of meaning of history become truer as they become more comprehensive and 

closer to the kernel, the Godman. And just as the outer layer of the onion is a true 

reality and existential participant in the totality of the onion, though rather dry; so the 

merest symbols found in history are true realities, participating in the existence of the 

Godman, in whom the knower participates and in whose image the knower exists. 

This idea of an onion is useful for understanding Berdiaev. However, the merest 

symbols in history are less real than the cover of the onion is part of the onion.49 

The major peculiarity and at the same time originality of Berdiaev's 

conception of the philosophy of history is that it expresses, with astonishing 

accuracy, the general aspiration of the twentieth century humanities to find that 

48 Berdiaev, Smysl isforii, 43. 
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sphere wherein philosophical and religious thinking would be united in such a 

way as to answer the crucial questions about the essence of history, the 

'enigmatic' nature of the historical process, the goal of culture and the role of 

certain countries in the destiny of the whole of mankind. Richardson rightly 

maintains that it would be too simple to describe Berdiaev's approach as anti-

historical or 'uninterested in human history' (ibid.). Firstly, in Berdiaev's 

philosophy the theme and the very phenomenon of history are centrally 

concerned with all the concreteness and reality of human life and destiny. For 

Berdiaev, history realizes itself through man as much as man lives and creates 

in history, experiencing it as an inalienable part of his 'spiritual biography'. 

Without such 'reciprocity' and interrelation between man and history, history 

does not make any sense. Secondly, the meaning of history in Berdiaev's 

philosophy is not concerned with history itself. For him every individual is 

the indissoluble unity of both human and divine personality, but the destiny of 

the latter cannot be solved within the limits of terrestrial, that is, human time 

and history, it seeks to find its way out into eternal Existence, the realm of the 

extra-temporal and extra-historical. This explains why Berdiaev's conception 

is neither historical nor anti-historical, since the very meaning of history is not 

rooted in history. His philosophy of history should be understood as 

Personalism, that is, a philosophy of the quest for a universal, supra-historical 

force conducive to the formation of the historical process. Furthermore, 

despite his outstanding examination of the role played by the ancient world 

and the Jews in the formation and flourishing of Christian culture, and his 

profound conclusions on the essence of myth and historical memory, Berdiaev 

49 David Bonner Richardson, Berdyaev's Philosophy of History: An Existentialist Theory of Social 
Creativity and Eschatology (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1968), p. 169. 
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seems to call into question history itself which gradually (if we ponder over 

Berdiaev's theory) loses its 'historical' side, and the moment of historical 

emergence is substituted for that of historical anticipation and prophecy. In 

this sense Berdiaev's philosophy of history approaches the most topical 

question which was only raised by the twentieth-century humanities: the 

problem of the 'historicity' of history. The philosophy of history, in 

Berdiaev's understanding, is tragic in its essence. Mankind must therefore 

surmount history in order to reach its completion in the traditional-Christian 

depth ofthe Godman and Trinity. Finally, in Berdiaev's philosophy the theme 

of history, harmoniously combining discussions on myth, the essence of 

memory, the nature of time and the significance of the category of 'the other', 

offers a useful starting point for recalling Bakhtin's conception of chronotope 

and the metaphor of 'concrete historicity' ('konkretnaia istorichnost"), for 

historicity, according to Bakhtin's theory, turns out to be that realm where the 

surmounting of time becomes possible within the limits of time itself. 

4. Bakhtin's theory of the chronotopicity of art 

In the late 1930s Bakhtin in his work Formy vremeni i khronotopa v 

romane [Forms of Time and of the Chronotope in the Novel] (written in 1937-

38, supplemented in 1973, published only in 1975) proposed a radically new 

approach to the problem of the study of temporal and spatial interrelations in 

literary works. Bakhtin's starting point is that artistic thinking and perception, 

and even any 'point of view' is chronotopic in its very nature, that is, 'includes 
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In itself both spatial and temporal features'. so Bakhtin describes the 

interconnection between temporal and spatial narrative fonns as 'chronotope' 

(khronotop), considering this to be a 'formally constitutive category' 

(jormal'no-soderzhatel'naia kategoriia) of literature and art'. 51 For Bakhtin 

chronotope always contains a so-called 'emotional and evaluating aspect', it 

defines 'a literary work's artistic unity in relation to an actual reality' (p. 243). 

'Art and literature', Bakhtin writes, 'ar.e shot through with chronotopic values 

of varying degree and scope. Each motif, each separate aspect of artistic work 

bears value' (ibid.). 

Chronotope is a key notion of Bakhtin's genre theory. According to 

Bakhtin, major genres are defined by chronotopes, which, in their tum, enable 

genres to preserve their uniqueness over time. In so doing, chronotopes 

provide us with in-depth knowledge about the subject of genre identity or 

'genre memory' (zhanrovaia pamiat1 and cultural memory. Hence, for 

Bakhtin, genre is 'a specific way of thinking' (ibid.). 

Bakhtin's analysis of temporal and spatial fonns is particularly 

concerned with narrative genres of literature (especially the novel), for they are 

'dense and concrete', and 'the richest discoveries about the relation of people 

and events to time and space have been made by narrative genres of literature'. 

Above all, 'having the most complex sense of chronotopicity, the novel offers 

our most profound image of people, actions, events, history and society'. 52 

50 M. M. Bakhtin, Estetika s/ovesnogo tvorchestva (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1979), p. 338. 
SI M. M. Bakhtin, 'Fonns of Time and of the Chronotope in the Novel: Notes toward a Historical 
Poetics' [1937-38 (1973)], in The DialogiC Imagination: Four Essays by M. M. Bakhtin, ed. Michael 
Holquist, tr. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), pp. 84-

259 (p.84). 
S2 Gary S. Morson and Caryl Emerson, Mikhail Bakhtin: Creation of a Prosaic (Stanford, California: 
Stanford University Press, 1990), pp. 367; 372. 
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Chronotopes have their own peculiar features that differentiate one 

chronotope from another. Touching upon the question of the quality and 

diversity of chronotopes, Bakhtin also emphasizes that they are not given once 

and for all, but can, along with their functions, vary in the process of genre 

development in accordance with the demands of the given situation. 

Bakhtin speaks of the heterochronous character of literature, stressing 

the fact that at any given time it represents a multiplicity of chronotopes. 

'Within the limits of a single work and within the total literary output of a 

single author' one can find and determine 'a number of different chronotopes 

and complex interaction among them'.S3 The general nature of these 

interrelations Bakhtin describes 'as dialogic (in the broadest use of this word)' 

(ibid.). 

What is the place of chronotopes 'from the perspective of the literary 

work as a single whole' [v perspektive proizvedeniia kak edinogo tselogo ]?54 

Bakhtin outlines that to them belongs, first and foremost, 'the meaning that 

shapes narrative': 'they are the organizing centres for the fundamental narrative 

events of the novel. The chronotope is the place where the knots of narrative 

are tied and untied'.55 Chronotopes provide 'the ground essential for the 

showing forth, the representability of events' (ibid). Thus from this follows 

their 'representational importance': 

The chronotope, functioning as the primary means for materializing time in space, 

emerges as a centre for concretizing representation, as a force giving body to the 

entire novel. All the novel's abstract elements - philosophical and social 

generalizations, ideas, analyses of cause and effect - gravitate toward the chronotope 

S3 Bakhtin, 'Forms of Time and of the Chronotope', 252. 
S4 M. M. Bakhtin, 'Iz chemovykh tetradei', Literaturnaia ucheba, 5-6 (1992), 153-65 (p. 163). 
ss Bakhtin, 'Fonns of Time and of the Chronotope', 252. 
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and through it take on flesh and blood, permitting the imaging power of art to do its 

work. Such is the representational significance of the chronotope. (Ibid.) 

As noted earlier, describing the nature of any artistic perception as 

chronotopic, Bakhtin tries to illustrate that the principle of chronotopicity also 

lies at the basis of 'any and every literary image'. In this sense he comes to the 

following conclusion: 

Language, as a treasure house of images, is fundamentally chronotopic. Also 

chronotopic is the internal form of a word, that is, the mediating marker with whose 

help the root meanings of spatial categories are carried over into temporal 

relationships (in the broadest sense) (p. 251). 

Thus, engaging Bakhtin's theory of chronotopic analysis, that is, 

interpreting literary works in terms of their temporal and spatial 

determinations, we, in essence, examine their concrete and potential 

historicity. Historicity cannot be studied formally nor understood simply as a 

sum total of historical data and facts, gravitating towards a certain abstract 

unity where the literary work remains only as an illustration, incomplete and 

insignificant. On the contrary, approaching the literary work as an Event, we 

are dealing with the actual context of culture in its possible emergence and 

movement. Herein lies the explanation of Bakhtin's metaphor 'the gates of the 

chronotope' (vorota khronotopa), through which 'every entry into the sphere of 

meaning is accomplished' (p. 258). The chronotope, therefore, turns out to be 

a dynamic unity, the inner essence of literary work that provides the 

connection among individual elements of the content and defines, in the end, 

the action of artistic meaning. 

In his 'Response to a Question from the Novy Mir Editorial Staff 

[Otvet na vopros redaktsii Novogo mira] Bakhtin introduces the notion of 
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'great time' (bolshoe vremia) which, for him, is not simply time. He proposes 

that artistic, that is, 'creative understanding does not renounce itself, its own 

place in time, its own culture; and it forgets nothing' and furthennore: 

In order to understand, it is immensely important for the person who understands to 

be located outside the object of his or her creative understanding - in time, in space, 

in culture. In the realm of the culture, outsideness is a most powerful factor in 

understanding [ ... ] and the foreign culture responds to us by revealing to us its new 

aspects and new semantic depths. 56 

For Bakhtin, outsideness is not ahistoricity or timelessness; on the contrary, an 

artist does not and cannot locate himself outside time and history. In early 

fragments from 1921, Bakhtin sees the goal of understanding as consisting of 

releasing our thinking from being ahistorical. This means that everything that 

we live through, all our experiences, feelings and spiritual values, become the 

property of time. In this sense one aspect of time turns out to be the profundity 

and multi-Iayeredness of our consciousness, Being in general. Broadly 

speaking, any appreciation of events, anything described and understood by 

the artist from the position of outsideness, belongs to history (as does the artist 

himself, but in a different sense). Hence, human and, in particular, artistic 

outsideness cannot be considered as a timeless category; on the contrary, we 

can comprehend and express ourselves only because our life takes place in the 

historical course of time (understanding, realized in great time and through 

great time, can only happen from the position of our own time). 
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5. Issues of the poetics of literary time and space in Likhachev 

In general, the late 1960s and early 1970s in Russian literary 

scholarship mark a period of revived interest in the study of temporal and 

spatial narrative categories and their function and meaning in the literary work. 

The discussion begins with Shklovskii's short article 'Vremia v romane' [Time 

in the Novel] where he approaches the problems of the specific character of 

time in the novel and the method of representing time in literary works. 57 

Shklovskii expresses the idea that 'the conventionality' of literary time can 

only be of interest as a 'particular case of literary conventionality - an 

agreement between the reader and writer about the laws of the given work, that 

is, the work being offered at this moment' [l.JacTHIoiR cnYl.JaR nHTepaTYPHoR 

JeOHBeHUHH - JlOrOBOpa MelKJlY I.JHTaTeneM H nHcaTeneM 0 3aJeOHax JlaHHOrO, TO 

] 
58 

eCT. ceRl.Jac npeJlnaraeMoro npOH3BeJleHHJI . 

Dmitrii Likhachev emerges as a key figure in this debate, for his ideas 

on time, history and literary development became quite influential, provoking 

broad interest in literary-critical circles of that time,59 A considerable part of 

Likhachev's monograph of 1971 Poetika drevnerusskoi Iiteratury [Poetics of 

'6 M. M. Bakhtin, 'Response to a Question from the Novy Mir Editorial Starr [1970], in Speech Genres 
and Other Late Essays, ed. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, tr. Vern W. McGee (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1986), pp.l-7 (p. 7). 
"V. Shklovskii, 'Vremia v romane" in Khudozhestvennaia proza: Razmyshleniia i razbory (Moscow: 
Sovetskii pisatel' , 1961), pp. 326-39. 
" V. Shklovskii, 'Konventsiia vremeni', Voprosy literatury, 3 (1969), 115-28 (p. 127). 
'9 The Dutch Slavist Katerina Hansen LOve in her book The Evolution of Space in Russian Literature: 
A Spatial Reading of J9'h and 2(Jh Century Narrative Literature (Amsterdam and Atlanta, GA: Rodopi, 
1994) which offers a well compiled survey of major contemporary theories (Smimov, Toporov, 
Lotman and Van Baak) on the question of the literary development of the narrative category of space 
in Russian literary scholarship, regards Likhachev's works of this period to be a 'crucial link between 
the Formalist model of evolution and present-day, notably, Soviet-semiotic, understanding of literary 
development and cultural development in general' (p. 10). She also provides an exceptionally good 
example of spatial reading of well-known texts by Lermontov, Gogol', Goncharov, Sologub and 
Platonov, examining the functions and peculiarities of different types of space: Romantic, Realist, 
Symbolist and Modernist. 
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Old Russian Literature] (1971), raises and develops the issue of the poetics of 

literary time and space, examining artistic time and space along with the 

different ways and aspects of their reproduction and representation in art and 

literature. To conclude this chapter it seems appropriate briefly to touch upon 

Likhachev's conception, for I shall frequently comment on and apply some of 

his ideas whilst working on Bunin's texts. 

Likhachev considers the factor of time and the whole evolution of this 

notion to be one of the most 'significant achievements' of modem literature. 

According to Likhachev, time, enclosing in itself the idea of variability and 

alteration, 'conquers and subordinates to itself ever larger fields in human 

consciousness' [otvoevyvaet i podchiniaet sebe vse bolee krupnye uchastki v 

soznanii liudei].60 Time is also closely linked to the idea of historicity; 

historicity, extending to broader spheres of human activity (science, 

philosophy and all forms of creative thought), lies at the basis of understanding 

both reality and the 'diversity of forms of movement and at the same time its 

unity' [mnogoohraziia form dvizheniia i odnovremenno ego edinstva] (ibid.). 

'It is a matter not only of historicity', Likhachev writes, 'and of an aspiration to 

perceive the whole world through time and in time'; and furthermore: 

Literature, more than any other art, emerges as the art of time. Time is its object, 

subject and instrument of representation. The awareness and sense of the movement 

and variability of the world in diverse forms of time runs through literature. 

[Ho .IIeno He TonloXO a HCTOPH'DIOCTH. H a CTpOMneHHH aoclo MBP 

aocnpHHHMaTIo "OP03 apow. H ao .pOWOHH. lIHTopaTypa a eonltlllol MOpO. 

'lOM nJoeoc .IIpyroc HCXYCCTao. CT.HoaHTCK HCXYCCTaoM apOMeHH. Bpow. oro 

oe100XT. cye10exT H OpyllHO H30ep •• eHH.. C03H.HHO H OIllYlIloHHO .IIaB.eHH. H 

60 D. S. Likhachev, 'Poetika khudozhestvennogo vremeni. Poetika khudozhestvennogo prostranstva', 
in Poetika drevnerusskoi literatury (Leningrad: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1971), pp. 209-351 (p. 

209). 
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H3MCH.OMOCTH MHpa • MHOrOOapa3HWX cII0pMax .pCMCHH npOHH3W.aOT coaoll 

nHTCpaTypy.J (p. 210) 

Likhachev seeks to demonstrate the variety of aspects in which time 

appears in the literary work. Closely examining these aspects, he comes to the 

conclusion that there are three principal approaches in the study of the literary 

work. The first approach deals with the study of grammatical time, which, in 

his opinion, is particularly fruitful in the analysis of lyric poetry. The second 

approach examines philosophical aspects of time: various theories on this 

subject, the meaning and function of time in art and literature. Likhachev 

attaches great importance to the artistic aspect of time and the way it is 

reproduced in literary works, arguing that for literary scholarship this approach 

is of particular significance and turns out to be far more productive 'for an 

understanding of the aesthetic nature of verbal art' [dlia ponimaniia 

esteticheskoi prirody slovesnogo iskusstva] than, for instance, the study of 

philosophical conceptions of time: 

Artistic time is not a way of looking at the problem of time, but time itself, as it is 

[ ... J represented in the literary work. [ ... J Literary time is a phenomenon of the very 

fabric of the literary work which subjects to its artistic aims both grammatical time 

and its philosophical understanding by the writer. 

[XY~O.OCT.OHHOO .pOM. - :ITO HO .3rn.~ Ha npoanOMY .pOMOHH •• caMO 

.pCM •• JCaX OHO [ ... ] H30apa.aOTc •• nHTcpaTypHOM npOH380~OHHH. [ ... ] 

XY~O.OCT.CHHOO .pOM. •• nCHHC caMoll XY~O.OCT.oHHoll TxaHH 

nHTcpaTypHoro I1pOH3.0~OHH.. nO~'OIH.IOIllOO C.OHM xy~O.OCT.cHHWM 

3a~a'laM H rpaMMaTH'ICCXOO .pOM. H cIIHnococllcxoo oro nOHHMaHHC 

nHCaTcnOM.] (p. 211) 

Hence, all elements of the narrative structure, without exception, tum 

out to be shot through with time; and on examining the text, this penetration 

can be found and shown to exist on different levels. Likhachev believes that, 
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taken as a whole, literature has its own 'principle o/relativity' which takes into 

account several factors. First of all, literary time, by comparison with 

objective time, uses a diversity of individual, that is, purely subjective 

perceptions of time. The sUbjectivity of time's perception explains why 

narrative time is capable of 'stretching' (tianut'sia), 'shrinking' (szhimat'sia) or 

'running' (bezhat'), an instant can 'come to a stop' (ostanovit'sia) or 'last for 

ever' (dlit'sia vechno) and a long-term period can 'fly by imperceptibly' 

(nezametno promel'knut'). Secondly, our perception and interpretation of time 

in literary work are determined not only by causation of events, but also by 

their psychological and associative connection, that is, their correlation, for 

'where there are no events', Likhachev writes, 'there is no time' [gde net sobytii 

- net vremeni] (p. 213). Hence, he approaches an extremely important and 

complex issue in the study of literary time: the problem of 'the unity of the 

temporal stream in a narrative with several plot lines' [edinstva vremennogo 

potoka v proizvedenii s neskol'kimi siuzhetnymi liniiami] (ibid.) and the 

understanding of that unity as a flow of historical time. 

Touching upon the issue of time's portrayal in literature, Likhachev 

argues that this problem is not related to the sphere of grammar as such, for: 

Grammatical time and time in the literary work are capable of fundamentally 

diverging from one another. Time of action, author time and reader time are formed 

by a totality of many factors, among which grammatical time is only one. [ ... ] 

Moreover, the divergence of grammar from the artistic idea is, of course, only 

external: the grammatical time of a literary work in itself often enters the highest 

order artistic idea, that is, the meta-artistic structure of literary work. Grammar 

appears as a piece of smalt in the general mosaic of a literary work. The real colour 

of each piece of this smalt may not be the one that it seems to be in the whole picture. 
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[rpaMMaTH'IOCXOO BpOM. H BPOMJI cnOBOCHoro npOH3BO.llOHH. MorYT 

CYIIlCCTBCHHO paCXO.llHTltCA. BpCM. .IICACTBHA H BpCM. aBTOpcxOO H 

'lHTaTCnltCXOC C03.11aIOTC. cOBoxynHOCTltlO MHorHX 4IaxTopOB: CpC.IIH HHX -

rpaMMaTH'IOCXHM BPOMOHOM TOnltXO OT'IaCTH. [ ... ] PaCXOllC.IICHHO rpaMMaTHXH 

C XY.IIOllCOCTBOHHWM 3aMwcnOM npH 3TOM. XOHC'lHO. TOnltlCO BHCWHOO: caMO no 

ce60 rpaMMaTH'IOCICOe BpOM. npOH3BO.llOHHJI. BXO.llHT 'IaCTO B XY.IIOllCOCTBOHHWA 

3aMwcon BWClIloro pO.lla - B MOTaXY.IIOllCeCTBOHHYIO CTPYXTYPY npOH3BO.llOHH •. 

rpaMMaTHICa BwcTynacT xax xyCOIC CManltTW B 0611l0A M03aH'lHoA ICapTHHO 

cnOBOCHoro npOH3BC.IICHH.. rnaBHWA IIBOT ICallC.IIoro ICycxa 3TOA CManltTW 

MOllCOT 6WTIt COBceM HO TOM. xaICHM OH xallCOTC. B xapTHHO B 1I0nOM.] (p. 215-

16) 

Likhachev suggests that every type of art develops one or other aspect of time 

and has its own forms of flow and duration of time. Thus, literary genres and 

trends establish their own attitude to time and specific character of time's 

reproduction and representation. He stresses that contemporary literature is 

'shot through with a sense of the world's variability' [pronizana 

oshchushcheniem izmeniaemosti mira] (p. 219). For in order to understand the 

peculiarities of contemporary usage of time and its diverse manifestations in 

literature, it is important to appeal to previous literary tradition and especially 

to consider old literature and folklore. Because literary time reveals itself in so 

many different ways and forms, we cannot possibly find two writers who 

would 'make the same use of time as an artistic tool' [odinakovo pol'zovalis' 

vremenem kak khudozhestvennym sredstvom] (ibid.). Thus, according to 

Likhachev, time, in all its manifestations (actual time and represented time, 

plot time and author time, reader time and performer time, that is, folkloric 

time) becomes, and should be treated as, a phenomenon of style. 
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6. Towards a 'definition' of 'historicity' 

As has been shown throughout this chapter, the term 'historical' or 

'historicity' has different associations and meanings according to the context 

in which it is used. As also noted earlier, right up to the last two decades of 

the nineteenth century, history itself was chiefly perceived as an abstract idea 

except when used to denote a scientific discipline. Here the meaning was clear 

enough: history emerged as a property of sociology and the historical was in 

most cases identified with the sociological. 

The turn of the century and first three decades of the twentieth century 

saw human thought pushed towards a different understanding of history and 

historical life: it was regarded as something concrete, a reality aimed first and 

foremost at man. From now onwards the historical was no longer treated as a 

sphere of the abstract and supra-personal. On the contrary, it was considered 

in conjunction with many meanings (anthropological, mystical-religious, 

mythological and artistic) and categories (time, space, the eternal and so forth) 

which are significant in their own right and which, when taken separately, can 

form the basis for or serve as links to various areas of human knowledge and 

activity: the natural sciences, especially physics and biology, psychology, 

philosophy, verbal and fine art. Nevertheless, the historical, signifying 

something primarily concerned with man's existence and experience, does not 

have a long history. 

In the light of the preceding, the question inevitably arises: is there any 

working definition of this notion by which we can establish or perhaps even 

compare the extent of the historicity of any given artist? At this stage of the 
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study I find myself unable to propose any straightforward or even provisional 

definition of historicity. One of the reasons for this is the risk of 

misinterpretation associated with the purpose and meaning of the word 

'definition', that is, stating the precise nature, marking out limits and declaring 

degrees of distinctiveness of any term, especially one which, as in this case, 

has hardly been approached. Nor can I be sure that in the end I shall not have 

to face the same inability to define what forms the realm and meaning of the 

historical, not to mention an understanding of all its possible implications. But 

it is part of my thesis to come as close as possible to finding the context where 

this notion truly belongs or, more exactly, to uncover the message that the 

Russian humanities was determined to deliver in the 1920s and early 1930s. It 

is also my intention, however ambitious it may sound, to rescue the notion of 

historicity, which was misused and at times simply abused by the vulgar 

Soviet Marxist scholarship that dominated the Russian humanities from the 

mid 1930s until the late 1980s, in which anthropology was, along with the 

issue of the historical, either utterly ignored or assigned to the sphere of 

sociology. Thus, it seems logical to set aside the problem of the formulation of 

historicity and rely on a more practical and persuasive approach instead. By 

subjecting the term to constant examination throughout the study, we should 

finally be able to see what exactly it means and embraces, particularly with a 

reference to the works of a writer such as Ivan Bunin, who has never been 

seriously read in this key. 

7. The problem of Bun in's historicity and literary criticism 
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Indeed, it is a common assertion of Bunin criticism that Bunin is an 

ahistorical artist. Even such combinations of words as 'historical process', 

'historical life', 'historical time' and so forth are rare in the vocabulary of 

Bunin scholarship, which is more familiar with expressions and terms such as 

'tragic disposition', 'extra-temporal values', 'the eternal', death, 'unhappy 

love' etc. In his survey of Bunin's work 'The Path of Bunin the Artist' [Put' 

Bunina - khudozhnika] Oleg Mikhailov (who was a leading expert on Bunin in 

Soviet and post Soviet scholarship for some time), insists that history is not 

something that Bunin's thinking is particularly concerned with. In fact, if 

anything, the opposite is the case: 

The peculiarity of Bunin's talent is his well-known narrowness, his belonging to the 

sphere of 'literature' proper, estrangement from the publicistic principle and, at the 

same time, his robustness, primordial faithfulness to himself, independence of 

'fashion', 'the street'. All this conditioned the steadfastness and vitality of Bunin's 

works in the most difficult conditions, when he found himself cut off from his 

motherland. 

[OC060KKOCTIt 6YKHKcxoro TaJiaKTa oro H3aOCTHa. Y3OC:TIt, oro 

npHKaJlJlOlitHOCTIt x ccllopo C06CTaOHHO "nHTopaTYPw", OT'IYlItJlOKHOCT. OT 

nYGJlHIlHCTH'IOCXOro Ha'lana H, OJlHOapOMOKHO, xponXOC:T., H3Ha'ian.Ha. 

aopHOCT. C060, Ke3aaHCHMOCT. OT "MOJlW", "YJlHIlW", - aco 3TO o6YCJlOaHJlO 

CToAXOCTIt H lItH3HocnOC:OGHOCTit TaOp'IOCTaa BYHHHa • TPYJlKOAmHX ycnoaH.X, 

61 
XorJla OK OXa3aJlC. 3a GOp TOM POJlHHW.] 

Mikhailov's assertion is crucial here because it illustrates a widespread viewin 

Soviet scholarship, with its strong insistence on the primacy of the sociological 

61 o. N. Mikhailov, 'Put' Bunina-khudozhnika, in Literaturnoe Nasledstvo, vol. 84, pt. 1 (Ivan 
Alekseevich Bunin) (Moscow: Nauka, 1973), pp. 7-56 (p. 36). 
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over other approaches based on the tendency to interpret historicity in tenns of 

the historical method, reducing, as a result, the understanding of the historical 

in art to a direct and pure portrayal of historical events. 62 

In his monograph of 1977, Na rubezhe vekov: 0 russkoi literature 

kontsa XIX-nachala X¥v. [At the Tum of the Century: On Russian Literature 

of the Late 19th-Early 20th Century], Lev Dolgopolov takes the discussion of 

the issue of Bunin and history significantly further. Focusing primarily on the 

aesthetic aspect of the category of the historical, he argues that by looking at 

Bunin's work only from the position of his direct response to the problems of 

the current social situation or his association with the literary-philosophical 

movements of the early twentieth century, it is no surprise that an explicit link 

to history cannot be found: 

It is striking that in the extensive correspondence with N. Teleshov, encompassing 

more than one decade and numbering 250 letters, not a single problem of any 

significance connected with the social or literary state of the age was touched upon. 

There is no movement here, no history. 

[nOpa3HTonIoHO. B oC5mHpHoRmoR UOPOUHCJtO C H. TenomOBWM. OXBaTWBalOlQol 

HO O.llHO .II0C.THnOTHO H HaC'UfTWBalOlQcl 250 UHCOM. He 3aTpOHYTO HH o.llHol 

cJtonIoJtO-HHC5YJlIo 3Ha'UfTOnIoHOR upOC5neMW. CB.3aHHol C OC5lQeCTBOHHWM HnH 

nHTcpaTypHWM COCTO.HHCM 3110XH. 3.11eclo HOT JlBH.eHH •• HeT HCTOpHH.] 63 

But this alone is not sufficient, in Dolgopolov's view, to justify 

describing Bunin as an ahistorical artist. The explanation for his ahistoricity 

62 See, for example, L. V. Krutikova, 'Na kraiu sveta - pervyi sbomik rasskazov I. A. Bunina', Vestnik 
Leningradskogo universiteta, 20 (1961), 77-88. See also I. D. Bazhinov, Dooktiabr'skaia proza 
Bunina (Kiev: Izdatel'stvo Akadernii Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR, 1963), p. 6; and N. M. Kucherovskii, 
'Esteticheskaia sushchnost' filosofskikh iskanii I. A. Bunina (1906-1911 gg)', Filologicheskie nauki, 6 
(1969), 25-35 (p. 28). 
63 Lev Dolgopolov, Na rubezhe vekov: 0 russkoi literature kontsa XIX-nachala AX v. (Leningrad: 
Sovetskii pisatel', 1977), p. 285. 
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lies in Bunin's attitude to the epoch he chronologically belonged to, which was 

unlike that of Blok or Gor'kii, for whom the contemporary situation 

manifested itself as a 'process happening before our very eyes' (ibid.). 

According to Dolgopolov, Bunin, although he lived at a turning point in 

historical epochs, did not recognize its crisis, its 'hidden and overt tragedy' 

(ibid.). Even literature, which was essentially 'the product and reflection of 

this break' with all 'the totality of its peculiarities and contradictions', proved 

to be absolutely 'alien' to Bunin (p. 299). This alone made Dolgopolov 

conclude that in Bunin we are dealing with a writer who completely 'fell out' 

('vypal ') of historical time. And furthermore: 

Brought to the idea of the world was socially deeply disturbed by the very process of 

Russia's historical development (to which idea Bunin's artistic single-mindedness, in 

its tum, helped him), he, nevertheless, as early as in his works of the 1910's, strives 

to take the contradictions of reality beyond the framework of social and historical 

limitations. He is both profoundly historical in his narratives and stories of this 

period and at the same time patently ahistorical: he is in these years a writer who 

perceives the slightest of changes in social life with extreme sensitivity and wariness, 

but inunediately seeks to take them beyond the bounds of historical time, elevating 

them to the level of the extra-temporal and the universally human. 

[npHaOJlHMWI caMHM XOJlOM HCTOPH'IOCltOro pa3aHTH. POCCHH It MwcnH 0 

rnYC5o'lalwOM COIlHan.HOM HOC5narononY'IHB MHpa ('IOMY. a caolO O'lOPOJl •• 

cnOCOC5CTaoaana XYJlOllCOCTaOHHaJl npHCTan.HOCT. SYHHHa). OH. OJlHUO, YlICO 

3J10C.. a npOHUOJlOHH.X 1910-x rOJloa. CTpeMHTCJI awaOCTH npOTHaOpO'IHJI 

JleICTaHTen.HOCTH :sa paMltB COIlHan.HWX H HCTOPH'IOCltHX OrpaHH'IOHHI. OH 

H rnYC50lto HCTOPH'lOH a noaOCT.X H paCClta3aX 3Toro nOpHOJla. H CTon. :'0 

Harn.JlHO HOHCTOPH'IOH: OH a 3TH rOJlw nHcaTon., 'Ip03aw'IaIHO "YTltO H 

HaCTopOllCOHHO aocnpHHHMalOlIlHI ManolwHO H3MOHOHHJI a 0611l0CTaOHHoI 

:'H3HH, HO TYT lICO CTpOM.IIlHlc. awaOCTH HX 3a npoJlonlol HCTOPH'IOCltOro 
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apCMCHH. a03aCCTH a CTcnCHJo aHcapCMCHHoro H 06I1lC'ICJlOac'Iccxoro.] (299-

300). 

Thus, stressing that Bunin's attitude to history is of a profound and 

complex nature, Dolgopolov maintains that, on the whole, it is nevertheless 

thoroughly 'ahistorical', 64 associating, quite contradictorily, the significance 

and understanding of eternal human values only with the ahistorical and 

timeless position of the artist. Furthermore, despite some valuable 

comparisons and remarks on Bunin's literary views, Dolgopolov does not 

recognize what is surely the real reason for Bunin's alienation from the current 

literary and political debate. In his perception of reality Bunin proceeded from 

entirely different principles, which he described in an interview with the 

newspaper The New Life [Novaia zhizn'] in 1917: 

The aim of the artist is not to justify some task but to reflect life profoundly and 

essentially ... The artist must proceed not from external data but from life's depths, 

life's soil, paying heed not to the noise of party regulations and debates but to the 

inner voices of a living life that speak of the layers and extraneous features in life 

which are created against all wishes, in accordance with the indisputable laws of life 

itself. 

[UCJlJo XYJlO.HHJCa - HC onpaa.llaHHC xaXOrD-JlH60 3aJlaHH •• a yrJlY6J1IHHOO H 

CYIllHOCTHOO OTpalltOHHO .H3HH ... XY.llO.HHX .II0Jl.OH HCXO.llHTJo HO H3 

aHCWHHX .IIaHHIoIX. a H3 rJlY6HH .H3HH. H3 nO'lalol lItH3HH. npHCJlYWHaa.cJo HO X 

WYMY napTHIlHloIx nOJlo.oHHIl H cnopoa. a x aHYTpoHHHM rOJlOCaM lItHaoll 

lItH3HH. roaop.WHM 0 nJiaCTaX H HaCJlOOHH.X a HoI. C03J1aHHIoIX aonpOXH aCOM 

XOTCHH.M. no HOnpOJlO.HIoIM 3&XOHaM caMoll .H3HH.]6~ 

Clearly, for Bunin's artistic thinking the social, in all its possible 

manifestations, was never a point of departure, but represented, above all, an 

64 A similar view is taken by V. la. Linkov in his book Mir i chelovek v tvorchestve L. Toistogo i J. 
Bunina (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Moskovskogo universiteta, 1989), pp. 122-27; 172. 
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inert and genuinely immobile background. The peculiarity of Bunin's 

response to social problems, as Colin Wood rightly maintains, 

[ ... ] was always to look behind them to the deeper perturbations of the human spirit 

which have troubled men in every age but perhaps never so acutely, or with such 

repercussions on literary form, as in the modern.66 

Dmitrii Likhachev was the first scholar to speak of the notion 

of historicity in relation to Bunin's work. In his Poetics of Old Russian 

Literature Likhachev, discussing the issue of artistic perception and 

representation of historical time in literary work, expresses the view that a 

heightened sensibility to history lies at the basis of Bunin's literary thinking. 

For him, Bunin, perhaps like no other Russian artist in this century, is a writer 

who is utterly and completely absorbed by an interest in history, which, 

moreover, receives its most acute manifestation in the works written in 

emigration.67 Although this remark of Likhachev's remained unnoticed In 

Soviet and Western critical circles alike (which is in itself surprising since the 

problem of historicity has never really been considered to be an issue with 

reference to Bunin's writings),68 it certainly deserves further consideration. 

Firstly, because of its immediate relevance to the subject of the present study. 

Secondly, it serves as a crucial link to the discussion of the sources, nature and 

quality of Bun in's historicity. 

6S Novaia zhizn', 1 February (?) 1917, p. 67. 
66 C. Wood, 'The Modernity ofIvan Bunin' (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Bradford, 
1996), p. 108. 
67 Likhachev, Poetika, 217-18. 
68 Having stated this, I intentionally excluded from the discussion at this point D. J. Richards' article 
'Bunin's Conception of the Meaning of Life', Slavonic and East European Review, 119 (1972), 153-
72. Although at the beginning Richards indicates that Bunin is 'concerned' with both personal and 
supra-personal questions (among which is the question of history), the rest of the article primarily 
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focuses on exploring the nature of Bun in's approach to these questions which, as he describes it, 'is not 
that of a philosopher' but that of 'a lyric poet' (p. 155). 



Part Two 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Sacred Time of History: 

Tile Siladow o/tlle Bird. 

30nOToe PYHO, rJle .e TW, 30nOToe PYHO? 

BclO Jlopory WYMenH MopeJCHe T •• enwe BonHW, 

H, nOJCHHYB JCopa15nJo, HaTPYJlHBWHI B MOp.X nonOTHO, 

OJlHcecl B03BpaTHne., npOCTpaHCTBOM H BpeMeHCM nonHIolI. 

OeHn MaHJlenJoWTaM, 1917 

1. 

80 

In his analysis of the fonns of interrelation between time and space in 

the literary work Bakhtin draws particular attention to the chronotopes of 

encounter and the road which function as carries of broad temporal meaning, 

The road, moreover, emerges here as a symbol of man's eternal, endless 

search, his wanderings and aspiration to see, understand and be able to 

describe: 

The road is a particularly good place for random encounters. On the road ('the high 

road'), the spatial and temporal paths of the most varied people - repres~ntatives of 

all social classes, estates, religions, nationalities, ages - intersect at one spatial and 

temporal point. People who are normally kept separate by social and spatial distance 

can accidentally meet; any contrast may crop up, the most various fates may collide 
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and interweave with one another. ... [ ... ] The chronotope of the road is both a point 

of new departures and a place for events to find their denouement. Time, as it were, 

fuses together with space and flows in it (forming the road); this is the source of the 

rich metaphorical expansion on the image of the road as a course: 'the course of life', 

'to set out on a new course', 'the course of history' and so on; varied and multi-

leveled are the ways in which road is turned into a metaphor, but its fundamental 

pivot in the flow of time.! 

Thus, with the help of the road, man begins to realize his temporality and 

profound connection with Being which, in its tum, endows him with a strong 

feeling of the necessity, the 'non triviality' (nepustiachnost) of his own 

existence. 

Bunin himself and almost all his characters possess a peculiar passion 

(which sometimes borders on madness) for travelling, an aspiration to survey 

the world, dissolving themselves in the unexplored journey. This feature of 

Bunin's literary thinking is probably best explained in the following way: 

everything of an unknown nature always scares but at the same time remains 

mysteriously beautiful, open to cognition and self-knowledge. In accordance 

with this, the journey cannot be simply a change of spatial place or locality. 

Journeys are first and foremost, as David Richards says with reference to 

Bunin's philosophy of travel, 'quests for the truth about life, searches for 

spiritual enlightenment'.2 The journey is historical in its very essence, that is, 

has a profound historical character. It turns out to be a significant source of 

the acquisition of experience based on the idea of the succession of human 

existence. The journey greatly changes man's life, helping him to establish his 

attitude toward culture and his own place within it, fortifying him, above all, 

I Bakhtin, 'Forms of Time and of the Chronotope', 243-44. 

2 D. J. Richards, 'Comprehending the Beauty of the World: Bunin's Philosophy of Travel', Slavonic 
and East European Review, 129 (1974),514-32 (p. 525). 
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with the idea that there is something 'inscrutably divine in man' [nepostizhimo 

bozhestvennoe v cheloveke] which cannot perish and which is called life. 

Departing on a journey to the East, Bunin seeks to find the answer the 

following questions: how can one enter this world? How should one 

understand it? Where can one fasten one's eyes in order to appreciate time, 

history, humanity and its common roots? The result of these reflections was 

the collection of travel poems The Shadow of the Bird (1907-1911), a 

remarkable account of Bunin's intimate encounters with different Eastern 

cultures. 

2. The symbolic and the historical in the Khozhenie: the problem of temporal 

correlation 

The author's own designation of the genre of The Shadow of the Bird as 

'travel poems' (putevye poemy) indicates that we are dealing with a variant on 

the genre of travel notes (putevye ocherki or khozheniia). The khozhenie is an 

historical genre of religious journeys (travels) which describes the author's 

pilgrimage to the Holy Land and holy places.3 The beginning of this literary 

genre in Russian literature goes back to the historical events that took place in 

eleventh-century Russia. This was a time when the Russian Orthodox Church 

started the process of establishing direct links with the countries of the 

Christian East. Russians, adopting and mastering Christianity and its 

traditions, wished to see 'with their own eyes' (voochiiu) the places mentioned 

3 For more detailes on the history of the genre see V. V. Danilov, 'K kharakteristike Khozhdeniia 
igumena Daniila', in Trudy Otdela Drevnerusskoi Literatury, 10 (1954), 92-105. See also the 
discussion of the specific character and defmition of the genre in V. V. Kuskov, 'Khozhdenie igumena 
Danii/a', in /storiia drevnerusskoi literatury, ed. Kuskov, 3rd edn (Moscow: Vysshaia shkola, 1977), 
pp. 72-75, 163-65. 
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m the books of Holy Writ in order to become firmly convinced of the 

Scriptures' fairness and trustworthiness. The founder of this genre in Russian 

literature was the Father Superior Daniil. In 1106 he undertook a pilgrimage 

to Palestine, spent sixteen months there and came back to Russia in 1108. The 

events which took place during Daniil's journey and the period of his stay in 

Palestine form the basis of the travel notes Khozhenie igumena Daniila v 

Sviatuiu zemliu [Journey of the Father Superior Daniil to the Holy Land], 

written by Daniil immediately after his return home. The explanations given 

by Daniil of the purposes of his journey are of particular interest here: Daniil 

claims that he felt obliged to go because he 'was forced by his thought and 

impatience' [ponuzhden mysliiu svoeiu i neterpeniem] wishing to see the 'holy 

city Jerusalem and the Promised Land [sviatyi grad Ierusalim i zemliu 

obetovannuiu] and also 'for the sake of love for these holy places' [liubve radi 

sviatykh mest sikh].4 

The works written in the genre of Khozhenie are noteworthy for their 

detailed description of the holy places, and of the personality of their authors, 

who see the sense of the journey not in the journey itself but in a true portrayal 

of the vista, its philosophical-religious investigation and interpretation:s 

The pilgrim journeys about holy places, which are filled to overflowing with sacred 

objects and which represent at every step the material and tangible vestiges of 

memories drawn from the Old and New Testaments. He carries within himself, in 

his own consciousness, a special atmosphere of devout feelings, thoughts, moods, 

and concepts, while the world about him, the external environment of the holy land, 

acts upon the pilgrim's inner world like a powerful resonator, increasing the intensity 

of all his experiences, thoughts, and feelings. Both worlds, the external and internal, 

4 Khozhenie igumena Danii/a, in Drevniaia russkaia literatura: Khrestomatiia, ed. N. I. Prokofev 
(Moscow: Prosveshchenie, 1988), pp. 47-52. 

, For more information see P. Zabolotskii, 'Legendarnyi i apokrificheskii element v Khozhdenii ig. 
Daniila', Russkiifilologicheskii sbornik, 41 (1899), pt. 1-2,220-37 and 3-4, 237-73. 
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flow together into one, and the pilgrim is unable to distinguish where one ends and 

the other begins. In that environment, he sees and heeds only those things which are 

in harmony with his inner world; he drinks this all in, and simultaneously, imposes 

his own personal religious experiences upon everything he sees and hears.6 

As a rule, the action of travel notes takes place 'under the open sky' 

(pod otkrytym nebom), in permanent motion, and embraces different time

spaces, countries and cultures. However, the works written in this genre do 

not provide the reader with any kind of information concerning the 

preparations for the journey, or its peripeteias, solely because this is not 

considered to be worthy of attention. What is important here is the author's 

aspiration to expound, in condensed and at the same time expressive form, real 

historical events for cognitive and educational ends, to reproduce the original 

circumstances which he witnessed or in which he was a participant. In this 

sense travel notes represent a precious historical document, a peculiar 

programme of transformation and development of one's thought, the living 

word of an individual of a certain time. The major feature of the literary 

portrayal here is a true representation of historical life in combination with a 

legendary-Christian narrative about biblical figures and events. 

Bunin transfers the tradition of the khozhenie into a narrative device, 

finding in The Shadow of the Bird that specific correlation between symbolic 

(mythological) and historical elements which allows him, in the light of the 

symbolic narration (expressed in the body of the text through a direct re-telling 

of Biblical legends, depiction of characters from Christian and Greek myths 

and descriptions of sacred objects), to bring into the narrative ancient and 

contemporary history. The perception of the Christian East in The Shadow of 

the Bird is based on a vision and understanding devoid, in essence, of any 

6 Nikolai S. Trubetskoi, 'Afanasii Nikitin's Journey Beyond the Three Seas as a Work of Literature', in 
Reading in Russian Poetics: Formalist and Structuralist Views, ed. Ladislav Matejka and Krystyna 
Pomorska (Cambridge, Mass. and London: MIT Press, 1978), pp. 199-219 (p. 215). 
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religious exaltation. The whole of Bunin's collection turns out to be a 

distinctive pilgrim's tale of our time about Turkey, Egypt, Syria, Israel, 

Palestine, Ceylon and Greece. The poetic hero here is not simply a traveller 

searching everywhere for the unexpected and inexplicable, but, in Bunin's 

case, he is, first and foremost, an investigator of the antiquity, which surrounds 

him. Meeting people of different nationalities and creeds, speaking to them 

and listening to their languages, he enters an open dialogue with the ancient 

world and history, thereby gaining cognisance of its hidden sense and 

harmony. In the opening poem, which has the same title as the book itself, 

Bunin states the following: 

Any long journey is a sacrament, it brings the soul into communion with the infinity 

of time and space, which is the cradle of mankind. And I shall go to the exit from the 

temple of history, from the ruins, the most ancient in the world and look into the 

misty-blue abyss of Myth. 

BPOMOHH H npOCTpaHCTBa. a TaM - Jtonwcsonlt 'lOnOBO'lOCT.a. H. noA.a;y It 

BWXOJlY H3 xanHlIla HCTOPHH. - H3 pyHH. .a;POBHOAIIlHX • MHpO. 3arn.KY B 

TYMaHHo-ronycsylO CS03.a;KY MH4Ia.l' 

As was mentioned above, the time of Bunin's travel notes may be 

classified in the same terms as that of medieval journeys. This experience of 

time requires one to consider and portray the past as something utterly 

inseparable from the present. The fullness of mankind's time was achieved by 

identifying it with historical time. In this sense, time, representing nothing 

other than the chain of human generations, was enclosed and strongly involved 

in human life, activity and acts. In accordance with the specific character of 

7 I. A. Bunin, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii (9vols) (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1965-67), 
III (1965), p. 317. Hereafter all subsequent references to Bunin's works are given in the text as volume 
number followed by page number (e. g. 3:317). 
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the genre, the peculiarity of perception and the reproduction of time were 

based on the idea that side by side with terrestrial, mundane time there also 

existed sacred time. The latter, moreover, was considered to be the only 

carrier of true reality for the medieval author (man in general). Likhachev, 

examining closely the factor of time and its functional behaviour in the works 

of Old Russian literature, comes to the conclusion that in the Middle Ages, in 

literature in particular, the 'subjective' aspect of time had not been fully 

recognized. That is why time for the medieval author 'was not a phenomenon 

of human consciousness' [ne bylo iavleniem soznaniia chelovekaV 

Aleksander Gurevich points to the fact that the applicability of such notions or 

categories as 'objective' and 'subjective' (Likhachev's terms) in relation to 

man's thinking of that epoch is highly doubtful if not inappropriate. Most 

probably, this opposition, in its very nature, reveals modem attitudes to the 

world which deliberately create a differentiation between man's internal world 

(internal time) and external reality (history) existing apart from him. Gurevich 

seeks to demonstrate that in the Middle Ages man was seen as a 'microcosm', 

that is, a miniature model, the embodiment of a 'macrocosm', which 

reproduces the world picture in all its aspects. Subjective and objective 

categories, moreover, merged with one another, or more accurately, they were 

not divided yet, and the individual was not represented as an analogue. And 

precisely because time 'was not a phenomenon of human consciousness', it 

was 'cosmic', that is, 'objective'. Thus, time in medieval journeys can be 

defined as historical: 

In medieval society the category of mythological sacred time co-existed with the 

category of mundane secular time, and both of these categories were united in the 

category of historical time. Historical time is subordinated to sacred time, but not 

8 Likhachev, Poetika, 248. 
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dissolved in it. Rather, it is correlated with it in such a way that Christian myth gives 

a criterion for defming historical time and evaluating its meaning. 

[B c:pOllHoaoxoaOM OISWOC:Tao xaToropHlI MHcllonorH'Ioc:xoro. c:aICpan.Horo 

apOMOHH C:OC:YWOC:Taoaana c: xaToropHol 30MHoro. MHpc:xoro apOMOHH. H OISO 

3TH ICaToropHH OIS1tOllHHlIIOTC:lI a xaToropHIO apOMOHH HC:TOPH'lOC:ICoro. 

HC:TOPH'lOC:ICOO apOMli nOll'lHHOHO c:axpan.HOMY. HO HO paC:TaoplIOTC:lI a HOM. 

OHO C:ICOpOO C:OOTHOC:OHO c: HHM TaICHM OlSpa30M. 'ITO xpHC:THaHC:ICHA MHcII llaOT 

c:aooro POlla ICPHTOPHA onpOllonOHHlI HC:TOPH'IOC:ICoro apOMOHH H OUOHXY oro 

9 
C:Mwc:na.] 

Bunin's literary treatment and interpretation of time in The Shadow of 

the Bird enabled him to remove the opposition established by genre tradition 

between eternity and time. In his literary thinking these categories become 

important criteria of 'human consciousness' based on the idea that man's life is 

realized only in the course of historical time. 

3. 

Why did Asia, and particularly the East, attract Bunin's attention? It 

needs to be said that in Russian literature the subject of Eastern, especially 

Indian journeys, became popular from the end of the fifteenth century, after 

the appearance of Khozhenie za tri moria [Journey Beyond the Three Seas] 

written by the Tver merchant Afanasii Nikitin (placed under the year 1475 in 

the Sofiiskaia letopis' [Sofiiskaia chronicle]). Nikitin undertook this journey 

to India, crossing the three seas (Caspian, Indian and Black) in 1466-1472, and 

9 A. Gurevich, 'Chto est' vremia?', Voprosy Iiteratury, 11 (1968), 151-74 (p. 157). 
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he was one of the first Europeans to reach the so-called 'Brahmanists land' 

(zemlia brakhmanov), known from translated literary works such as 

Aleksandriia [Aleksandriia] and Skazanie ob Indii bogatoi [Tale about 

Wealthy India]. In contrast to the travel notes and pilgrimage literature of the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries which describe journeys to the Holy Land, 

Nikitin's Journey Beyond the Three Seas tells of the events of his travels to the 

pagan land. Moreover, Journey Beyond the Three Seas does not pursue a 

specific religious-didactic purpose: this indicates a profound difference in the 

author's religious-psychological situation (this subject will be touched upon 

later). The main motive here has a cognitive nature, because the East, with its 

centuries-old history and culture, was always considered by travellers and 

pilgrims to be a realm of human spirit, the mystical ancestral land of mankind. 

Perhaps this explains Bunin's interest in the East, his intense desire to study 

Eastern traditions, literature, folklore and art. India, in particular, was always 

in the centre of Bunin's literary imagination: he referred to it on one occasion 

as 'the cradle of human religion' (kolybel' chelovecheskoi religii).l0 

In The Shadow of the Bird the East emerges as a great historical 

chronotope, open to the past as well as the future. With a knowledge of the 

East one can understand not only ancient civilisations but, through the insights 

of their sages, the fate of contemporary mankind. Bunin sees in the East a 

certain meaningful unity that, along with its originality, becomes a significant 

part of the indivisible and difficult process by which human culture comes into 

being. As a consequence of such a general approach to the problem, we are at 

the same time dealing with history, philosophy and religion. A similar 

combination is formed by aesthetic views and spiritual values, which are 

brought to life by historical experience. 

IOLiteraturnoe Nasledstvo, vol. 84, pt. 1 (Ivan Alekseevich Bunin) (Moscow: Nauka, 1973), p. 363. 
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For Bunin, any religion, even the private faith of the individual, is a 

form of self-manifestation, a moral, philosophical and aesthetic position. This 

shows the hidden, profound difference of Bunin's traveller from the previous 

literary tradition (works of medieval pilgrimage literature, Karamzin's Letters 

of a Russian Traveller [Pis'ma russkogo puteshestvennika] (1791-1801) and 

Goncharov's Frigate Pallas [Fregat 'Pallada'] (1855-7», where the author had 

a tendency always to place in the centre of the whole narrative his real 

Motherland (in this case, Russia). The idea of the narrator's strong attachment 

to a specific locality and space (for example, Afanasii Nikitin is a Russian 

merchant from Tver), formed the basis of both his thinking and understanding 

of foreign countries, with their cultures and their literary perception and 

portrayal. The very fact of the existence and presence of such feelings as 

feelings for the native land was a significant aesthetic category, which defined 

the author's vision and interpretation of the world and events and, finally, 

represented man's statement of the epoch to which he belonged. As was noted 

earlier, for the author of medieval journeys the memory of the journey was, 

above all else, the memory of a powerful religious experience. This was quite 

vividly reflected in Journey Beyond the Three Seas, where Nikitin feels is his 

duty to write down everything, 'to record these memories for posterity, since in 

Old Rus, in principle, only what was recorded and clothed in a literary form 

was religiously valuable, while everything religiously neutral was, in principle, 

left as a subject - not for written but for oral literature'. 11 

As a rule, all works written in the genre of travel notes are noteworthy 

for their relatively lyrical exposition (exclamatory sentences are frequent, and 

addresses to the reader are also encountered), which constitutes a prayer of a 

II Trubetskoi, 'Afanasii Nikitin's Journey', 215-16. For a broader discussion of this theme see also G. 
Lenhoff, 'Beyond Three Seas: Afanasii Nikitin's Journey from Orthodoxy to Apostasy', East 
European Quarterly, 13 (1979),431-47. See also N. I. Prokorev, 'Khozhenie za tri moria Afanasiia 
Nikitina', in Drevniaia russkaia Iiteratura: Khrestomatiia, ed. N. I. Prokorev (Moscow: 
Prosveshchenie, 1988), pp. 216-23. 
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'poor servant of God' and consists of the traveller's promises on his path, 

assurances of his love for God and faithfulness to the Homeland. However, at 

first glance, the beginning of The Shadow of the Bird creates the impression of 

a parody: 

... Russia is already three hundred miles away... Ah, I have never felt love for her 

and probably shall never understand what love for the motherland is, a love that is 

supposedly inherent in any human heart! I am well aware that it is possible to love 

one or other life style, that it is possible to devote all one's strength to creating it... 

But what does the motherland have to do with this? If however, the Russian 

Revolution worries me more than the Persian one, I can only regret this. And every 

moment that we feel we are citizens of the Universe, is, indeed, blessed! The sea, 

too, in which one feels only one power, the power of Neptune, is thrice blessed! 

[ ... POCCH. y.o 3a TpHCTa MHnlt OT Toes.... Ax. HHXOr.lla-TO • HO "YacTaoaan 

nlOCS8H x Hel H. aopHO. Tax H HO nolMY. 'ITO Taxoe nlOesoalt x PO.llHHO. XOTopa. 

6Y.IITO 6W npHcywa 8C.XOMY 'Ion08e'lOCXOMY cep.IIIlY! JI XopOWO 3HalO. 'ITO 

MO.HO nlO6HTit TOT HnH HHol yxnaJl .H3HH. 'ITO MO.HO OTJlaTIt ace CHnw Ha 

C03H.aaHHe ero... Ho npH '10M TyT po.aHHa? EcnH pyccxa. pe80nlOlIH. 

:lTOM. H aOHcTHHY 6narocnoaeHHO xa • .aoe MrHoaeHHe. xor.lla MW "YaCTayeM 

cees. rpa • .aaHaMH aceneHHol! H TpH • .IIW 6narocnoaeHHo Mope. 8 JCOTOPOM 

'IyacnyelDlt TOnltXO OJIHY anaCTIt - an.CTIt HonTYHa!] (Bunin 3: 314 [428]) 

Undoubtedly, there is a hint of irony here. However, Bunin is not directing 

this irony at the genre, but rather at himself. He pursues a completely different 

purpose by choosing centres of the Christian East as the destination of his 

journey. The inalienable attribute and 'spiritual' companion of his wanderings 

was the book Tezkirat, written by 'the most delightful of the previous and the 

best of the subsequent writers, sheikh Sadi of Shiraz, may his memory be 

sacred!' [usladitel'neishego iz pisatelei predshestvovavshikh i luchshego iz 
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posleduiushchikh, sheikha Saadi Shirazskogo, da budet sviashchenna pamiat' 

ego] (p. 314). In The Shadow of the Bird the traveller does not part with this 

book during the whole of his travels in the East. He repeatedly refers to the 

Persian philosopher-poet, frequently punctuating the narrative with fables and 

parables from Tezkirat. Bunin also finds something close to himself in the life 

story of Sadi who, 'having been born, spent [ ... ] thirty years in the acquisition 

of knowledge, thirty in travelling and thirty in reflection, contemplation and 

creativity' [pOJlHBWHCIt. ynoTpe6Hn [ ... ] TpHJlUaTIt neT Ha npH06peTCHHC 

n03HaHHIT. TpHJlUaTIt Ha CTpaHCTBOBaHHJI H TpHJlUaTIt Ha pa3MwwnCHH •• 

C03cpuaHHC H TBOP'lCCTBO] (ibid.). Later, in 1921, Bunin would write about his 

own desire to 

[ ... ]strongly especially feel not only my own country, but others, not only myself, but 

other people... I thirst to live, and live not only my present and past life, but also 

thousands of other people's lives, my contemporaries, and the past of the whole of 

history, of all mankind with all its countries... My life is a trembling and joyful 

communion with the eternal and the contemporary, with the near and the distant, with 

all centuries and countries, with the life of all that has been and is on this earth, which 

is so beloved by me. 

[[ ... ] OC060HHO CHnltHO "YBCTBOBaT" He Ton .. xo CBOIO CTpaHY. HO H JlPyrHe. He 

Ton .. xo caMoro COCS.. HO H npo'lJlx nIOJlel... JI lICallCJlY lICHT.. H lICHBY He 

Ton .. xo CBOHM HaCTo.lllHM H cBoelt npomnol lICH3H .. IO. HO H TWCJlI(aMH I(YlICHX 

lICH3HOI. COBpOMeHHWMH MHe H npomnWM Bcel HCTOpHH. Bcoro I(enOBel(OCTBa 

co BceMH CTpaHaMH cro... )KH3H .. MO. - TpeneTHoe H paJlOCTHDe npHlfaCTHe x 

Bel(HoMY H COBpeMeHHOMY. 6nH3xoMY H JlanexoMY. BceM BexaM H CTpaHaM. 

lICH3HH Bcero CSWBmero H cYlllero Ha 3TOI 3eMne. CTOnlt nlOC5HMol MHOIO.]12 

12 Literaturnoe Nasledstvo, vol. 84, pt. 1 (Ivan Alekseevich Bunin) (Moscow: Nauka, 1973), pp. 384, 
386. 
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Thus, in Bunin's opinion, only an inquisitive look, love and trust in the 

earth one walks on enable one to accept Being and life in all its fullness: 

- How splendid is a life spent surveying the Beauty of the World and leaving behind 

an apt imprint of your soul! 

- I wandered a great deal on the distant shores of the earth ... 

- I whiled away the days with people of all races and broke off an ear of 

com in every field. 

- For it is better to go barefoot than in tight shoes, it is better to endure all 

the misfortunes of the road than to remain at home! 

- For every new spring one must choose a new love: friend, last year's calendar is not 

suited to the new year! 

[ - Kax npoxpaCHa _H3HIt. nOTpaI(OHHa. Ha TO. I(TOOW 0003POTIt KpaCOTY 

MHpa H OCTaaHTIt no ceoe 'InaH JlyWH caoel! 

JI xopOTan JlHH C JlIOJlItMH acox HapOJlOa H cpwaan no XOJlOCXY C xa_Jlol 

HHaw. 

- Hoo ny'lwo XOJlHTIt OOCHJ:OM. 'IeM a 06yaH yuol. ny'lwo TOpnOTIt aco 

HOa3rOJlW rryTH. '10M CHJlOTIt JlOMa! 

- Hoo Ha xa_JlYIO HoaylO aocHY HY_HO aW6HpaTIt H HoaylO nlOliOalt: JlPyr. 

npownoroJlHHIl xanOHJlaplt HO rOJlHTe_ Jln_ Hoaoro rOJla!] (Bunin 3:315) 

Thus the journey fortifies one with the idea of time's irreversibility, and it 

follows that human life is finite in its essence and unique. The very process of 

a human entering into history takes place in the course of constantly moving 

time. The spiritual state of a person capable of 'tireless wanderings' 

(neustannye skitaniia) and 'insatiable perception' (nenasytnoe vospriiatie), 
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provides him with the opportunity to freely see and penetrate through the 

cover of habitual life, and enables him, above all, to notice things opposed to 

human experience. Perhaps this offers an explanation of what Bunin 

understood by what he called the 'anguish of all countries and times' (toska 

vsekh stran i vremen), that is, the essence of what for him is the inner tragedy 

of human cognition: every step we take forward overcomes routine, changes 

our everyday outlook. Discovery of the world is a complex process, which 

involves expanding and extending the bounds of the familiar. It oversteps the 

limits of customary knowledge, signifying, in the end, an alteration of this 

world and of the individual itself. It seems that from The Shadow of the Bird 

onwards the motif of eternal human wanderings about the endless expanses of 

the earth becomes a major feature of Bunin's literary thinking. This is clearly 

shown in his novel Zhizn' Arsen 'eva [The Life of Arsen'ev] and in the 

collection of short stories Temnye allei [Dark Avenues]. 

4. The specificity of Bunin's treatment of historical material 

In order to define the major features and peculiarities of Bunin's vision 

of historical time and their disclosure in the text of The Shadow of the Bird, it 

is very important to take into account the specific character of Bunin's 

approach to historical material, which is of an exclusively personal nature. 

Fedor Stepun, a critic of emigre literature, suggests that this attribute of 

Bunin's literary thinking is inherent in all his works. Analysing Bunin's 

poetry, Stepun offers a comparative critique of Bunin's well-known poem 
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Venice and Briusov's Italy. He points out that in contrast to Briusov's poem, 

full of passionate, historic-philosophical temper, everything historic in Bunin's 

Venice begins with slight, almost accidentally noticed trivialities: 

I have not been to Venice for eight years II Every time you pass by the station II And 

go onto the pier I I The silence of Venice astonishes II You are intoxicated by the sea 

air of the canals II 

[BoceMIo neT a BeHeUHH _ He own ... 

H Ha npHCTaHIt alolllJlcwlt; YJlHan.cT 

OT MOpCltOro a03Jlyxa JtaHanoa.] (Bunin 1: 360) 

'And from these trivialities,' writes Stepun, 'he easily and simply rises to the 

great, the historical, to what Bunin himself calls the "dust of centuries'" [lot 

etikh sluchainostei on legko i prosto podymaetsia k velikomu, istoricheskomu, 

k tomu, chto Bunin sam nazyvaet 'prakhom vekov']. t3 

Bunin applies exactly the same approach to the historical element in 

The Shadow of the Bird. For him, the senses which are of the most importance 

in communicating and perceiving the world and the space of the East are sight, 

hearing and smell. For example, in the first moments 'the smell of rotting 

oranges and dill, mixed with the intoxication of oriental cuisine' [zapakh 

gniiushchikh apel'sinov i ukropa, smeshannyi s chadom vostochnoi kukhni] 

reminds one of Istanbul; and only then does Turkey begin to impinge on our 

13 F. A. Stepun, 'I. A. Bunin i russkaia literatura', in I. A. Bunin, Sobranie sochinenii v vos 'mi tomakh 
(8 vols; 5 vols to date) (Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1993- ), I (1993), pp. 5-18 (p. 17). This is an 
introductory article - a reprint of two articles on Bunin's poetry written by Stepun in 1929 and 1951 
(first published in Vozrozhdenie [Paris]), which were well received by Bunin. See also Stepun's 
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senses, with all its orchards, tiled roofs, minarets and cypresses. Greece starts 

'with a fine steam, full of brightness, moist air, blue-lilac sea oil and green-

violet mountains' [s tonkogo, polnogo bleska para, vlazhnogo vozdukha, sine-

lilovogo masla moria i zeleno-sirenevykh gor]. The silhouette of Athens 

strikes and 'dazzles one with its bright ribbon of sky, which streams above the 

street corridor with its white carriage way and dusty cypresses stretched out 

between the houses' [oslepliaet iarkoi lentoi neba, l'iushcheisia nad koridorom 

ulitsy s beloi mostovoi i zapylennymi kiparisami, vytianuvshimisia mezhdu 

domami] (Bunin 3:337). 

Bunin deliberately draws together the spatial layers of the narrative: in 

his view this is the only way to experience antiquity, its simplicity and beauty. 

The feeling is evoked in Bunin's traveller that everything that he sees during 

the journey he has, somehow, seen before. He begins to distinguish and 

understand the hitherto mysterious and unknown to him 'deafening din of the 

East, mixed with the shout of a woman offering to milk a goat and, for a 

farthing, give some "sweet milk" to anyone who so desires. And all the olden 

times of Saracenian Cairo are drowned in the Arabian antiquity of this shout' 

[OrnYWHTenloHladl raM BOCTOICa. nepeMewaHHlodl C ICPHJCOM .eHWHHIol. 

npeJInaraJOlllell nOJIOHTIo JC03Y H 3a rpow HanOHT. " " CnaJIICHM MonOICOM 

BCJlXOrO .enaJOwero. H BC. CTapHHa capaUHHcxoro KaHpa TOHClT B 

apaBHllcXolL JIpeBHOCTH 3Toro xpHJCa] (p. 349). 

Stepun's appraisal of Bunin's prose is of particular interest in this case. 

He speaks of Bunin's literary ability to 'contemplate the world with intelligent 

analysis of the following 'historical' poems: Stambul (1905), Ierusalim (1907), Khram Solntsa (1907), 
Malaiskaia pesnia (1916), Sviatoi Prokopii (1916), Kniaz' Vseslav (1916). 
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eyes' [sozertsat' mir umnymi glazamiV4 For Stepun, Bunin is an artist who 

thinks primarily with his eyes, that is, visually: 

Bunin has extremely sharp vision; he is gifted not only with eagle eyes for the 

daytime, but owl's eyes for the night. He truly sees everything... All his works, 

indeed, are fIrst and foremost descriptions of the world, people, events; slow, 

detailed, thorough, infinitely perfect, but at first glance apparently external. [ ... ] He 

does not teach the world perfection but perfects it with his art, does not set it upon the 

true path but verily transfigures it. Moreover, Bunin accomplishes this 

transfIguration like a true artist, wholly imperceptibly, lightly touching things with 

his hands, without any forcible interference in the world, without arbitrary 

destruction of its fonns, without arbitrary re-design. In all Bunin's writings the world 

which appears before us is both thoroughly familiar and yet unrecognisable, entirely 

external and yet infinitely profound. 

[Y SyHHHa lICO 3POHHO np0.llOn.HO oeOCTpOHO; OMY oTnYIQOHW HO TOJl.ItO 

opnHHwe rJla3a .IIJ1 • .IIH •. HO H COBHHWO .IInJl HOIIH. nOHCTHHO OH Bce 6HJUlr. .. 

H .IIeACTBHTeJl.Ho. Bce ero BelQH - npellC.IIo Bcoro onHCaHHJI: MHpa. nlO.IIoA. 

coeiolTHA; MO.llnOHHlole. nO.llpOeHlole. TlQaTeJl.Hwe. eOCItOHellHO cOBepwoHHwe. HO 

[ ... ] OH He yllHT MHP 

COBcpweHCTBY. a YCOBepweHcTByeT ero CBOHM HCItYCCTBOM. He HaCTaBJlJlOT 

ero Ha nYT. HCTHHHWA. a BOHCTHHY npooepallCaeT oro. npHIIOM 

npcoepallCeHHe 3TO cOBepWaeTCJI SYHHHWM. Italt HaCTOJlIllHM XYAOllCHHItOM. 

COBceM He3aMCTHO. nCrltKM nOJlOllCeHKOM pYIt Ha BelllH. e03 BC.ItOrO 

HaCHn.HHI{eCICOrO BMOmaTOJl.CTBa B MHp. e03 caMOBon.Horo pa3rpOMa oro 

cIIOpM. ee3 caMOBon.Horo nopOOcllOPMJlOHHJI. Bo Bcex nHCaHHJlX SYHHHa nopoA 

HaMH npe.llCTaOT MHp. .110 ICOHlla 3HaltOMWA H BCO lICO HOY3HaBaeMwA •. 

cOBepmoHHo BHomHHA H Bce lICe eeCICOHO'IHO rnyeoItHA.] (Ibid.) 

At this point is useful to recall Bakhtin's conception of chronotopic 

imagination, and in particular his appraisal of Goethe. Discussing the issue of 

14 F. A. Stepun, 'Ivan Bunin', in Vstrechi (Munich: Tovarishchestvo zarubezhnykh pisatelei, 1962), 
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time and space in Goethe's works, Bakhtin frequently uses the term 

chronotopic imagination to denote perceiving and interpreting the world as an 

ongoing or emerging event. He considers that Goethe had such an 

understanding, hence he had a truly chronotopic imagination which enabled 

him 'to see time' and 'to read time in the spatial whole of the world'.IS To see 

time requires first and foremost seeing 'heterochrony' (raznovremennostJ; to 

read time, according to Bakhtin, means to show how time runs through and 

enriches the world. On the other hand he speaks of Goethe's ability 

to perceive the filling of space not as immobile background, a given that is completed 

once and for all, but as an emerging whole, an event - this is the ability to read in 

everything signs that show time in its course, beginning with nature and ending with 

human customs and ideas (all the way to abstract concepts). (Ibid.) 

Bakhtin also emphasizes that 'Goethe attached great significance to the art of 

the eye' and that 'his understanding of this art was extremely broad and deep' 

(p. 27). In this sense he considers visibility to be an exceptionally important 

aspect of Goethe's literary thinking, where: 

All other external feelings, internal experiences, reflection, and abstract concepts are 

joined together around the seeing eye as a centre.... For him visibility was not only 

the first, but also the last authority, when the visible was already enriched and 

saturated with all the complexity of thought and cognition. (Ibid.) 

Bakhtin describes Goethe as 'one of the high points of visualising of historical 

time in world literature' (p. 26), a writer who, moreover, 'searches for and 

finds primarily the visible moments of historical time' (p. 32). 

pp. 87-102 (repr. in Bunin, Sobranie sochinenii v vos 'mi tomakh, III (1994), pp. 5-18 (p. 10». 

IS M. M. Bakhtin, 'The Bildungsroman and Its Significance in the History of Realism (Toward a 
Historical Typology of the Novel)' [1936-38 (1975)], in Speech Genres and Other Late Essays, ed. 
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As noted earlier, Stepun is fascinated with this feature of Bunin's 

literary thinking. Furthennore, he links this artistic sharp-sightedness, which 

lies at the basis of Bunin's artistic imagination, with Bunin's reading and 

understanding of Goethe: 

Bunin loves and values Goethe higher than almost anything else. The words from the 

first section of Maxims and Reflections are the best definition of Bunin's creative 

work: 'The artist is always a portrayalist. The highest form of representation is that 

which is capable of successfully competing with reality, that is, endowing of things 

with spirit in a way that makes them absolutely alive for all of us. Art, at its peaks, 

always seems completely external. The more it plunges inside, the closer it is to 

falling'. 

[SyHHH nlO15HT H DCHHT "YT.. nH HC awwe acero reTe. Cnoa. nepaoro 

Taop"eCTaa: "XYAOlKHHJC accrAa H3015pa3HTen... BloIcwaJl tltopMa H3015palKCHHJI 

Ta. "TO CnOC015Ha H. ycnewHoe copeaHoaaHHe c AelcTaHTen .. HOCTJoIO. T.e. Ha 

TaJCoe OAyxoTaopoHHo aelllol. JCOTOPOO AcnaOT HX AnJi acox Hac aC5conlOTHO 

lKHaIolMH. Ha caOHX aopWHHax HCJCYCCTao acerAa XIIZtlrCI coaopWCHHO 

aHOWHHM. 'ICM 15on .. wo OHO norpYlKaeTCJI aoaHYTpJo. TeM OHO 15l1HlKO JC 

naAOHHIO".]16 

Bunin's traveller, in his observations of ' The Beauty of the World' 

(,Krasota Mira'), begins to see and distinguish traces and signs of historical 

time almost everywhere he treads. For him, the whole space of the East, with 

its legendary past, people and nature, is profoundly saturated with historical 

time, where different epochs and ages do not simply indicate certain periods. 

They exist and function in history as creative, structurally significant and 

repeatable cultural images and mythologies. In Bunin's view, it is only thanks 

Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, tr. Vern W. McGee (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1986), 
pp. 10-60 (p. 25). 
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to them that one can both vividly feel the 'fall into the depth oftimes' (padenie 

v glub' vremen) and touch the heart of antiquity, and this helps one to 

understand what the future bears with it and how it is associated with the past 

and present. Thus, Bunin's traveller attaches great significance to the search 

for a connecting link between the times, especially between past and 

contemporary life. He is overcome by doubts about the hopes placed on the 

East, to which, for Bunin, the future of humanity belongs. One important 

moment should be mentioned in connection with this. Initially, Bunin wanted 

to call the collection Fields of the Dead [Polia Mertvykh], in an attempt to 

express through the book's title his own misgivings and fear concerning the 

question of the past. The past, as he sees it, has lost its eternal, God-given 

creative nature in the present and for the present. That is why contemporary 

Turkey appears to be a country of ruins and cemeteries, with decrepitude and 

desolation reigning everywhere. A sepulchral cold is in the air of Palestine, 

'the land of ancient barbarians and the earthly days of Christ' [zemli drevnikh 

varvarov i zemnykh dnei Khrista] (Bunin 3:336). And if 'in The Old 

Testament Judea was still a part of the historical world, in The New Testament 

it became a waste land, sown with bones, which could only compare with the 

Field of the Dead in Ezekiel's nightmare' [v Vetkhom zavete Iudeia vse zhe 

byla chast'iu istoricheskogo mira, to v Novom ona stala takoi pustosh'iu, 

zaseiannoi kostiami, chto mogla sravnit'sia lish s Polem Mertvykh v 

strashnom sne Iezekiilia] (p. 367). Hence, the East turns out to be an unbroken 

'field of the dead' with the link between times (an essential component in the 

process of historical development) broken. What made Bunin give up the 

16 Stepun, 'Ivan Bunin', 10-11. 
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original idea of calling the book Fields of the Dead and tum instead to the 

ancient oriental legend of the Khumai Bird (Ptitsa Khumai)? 

Who knows what the Khumai Bird is? Saadi says of it: 'No one would thirst for the 

shelter of the owl's shadow even if the Khumai Bird did not exist in the world!' 

Saadi's commentators explain that it is a legendary bird and that its shadow brings to 

anything on which it falls supremacy and immortality. 

[KTO 3HaCT, 'ITO TalCOC nTHlla XYMal? 0 Hcl roaopHT CaaJlH: "HcT 

.a.JlYIOIIlHX npHIOTa nOJl TCH.IO coa .. , XOT. C5.. nTHlla XYMal H He 

CYIIlCCTaoa.na Ha caCTe!" H ICOMMCHTaTOpw C.aJlH nO.CH.IOT, 'ITO 3TO -

nCrCHJlapHa. nTHlla H 'ITO TCH. CC npHHOCHT aCCMY, Ha 'ITO OHa naJlaCT, 

uapCTaCHHOCT. H C5CCCMCpTHC.] (p. 331) 

To illustrate this idea it is perhaps worth recalling Pasternak's words 

from Safe Conduct [Okhrannaia gramota] about the role of legend in the 

history of culture. He expresses the view that anything created by man is vital, 

not when it is binding but when it is receptive to all assimilations which the 

'outgoing centuries look back on' [ogliadyvaiutsia iskhodiashchie veka]. 

Furthermore: 

I understood that, for example, the Bible is not so much a book with a solid text as a 

mankind's notebook. [ ... ] I understood that the history of culture is a chain of 

illustrated equations, connecting in pairs one after the other unknown and known 

qualities, while this well-known, constant for the whole of mankind, is a legend 

which lies at the foundation of tradition, while the unknown, new every time, is an 

actual moment of the current culture. [ ... ] I loved the living essence of historical 

symbolism, in other words, that instinct, with the help of which we, like swallows, 

built the world, an enormous nest, woven from the earth and sky, from life and death, 

and from two times - the present and the absent. I understood that it is prevented 

from collapsing by the power of accumulation, enclosed in the pervasive imagery of 

all its particles. 
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[JI nOH.JI. 'ITO. X npHMOpy. SH6J1H. OCT.. HO CTOJl .. XO XHHra C TaOpJlWM 

TO XC TOM. CXOJlItXO 3anHCHa. TOTpaJlIt 'lOJlOaO'lOCTaa. [ .•. ] JI nOH.JI. 'ITO 

HCTOpH. XyJlItTYPW OCTIt uon .. ypaaHoHHI a 06pa3ax. nonapHo ca.3waalOWHX 

O"epeJlHOe HeH3aeCTHOO C H3aOCTHWM. npH'IOM 3THM H3aOCTHWM. nOCTO.HHWM 

HOH3aOCTHWM KO. xaKAwl pa3 HoaWM - aXTyaJlItHwl MOMOHT Toxywol 

XyJlItTypW. [ ... ] JI JlI06HJI KHaylO CYT" HCTOPH'Iocxol CHMaonHXH. HHa'lO 

roaop •• TOT HHCTHHXT. C nOMOw"lO XOToporo MW. xax naCTO'lXH canaHraHW. 

nOCTpOHJlH MHp. - orpOMHOO rH03JlO. cnnOTOHHOO H3 30MJlH H H06a. KH3HH H 

CMepTH H Jlayx .peMeH. HaJlH'IHOrO H OTCYTCTaYlOworo. JI nOHHMan. 'ITO OMY 

MewaeT pa3.aJlHTIoC. CHJla CUOnJlOHB.. 3axnlO"alOwa.c. • cx.o3Bol 

17 
06pa3HOCTH acox oro '1aCTHU.] 

Pasternak's appraisal of human culture helps us to clarify Bunin's attitude 

toward the problem of the interaction between times in history. In The 

Shadow of the Bird Bunin attempts to show that the idea of human history'S 

development remains crucial for all legends and religious mythologies. And 

only thanks to their existence can one feel a profound inner connection 

between previous epochs and times, the continuity of mankind's spiritual 

development in general. Bunin sees the figurative embodiment of the dream 

of 'divine discoveries in the name of humanity' [bozhestvennye otkrytiia vo 

imia roda liudskogo] in ancient Oriental beliefs and doctrines, Christianity and 

Islam. In the beginning, all Eastern countries were created by space, for 

instance, Greece by the sea, Egypt by the sun, Africa and Palestine by the 

desert and sky. In this Bunin sees the mysterious power of the East, the power 

of its originality. The space of the East is penetrated throughout by time, 

which is creative in its very essence and consolidated in people, nature and 

17 Boris Pasternak, Okhrannaia gramota, in Sobranie sochinenii v piati tomakh (5 vols) (Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1989-91), IV (1991), pp.149-240 (p. 208). 
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folklore. Bunin asserts this several times in the text, taking it as serious proof 

of his own thoughts about the East, which, he believes, contains great 

opportunities for the future, the grain of revival capable of giving rise to a 

new, full and intensive life. And its manifestation in the present alone 

guarantees the future. Perhaps this is precisely what lies at the basis of 

Bunin's sense of time in The Shadow of the Bird; for him, historical time is, 

indeed, all. The idea of man's historical existence forming the basis of Being 

finally defines Being as a unique phenomenon, an open and, in Bakhtin's term, 

'emerging' Event. Hence the line of historical development can never be 

broken. It is an ongoing process which is, as M. I. Kagan describes it in his 

work On the Course of History [0 khode istorii], 'open to constantly renewed 

opportunities' [otkrytyi dlia postoianno obnovliaiushchikhsia vozmozhnostei] 

and outside which 'historical Being' itself (istoricheskoe bytie) is simply 

'unthinkable' (nemyslimo). 18 'In reality', concludes Kagan, 'history is always 

beginning' [Real'no - istoriia nachinaetsia vsegda] (ibid.). 

The East represents for Bunin an irrational principle, the very place 

which is covered with the shadow of the legendary Khumai Bird. He calls the 

East 'Temple of the Sun' ('Khram Solntsa'): after all, it is no accident that all 

the famous temples of the East were devoted to the Sun, a source of light and 

the symbol of eternal life and of world harmony. In honour of the Sun, monk-

dervishes perform their 'excruciating-delightful' (muchitel'no-sladostnyi) 

dance, 'Mysteries of Whirling Dervishes' ('Misterii Kruzhashchikhsia 

Dervishei'), the origin of which brings us to the very origins of mankind. This 

\B Quoted from Iu. M. Kagan, 'Liudi ne nashego vremeni', in Bakhtinskii sbornik II: Bakhtin mezhdu 
Rossiei i zapadom, ed. D. Kuiundzhich and V. Makhlin (Moscow: n. p., 1992), pp. 87-98 (pp. 94-5). 
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dance represents a visual blending, complete human dissolution and 'terrifying 

and delightful disappearance in God and Eternity' [strashnoe i sladchaishee 

ischeznovenie v Boge i Vechnosti], where space 'seems to swim' (tochno 

plyvet) and the 'misty-blue distant spot of sky draws one into its endlessness' 

[tumanno-golubaia dal'neba tianet v beskonechnost']: 

Dervishes' vortexes derive from the ancient round dances which signified, at 

first, the vortex of the planets around the Sun and later, the vortex of worlds around the 

Creator. .. 

But once there were different dervishes. 

They were rightfully called poets, saints, and contemplative people. And they 

were outside legitimized religions, outside states, outside societies. 

And I want to say: 

Brother dervishes, I am not seeking to trespass against the visible world. 

Maybe, twisting your word, I am saying that I am looking for 'intoxication' in 

contemplation of the earth, in love of both the earth and freedom, to which I call you 

too in the face of this immortal, great and in the future universally human city. We will 

serve the people of the Earth and the God of the Universe - the God, whom I call 

Beauty, Reason, Love and Life, and who penetrates everything that exists. 

Let us be in love with life and make merry. 

[OT JlpoaHoAwHX XopoaOJloa. 3HaMoHoaaaWHX cnopaa aHXplo nnaHOT 

aoxpyr conHua. a BOTOM aHXp. MHpoa aoxpyr Taopua. HJlyT aHxpH JlopaHwoA ... 

80 XOrJla-TO 6wnH HHWO JlOpaHWH. 

OHa no npaay HoeHnH HMOHa n03Toa. ca.TWX. c030puaTonoA. If I5wna 

OHa aHO Y3axoHoHHIoIX ponHrHA. aHO rocYJlapcTa. aHO 06I110CTa. 

If MHO XO'lOTC. cxa3aTIo: 

SpaT •• JlOpaHIDH .• HO HillY corpOIDOHH. OT aHJlHMOrO MHpa. MO.OT 

6101TIo. Hcxa.a. aawo cnoao •• roaoplO. 'ITO HillY "on •• HOHH." a c030puaHaa 

30MnH. a nlO6aa x HoA H Ca060JlO. x xOTopoA npa3101aalO H aac nopoJl nHUOM 
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3Toro GCCCMCpTHOrO. .CnHICOrO. • GyaYIIICM - OGIIIC'ICnO.C'ICCICOrO ropoa •. 

BYJlCM CnYlICHTIt nlOaKM 3CMnH H Gory .ccnCHHol. - a~ry. 1C0Toporo • H.3 .... 1O 

KpacoTolO. Pa3YMoM. JlI060.1t1O. JlCH3HltIO H 1C0TOPloli npOHHlCaeT .ce cYlllce . 

.lla npC6YJlCM • nlOGaH IC lICH3HH H •• eccnHH.] (Bunin 3:332-3 [435] ) 

Looking at the dervishes' dance, Bunin's traveller comes to the 

conclusion that the East will be the very place that history will need, not only 

because this is the point of intersection of almost all ancient religions and 

civilisations (which are, indeed, very important for an understanding of the 

current state of contemporary mankind and its future development), but even 

more importantly, because the East owns the gift of Being which man does not 

possess. The East turns out to be a unique unity which exists between and in 

time and enables one to directly feel eternity in terms of God and the Universe. 

This feeling rises in Bunin's traveller from some great cosmic sensation that 

makes him feel and think of himself as a cosmopolitan, a 'citizen' of the world 

- the world of communication and interaction of cultures. This, above all, is 

the starting point of Bun in's conception of God as neither Christian nor Hindu, 

Buddhist nor Mohammedan. In his understanding, God is primitive and 

nameless, the same for all people - Beauty, Reason, Love and Life. Bunin thus 

believes that people will find salvation in cosmopolitanism, which was 

inherent in ancient man. They will be full of that passionate, 'all-conquering' 

(vsepokoriaiushchei) faith, incomparable in its strength and simplicity, which 

is rooted in a belief in Christ, Mohammed and Buddha, and does not require 

'gold, brocade, diamonds and organs'. Describing the Galata embankment in 

Constantinople, which had a reputation for being the 'cesspit' (pomoinaia 

iama) of Europe and therefore comparable perhaps only with Babylon or 

Sodom, Bunin says: 
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But Galata does not perish; the riffraff inhabiting it work zealously. They are poverty

stricken and desperately thirst for life. Without realising it themselves, they are raising 

a new tower of Babel - and are not afraid of the confusion of tongues; a new language 

is already coming into being in Galata - the language of labour, an unprecedented 

tolerance is arising towards all languages, all customs, all beliefs ... 

And only in Galata's houses does there exist that which is not to be found anywhere 

else in the world: one may find that a quarter of a house belongs to an Armenian, a 

quarter to a Greek, a quarter to a Romanian and a quarter to a man of completely 

unknown origin. In coffee-houses, hairdressers', offices and shops portraits of 

sovereigns from every country on earth often hang together - and Galata does not feel 

even the slightest respect for any of these sovereigns! It is possible to be a monarchist, 

an anarchist or a republican - it matters not to anyone in Galata. It is possible to be a 

heathen, a Christian, a worshipper of the devil or of a prophet - this too is of no 

concern to anyone... And Galata writes its signboards simultaneously in almost all 

languages and dialects of Europe and Asia! And I joyfully lose myself in the crush of 

a warm dark southern evening, in the exciting atmosphere of the crowd, which seizes 

the soul and body with the hot breath of life and draws one to merge with the life of the 

whole world. I am intoxicated by the sweet consciousness that I too am in this new 

Sodom and am free, as only a man in Galata can be free. 

[Ho ranaTa He rH6HeT: C6pOA. Haccn.IOIIlHI ee. JCHlIHT a paOOTC. OH HHIIl H 

6emOHHO lKalKACT lKH3HH. CaM Toro He C03Haaa.. OH C03HAaeT HO.YIO 

aaaHJlOHCICYIO 6amHIO - H He 60HTC. CMcmeHH. .3wxoa: a ranaTe YlKe 

HapOlKAaCTC. Ho.wl .3WX .3WX TPYAa. HapOlKAaeTC. 6eClIpHMepHa. 

TepnHMOCT. XO .ceM .3wxaM. XO aCOM 06w"a.M. XO aceM aepaM... H Ton.xo • 

AOMax ranaTW CYDlocTayeT TO. "ero HeT HHrAe a MHpe: 6waaeT. "TO "eTacpT. 

AOMa npHHaAnOlKHT apM.HHHY. "eTaopT. - rpexy. "eTaepT. - pyMWHy. 

"CT.OpT. - "ono.cxy coacpmCHHO HeH3aeCTHoro npOHCXOlKAeHH.. B xoclteIlH.x. 

a lIapHxMaXcpCltHX. a XOHTopax. a Mara3HHax 3a"acTYIO aHC.T p.AOM nopTpeTW 

anacTHTenell acex cTpaH 3eMnH - H HH It OAHOMY-TO H3 3THX anacTHTenell 

ranaTa... He "YaCT.yeT HH AalKe Manelmero 1I0"TeHH.! 

MOHapXHCTOM. aHapXHCTOM. pecnY6nHJCaHileM - AO 3Toro a raJiaTe HCT HHICOMY 

HHICalCoro AeJla ... MOlKHO 6WTIt .3W"HHICOM. xpHCTHaHHHOM. noxnOHHHICOM 
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.Il •• 80na HnH npopoxa - 3TO TOlKO HHxoro HO x.eaOTe.... H .IlPYlKHO, 'IYT. nH 

HO Ha 8eex .3wxax H Hape'IH.x EBponw H A3HH, nHWOT e80H 8W80eXH 

ranaTa!... H. e HaenalKJlOHHeM Top.lOe. 8 3Tol TonxOTHO Tonnoro H 

TOMHoro IOlKHoro Be'lepa, 8 Tol 8036YlKJlalOlil01 aTMoecllopo Tonnw, xOTopa. 

OX8aTWBaeT .Ilywy H Tono rOpJl'IHM BO.HHeM lKH3HH H T.HOT X cnH.HHIO e 

lKH3H.1O Bcoro MHpa, • n •• HelO OT cnaJlJ:oro C03HaHHJl, 'ITO H Jl • 3TOM HO.OM 

COJlOMe H CB060JleH T.X, xax MOlKOT 6WT. C8060JlOH 'Iono.ox Ton.xo • r.n.TO.] 

(p, 321-2 [431-2]) 

Hence, Bunin is convinced of the idea that Constantinople, which had 

already been proclaimed by the Greek chronicles 'the capital of the earth' 

(stolitsa zemli), 'the Song of Songs' (Pesnia Pesnei) and 'the Miracle of 

Miracles' (Chudo Chudes), will become the first great cosmopolitan city of the 

future in history - a 'city of mixed mankind' (gorod smeshavshegosia 

chelovechestva), This is the place where the cultures of the East and West will 

finally merge and start building the foundation of a new Temple, in place of 

the deserted temples of Greece, India, Egypt and Palestine. Bunin develops 

the idea of a cosmic religion, or, to be more precise, a cosmic religious feeling, 

based on the idea of 'primitive brotherhood' (pervobytnoe bratstvo) where 

'everything is in one Creator and one Creator is in everything': 

There are no more slaves, kings, priests, gods, fatherland, death. I am an Egyptian, 

Jew and Hellene, I am the son of the earth and Spirit. The Spirit revives and links 

everything that exists. 

[HOT 60neo HH pa608, HH u.pel, HH lKpeuo., HH 60r08, HH OTO'leCT.a, HH 

CMepTH. JI - erHnTJlHHH, HYJlol H 3nnHH, Jl eWH 30MnH H .IlYx.. .tlyx 

lKH.OT.OpHT H PO.llHHT .co eYllloo.] (p. 339) 

At this point Bunin's traveller is undoubtedly close to the humanist 

views of Afanasii Nikitin. During his journey beyond the three seas, Nikitin 

began to feel that, despite all the internal and material differences between his 
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own Russian Orthodox faith and the alien Moslem and Brahman environment, 

'there was still a certain formal parallelism between them, a formal analogy, 

which he constantly emphasized' and furthermore: 'Every man, Nikitin says, 

believes according to his own way; there is no need to judge others, but only to 

look after oneself, to keep the faith, not to fall away from God.'19 At the end of 

his journey Nikitin proclaims the equality of all creeds and peoples before God 

because, after all, God is one; and if any individual or people all together serve 

the truth, then beliefs only help them in this: 

His God was the God who was Creator of the earth and sky, that is, not a Christian 

God with three persons and not simply a single God with a single person as God is 

represented in Mohammedanism or Judaism. It was not a single God but a united 

God, a kind of highest point of intersection of the ideal motives of all people, all 

nations. 

[Era GOrOM Gun Gar - T80PCII 3CMnH H HOGa. T. c. HC xpHcTHaHcxHIL Gar 8 

TpCX nHllax H HC npocTo OJlHH Gar 8 OJlHOM nHIlC, xaXHM OH npCJlCTaan.CTC. 

8 MarOMCTaHCT8C HnH HYJlaH3MC. 3TO Gun HC OJlHH Gar, a CllHHUIL Gar, Hcxa. 

HaH8wcwa. TO&(ICa ncpCCC&(CHH. HJlCanltHWX nOGYlKJlcHHIL accx nlOlloll, accx 

20 
HapOlloa.] 

Egypt, with its catacombs and pyramids, confirms Bunin's idea of the 

inner connectedness of times, the close relationship between generations 

separated by centuries: 

Here I stand and touch the stones, maybe the most ancient among those that people 

have shaped! Since they were laid, on a similar SUltry morning to this, the face of the 

earth has changed thousands of times. Moses was born only twenty centuries after 

this morning. Forty centuries later Jesus came to the shore of the Tiberian sea... But 

19 Trubetskoi, 'Afanasii Nikitin'sJourney', 216-17. 
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centuries disappear, millennia, - and now my hand fraternally unites with the blue

grey hand of the Arabian prisoner who laid these stones ... 

[BOT • CTOIO H xacalOc. xaMHcR. MOllCOT 6Io1TJo. caMIolX JlpOaHHX H3 TOX. "TO 

alolTccanH nIOJlH! C TOX nop xax HX xnanH a Taxoo lICO 3HORHOO yTpO. xax H 

HIolH"O. TIolC:JI'IH pa3 H3MOHJlnoc:. nHUO 30MnH. TonJoxo "OP03 AaaAUaTJo aoxoa 

noc:no 3Toro yTpa pOAHnC:JI MOHc:ol. 'IOP03 c:opox - npHwon Ha 60por 

THaepHaAc:xoro MOp. HHC:YC:... Ho HC:'I03aIOT aox.. TIolC:JI"OnOTHJI. - H aOT. 

6p.TC:XH C:OOAHHJlOTC:JI MOJI pyx. c: C:H301 pyxol ap.aHlc:xoro nnOHHHICa. 

ICn.aworo 3TH JCaMHH ... ] (BuDin 3: 335). 

Since Egypt has, from time immemorial, been considered the 

'concluding stage of history' (posledniaia stupen' istorii), then it should have 

the answer to the question which so worries Bunin: Is the existing decline 

transient? After all, nothing, in essence, remained of the 'Country of Sun and 

Life' (,Strana Solntsa i Zhizni'), that is Egypt, except stones, ruins and 

mummies. Looking at the Sphinx, the holiest of holies for Egypt and Egypt's 

legendary defender against the God of Death, Bunin comes to the conclusion 

that nothing disappears in history. Everything comes from the 'dust of the 

past' (prakh proshlogo): 

Yes, there is a 'Light of the Zodiac'... It is not yet understood. But the divine 

sciences of the sky call it the luminescence of the primordiallightbearing matter from 

which the Sun was spun ... Now, by the Sphinx, in the catacombs of the world, the 

zodiacal light of primitive faith rises ... in all its terrifying greatness. 

[BC:TJo "CaOT 30JlH.X...... OH ewe HO pan.A.H. Ho 60llCOC:TaOHH.JI H.YX. 0 

H0150 Ha3lola.eT oro c:aOI(OHHOM nOpaOl5lo1THOrO c:aOTOHOC:Horo aOWOC:Taa. H3 

ICOToporo c:xnYI5Hnoc:Jo c:onHue... TonopJo. a03no C4JHHxc:a. a X.T.XOMI5.X MHpa. 

30JlHaxanJoHIolI caOT nopaol5lolTHol aoplol aCTaOT ... ao aCOM caOOM CTpaWHOM 

aOnH'lHH.] (p. 356-7) 

20 A. I. Klebanov, Reformatsionnye dvizheniia v Rossii v XIV - pervoi polovine XVI w. (Moscow: 
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Moreover, there will always remain nature, imperishable human daring 

and cognition. And also (this is perhaps of the utmost importance in Bunin's 

case) memory as a key to the time of history. Stepun describes this peculiarity 

of Bun in's creative thinking in the following way: 

Depth of religious consciousness (the great mystics of all epochs attest to this as one) 

is always connected with the utmost intensification of memory. Remembering the 

past, internally knowing the secret of 'eternal memory', it is impossible not to believe 

in eternity. [ ... J Nothing so strongly bears witness to the authentic religiosity of 

Bunin's muse as its connectedness with memory. [ ... J This [ ... J thought was 

formulated by Bunin with near perfect precision in the sonnet In the Mountains: 

Poetry is not about, absolutely not about what the world calls Poetry// It is about my 

heritage// The richer I am in it, the more I am a poet.// I say to myself, sensing the 

dark trace which my forefather perceived in ancient childhood:// There are no 

different souls in the world and there is no time in iU/. 

[rnY6HHa penHrH03Horo C03HaHH. (06 3TOM cornaCHO C.H,lIOTonJoCT.YIOT 

.enH'laAwHO MHCTHXH acox 3nox) .cor,lla ca.3aHa C npOJlOnloHIolM 

yrnY6nOHHOM naM.TH. OOMH. npownoe •• HYTPOHHO 3Ha. TalHY ".O'lHol 

naM.TH
n

• HonJo3. HO .OpHTJo •• O'lHOCTJo. [ ... ] HH'lTO C TaxolO CHnolO HO 

C.HJlOTOnIoCT.yeT 0 nO,llnHHHol ponHrH03HOCTH 6YHHHCltoI MYUI. Italt 00 

C •• 3aHHOCTIt C naM.TItIO. [ ... J 3Ta ... MloIcnlo C npoltpacHol TO'lHOCTIoIO 

nO'lTH 'lTO c4IopMynHpo.aHa SyHHHIolM • COHOTO. 03&rna.nOHHOM B ropx: 

0033H. HO • TOM. coaCOM HO a TOM. 'lTO C.OT 

0033Hei 30aOT. OHa. MOOM HaCnOJlCT.O. 

'10M. 60ra'l0 HM. TeM 60nltlDO • n03T. 

JI ro.oplO C060. no'lY •• TOMHIolI cnOJl 

Toro. 'lTO npalllYP Mol .ocnpHH.n • JlPO.HOM ,lIOTCT.O: 

Izdatel'stvo Akadernii Nauk SSSR, 1960), p. 378. 
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- HOT a MHpe pa3HYX aylD H apOMOHH • HOM HeT.]21 

In sum, in Bunin's artistic imagination memory is regarded as a way of 

entering time and providing the eternal with history. Only thanks to memory 

does it become possible to displace temporal layers and occurrences: appealing 

to memory, one first and foremost appeals to historical time and experience. 

Hence the essence of historical memory for Bunin is in saving images of life 

from the power of time, for 'time absorbs everything' [vremia vse 

pogloshchaet]. It 'absorbed' the pagan gods and has already started 'eclipsing 

with its breathing the countenance of Jesus' [zatmevaet svoim dykhaniem lik 

Iisusa] (Bunin 3: 341 [437]). By rescuing the past, memory enables it to pass 

through history, thus endowing it with the quality of temporality, that IS, 

eternity. 

Finally, The Shadow of the Bird serves as the starting point of Bunin's 

artistic search for the meaning and sources of the historical as well as an 

answer to the question of what forms the basis of the profound unity of human 

life with time, history and culture in general. These problems receive their 

final solution in The Life of Arsen 'ev and The Emancipation of Tolstoi which 

will be closely analysed in the subsequent chapters. 

21 Stepun, 'Ivan Bunin', 16 -17. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Genre and History in The Life of Arsen 'ev. 

This is perhaps the central assertion of the modem novel -
nothing is simply one thing. 

David Lodge, 'The Language of Modernist Fiction: 

Metaphor and Metonymy' 

I. 'Inventing a story': human 'things and deeds' 
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In his monograph of 1977 on Russian literature of the turn of the 

century Lev Dolgopolov, surveying the general state of Bunin's post-

Revolutionary works, expresses the opinion that they do not have any links 

with time, marking, as he puts it, 'the end of a certain great historical period' 

[konets kakogo-to bol'shogo istoricheskogo perioda].1 What does Dolgopolov 

mean by this? And is it true? 

In the short sketch A Blind Man [Slepoi] Bunin writes: 

We are all, in our essence, good. I walk, breathe, see and feel: I bear life in me, its 

fullness and joy. What does this mean? It means that I perceive and accept 

everything that surrounds me, that it is dear, pleasant and kindred to me, that it 

provokes love in me. Thus life is, undoubtedly, love and goodness and a lessening of 

love and goodness is always a diminution of life, is already death. And there he is, 

this blind man, calling me as I pass by: 'Look at me too, feel some love for me too; 

everything is kindred to you in this world on this wonderful morning, hence, I, too, 

am kindred to you; and if I am kindred, you cannot be insensitive to my solitude and 
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helplessness, for my flesh, like the flesh of the whole world, is one with yours, for 

your sense of life is a sense of love, for any suffering is our common suffering which 

destroys our common joy of life, that is, our sense of each other and all that exists. ' 

[Bcc Mlol a CYIIIROCTH caooA JlOI5PIoI. JI Holly. JlIolUly. BHlICy. "yacTaylO. - • RCCY B 

CCISO .H3H •• 00 nonHOTY H pUOCT.. 'iTO 3TO 3Ha"HT? 3TO 3Ha'IHT. 'ITO. 

aOCnpHHHMaIO. npOMnlO aco. "TO olCpy.aOT MOH.. "TO OHO MHno. npHKTHO. 

pOJlCTaOHHO MHO. BIoI3101UOT ao MHO nlOlSoa •. TalC 'ITO .H3HIo OCTIo. 

HCCOMHCHHO. nlOlSoa •• JlOlSpOTa. H YMCHIoWOHHO nlOlSaH. JlOISPOTW OCTIo aCorJl& 

YMOKIoWOHHO .H3HH. OCTIo y.o CMOpT.. Ii aOT OH. 3TOT cnonoA. 30aOT MOHJl. 

1C0rJla Jl npoxo.y: "B3rnKHH H Ha MOH •• nO'l}'acTayl nlOl5Oalo H ICO MHO: TOISO 

acc pOJlCTaOHHO a 3TOM MHPO a 3TO npOlCpaCKOO yTpO. - 3Ka'IHT. pOJlCTaOH H Jl: 

a pa3 pOJlCTaOH. Tlol HO MOllCOW. I5WT. 1S0c"yacTaoH IC MOOMY OJlHHo"ocTay H 

MooA ISccnOMOIIIHOCTH. HISO MO. nnOT •• lCalC H nnOTJo acoro MHpa. OUHa C 

Taool. HISO Taoo OIllYIIIOHHO .H3HH OCTIo OIllYllloHHO nlOlSaH. HI50 aCJlKOo 

CTPaJlaHHO OCT. Hawo 01S1II00 CTpaJl&HHO. HapywalOllloo HalDY OlSlDYIO paJlOCTJo 

.H3KH. TO OCT. OIllYIllOHHO Apyr JlPyra H acoro cYlIloro!"f 

Many studies ofBunin's works written in the mid and late 1920s note a 

gradual strengthening of the late-Tolstoyan motifs of kindness, forgiveness 

and praise of life and love. The latter in particular, according to Bunin, runs 

through the whole space of human life, for it is directly linked to the most 

inexplicable and at the same time simple, natural and very human desire to live 

and love.3 As is evident from diary notes of October and November 1921, 

Bunin often reflects on the specific character of his artistic vision of the world, 

stressing the incredible complexity associated with the comprehension of truth 

in passing through life. He writes: 

I L. K. Dolgopolov, in Na rubezhe vekov: 0 russkoi literature kontsa XIX - nachala XX v. (Leningrad: 
Sovetskii pisatel', 1977), p. 262. 
2 Bunin, Sobranie sochinenii v vos 'mi tomakh, IV (1995), p. 424. 
3 See D. 1. Richards, 'Bunin's Conception of the Meaning of Life', Slavonic and East European 
Review, 199 (1972), 153-72. The article is an engaging discussion of the specificity of Bunin's quest 
for the meaning of life throughout his literary career. A stimulating exploration of this issue is offered 
in James B. Woodward's article 'Eros and Nirvana in the Art of Bunin', Modern Language Review, 65 
(1970),576-86. Both these articles also contain valuable remarks on Bunin's prose style. 
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All my days, as often before, and especially these past few accursed years, which 

perhaps have already ruined me, there is tonnent, at times despair, fruitless quests in 

the imagination and attempts to invent a story. But to what end? Attempts to disdain 

it and do some new, long ago wished for thing. But there is a shortage of courage, 

perhaps, or ability, or strength (or, maybe, legitimate artistic grounds?) to begin the 

book that Flaubert dreamt of, A Book About Nothing, without any external connection 

in which one would unburden oneself, retell one's own life, that which one had 

chanced to see in this world, to feel, to think, to love and to hate. 

[Bcc .IlHH. xax H paHltmC 'IaCTO H OCOI5CHHO 3TH nOCnCJlH. npoxnllTWC ro.llw. M. 

15 .• YlICC norYI5HBmHC MCHII. - MY'ICHHII. nopolO OT'IaJlHHO - 150CnnO.llHWO nOHCKH B 

BOOl5pallCCHHH. nonWTKH BWJlYMaTIo paCCJCa3. - XOTJI 3a'lCM 3TO? - H nonWTJCH 

npOHCC5pe'llo 3THM. a CJlOnaTIo 'ITO-TO HOBOO. JlaBHWM JlaBHO lIConaHHOO H HH Ha 

'ITO HO XBaTaOT CMonOCTH. 'ITo-nH. YMeHHJI. CHnw ( a M. 15. H 3&KOHHWX 

XYJlOllCOCTB. oCHoBaHHIl? ) - Ha'laTIt KHHry. 0 JCoTopoll MC'ITan ~noC5cp. "KHHry 

HH 0 veAi'. C5C3 BCIIJColl BHcmHell CBJl3H. rJlc C5W H3nHTIo CBOIO Jlymy. paccJCa3aTit 

C60/o lICH3HIo. TO 'ITO JlOBCnOCIo aHJlCTIo B 3TOM MHpC. 'IyacTBOBaTIo. JlYMaTIo. 

nlOC5HTIo. HCHaBHJleTIo.t 

Thus Bunin is absorbed by an active quest for a literary form which would 

make possible, as Vladislav Khodasevich remarked in 1933 in his review of 

The Life of Arsen 'ev, 'the re-making of the world or the creation of a new one 

that does not arise from any idea, because in itself it is already an idea. The 

meaning of this world is the world itself. Ideas can be extracted from its 

images' [ncpCC03JlaHHC MHpa HJlH C03AaHHC HOBoro. ICOTopwl HO B03HHICaCT HH 

H3 ICaICol HJlCH. nOTOMY 'iTO caM no CC6C Y.C CCTIo HJlCJI. CMWCJI 3Toro MHpa -

OK caM. H3 cro oepuoB MorYT 6ldTIo H3BnCI{CKId HACH·l.
s In other words, 

Bunin and Khodasevich foregrounded a new characteristic of novelistic form: 

its ability to create something within its own internal structure, to construct a 

4 Militsa Grin, Ustami Buninykh: Dnevniki Ivana Alekseevicha i Very Nikolaevny i drugie arkhivnye 
materia/y,3 vols (Frankfurt-am-Main: Posev, 1977-82), 11(1981), pp. 66-67. 
S Vladislav Khodasevich, '0 "Zhizni Arsen'eva"', Vozrozhdenie [Paris], 22 June 1933. 
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single imaginary space based not so much on an account of external events as 

on the author's attempt to understand people and life, bringing together a 

variety of themes through the form of a novel. It was Bunin's The Life of 

Arsen 'ev that became this very 'book about nothing', a book about things 

sharply noted and vividly felt; a novel of man's awareness of his kinship with 

everything that lives, feels and moves; a narrative capable of reflecting the 

actual experience that one goes through whilst discovering the world, feeling 

oneself to be living in it and finding in its colours, tastes, smells and sounds 

the vital breath of life, its very possibility. 

Working on the text of The Life of Arsen 'ev, my original intention was 

to leave out an analysis of genre, believing it to be outside the scope of this 

study. My aim would have been to deal with the literary sources of the novel, 

which would eventually bring me to a discussion of a more significant issue: 

the problem of Bunin's prose style. Subsequently I realized that it is precisely 

the question of generic distinctiveness that operates as a controlling, central 

issue, providing not only a clue to the pattern of the novel itself but also 

serving as an organic link between everything written by Bunin before The 

Life of Arsen 'ev and thereafter. 

The Life of Arsen 'ev has become firmly established in literary criticism 

as an autobiographical novel or 'novelized autobiography', 6 although Bunin 

always tried to avoid such a reductive genre formulation. To begin with, he 

6 Gleb Struve, 'The Art ofIvan Bunin', Slavonic and East European Review, 11 (1932-33), 423-36 (p. 
429). Among the scholars who have viewed Bunin's work in relation to the genre of autobiography or 
autobiographical discourse, see A. G. Colin, 'Ivan Bunin in Retrospect', Slavonic and East European 
Review, 34 (1955),156-73 (p. 163); S. Kryzytski, The Works of Ivan Bunin (The Hague-Paris: Mouton, 
1971), p. 215; A. F. Zweers, 'Proustian Passages in Ivan Bunin's The Life of Arsen 'ev in the Context of 
the Genre of Literary Memoirs', Canadian Slavonic Papers, 30 (1) (1988), 17-33 (p. 18); Andrew B. 
Wachtel, The Battle for Childhood: Creation of a Russian Myth (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1990), p. 178; and Colin Wood, 'The Modernity ofIvan Bunin' (unpublished doctoral thesis, 
University of Bradford, 1996), p. 290. 
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rarely referred to it as a novel, using the title instead, or simply calling it by the 

name of its protagonist, 'Arsen 'ev'. Soon after the appearance of the final 

version in 1930, the book received unanimous acclaim from critics and writers 

alike. In his review of the novel Konstantin Zaitsev states that it represents 'an 

enormous literary fact, one of those few and rare facts whose appearance 

should give rise to a sense of pride among his contemporaries' [ogromnyi 

literatumyi fakt, odin iz tekh nemnogikh i redchaishikh, poiavlenie kotorykh 

dolzhno rozhdat' chuvstvo gordosti u sovremennikov].7 While readily 

agreeing that the book had brought something fundamentally new into 

twentieth-century literary practice, commentators on Bunin's work have made 

no serious attempt to define what they are dealing with or what lies at the basis 

of the originality of The Life of Arsen 'ev. Among the few attempts to look into 

this problem there are, however, some pronouncements which deserve our 

attention because of their immediate relevance to the preceding. 

In 1962 Fedor Stepun, reflecting on Bunin's total literary output, 

considers Bunin's novel to be a curious blend of 'philosophical poem' and 

'symphonic picture' of pre-Revolutionary Russia that was always so close and 

engaging to Bunin.8 In his monograph of 1976 Oleg Mikhailov, extending 

Stepun's formulation, tends to use the term 'lyrical diary' (liricheskii dnevnik) 

with reference to The Life of Arsen 'ev, implying the twofold nature of the 

nove1.9 In his book of 1980 James Woodward shares Mikhailov's view, 

suggesting, moreover, that the work should be read, for similar reasons, as a 

7 Konstantin Zaitsev, '''Zhizn' Arsen'eva"', Rossiia i slavianstvo [Paris], 9 November 1929. 
B F. A. Stepun, 'Ivan Bunin', in Vstrechi (Munich: Tovarishchestvo zarubezbnykb pisatelei, 1962), pp. 
87-102 (p. 100). 
9 O. N. Mikhailov, Strogii talant. Ivan Bunin: Zhizn I, sud'ba, tvorchestvo (Moscow: Sovremennik, 
1976), p. 204. 
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'lyrical monologue,.10 One of the consequences of this duality, as the last two 

scholars maintain, is the difficulty of defining which perspective dominates the 

narrative, which is both lyrical (subjective) in its general mood and epic 

(objective) in form because of the scope of its reality. 

In his review of Bunin's novel, Khodasevich offered a definition that 

caused a certain amount of confusion and ultimately halted the search for 

genre identity or, more exactly, revealed this search as a false direction. 

Khodasevich proposes that The Life of Arsen 'ev should be read as a 'fictitious 

autobiography' (vymyshlennaia avtobiografiia) or an 'autobiography of an 

imaginary person' (avtobiografiia vymyshlennogo litsa). He stresses, 

moreover, the fact that the genre of autobiography is genuinely 'the most 

simple and the most profound thing that can be shown in art: a direct vision of 

the world by the artist; not philosophising about what is seen, but the very 

process of seeing, the process of intelligent sight' [caMoe npocToe H caMoe 

rnY60xOC. '!TO MOllCeT 61dT. noxa3aHO B HCXYCCTBe: np.Moe BHJlCH.e MHpa 

XYJlOllCHHICOM; HC YMCTBOBaHHC 0 BHJlHMOM. HO caMIdA npouccc BHJlCH ••• npouecc 

YMNoro -,peNNI.].l1 It is difficult to decide what Khodasevich' s description of 

the work's genre peculiarities is chiefly based on, but there is something about 

these words that recalls the view, shared by virtually all scholars, that Bunin, 

like no other Russian artist, could work with a truly large mass of time and 

space, especially, a biographical one. Speculating further, it would not be an 

exaggeration to say that it was the dominant tenor of the literature at the end of 

the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century, with its epic domestic 

memoirs, determinedly or even at times obsessively autobiographical in 

10 James Woodward, Ivan Bunin: A Study of His Fiction (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 1980), p. 176. 
11 Vladislav Khodasevich. '0 "Zhizni Arsen'eva''', Vozrozhdenie [Paris], 22 June 1933. 
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character, that led Khodasevich to such a conclusion. And yet even when such 

works were not openly autobiographical, they would still be intensely and 

intentionally personal-lyrical, containing this prevailing, all-submissive 

element of the Self that persistently and densely imbues the whole narrative. 12 

Thus, notwithstanding some observations on the typological ambiguity of The 

Life of Arsen 'ev, all other attempts to clarify the issue of the generic 

distinctiveness of Bunin's novel have been concerned mainly with elucidating 

its autobiographical basis and how and to what extent it coincides with real-

life characters and events. 

On the one hand, the title of the book points to the presence of a strong 

autobiographical element. On the other hand, as indicated in Vera Bunina's 

diary note dated 21 May 1929, it was precisely the autobiographical aspect 

that proved to be the most confused moment and presented certain obstacles, 

not only for Bunin as he worked on The Life of Arsen 'ev, but also for 

interpreters of his work. On one occasion, according to Vera Bunina, Bunin 

expressed regret at entitling the book as he had, for he felt that its title did not 

entirely correspond to its content: 

'You would smile if you knew the stress I have been under for three days, with 

nothing coming of it. Why did I entitle it The Life of Arsen 'ev!' 'It is difficult to 

write, I should have written either an autobiography or something completely 

different. ' 

12 For a broader discussion of autobiographical discourse (including memoirs and documentary 
literature), see the collection of essays Autobiographical Statements in Twentieth-Century Russian 
Literature (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1990), edited by Jane Gary Harris. It is 
significant that this volume is concerned not so much with the classification of the autobiography as 
with, as Jane Harris stresses in her introductory article 'Diversity of Discourse: Autobiographical 
Statements in Theory and Praxis', 'introducing the reader to the range of strategies and approaches 
involving autobiographical discourse and constituting autobiographical statements adopted by Russian 
writers over the course of the twentieth century' (pp. 3-36 (p. 11». See also the selected bibliography 
appended to the collection. 
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["BcTIt 'IOMY ynIolGaTItC •• ocnH GW TW 3Hana. a bXOM Hanp •• OHHH y.o 3 .IIH •• 

H HH'IOrO HO aWXO.llHT. 3a'lOM. 03arnaaHn 3(a:lH~ APCI1H~I1"!" "nHCaTIt 

TPY.IIHO. HnH y.o Ha.110 I5lo1no nHCaTIt aaTOI5HOrpacllHID HnH coaCOM .IIpyroo.,,]13 

Furthennore, Bunin was very much opposed to the idea of treating his novel as 

an autobiography, insisting that this was an incorrect approach. In his letter to 

the editorial staff of the newspaper Poslednie novosti [The Latest News] m 

1928 Bunin states: 

I do not at all want my work (which, whether it is good or bad, nevertheless aspires to 

be, in its intention and tone, a work of art) to be either distorted, that is, to be called 

by the inappropriate term autobiography, or to be linked with my life, that is, to be 

discussed not as The Life of Arsen 'ev but as the life of Bunin. Perhaps The Life of 

Arsen 'ev indeed contains a good deal that is autobiographical, but it is not the 

business of literary criticism to talk about this. 

[JI aoace HO XO"Y. 'ITOGIoI MOO npOH3aO.llOHHO (XOTOPOO. IlYPHO nH OHO HnH 

XOpOWO, npOTOH.IIYOT GWTIt, no caOOMY 3aMwcny H TOHY, npOH3aO.llOHHOM 

aCO-Tau XY.llO.OCTaOHHWM) HO TOnltXO HcXa.anoclt, TO OCTIt Ha3101aanOClt 

HOnO.llOl5alOWHM OMY HMOHOM aaTOI5HorpacllHH, HO H ca.3waanOCIt C Moot 

.H3HItIO. TO OCTIt ol5CY • .II&noclt HO xax 3(a:lH~ APCI1H~I1". a xax .H3HIt 

SYHHHa. Mo.oT GIoITIt. a JKH:lHH APCI1H~I1" H aup.MIt OCTIt MHoro 

aaTOI5HOrpacllH'IOCXoro. Ho rOaOpHTIt 06 :lTOM HHxax HO OCT It .IIono XPHTHU 

]
14 

xY.IIo.ocTacHHoll. 

Thus, the presence both of the word 'life' in the title and of an 

autobiographical element is not sufficient to justify designating the work as 

autobiography. This was rightly argued by the writer Konstantin Paustovskii, 

who offers a somewhat different account of the genre of Bunin's novel, 

arguing that The Life of Arsen 'ev is 'far from autobiography' (daleko ne 

avtobiografiia) by virtue of the indicators of its genre. And furthennore: 

13 Grin, Ustami Buninykh, II, 203. 
14 The text of Bunin's letter is quoted in full in A. Baboreko, 'Konunentarii', in Bunin, Sobranie 
sochinenii v vos 'm; tomakh, V (1996), pp. 559-90 (p. 565). 
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It is an ingot formed from all earthly afflictions, charms, reflections and joys. It is an 

astonishing collection of events from one human life, wanderings, countries, cities 

and seas... [ ... ] The Life of Arsen 'ev is one of the most remarkable phenomena in 

world literature. [ ... ] In this wonderful book poetry and prose have merged together, 

merged organically, indissolubly, creating a remarkable new genre. 

[3TO - CJlHTOJC H3 accx 3CMHWX ropccTcl, o"apo"HHI, pa3MwlUncHHI H 

pa.llocTcl. 3TO - Y.IIHaHTcJI.Hwl cao.ll C06WTHI o.llHol "cnoac"ccxoll KH3HH, 

CXHTaHHIl. CTpaH. ropO.lloa, MOpeA... [ ... ] JKH3H~ ApctlH~tI.. - 3TO O.llHO H3 

3aMcuTcn.HcAIUHX .ancHMA MHpoaoll JlHTCpaTYpw. [ ... ] B 3ToA 

Y.IIHaHTcn.Holl XHHrc nO:J3H. H np03a cnHnHC. aOO.llHHO. CJIHJIHC. opraHH"CCXH, 

Hcpa3pwaHO, C03.11aa Hoawl 3aMc"aToJI.Hwl .aHp.]1S 

This new genre, according to Paustovskii, IS synthetic 10 character and IS 

without predecessors in literary tradition. 

In Russian literature The Life of Arsen 'ev could be ranked alongside 

such works as Gertsen's Past and Thoughts [Byloe i dumy], Tolstoi's trilogy 

Childhood, Adolescence and Youth [Detstvo, Otrochestvo, lunost'] and 

Aksakov's A Family Chronicle [Semeinaia khronika] and The Childhood 

Years of Bagrov-Grandson [Detskie gody Bagrova vnuka]. Moreover, as Oleg 

Mikhailov suggests, Bunin's novel, along with Aleksei Tolstoi's The 

Childhood Years of Nikita [Detstvo Nikity], in a sense marks the end of a 

whole cycle of literary autobiographies devoted to the life of the Russian 

landed gentry.16 It is significant that when Bunin was writing The Life of 

Arsen 'ev, Kuprin wrote his Cadets [Iunkera] (1928-32), while Shmelev 

published The Pilgrimage [Bogomol' e] (1931) and began working on God's 

IS Konstantin Paustovskii, 'Ivan Bunin', in I. A. Bunin, Povesti, rasskazy. vospominaniia, ed. P. L. 
Viacheslavov (Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1961), pp. 3-18 (pp. 13-14). 
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Summer [Leto gospodne] (1933-48): these are novels which have a purely 

autobiographical, almost documentary grounding, pursuing the reproduction or 

resurrection of days which, in Mikhailov's words, 'had irrevocably passed 

away' (bezvozvratno otoshedshie) (ibid.) in order to 'evoke in the memory a 

bitter-sweet dream of the past - a recollection of childhood and youth' 

[vyzvat' v pamiati gor'kii i sladkii son proshlogo - vospominaniia detstva i 

iunosti] (p. 203). Here Mikhailov also makes a crucial remark, one which 

indicates a new direction for our discussion of the genre of Bunin's novel. He 

suggests that the place of The Life of Arsen 'ev is as much inside this group of 

novels as outside it. Mikhailov's explanation of this similarity lies in the 

rather traditional assertion that the novel comes out of an elegiac and at the 

same time nostalgic sense of the past, strengthened by 'a fear of oblivion' 

(strakh zabveniia) (ibid.). Finding themselves in emigration, and hence feeling 

cut off from Russia and all that is associated with her, and lacking direct 

impressions of Russian reality, almost all Russian artists (and Bunin is no 

exception) respond more or less uniformly by writing literary memoirs, 

striving to 'animate the past' (odushevit' proshloe) (ibid.) through words, 

through text. The difference between The Life of Arsen 'ev and these other 

works lies, in Mikhailov's view, merely in the degree of representation and 

treatment (transformation) of the biographical material. Mikhailov therefore 

points out only superficial differences which do not, however, explain the 

principal peCUliarity of Bunin's novel, but rather stress Bunin's artistic skill in 

using actual events and facts from his own life. Nevertheless, Mikhailov's 

indication that The Life of Arsen 'ev 'falls out' (vypadaet) of the list of works 

16 Mikhailov, Strogii lalanI, 204. See also V. Afanas'ev, I. A. Bunin: Ocherk tvorchestva (Moscow: 
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16 Mikhailov, Strogii talant, 204. See also V. Afanas'ev, I. A. Bunin: Ocherk tvorchestva (Moscow: 
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written in the genre of literary memoirs itself begs the question: should we 

look for the source of the peculiar genre of Bunin's book within the 

framework of nineteenth-century Russian literary tradition (despite the fact 

that most of the narrative concentrates on showing life and daily occurrences 

in Central Russia at the end of the last century)? 

In 1952 Georgii Adamovich expressed an important VIew on the 

generic specificity of Bun in's novel: 

However rich the narrative is in national content and however sad at this level it is in 

tone, the true theme of Arsen 'ev is a different one. In Bunin the whole world, all life 

which resists defmition, with which Arsen'ev feels kinship, and to which he is tied, is 

beyond Russia. One could repeat Tiutchev's famous line: 'Everything is in me and I 

am in everything'. [ ... ] But irrespective of plot, at times even athwart it, in the book 

there is so much delight in Being, so much gratitude and a kind of indefatigable greed 

for it that it is impossible not to succumb to its spirit. 

[Ho xax HH C5oraTO 1I0BOCTBOBaHHO 3THM HaIlHOHan.HIoIM CO.llOplKaHHOM. xax B 

3TOA IInOCXOCTH HH ropOCTHO OHO 110 TOHY. HCTHHHa. TOMa ApctlH~tI •• - HHa •. 

3a POCCHcA Y 5YHHHa - BOC. MHp. BC. HO 1I0,lUlaIOUla.c. onpO.llOnCHHIO _H3H •• 

C XOTopoA APCCHIoCB "fBCTBYOT CBoe PO.llCTBO H CB.3.. "Bco BO MHO H • BO 

BCCM". MOllCHO 6101no C5W nOBTopHT. 3HaMOHHTYIO TIOT'IeBCJCYIO CTPOXY· [ ... J 

Ho. HC3aBHCHMO OT cIIaC5ynlol. nopoA .Ila_e BonpOXH ea. B JCHHre CTon.xo 

BOCXHIIlCHH. C5WTHCM. npH3HaTen.HOCTH 3a Hero. xaxol-TO HeYTOMHMOI 

lKa.llHOCTH It HCMY. 'ITO He nO.ll.llaT.C. ce .IlYXY HeB03MOllCHO.]17 

As Adamovich aptly remarks, The Life of Arsen 'ev is shot through with 

an acutely developed sense of life. And Tiutchev's words are indeed crucial 

here because they formulate the true theme of Bunin's artistic quest in the 

Prosveshchenie, 1966), pp. 323-24. 
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novel: discovery and portrayal of the sensual image of the world. 

Furthermore, what emerges from this discussion is that the designation of the 

generic specificity of the novel is deeply rooted in an understanding of the 

original idea on which The Life of Arsen 'ev is based: for Bunin, the world 

never exists as a static, motionless state. And man can never possess all 

possible, ultimate knowledge about the world. Rather he approaches it as an 

enigma, as a developing and moving Event. The whole problem of existence 

and cognition in the novel is closely associated with new, broadened 

perceptions and senses. For, according to Bunin, we are made of impressions, 

and are made raw by our senses, among which the most powerful is 'a sense of 

our wellspring' (chuvstvo svoego istoka),18 expressed in the aspiration to 

recognize ourselves, to learn who we are and what is, in Mandel'shtam's 

words, our 'place in the Universe' (,mesto vo Vselennoi,)19. In his early drafts 

of the opening of the novel Bunin writes: 

Life, perhaps, is given to us only so that we can compete with death; man struggles 

against death even from beyond the grave: it takes away his name, he writes it on a 

cross, or on a stone. It wants to shroud in darkness what he has lived through, but he 

tries to revive it in the word. 

[)I(H3HIt. MozeT 6Jo1TIt • .uaeTC. HaM e.uHHCT.eHHO .un. COC:T.3aHH. co CMepT It 10. 

"eno.ex .uaze H3-3a rp06a 60peTCK cHell: OHa OTHHMaeT OT Hero HMK - OH 

17 G. V. Adamovich, '''Zhizn' Arsen'eva'" [1952], repro in Bunin, Sobranie sochinenii v vos'mi 
tomakh, V (1996), pp. 5-13 (pp. 6; 8). 
18 The original idea of translating the Russian word istok ('source' or 'origin') as 'well' belongs to the 
first translators of Bunin's novel Gleb Struve and Harnish Miles. They do not offer any explanation for 
their choice, but I assume that the translators' intention is to convey the archaic as well as poetic
figurative connotation of this word, symbolising the beginning of all beginnings which is, in the 
novel's context, the beginning of human life. I give preference to 'well' (or 'wellspring') instead of 
'source' for similar reasons. 
19 Osip Mandel'shtam, 'Pust' imena tsvetushchikh gorodov ... ' [1914], in Stikhotvoreniia. Perevody. 
Ocherki. Stat'i, ed. G. G. Margelashvili (Thilisi: Merani, 1990), p. 84. 
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nHweT ero Ha J:peCTe. Ha J:aMHO. OHa XO'lOT TIoMOI nOXpJalTIo nopO.HTOO HM. a 

OH nJaiTaOTC. O.uYWOBHTIo cro B cnoBci
D 

It is interesting to note that in the final version Bunin expresses this 

idea through a quotation from the eighteenth-century manuscript A Concise 

History in These Answers [Istoriia kratkaia v otvetakh sikh] by a Coastal 

. h I F'l' 21 ReglOn preac er van 1 IppOV: 

'Things and deeds which are not written down are shrouded in darkness and 

committed to the grave of oblivion, whilst those which are written down are like 

things animated ... ' 

["BCUlH H .ucna. aUlO HC HanHcaHHH GJaiBaIOT. TMOIO nOXpJal.aIOTC. H rpoey 

eccnaM.TCTBa npc.uaIOTC •• HanHcaHHHH .c uo o.uywc.ncHHHH ... "] (Bunin 6: 7) 

Hence, Bunin's novel does not aim to describe a specific reality or social 

environment in the first place (his choice of Russia is explained by the fact that 

he knew these surroundings best of all), because this would dim the portrayal 

of the whole complexity of what enables man to become, to be, to move and to 

change in the chronotope of life. Furthermore, from the outset Bunin's 

narrator declares his intention to spell out, that is, to textualize, bringing into 

the arena of knowledge all that human life is composed of, to use written text, 

in Chaadaev's expression, 'to initiate' the reader 'into the mystery of time' 

(posviatit' v tainu vremeni),22 to sense the rhythm of the communication of 

20 Bunin, Povest;, rasskazy, vosporn;naniia, 616. . 
21 For more detailed information about this book and the personality of its author see Baboreko's 
'Kommentarii', 569. 
22 In a letter to Pushkin of 1829 Chaadaev wrote: 'My most ardent wish, my friend, is to see you 
initiated into the mystery of time. There is no more distressing spectacle in the moral world than the 
spectacle of a man of genius who does not understand his century and his vocation.' [Moe 
nnaMcKHClwco .enaHHC, .upyr Mol. - BH.uCTIo Bac JIOCB.mCHHJalM B TalHY BpOMOHH. HCT GonCO 
orOp'lHTOnloHOro 'pcnHma B MHPC HpaacT.CKHOM. 'lCM 'ponHUlO rCHHanloHoro 'lono.oxa. HO 
nOHHMalOUloro caol BOJ: H C.OO npH3BaHHO.]: see P. la. Chaadaev, 'Pis'ma', in Stat';; pis 'rna 
(Moscow: Sovremennik, 1989), pp. 218-53 (p. 218). 
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times. In this sense, for Bunin the novel proves to be the very form by means 

of which he could offer his interpretation of the events of reality. The novel, 

moreover, becomes here the major, if not the only way of addressing and 

studying relived experience, that is, all that man's senses have to go through 

during the process of their coming into being. Thus, using literary 

terminology, it is possible to say that in The Life of Arsen 'ev we are dealing 

with the tradition of the novel of human emergence, that is, the novel of 

education or Bildungsroman,23 to which Bunin adds a modem, twentieth-

century interpretation. In nineteenth-century European literature Goethe's 

Werther and Wilhelm Meister and Flaubert's A Sentimental Education serve as 

examples of such novels. In our century the principal representatives of this 

tradition are Proust, Joyce and, in part, Musil. But it would appear that it was 

not until Bunin's novel that Russian literature could offer such an example, 

for, as Merab Mamardashvili rightly notes: 

Russian literature is social, edifying and educational but it is always, by comparison 

with the novel of 'sentimental education', static. It confirms the reader in what he 

knows about the world and never offers him any tools for change. 

[PyccJCa. JlHTopaTypa COIlHaJlItHa. Ha3H4aTOJlItHa. aocnHTaTOJlItHa. HO OHa 

acor4a. no cpaaHOHHIO c pOMaHOM "aocnHTaHH. 'IyacTa". CTaTH'IHa. OHa 

23 The term is used by Mikhail Bakhtin with reference to the novel of education in his work 'The 
Bildungsroman and Its Significance in the History of Realism (Toward a Historical Typology of the 
Novel)' [1936-8 (1975)], in Speech Genres and Other Late Essays, ed. Caryl Emerson and Michael 
Holquist, tr. Vern W. McGee (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1992), pp. 10-60. In addition to 
stimulating discussion of this tradition of the novel, Bakhtin's study points to the difference between 
autobiographical discourse and the novel of education. Among the works which deal with similar 
issues see also Patricia Sparks, Imagining a Self: Autobiography and the Novel in Eighteenth-Century 
England (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1976, and William Spengemann, The Forms of 
Autobiography: Episodes in the History of a Literary Genre (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

1980). 
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YTBeplKJlaeT ,{HTaTen. B TOM. '{TO OH 3HaeT 0 MHpa. H HHXOrJla Ha JlaaT aMY 

oPYJlHD H3MaHeHH •. ]24 

Hence, within the framework of this literary tradition Bunin's artistic 

experiment represents a new departure. 

Bunin's novel, perhaps for the first time in Russian literary practice, 

attempts to give a new dimension and meaning to the term 'road (or path) 

through life' (zhiznennyi put). It is important to demonstrate what lies at the 

basis of this notion and how it is linked with the foregoing discussion of the 

generic specificity of The Life of Arsen 'ev. My views on this problem owe 

much to Merab Mamardashvili's study of 'the psychological topology of the 

road' (psikhologicheskaia topologiia puti), with particular reference to the 

works of Proust, in particular A la Recherche du temps perdu. Some of 

Mamardashvili's observations and conclusions on the genre typology of 

Proust's novel are equally applicable to The Life of Arsen 'ev, allowing us to 

read Bunin's novel in an entirely new light. It is also worth mentioning here 

that in one of his letters to Bitsilli Bunin remarked on the striking similarity 

between The Life of Arsen 'ev and Proust's A la Recherche du temps perdu: 

When something is in fashion, 'out of spite' I turn away from the fashionable. So it 

was with Proust. I only recently read him and was even frightened: there are many 

passages in The Life of Arsen 'ev (and in The Well of Days, and in that beginning of 

the second volume that I published three years ago) which are almost Proustian! Just 

try to prove that I had never even seen Proust when I was writing both these 

works! ... 

24 Merab Mamardashvili, Psikhologicheskaia topologiia puti: M. Prust, 'V poiskakh utrachennogo 
vremeni' (St. Petersburg: Universitetskaia kniga, 1997), p. 211. The book is based on a course of 
lectures Mamardashvili delivered in 1984-85 at the Faculty of Arts, Thilisi State University, and is the 
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[K « n 
orAa Ha IITO-HHCSYAII MOAa.. Ha3no OTaopTwaaJOCIi OT MOAHoro. Tax 

cswno C npYCTOM. TonllJCo HOAaaHO npollon oro - H AallCO Hcnyranc.: Aa BOAII 

a .JKH3HH ApceHI>eM (H a HcroxVl JlHeil. H a TOM Hallano 2-ro TOMa. liTO. 

HanOllaTan TPH rOAa TOMY Ha3aA ... ) HOMano MOCT. coaCOM nPYCToaCJCHX! nOAH 

Aoxa3waall. liTO • H B rna3a HO BHAan npYCTa. xorAa nHcan H TO. H 

I ]25 Apyroo .... 

2. A sense of Path 

Mamardashvili ascribes Proust's epic to the tradition of 'the novel of 

wish and motive' (roman zhelaniia i motiva), that is, the novel of education. 

He suggests that we approach it as 'a novel of Road' (roman Puti) or 'a novel 

of liberation' (roman osvobozhdeniia) in association with existing traditions 

and metaphors, in particular those that are religious in nature, where the terms 

'salvation' and 'liberation' retain their direct, easily-recognized connotations. 

It is worth quoting Mamardashvili at some length: 

The word 'Road' does not simply have the meaning of the ordinary road through life, 

that is, the Road to salvation or, if you wish, Road to redemption. And the more you 

apply traditional tenns which exist in texts tenned sacred, the sooner this will make it 

easier for you to master what I shall be telling you about. They will, of course, be 

just associations and metaphors, but we shall need them in order to understand what 

the topic of discussion is. So then, the Road of coming to oneself or, playing with the 

possibilities of language, we might put it like this: the Road of a passing through life 

that means that you arrive at yourself and realize yourself. Proust's major driving 

second variation on the themes of Proust's epic. The first variation of 1982 was published 
posthumously in Moscow in 1995 under its original title Lectures on Proust [Lektsii 0 Pruste]. 
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motif, pathos and passion were what can be summarized as 'realising yourself. 

Realising yourself in the full wealth of the desires that you have, but which you do 

not know and whose nature you do not understand. If you do not understand your 

own desires you cannot realize yourself. For Proust, therefore, as perhaps for any 

person, the words 'to realize yourself coincide with the words 'to understand what, 

in fact, you are and what is your true situation'. 

[Cnoao "nYT .. " HMeeT CMwcn He npOCTO 06WJlCHHOrO nYTH .H3HH - nYTH 

cnllceKR#. HnH. eCDH yrOJlHo. nYT .. RcqnlreRH#. H 'lCM 60n.wc Bioi 6YJlCTe 

npHltnaJlWBaT. K 3TOMY TpaUIlHOHHWC TCPMHHW. CYIIICCTBYIOIIIHC B TCKCTax. 

Ha3waaeMWX caIlWCHHWMH. TCM CKOpeC 3TO 06nCr'lHT aaM pa60TY aawcro 

C06CTaCHHoro ycaoeHHII Toro. 0 'lCM II 6yJly rOBopHT.. 3TO. XOHC'lHO. 6yJlYT 

TOnltXO aCCOIlHaIlHH. MCTa$opw. HO OHH npHrO.llllTCII HaM .IlnJl Toro. 'lT06W 

nOHJlTIt. 0 'lCM H.IlCT PC'lIt. HTalC - nYTIt npHXO • .IlCHHJI IC CC6C. HnH - MO.HO. 

06wrpW_II B03MO.HOCTH 113WICa. CKa3aT. TalC: nYT. Taxoro npoxo.JlCHHJI 

.H3HH. B pC3ynitTaTC 1t0TOpOro TW npHXO.llHWIt K CC6C H pcanH3YCW. CC6J1. 

OCHoaHoll .IlBH.YIIIHIL MOTHB H na$oc H cTpacT. npYCTa COCTOJlnH B TOM. 'ITO 

MO.HO PC31OMHpOBaT. cnoaaMH "pcanH30aaT. CC611". PcanH30aaT. CC611 BO 

BCCM 60raTCTBC caOHX .cnaHHIL. ICOTOPWC Y TC6. CCTIt. HO TW HX HC 3Hacm •• 

npHpOJla HX TC6e HcnOHIITHa. EcnH TW HC nolMcm. CBOHX C06CTBCHHWX 

.cnaHHIl. TO TW CC611 He pcanH3ycm.. H n03TOMY Jlnll npYCTa. H Jlnll nlO60ro 

'lCnOBClta HaaepHO. cnoaa "pcaDH30aaT. CC6J1" COBna.llalOT CO cnoaaMH "nOHIITIt. 

'ITO TW CCTIt Ha caMOM .Ilcnc H ICalCOBO TBoe .IlCIlCTBHTcn.Hoe nonO.CHHc.,,]26 

In order to clarify Mamardashvili's point we should briefly discuss the 

notion of road itself. Generally speaking, the category of road is, as 

Dolgopolov describes it, a category of 'epoch-making' (epokha/ 'noei7 

significance which was discovered and interpreted anew by twentieth-century 

artistic thinking. One of those who immediately felt this was Aleksandr Blok, 

an artist with an astonishingly acute, almost morbid 'sense of road or path' 

2S Quoted in A. Meshcherskii, 'Neizvestnye pis'ma Bunina', Russkaia literatura, 4 (1961),152-58 (p. 
154). 
26 Mamardashvili, Psikhologicheskaia topologiia puti, 19. 
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(chuvstvo puti). In his article 'The Soul of the Writer' [Dusha pisatelia] 

(1909) Blok states: 

The first and major indication that a given writer is not an accidental or temporary 

figure is his sense of path. This too well-known truth should be recalled constantly, 

particularly in our time. [ ... ] The inner writer's 'tact', his rhythm is defined only by 

the presence of the path. The most dangerous thing is the loss of this rhythm. 

[nOpBWM H rnaBHWM IIpH3HaXOM Toro. 'ITO uHHwl IIHCaTOnlt HO OCTIt 

cnHWXOM H3BOCTHYIO. cno.ayoT HalIOMRHaTIt IIOCTO.HHO. H OC060HHO B Hawo 

BpOM.. [ ... J TonloJCo HanH'lHOCTItIO nyTH onpo.aon.OTC. BHYTPOHHHI "TaxT" 

]
28 

nHcaTon •• oro pHTM. Bcoro onaCHoe - YTpaTa 3Toro pHTM •. 

Dolgopolov, analysing the literary-philosophical context of the tum of the 

century, makes an interesting and important observation that the notion of road 

begins to receive this type of treatment only at the beginning of the twentieth 

century. But what is even more significant here is how this category came to 

be considered, not only as a phenomenon of figurative thinking, but also as an 

important issue in relation to literary genre. Thus for literary discourse of the 

early twentieth century and onwards the notion of road greatly extended the 

boundaries of understanding and portrayal of historical time in all its different 

aspects. Dolgopolov comes to the following conclusion: 

The sense of complete dependence on what happens in the great world now became 

virtually the major feature of the literary hero's inner structure. The world itself that 

surrounds and absorbs man was perceived by the writer not as a closed segment of 

time and space but as a single moving chain of life, a panorama of events, characters 

27 Dolgopolov, Na rubezhe vekov, 349. 
28 Aleksandr Blok, 'Dusha pisatelia', in Sobranie sochinenii v vos 'mi tomakh (8 vols) (Moscow
Leningrad: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1960-63), V (1962), pp. 369-71 (p. 369). 
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and phenomena. This is why man at the tum of the century apprehended both his 

time and himself as it were on two levels: as a certain 'result' and as a certain 

'beginning'. 

[OWYWCHHO nonHoll 3aBHCHMOCTH OT npOHCXOJl.woro B 60n.WOM MHPO CTano 

TCIICp. CJl.. nH HC OCHOBHWM Xa'lOCTBOM BHYTpOHHoro CTpO. ropo. 

nHTcpaTypHWX IIPOH3BOJlOHHIL. H caN MHp. oXPYlII:a101IlH1l H BI5HpalDWHIL B 

CC6. 'ICnOBcxa. BocnpHHHManc. nBCaTCnCN HO B BHJlO Hoxocro 3aNxHYToro 

oTpC3xa BpCMCHH. MCCTa. - a B BH.IIO CJlHHoll JlBHlII:ywollc. lII:H3HoHHoil 1l0nH. 

naHopaMW cOl5wTHIl. nHIl. .BnoHHIL. HMCHHO n03TOMY 'IOnOBOX PY6ClII:a BCXOB 

BocnpHHHMan H CBOO BpON.. H C06. caMoro xax 6101 B JlBYX nnaHax - H xax 

HCXHR "HTor". H xax HCXOC "Ha'lano".]29 

It is only thanks to this, according to Dolgopolov, that the significance 

of the literary category of subject gradually diminishes: it becomes either fully 

'dissolved' in (or 'replaced' by) plot (ibid.), which is closer to the natural 

course of events, or a renunciation of both subject and plot takes place (as in 

Bunin's novel - and herein lies, in part, the root of its risky innovation).30 The 

narrative, therefore, is no longer supported by actual events, but purely by the 

author's interpretation of these events. Furthermore, Dolgopolov proposes 

that in the literature of the early twentieth century, the extreme manifestation 

of the idea of road, and its associated idea of destiny, is an 'artistic-

29 Dolgopolov, Na rubezhe vekov, 13. 
30 Vladimir Linkov in his study Mir i chelovek v tvorchestve L. Tolstogo i I. Bunina [The World And 
Man in the Work of Tolstoi and Bunin] (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Moskovskogo universiteta, 1989) is 
strongly opposed to the idea of treating The Life of Arsen 'ev as 'a novel about the history of life and 
becoming of the artist' [poMaH 06 HCTOPHH .H3HH H CTaHOMCHH. XYAO.HHxa] (p. 162), claiming that it 
is based on 'different principles' and hence there cannot be becoming or history of 'anything', 
including becoming of the artist (ibid.). Forgetting, however, to name these 'principles', Linkov 
believes that an explanation of the originality of Bunin's novel can be found in a conventional 
classification of literary modes. He emphasizes that such categories as 'development', 'coming into 
being' and 'history' can be employed strictly with reference to the epic and lose their meaning outside 
the epic form. But most importantly, they form the subject which is responsible for the movement of 
events and is a property of the epic. Linkov comes to the conclusion that by depriving his novel of 
subject, Bunin establishes 'an anti-epic attitude to history' [aHTH3IIH'Iecxoe OTHOIDOHHe x HCTOpHH] (p. 
165), that is, offers an immovable picture of the world. It is nevertheless surprising that Linkov can be 
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philosophical realisation of Plato's conception of cognition as recollection', of 

which Bunin's creative work serves as a vivid example: 

For him [Bunin] to go into the depths of history means to go into the depths of 

himself. Man, according to this theory, simultaneously conceals within him several 

historical epochs and a multitude of historical layers. In the consciousness and works 

of writers and thinkers of the beginning of the century the problem of the road is not 

only a problem of the formation of human personality and human emergence as a 

certain historical and psychological type. It is also a problem of movement in 

general, of the meaning of history (which was extremely acute for the turn of the 

century), of the presence or absence of 'outcome' . [ ... ] History itself led people to 

these kinds of problems. 

[.an. Horo [BYHHHa] HJlTH a rnYGJo HCTOPHH 3Ha"HT HJlTH a rnYGJo caMoro 

COG.. 'IonoaoJC. cornaCHo 3Tol TOOpHH. OJlHOapOMOHHO CJCploIaaOT a COGO 

HOCJConJoJCo HCTOPHI(OCJCHX 3IIOX H MHO.OCTao HCTOPHI(OCJCHX IInaCToa. 

npOGnOMa nyTH a C03HaHHH H TaOp'IOCTaO IIHcaTonol H MloIcnHTonol Ha'lana 

aOJCa - 3TO HO Ton .. JCO IIp06noMa 41opMHpoaaHH. 'Ionoao'locJCol nH'lHOCTH. 

CTaHoanOHH. 'Ionoaoxa JCaJC OlIpOJlOnOHHOro HCTOPH'IOcJCoro H IICHXOnOrH'IOCXOro 

THlIa. 3TO H IIpOGnOMa JlaHlICOHH. aOO611l0. CMloIcna HCTOPHH ('ITO Giolno 

JCpaliHO OCTPIolM Jln. 3IIOXH PY60llCa aoxoa). HanHI(H. HnH OTcYTcTaH. "HCXOJla". 

[ ... ] CaMa HCTOpH. IIOJlaOJlHna nlO401 JC IIpOGnOMaM II040GHOrO pOJla.]31 

3. 'Where is the boundary between my reality and my imagination'? 

In order to continue the discussion of the generic distinctiveness of 

Bunin's novel and finally tum to the textual analysis, I need to introduce two 

short stories: Fragment [Otryvok] (1927) and Mirror [Zerkalo] (1907 [1929]), 

so conventionally categorical when approaching such a complex and endless issue as the problem of 
the status of the epic categories in twentieth-century novelistic discourse. 
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both published after the appearance of the final version of the novel in the 

Parisian newspapers Revival [Vozrozhdenie] and The Latest News [Poslednie 

novosti] and representing the earliest drafts of The Life of Arsen 'ev. 

Notwithstanding Baboreko's claim, made in the most recent edition of Bun in's 

complete works, that there are no grounds whatsoever for placing the finished 

short story Mirror among draft versions of the novet32 (even if Bunin 

suggested the opposite by giving it the sub-title 'old sketch' (davnii nabrosok), 

which was taken into account in the editions of 1965 and 1987), both these 

stories deserve our attention in the light of what has been said so far. 

The story Fragment opens with the following passage: 

The beginning of my life. 

But where shall I stop on the way to my beginning? 

How and what was it that formed what is called my earthly life, my recollections? 

Does it not really seem to me now that I all but remember the creation of the world? 

[ ... ] 

Yet since my very first days, Abraham's sacrifice and Joseph's flight to Egypt had 

been entering my life as something that I seemed to have lived through myself, so 

that even in that time I did not believe that I began in some Tambov Kamenka. 

But then, later! 

During my nevertheless already long life with its thoughts, reading, wanderings and 

dreams, I grew so accustomed to the idea and sense that I knew and imagined vast 

expanses of space and time, I lived so many alien and remote lives in my imagination, 

31 Dolgopolov, No rubezhe vekov, 349. 
32 See A. Baboreko, 'Kommentarii', in Bunin, Sobranie sochinenii v vos 'mi tomakh, II (1994), pp. 525-
53 (p. 547). 
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that it seems to me as though I have always existed, for all time and everywhere. But 

where is the border between my reality and my imagination, which, too, is reality, 

something that undoubtedly exists. 

[Ha'laJlo MocA .H3HH. 

Ho rJlC OCTaHOBHTIoC. MHC no nYTH x CBOCMY Ha'laJlY? 

113 'Icro H xax COCTaBJI.JlOCIo TO. 'ITO Ha3WBaCTCJI MocA 3CMHOA .H3H 10 10, 

MOHMH BOCnOMHHaHH.MH? 

Pa3BC MHC HC xa.CTC. Tcncplo, 'ITO JI nOMHIO 'IYTII HC COTBOPOHHO MHpa? [ ••• ] 

BOAII OWC B caMWC ncpBWC AHH MOH BXOAHJlO B MOIO .H3HIo. xax HO'ITO I5YATO 

15101 MHOA caMHM nopoaHTOO, TO aopTIonpHHOWOHHe AlpaaMa, TO "rCTIO 

HOCHcz,a I ErHnOT, Tax 'ITO Y.O H I TY nopy He I5WJlO Y MOH. 10pW, 'ITO • 

Ha'laJlC. I xaxol-TO TaMGOBCXol KaMCHxc. 

A nOTOM, nOToM! 

3a CBOIO ICC-Tam y.o AOJlrylO .H3HII C CC AYMaMH, I(TCHHCM, CTpaHCTBHJlMH 

H MC'ITaMH JI Tax npHBWJC x MWCJlH H X OWYWCHlllO, I5YATO • 3HalO H 

npCJlCTaBJI.1O CC150 orpOMHWC npOCTpaHCTB& MCCTa H IPCMOHH, CXOJlIIXO .HJI B 

lOOl5paaOHIIO 'IyaHMH H AaJlOJCHMH .H3H.MH, 'ITO MHC xa.OTC., I5YJlTO • 15101J1 

BcorAa, 10 10XH BOltOI H ICIOAy. A rAO rpaHII MC.AY Mocll 

AoACTIHTOJlIoHOCTlo1O H MOHM 100I5pa.eHlocM, XOTOPOC CCTII lOA II TO.O 

AeACTIHTeJlIoHOCTIo, HC'lTO HOCOMHClHHO CYWCCTBYIOWCC?] (Bunin 6: 305) 

Right from the beginning, one senses the hero's vividly expressed, 

passionate desire to elucidate who he is, where his roots are, what, in reality, is 

happening to him and where, in the end, the wellspring of all that which now 

takes place in his life is. It is interesting that Bunin begins by declaring the 

idea (which strikes one almost at once as a familiar one from The Shadow of 

the Bird and which will eventually form the basis of the philosophical content 
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of The Life of Arsen 'ev) of an open unity between man and culture. As Bunin 

tried to demonstrate in The Shadow of the Bird, because of the existence of 

such unity, nothing that man lives through and creates during his allotted time 

(a certain 'segment' of history, an instant of Being) dies with him. Only now 

does Bunin look at this aspect from the point of view of man's personal 

experience, something which he was not much concerned with in the 

collection of travel poems. It is precisely this that is so crucial in this passage 

and must be realized in order to understand the meaning of the novel itself: the 

discovery of a fundamentally new quality of man's existence, namely, the 

problem of remembrance, or time, which was always for Bunin first and 

foremost a problem of the past. 

For Bunin the past always lives in us, but can help us only if we can 

establish the right way to approach it, that is, to address it with our, very 

human, gift of recollection and imagination. The ability to remember, which 

lies at the basis of historical memory, has a strong psychological power that 

gives Bunin's hero a sense of the past as the present, at the level of a day, a 

detail or even a patch of light and colour. The past for Bunin does not merely 

exist for its own sake; rather, it finds its meaning, begins to function as the 

present, whereas the present is already a part of the future. The essence of 

time's development in man is founded on this dialectic. Thus, the addressivity 

and return in temporal flow to the past enables one to experience both 

Mandel'shtam's 'distance' (otstranenie)33 from time and Bunin's reunion with 

it, that is, a reunion with oneself in order to find oneself, one's own identity. 

Furthermore, memory is not only a quality of subjective and personal unity of 
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human consciousness but also a category of culture which helps one to 

overcome time within time itself, returning one to the wellspring, to the 

beginning as though renewing it, deeply engaging the individual with the 

historical. For Bunin, therefore, the reality of the past begins its formation in 

memory, receiving its final revival and embodiment through (in) the process of 

recollection. Memory and time, moreover, control human psychological 

capabilities and the content of our imaginations. To them (and not to 

chronological data) belongs the ability to define man's exact whereabouts in 

time, that is, the reality of his consciousness, sensibility and understanding. 

This is a peculiar search in historical time, which Bunin undertakes not as a 

researcher, whose goal is usually to establish a cause- and-effect relation, but 

primarily as an artist, bringing it to the level of artistic mastery and showing 

this infinite world which grows from man in all the complexity of its feelings 

and defiance. 

It is here, in Fragment, that Bunin also raises the question essential for 

understanding the major themes of The Life of Arsen 'ev: the problem of 'the 

wellspring'. In other words, the question of whether it is possible at all to 

speak of 'the beginning' in relation to human life: 

It is very strange, moreover, to recall this beginning on a sultry Provencal day, 

looking out of the wide-open window at the palm trees, the olive trees, the enormous 

blue valley beyond them, the Mediterranean and the ridges of the Esterel, blue in the 

sun's haze! 

Half a century ago ... 

33 Osip Mandel'shtam, Shum vremeni, in Sobranie sochinenii v dvukh tomakh (2 vols), ed. G. P. Struve 
and B. A. Filippov (Washington: Inter-Language Literary Associates, 1966), II, pp. 83-149 (p. 137). 
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Tambov fields, an old log house under a thatched roof, dove-coloured from age, a 

neglected garden with raspberry-canes, a yard, overgrown with grass, with a stone 

trough in the middle, a stable, a servants' hall with fields of com coming right up to 

its back wall... 

The face of the whole earth has changed since then ... [ ... ] 

A thousand years have passed since then for me. 

'To be born, to live and to die in the same, your own house ... ' And as for me, how 

many times have I changed home in my lifetime? 

And this foreign country which has been like a homeland for me for many years now, 

is it my last refuge? [ ... ] 

But what am I here for? Why am I here? 

Gaul, the Caesars, the Saracens, Provence ... 

Is it really true that once upon a time Kamenka existed? 

Is it possible that this sun which is now baking my garden dry is the same one as in 

Kamenka? 

[O'lCHIt CTpaHHO. XPOMO Toro, BcnOMHHaTIt lTO Ha'lall0 B 3HOliHIolil 

npoBaHcallltcxHIl JlOHIt, rll.JI. B pacxplolTOO OXHO H. n.lIltMIol. H. OIlHBXH, Ha 

orpOMHYIO rOIlYI5YIO JlOIlHHY 3a HHMB, H. CPOJlH30MHOO MOPO, Ha CHHOIOIQHO B 

COIIHO'lHOM JlIoIMy XPCI5TIoI 3CTCpCII.! 

nOIlBCXa TOMY Ha3&JI ... 

TaM150BCXHC nOli., cTaplol1i I5POBOH'l&TIoIIi JlOM nOJl COIIOMOHHoll xplolwoll. CHloll 

OT BpOMOHH. 3anYIQoHHiolli caJl C MaIlHHHHxaMH. 3apocwHI TpaBOIO JlBOP C 

xaXHM-TO X.MCHHIolM XOPIolTOM nOCpOJlHHC. ..pox. XOHIOWH., IIIOJlCxa. H315a, x 

3.JlHol CTOHO xOTopol BUIIOTHYIO nOJlcTyn.IOT XIICI5 •... 

nHUO Bcol 30MIIH H3MOHH1IOClt C TOX nop... [ ... ] 
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TWCII'ICnCTHC npOTClCnO C TCX nop .IInll MCHII. 

"PO.llHTltCII. lItHTIt H YMCPCTIt • OJIHOM H TOM litO •• POJIHOM .II0MO ... " A II -

cIConltlCO .II0MO. ncpCMCHHn II Ha C.ooM BOICY? 

H 3Ta 'Iylltall cTpaHa. Ylll:o MHoro nCT 3aMCHlIJODlall MHO PO.llHHy. nOCnO.llHOO nH 

3TO MOO npH6ClII:HDlO? [ ... ] 

H BCC lII:O 3a'lOM II 3.110CIt. nO'lCMY II 3.11CCIt? 

rannHII. DC3apH. capaDHHW. npOBaHC ... 

TO'lHO nH. 'ITO CYDlOCTBOBana ICOr.lla-TO ICalCall-TO XaMOHICa? 

YlItCnH 3TO conHDC. ICOTOPOO nO'lOT col'lac MoA ca.ll. TO litO. 'ITO 6wno • 

XaMOHICC?] (pp. 306-7) 

The answer to this question can be found in the opening of the final 

version of The Life of Arsen 'ev, where the above is reduced to just a single 

sentence, striking in its laconic brevity: '1 was born half a century ago in 

Central Russia, in the country, on my father's country estate' [Ja rodilsia 

polveka to my nazad, v srednei Rossii, v derevne, v ottsovskoi usad'be]. This 

sentence is accompanied by the following passage: 

We do not have a sense of our own beginning and end. And it is very regrettable that 

I was told exactly when I was born. If I had not been told, I would not now have the 

faintest idea of my age, especially as I still do not feel its burden at all and would 

therefore be spared the thought that I am apparently supposed to die in ten or twenty 

years' time. But had I been born and lived on a desert island, I would not have 

suspected even the existence of death. 'What luck that would have been', I feel like 

adding. But who knows? Perhaps, a great misfortune. Besides, is it really true that I 
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would not have suspected? Are we not born with a sense of death? And if not, if I 

had not suspected, would I love life in the same way that I do and have done.34 

[Y Hac HCT '1YBCTA CBocro Ha'laJla H ICOHua. H O'ICH. lICaJl •• 'ITO MHC 

CICa3aJlH. ICorlla HMCHHO • POllHJlC.. ECJlH 6101 HC CICa3aJlH. • 6101 Tcncp. H 

nOHJIITHJII HC HMCJI 0 CBOOM B03paCTC. - TCM 60JlCC. 'ITO • CUlC COBCCM HC 

OUlYUlaJO cro 6pCMCXH. - X. 3Xa'lHT. 6101n 6101 H36aBnCH OT MloIcnH. 'ITO MHC 

6YlITO 6101 nonaraCTCJII J1CT 'ICPC3 lICC.TI. HnH lIBalluaTI. YMcpeT.. A POJIHC. JII 

H lICHBH Ha HC06HTaCMOM OCTpOBC. JII 6101 lIallCe H 0 caMOM CYUleCTBOBaHHH 

CMepTH HC nOllo3peBan. "BOT 6101J10 6101 C'IaCT.C!" - XO'leTC. npH6aBHT. MHC. 

Ho ICTO 3xaCT? MOllCCT 6101T •• BenHICOO XCC'IaCT.e. J1a H npaBlIa J1H. 'ITO HC 

nOl103pCBan 6101? Hc pOllClIaeMC. nH Mlol C 'IYBCTBOM CMCpTH? A ecnH HCT. 

ccnH 6101 HC nOl103pCBan. J1J06HJI nH 6101 • ZH3H. TalC. ICax nJ06J1JO H nJ06Hn] (p. 

7) 

For Bunin human life emerges as that very space wherein historical 

time finds its full realisation. Hence, in reality, as Bunin's hero notes, we 

cannot begin or end anything (this in part explains why The Life of Arsen 'ev 

does not have a 'beginning' or an 'end' in the traditional sense), for it is 

essential for conscious human life to be without beginning. In other words, 

any 'exact' chronological indicators such as birth, age and so forth, as well as 

the categories 'beginning' and 'end' themselves, seem to lose their meaningful 

content in the context of the history of human life, and this is precisely the 

understanding that Bunin wants the reader to come to. As Mamardashvili 

rightly maintains, in reality it is not possible to know when and where any 

given history commenced, or by whom it was begun. Man's situation, in fact, 

is that everything 'happens continuously, nothing begins in an absolute sense' 

34 Ivan Bunin, The Well of Days, tr. Gleb Struve and Hamish Miles (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 
1934; repro Westport, Connecticut: Hyperion Press, INC., Kep., 1977), p. 3 (trans. modif.). 
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[proiskhodit nepreryvno, nichego ne nachinaetsia v absoliutnom smysle].3s 

The same law applies to history: 

History, like thought, cannot be begun. It is only possible already to be in it. [ ... J 

Our history is the totality of those objects (and these objects may be people, places 

and things) that have stolen a part of our soul from us and carry it on by virtue of their 

own existence. But in order to steal our soul from us we had to work, to endure, to 

suffer, to be anxious and to do. This is precisely what I call having a history. 

Having: we have a history in the sense that we are set in motion. We move in the 

world. 

[HCTOPHIO. JtaIC H Mwcm •• HCnlt3. HallaTIt. B Hcll MO.HO Ton.Jto Y.~ 6Mrll. 

[ ... ] Hawa HCTOpH. CCTIt coaOJtynHocTIt TCX npCJlMCTOa - a TaICHMH 

npCJlMCTaMH MoryT I5WT. nIOJlH. MCCTa. aCUlH. - JtOTOPWC nOXHTHnH y Hac 

'IaCT. JlyWH H npOJlOn •• IOT CC caOHM cYIllCCTaoaaKHCM. Ho .lin. Toro. 'ITOOIII 

nOXHTHT. y Hac Jlywy. HaM HY.KO I5l11nO pal50TaTIt. ncpC.HNTIt. CTpaJlaTIt. 

aonKOaaTltC •• JlOnaTIt. [ ... ] BOT liTO. Ka3waalO HMtlrll HcropHIO. HMCTIt

Mill HMCOM HCTOPHIO • TOM CMlIIcnc. 'ITO Mill 0PHXOJrHM 6 JlnlZtIHHt1. Mill 

JlaHraCMC. a Mapc.] (p. 253) 

Furthermore, by stressing in the first lines of the novel his intention to 

lay bare, to retain in the word the story of human 'things and deeds', Bunin 

gives to the narrative that special, laconic, measured tone which he maintains 

throughout the novel, as though constantly reminding the reader of the 

complexity and delicacy of the chosen theme. Above all, to tell the life story 

of just one individual (or even some fragments of one's life), to see in it and to 

show through it, as Mamardashvili puts it, 'the whole life of mankind in all its 

combinations' [vsiu zhizn' chelovechestva vo vsekh ee spleteniiakh] (p. 394) 

is at times far more difficult (from any point of view, particularly from the 

35 Mamardashvili, Psikhologicheskaia topologiia puti, 534. 
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position of artistic perspicacity) than to reconstruct the events of some war or 

great social crisis. Such an approach goes a long way to explaining why 

Bunin succeeded in avoiding what Mamardashvili termed 'the temptation of 

sociality' (soblazn sotsial'nosti) (ibid.): human conflicts, whatever they are, 

can be better understood, and need to be interpreted, only with reference to the 

material of human life. 

To illustrate this idea it is perhaps worth recalling the very beginning 

of Pasternak's novel, the words that belong to Nikolai Vedeniapin (Iurii 

Zhivago's uncle, an unfrocked priest) about the essence of history and man's 

place in it: 

You do not understand that it is possible to be an atheist, it is possible not to know 

whether God exists and what he exists for and at the same time to know that man 

lives not in nature but in history. [ ... ] But what is history? It is a fixing of the 

centuries-long work on the steady attempts to solve the riddle of death and on its 

future overcoming. [ ... ] . . . Man does not die somewhere on the street, under a 

fence, but in his own history, at the height of work devoted to the conquest of death, 

he dies himself dedicated to this theme. 

[Bioi HO 1I0HHMaeTO. 'ITO MO.HO CSIolTIt aTOHCTOM. MO.HO He :SHaTIt. OCTIt nH Bar 

H .11.11. '1ero OH. H a TO .e apeM. :SHaTIt. 'ITO 'lenoaox .HaeT He a IIpHpOJle. a a 

HCTOpHH. [ ... ] A 'lTO Taxoe HCTOpH.? 3TO YCTaHoanoHHe aexoalolx :saCSOT 110 

lIocnenOaaTenltHOI pa:sraJlxe cMepTH H ee GYJlYllleMY IIpeOJlOneHHIO. [ ... ] ... H 

'lenoaox YMHpaeT HO Ha ynHue lIon :sacsopoM. a y COG. a HCTOpHH. a pa:srape 

paGOT. IIOCa.1Il0HHIolX IIpOOnOnOHHIO CMepTH. YMHpaeT caM. lIoca.weHHIolI 'Tol 

36 Boris Pasternak, Doktor Zhivago, in Sobranie sochinenii v piati tomakh (5 va Is) (Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1989-92), III (1990), p. 14. 
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Hence, for Pasternak and for Bunin history is accomplished in the depths of 

the human spirit, and all the historical is linked to and revealed through man, 

for every one of us, in Mamardashvili's words, is 'a small mirror of infinity or 

of something infinitely bigger then man himself [maloe zerkalo 

beskonechnosti iIi chego-to beskonechno bol'shego, chern sam chelovek]37 in 

both space and time. 

The opening passage of The Life of Arsen 'ev concludes with 

Arsen'ev's thoughts on his attitude to death: should it be understood 

tragically? There are several episodes of death in the novel: the sudden death 

of Arsen'ev's younger sister Nadia; the tragic death of the peasant boy Sen'ka, 

who falls, together with his horse, into a ravine; Arsen'ev's grandmother's 

death; the death of the landowner Pisarev; the solemn burial service of some 

Russian Grand Duke; and finally Lika's death. It is, however, significant that 

Bunin's hero begins the history of his life with an assertion that he will dispute 

through out the novel: death is by no means something that occurs when no 

life remains. On the contrary, it is here, it participates in life itself, existing as 

an integral part of it. Every treatment of this theme in the novel both renovates 

and crystallizes life's true essence without which everything else finds itself 

under threat of numbness and collapse. The declaration of his own mortality, 

finiteness of Being in general, enables man, in Bunin's view, to feel life more 

acutely, to understand its non-transient, eternal value. For in reality man 

always appears as historical man and yet as man who realizes and confirms his 

finiteness. But in order to confirm these eternal values, man, first and 

foremost, must properly appreciate and understand death, since it is precisely 

37 Mamardashvili, Psikhologicheskaia topologiia puti, 423. 
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that with which we begin our search for 'the wellspring', that which is 

fundamental, pure, finn and therefore wide open to all possible interpretations, 

open towards the future. This is a quest for an all-subordinating element, 

which bears life in itself, its universality and demotivating, 'infantile-festive' 

mood. Through this search man finally finds the strength to stay faithful to 

himself and, hence, a capacity for changing himself. Herein lies for Bunin the 

promise of the future, the changeability of human existence in the chronotope 

of life. This idea, above all, justifies the acts and philosophy of Arsen' ev, who 

is merely 'possessed by life', by the sense of its singularity and uniqueness. 

And whatever he does there is always the presence of this sense. And yet 'just 

to live' (prosto zhit) is far from enough for Bunin's hero. It is to live, and 

something else that could be described as striving to 'fit' himself into the 

world which is not, in fact, closed and finite: 

Why is man, from his childhood onwards, drawn by distance, width, depth, height, 

the unknown and dangerous, by the possibility to swing his life round or even to lose 

it for the sake of something or somebody? Would it really be possible if our lot was 

confined to that 'which God gave', only to the earth, only to this life alone? God, 

obviously, gave us much more. Recalling the fairly tales read and heard in childhood, 

to this day I feel that the words about the unknown and unusual were the most 

. . . th 38 captIvatmg in em. 

[nOllOMY C AOTCTBa T.HOT IIonOBoxa unit. WHplt. rnYIIHHa. BIolCOTa. 

HOH3.CCTHOO. onaCHOO. TO. rllo MOKHO pa3MaXHYTltC. KH3HltlO. AaKO nOTop.T. 

00 3a 'ITD-HHIIYIl. HnH 3a XOrD-HHIIYAIt? Pane 3TO lliolno 11101 ao3MOKHO. IIYIl. 

Hawel Aonol TOnltXO TO. 'ITO OCT It. "'ITO &or Ilan", - TOnltXO 3CMn •• TOnltXO 

OIlHa 3Ta KH3HIt? lior, OllOBHAHO. un HaM ropa3AO lIonltwe. BcnOMHHa. 

CICa3ICH. 'lHTaHHIolO H cnlolwaHHWC a AOTcTae. 110 CHX nop 'IyacTaylO. 'ITO 
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caMWMH fiJlCHHTCJlIoHWMH 6WJlH B HHX CJlOBa 0 HCH38CCTHOM H HC06W'DIOM.] 

(Bunin 6: 21) 

Having been born with such an acute sense of life and death, Arsen'ev 

fairly early on begins to realize that we are given an incredibly short time to 

learn, to see and to encounter all that exists in this world. What is more, it is 

not only man's temporal, but also his spatial-geographical possibilities that are 

significantly limited. Using the example of his hero's life Bunin tries to 

demonstrate how this feeling can influence and define man's attempt to 

extend, at times, overstep these spatial boundaries, thereby giving a detailed 

account of how a response to 'the call of space and the course of time' [zov 

prostranstva i beg vremeni] (p. 9) gradually grows and develops in Arsen'ev. 

From childhood onwards Arsen'ev claims to be hunted by an astonishingly 

powerful, though contradictory, feeling, namely a sense of the inexplicable 

immenseness of this world in which there is also an inexhaustible memory that 

knows no bounds. For this memory his life did not at all begin in his father's 

remote country estate, surrounded with expansive fields, but rather long before 

the awakening of his consciousness. Even some things, and in particular 

words, although heard for the first time, seem to be perfectly familiar to 

Arsen'ev, as though they were known and used by him: 

But I knew all this even then. The depth of the sky, the distance of the fields were 

telling me about something different that exists as though apart from them, provoking 

a dream and a longing for something I lacked, moving me with an incomprehensible 

love and tenderness... . 

38 Bunin, The Well of Days, 26 (trans. modif.). 
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[A _ YlICO H Tor4a 3Han BCC 3TO. rnY6HHa H06a. 4anlt nonoA rOBopHnH MHC 0 

'lCM-TO HHOM. xex 6101 CYIIlOCTBYJOIIlCM nONHMO HX. BIoI3101BanH MO'ITY H TOCXY 0 

'lCM-TO MHO HC40CTaJOIllOM. TporanH HonoHJlTHoA nJ060BltJO H HOllCHOCTItJO .... ] 

(Ibid.) 

Bunin shows with astonishing accuracy, chiefly based on the content of 

the hero's impressions, how the spatio-temporal locality of Arsen'ev's world 

ceases to be limited by his father's manor with its vegetable and animal life 

and how different people, events, first Russian towns and then other countries 

begin to enter his life. Herein also lies the root of Arsen'ev's passion for 

travelling, expressed in the desire to envelop ever larger parts of the earth's 

expanse, to meet as many people as he can, for this is the only way for him to 

take full delight in 'the joy of earthly existence' [radost' zemnogo bytiia] (p. 

12), to feel his connection with all that lives: 

People are in constant expectation of something sweet, interesting, they dream of 

some joy or event. This is why the road is so attractive. Then freedom, expanse ... 

and novelty, which is always festive and heightens the sense of life. After all, it is 

only this that all of us want and are looking for in any strong feeling. 

[JIJ04H nOCTOJlHHO lIC4YT '1ero-HH6YJlIt C'laCTnHBoro. HHTepCCKoro. Me'lTaJOT 0 

ICa1C01l-HH6Y41t pa4OCTH. 0 ICaICOM-HH6Y41t C06WTHH. 3THM BnC'ICT H 40pora. 

nOTOM BOnJi. npOCTOp... HOBH3Ha. ICOTOpaJi Bccua npa34HH'IHa. nOBWlllaCT 

'lYBCTBO lICH3HH. a B041t ace MW TOnltJCO 3Toro H XOTHM. HIllOM BO Be_ICOM 

CHnltHOM "YBCTBC.] (p. 260). 

But what is, perhaps, the most fascinating experience of travel for Bunin's 

hero is the poetry of transference along the earth's surface itself. This gives 

Arsen' ev impressions which are, as noted earlier, valuable to him not so much 

for their aesthetic aspect as for their richness of content. Impressions are 
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important and captivating because of their immediate relation to history: they 

are its moulds. Arsen'ev speaks of the 'enigmatic', inexplicable nature of his 

impressions. For him they are something more than simply psychological 

conditions of the human mind. They bear within them, first and foremost, a 

strong and well-developed element of eventness, chronotopic concentration. 

This above all explains why the major part of the hero's recollection is based 

only on impressions: impressions enter us significantly earlier than we enter 

the world and ourselves. In fact, to them belongs the role of maintaining and 

strengthening the status of human consciousness, thoughts and feelings, Being 

in general. In Bunin's view, it is only through impressions that man learns 

about reality itself; they therefore play an inestimable role in the process of 

human sentimental becoming. Impressions, above all, enable us 'to work on 

time' (rabotat' nad vremenem),39 providing us with what Bunin calls 'the gaze 

of memory' (vzor pamiati) which is, in its tum, capable of freeing time (in 

Proust this process is called 'finding time'), that is, the past, its sense and 

quality of living reality, an animated instant of Being with its sounds, colours 

and smells. Finally, the presence of impressions is evidence of the integral 

character of both our mental life and our inner world which is, in Bunin's 

view, always under threat of disintegration if simply left to the action of 

temporal flow. With their help we can, in essence, define, as A. V. Gulyga 

says, 'how the past looks at us - with intelligent radiance or indifferent and 

impersonal existence' [kak smotrit na nas byloe - osmyslennym siianiem iii 

bezrazlichnym i bezlichnym bytiem].40 

39 Mamardashvili, PSikhologicheskaia topologiia puti, 158. 
40 A. V. Gulyga, Estetika istorii (Moscow: Nauka, 1974), p. 124. 
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Speaking of his early years, Arsen'ev points out two things which 

proved crucial in the process of his becoming a personality: his aristocratic 

origins and literature. From the very beginning we understand and feel the 

extent to which his ancestral past attracted Bunin's hero, who learned to read 

from Don Quixote in translation, not to mention Walter Scott's tales of 

chivalry, which, as he says, he 'was quite mad about' [sovsem sveli ... s uma] 

(Bunin 6: 35). What is, however, important to realize here is that we are not 

dealing with a case of bald snobbery, because for Bunin, as well as for his 

hero, the aristocracy was always 'an emblem', a universal symbol which 

serves as the embodiment of emergence, 'a unity of all that exists' [edinstvo 

vsego sushchego ] (ibid.) in time: 

How to convey those feelings with which I sometimes look at our family coat of 

arms? A knight's armour, breastplate and helmet with ostrich feathers, underneath 

which there is a shield on whose azure field, in the middle, there is a ring, an emblem 

of loyalty and eternity towards which the tips of three rapiers with cross-shaped hilts 

merge from above and below. 

In the country that has replaced my motherland there are many towns similar to the 

one that has given me refuge, towns which were in the old days glorious but have 

now died away, poor, living out a petty everyday existence. And yet over this life 

there always, and not without reason, reigns some grey tower from the Crusaders' 

times, the mass of a cathedral with its invaluable portal watched over for centuries by 

a guard of sacred graven images; on the cross, in the sky, there is a cock, God's tall 

herald, summoning to the celestial City. 

[H ICaIC nepeJlaTIt Te "yacTaa. C JCOTOPIolMH • CMOTPIO nopol Ha Haw po.uoaoR 

repe? PlolllapcJCHe .uocneXH. naTIol H wneM C cTpaycoalolMH neplt.MH. no.ll 

HHMH UlHT. H Ha na3ypHoM none ero. 8 CepeJlHHO - nepCTeHIt. 3M15neMa 
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BCPHOCTH H BC'lHOCTH. X XOTOPOMY CXOlUITC. CBOPXY H CHH3Y CBOHMH 

OCTpH.MH TPH panHplol C XpCCTaMH - PYXO.TXaMH. 

B CTpaHC. 3aMcHHBwcIl MHO pOJlHHY. MHOrO OCTIo rOpOJlOB. nOJlOaHIolX 

TOMY. 'lTO Jlan MHC npHIOT. HCXOrJla cnaBHIoIX. a Tcnoplo 3arnOXWHX. oOJlHIolX. B 

nOBCCJlHCBHOCTH lICHBYWHX McnICoA lICH3HIoIO. Beo lICO HaJl 3TOil lICH3HIoIO BCOrJla 

- H HCJlapOM - uapHT xaxa.-HH6Y.II1o ccpa. 6aWH. BPOMOH XPOCTOHOCUOB. 

rpOMaJla C060pa C aCCUCHHIolM nopTanOM. Boxa oxpaH.OMWM CTp •• oll CB.TWX 

H3Ba.HHA. H 1l0TYX Ha XPCCTO. B Hooocax. BWCODA rOCIlOJlHHA rnawaTaA. 

30BYWHA x HoaCCHOMY rpuy.] (Bunin 6: 8) 

Arsen'ev's keen interest in literature, his desire to write, is of particular 

significance in this sense. It is not at all accidental that Bunin offers a vivid 

description of the books (by Goethe, Schiller, Shakespeare, Batiushkov, 

Zhukovskii, Venevitinov, Baratynskii, Pushkin, Lermontov, Nadson and Fet) 

that his hero reads, the people (his mother, his nanny, his teacher Baskakov) he 

grew up with and was brought up by, and the images which became crucial for 

Arsen'ev's formative period as a poet, telling, above all, how he experiences 

the coming of poetic inspiration: 

Quietly leaving the church, I again inhaled the pre-spring winter air, saw the dove

coloured twilight. Below, a beggar with feigned humility bent his thick, grey head 

before me, his hand ready cupped. As he caught and clasped a five-kopeck piece, he 

looked up at me and I was suddenly struck: the watery-turquoise eyes of a chronic 

drunkard and an enormous triple strawberry nose, consisting of three large, bumpy, 

porous strawberries... Oh! Once again how excruciatingly delightful: a triple 

strawberry nose! 

I walked down Bolkhovskaia Street, looking at the darkening sky in which the 

outlines of the old houses' roofs, their incomprehensible, sedating charm, tormented 

me. An old human shelter, who wrote about it? The street lamps lit up, the shop 

windows became warmly illuminated, the figures of the pedestrians grew black, the 
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evening turned blue like laundry blue and it became sweet and cosy in town. I, like a 

detective, followed fIrst one, then another passer-by, looking at his back, at his 

galoshes, trying to understand, to catch something in him, and enter him. .. To write! 

Roofs, galoshes and backs are what I should write about. ... 

[THXO BwAlllI H3 UCpICBH. II onllT .. B.IlWXaJl npc.IlBocOHHHA 3HMHHA B0311yX. BH.IlOJI 

CH3WO CYMCpXH. HH3I:O. C npHTBopHIoIM CMHpOHHOM. XnOHHJI nClpCI.Ilo MHoll 

rycTYIO CCllYIO ronoBY HHIIlHA. IIpHrOTOBHB XOBmHXOM na.llOH ... xor.lla lICCI JlOBHn 

H 3allCHMan IIIITax. B3rnll.llWBaJi H Bllpyr IIopallCan: lICH.IlICo-GHplO30BWCI rna3a 

3aCTapenoro nltJlHHIlW H orpoMHwA xny15HH'I1Iwll HOC - TpoIlHOA. COCTOJlIIIHA H3 

Tpex XpyIIHWX. oyrpHcTwx H nopHCTWX ICJlyOHHX... Ax. xax OIIIIT .. 

MY'DITenItHo-pa.llocTHo: TpoAHOA XJlYOHH'lHWA HOC! 

JI meJl BHH3 110 BOJlxoBcxoA. rJlIIJlII B TOMHCllOlIleo HCl60. - B He6C1 

My'DIJiH O'lepTaHHII xpwm cTapwx .Il0MOB. HcnOHIiTHali ycnoxaHBalOlIlali 

npeneCTIt 3THX o'lepTaHHA. CTapwA 'ICnOBC'ICCXHI XPOB - XTO 06 3TOM nHCaJl? 

3allCHranHCIt eIIoHapH. TClnJlO ocaelllanHCIt OXHa Mara3HHoa. I(epHOJIH eIIHrypw 

HllylllHX no TpoTyapaM. BCI'IOP CHHClJI. xax CHH .. xa. B ropo.llo CTaHOBHnoc .. 

cnaliKO. YIOTHO ... JI. xax CWIIlHX. npOCnCl.llOBan TO OJlHOro. TO Jlpyroro 

npoxollCero. rJlII.llII Ha ero CIIHHy. Ha ero XaJlOmH. CTapaJiCIt 'ITO-TO IIOHIITIt. 

noAMaT .. B HClM. BoATH B Hcro... nHcaT"! BOT 0 xnpwmax. 0 xaJlomax. 0 

cnHHax HallO IIHCaT ...... ] (p. 233) 

For Bunin's hero, poetry is a peculiar way or 'act' of understanding what 

happens to the world and man in this world. At first poetry attracted Arsen'ev 

with its 'lyrical timelessness', then slowly he discovered in it an opportunity to 

break free from what seemed to him the limitations of life, to reconsider the 

problem of man's existence in general. Poetry, in his view, like no other art, is 

capable of catching, imprinting on the mind the imperceptible, unique 

moments of man's inner and outer life. It acts against man's narrowness and 

finiteness. The same meaning is ascribed to different texts cited by Bunin's 

hero in the novel. In writing poetry, Arsen'ev finds what he has always been 
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looking for in all his activities, namely, a sense that 'life should be revelled in' 

[zhizn' dolzhna byt' voskhishcheniem] (p. 261). 

Lastly, to complete the discussion on the generic specificity of The Life 

of Arsen 'ev it remains only to touch, however briefly, upon the short sketch 

Mirror, as already mentioned, one of the earliest drafts of the novel. The plot 

of the story is very simple: using every opportunity to be alone in the comer 

room of the house, neglected by everyone, a boy looks long at himself in the 

mirror, thinking about who he is and who in fact is reflected there. Here the 

mirror is directly linked to the theme which Bunin's unnamed hero describes 

as an attempt to 'peep into', to fathom 'the well of days'. It is interesting how 

Bunin extends the meaning of an object: from being an attribute of a house's 

interior, the mirror suddenly finds itself in possession of enormous 

psychological power, turning into the subject of the narrator's meditation. 

Bunin wants to demonstrate that while studying ourselves in the mirror (this, 

of course, could be done in many different ways: remotely or closely, briefly 

or fixedly) we can hide from our true Self, or remember our former Self, 

giving up that image and, finally, encountering our current Self. Hence, what 

we see in the mirror is ourselves and yet not ourselves; and only the voice of 

our consciousness can identify what in reality we are dealing with and whether 

there is any deception involved. Our self-consciousness, in its tum (and this is 

of particular importance for Bunin) helps us to overcome the reserved nature 

of the Self and reveal our true face, engaging us in the process of recollection 

and reflection. The latter points out that the bifurcation that occurs at this 

stage should not be interpreted negatively but rather treated as a condition of 

integrity. Furthermore, the mirror is declared here to be a tool by means of 
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which the hero is able to look impartially into himself and his memory. This is 

a symbol41 of self-recognition and self-cognition, an aesthetic element which 

is present in all key periods of Bunin's hero's life, beginning with 'a feeling of 

himself being a child, struck and astonished by the mirror' [oshchushchenie 

sebia rebenkom, porazhennym i udivlennym zerkalom] (Bunin 6: 294) and 

onwards. 

The encounter with the mirror turns out to be the most important 

moment of his conscious life, for it puts an end to timelessness, 'emptiness' 

and 'non-existence', signifying the beginning of 'Being itself (ibid.). The 

themes of Mirror in this sense also vividly illustrate the idea of the boundary 

character of Bunin's novel (this aspect was discussed earlier in conjunction 

with the problem of The Life of Arsen 'ev being within and yet outside the 

focus of the artistic strivings of Russian literature of that period). The subject 

of Bunin's study, that is, the personality that goes through the process of its 

coming into being, the personality that creates and recognizes itself and finally 

finds its place in historical time, feeling its own association with the 'greater' 

experience of culture, is presented here not as an 'objective' historical or 

social crisis but as conscious introspection,42 in other words, the history of 

recollected life. The narrative method which Bunin employs in Mirror largely 

defines that used in the novel and can be described as an aspiration to show 

man, not as a reserved body, but as an amazingly undiluted, though tense 

amalgamation, a blending of the cultural-historical and personal, spatial and 

41 Not to mention the rich cultural-literary and diverse mythological-metaphorical interpretation of this 
image, which is deliberately left out of the scope of this study. 
42 As Vladimir Veidle defines it, 'the theme of the book is not life but a contemplation of life' [tema 
knigi ne zhizn', a sozertsanie zhizni]: see V. Veidle, 'Na smert' Bunina', in Russian Critical Essays: 
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temporal, who is, above all, capable of synthesising times in himself, 

reflecting the past in the present and visa versa. It is therefore important to 

note that none of Bunin's heroes is set up to be an observer of the happening, 

just as none of then simply narrates the past: they are as it were placed in the 

past with all the multi-Iayeredness of its associations. In Mirror the process of 

remembrance is shown as a spontaneous process in which there is an element 

of the irrational or mystical that, in part, reminds one of the wayan image 

appears in the fortune-telling mirror. The only difference here is that the 

mirror in the story cannot foretell the future, nor can it give a sense of fate. 

But what remains is the hero's overwhelming feeling that the mirror is 

something complex and mysterious, whereas it is simply a piece of glass, 

'greased with some "quicksilver'" (p. 297). The story concludes with the 

following passage: 

To this day you can still see a scratch on this mirror made by my hand many, many 

years ago, at the moment when I tried to catch a glimpse, even out of the comer of 

my eye, of the unknown and incomprehensible that has accompanied me all my life 

from the very spring of my days. 

I saw myself in this mirror as a child, and now I can no longer imagine that child: he 

has vanished forever and without return. 

I saw myself in the mirror as a boy, but now I do not remember him either. 

I saw myself as a young man and only from portraits do I know whom the mirror 

once reflected. 

Is it really mine, this young, slightly haughty face? In the mirror there is reflected a 

sad and, alas, now calm face. 

XXth Century, ed. S. Konovalov and D. J. Richards (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971), pp. 181-
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The day will come and it too will disappear forever from the world. 

And of all my attempts to guess the meaning of the mirror there will remain only one 

trace: a scratch on the glass, greased with miraculous 'quicksilver'. 

[Ha 3TOM 30pJCanO H .110 CHX nop aH.IIHa llapanHKa. C.IIOnaHHa. Mool PYJCol 

MKoro. MHoro nOT TOMY Ha3a.ll. - a TY MHHYTY. JCor.lla • nWTanc. XOT. 

rna3JCoM 3arn.HYT. a HOaO.llOMOe H HenoH.THoe. aclO aH3H. conYTCTaYlOlIlee 

MHe OT caMoro HCToJCa .IIHel MOHX. 

JI aH.IIen C06. a 3TOM 30pJCane pe60HxoM. - H aOT yao HO np0.llCTaan.1O C060 

3Toro pC6CHJCa: OH HCIIC3 HaaCOr.lla H 603 a03apaTa. 

JI aHJlCn ce6. a 3CpJtanc OTPOJtOM. HO Tcnep. He nOMHIO H cro. 

BH.IIon IOHowel. - H Ton.XO no nopTpeTaM 3HalO. JCoro oTpaaano JCor.ll&-TO 

3cpxano. 

Ho pa3ao MOO - 3TO IOHOC. cncrJCa Ha.llMCHHOC nHIlO? B 3epJCano OTpaaaOTC. 

Toncp. nC'lan.HOC H. yaw. yac cnoJColiHoo nHIlO. 

HaCTaHcT .IICH. - H HaaCer.lla HCIIC3HCT H3 MHpa H OHO. 

H OT acox nOIlWTOJC MOHX pana.llaT. 30pxano OCTaHOTC. O.llHH cno.ll: llapallHHa 

Ha CTCxnC. HaMa3aHHOM .IIHaHOIO "PTYT.IO".] (p. 299) 

Thus, Bunin's hero arrives at the idea of the futility of his attempt to 

exhaust memory, for it is infinite and, therefore, cannot be reduced only to 

one's own experience. Moreover, here Bunin raises the question (the answer 

to which he offers in The Life of Arsen 'ev) about the existence of what Bakhtin 

calls 'great memory' (hol'shaia pamiat '). This is a memory, according to 

Bakhtin, 'not limited by practice' (ne ogranichennaia praktikoi), nor 

'disinterested' in its nature; it revives and makes everything universal, giving 

meaning to all things: 

92 (p. 182). 
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This great memory is not memory about the past (in the abstract-temporal sense); 

time is relative in it. It is that which returns eternally and at the same time 

irrevocably. 

[STa 60nloWaJl naMJlTIo He eCTIo naMJlTIo 0 npownOM (a OTane'lOHHO 

apOMOHHOM CMloIcne); apeMJI OTHOCHTenloHO a HeA. To. 'ITO a03apalll_eTCJI 

]
43 

ae'lHO H a TO lICe apeM. HeaonpaTHO. 

It follows from the concluding passage of the story that Bunin's hero realizes 

one important truth (this also explains why the fragment was never included in 

any published versions of the novel): the essence of human life is not 

'mirromess' (zerkal'nost'), that is, motionless and timeless contemplation and 

impassive observation. In The Life of Arsen 'ev Bunin implements the idea of 

the unity of man and time, endowing it, above all, with a modem, broadened 

interpretation, namely, the notion of the open unity of culture. 

A significant part of the novel is devoted to the development of the 

relationship between Arsen'ev and Lika which tragically ends with Lika's 

death. In the concluding lines of the narrative, Bunin's hero says that he 

dreamt of her: 

Not long ago I saw her in my dreams, the only time in all my long life without her. 

She was the same age as then, during our shared life and youth, but in her face there 

was now the chann of faded beauty. She was thin, wearing something like mourning 

garb. I saw her vaguely but with a strength of love and joy, with a bodily and mental 

intimacy which I have never felt for anyone else. 

[HeJlaaHO JI aHJlen eo ao CHe - eJlHHCTaeHHIolA pa3 3a aclO caolO JlonrylO lICH3HIo 

603 HOO. EI 6101no CTonloXO lICO nOT. xax TOrJla. a nopy Hawel 0611101 lICH3HH H 

43 M. M. Bakhtin, 'K voprosam samosoznaniia i samootsenki', in Sobranie sochinenii v semi tomakh, 
Y, (Moscow: Russkie slovari, 1996), pp. 72-80 (p. 78). 
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o6wcR MOnOaOCTH. HO a nHIlC CC YlICC 6wna I1peneCTIt ya.aweR xpaCOTW. OHa 

6wna xyaa. Ha Hcll 6wno 'ITO-TO I10XOllCee Ha Tpayp. JI aHaen ee CMYTHO. HO C 

TaxoR cHnoR nlO6aH. paaOCTH. C TaxoR TeneCHoA H ayweaHoA csnH30CTItIO. 

xOTopoll HC HCIIWTwaan HH x XOMY HHxoraa.] (Bunin 6: 288) 

There are several passages in the novel where Bunin's hero expresses his, at 

times contradictory, attitude to love. Nevertheless, it is not until Lika's death 

that he begins to understand love, not as one man's ownership, but as a 

transformation. In the end he comes to the conclusion that in this feeling there 

is no such thing as a proprietor or driving force because, together with 

selfishness, it destroys not only the feeling itself but, albeit indirectly, as with 

Lika, those whom we love. Hence his love for Lika helped Arsen' ev to see the 

face of reality, to extract a certain experience. He became convinced of one 

idea: we live, or to be more exact, do not lose an ability to live only because 

we have 'the gift' of remembrance that keeps alive those whom we love but 

who are no longer with us. For through every act of remembrance we make a 

move into external space, thus giving our past a new life in time. That part of 

Arsen'ev's soul which loved Lika did not die. On the contrary, as a result of 

his liberating himself from this love, letting it go, a sense of this feeling still 

lives as a part of his soul and consciousness to the fullest possible extent. 

4. Unfinished completion 
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The Life of Arsen 'ev creates the impression of an intentionally 

unfinished novel. It is, however, important to remember that in the opening 

passage Bunin's hero makes clear that he does not have any particular reason 

to begin writing a book. But it now seems that neither does he have a reason 

to finish it. This fact (along with the 'fragmentary' (fragmentarnost') and 

'variative' (variativnost') nature of the narrative) Mamardashvili describes as 

the major feature of twentieth-century narrative art.44 For, in the end, we see a 

person who 'has completed his journey' (proshel put') (ibid.) and hence is 

capable of writing a book in which he can look back at himself without any 

impediment. Mamardashvili also makes the important observation that in such 

types of narrative we are dealing with the phenomenon of 'continuous writing' 

(nepreryvnoe pis 'rno) (p. 468), which is a discovery and characteristic of 

twentieth-century novelistic discourse. Continuous writing is in its own way a 

metaphor of 'continuous becoming' (nepreryvnoe stanovlenie) (ibid.), 

movement, development and transformation in relation to which everything 

else, all possible interpretations and perceptions receive meaning. The whole 

paradox of this prose is that its unfinished character manifests at the same 

time, according to Mamardashvili, its 'arbitrary completion' (proizvol'naia 

okonchennost'): 

In the fact of the unfmished character of the novel we see a very ancient thing, noted 

even in mythology, which realizes the ancient symbol of the snake as a symbol of 

conscious life, or of the infmity of conscious life, or of conscious life without 

beginning. The coming into being - becoming fully oneself - might seem to be the 

end, but is, in fact, the beginning. 

44 Mamardashvili, PSikhologicheskaia topologiia puti , 323. 
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[B llIaxTe HeOXOH'IeHHOCTH pOMaHa Mlol .HJlHM O'lOHIo JlPO.HIOIO. y.O • 

MHllIonOrHH OTMe'leHHYIO .0WIo. peanH3YlOWYlO JlpeaHHA CHM.On 3MOH xax 

CHM.On C03HaTOnloHOA .H3HH HnH 6eCXOHO'lHOCTH C03HaTenloHOA .H3HH. HnH 

6e3Ha'lanIoHOCTH C03HaTOnloHOA .H3HH. B03HHnO.OHHO - CTaTIo nOnHOCTlo1O 

CaMHM c060A. - X&3anOCIo 6101 XOHeu. a OH H OCT. Hnano.] (p. 469) 

The whole appeal of Bunin's artistic mastery and the continuing 

relevance of his novel lies in the fact that it vividly reproduces, intuitively 

fixes the growth of the human soul, all that happens to man during the process 

of his coming into being. It is interesting that the contemporary Russian writer 

Sasha Sokolov in an account of art and the current literary situation expresses 

the view that all artists are divided by their belonging to two different trends in 

art, namely, what and how, which embody the 'game', or 'disposition' of 

realism and modernism, form and content, matter and spirit and so forth. In 

Russian literature, for Sokolov, the manifestation of this polarity is the work of 

Tolstoi and Dostoevskii. Although Sokolov does not establish the exact 

border between these two trends (for, if it exists at all, it is obscure), he 

nevertheless proposes that the adherents of what in art are such writers as 

Sholokhov and almost all representatives of Soviet socialist realism who did 

not stand their ground, could not resist 'the temptation of sociality', writing on 

'the topic of the day', gaining thereby 'cheap popularity'. Among the 

followers of how in art are Kandinskii, Flaubert, Rimbaud and Joyce. To 

Bunin belongs a special place on this list. He is singled out, in Sokolov's 

view, not only because he is 'an acknowledged master of prose' [priznannyi 

master prozy], but primarily because he answers the question how? with 

'language which is rich, precise, refined and without any official or ideological 

tinge' [Jl3Ia1JCOM 60raTIaiM. H31a1CJCaHHIaIM H nHWCHHIaIM JCaJCoR-nH60 o4»HllHanloHoR 
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HnH HJleOnOrH'ieCKOA oKpacKH].45 'Everyone can answer the question 'what?', 

concludes Sokolov, 'but 'how?' is the key to artistic truth, and this key is 

given to the chosen'[BcJlKHA MO.CT OTBeTHTIo Ha BOOpOC "'iTO?". HO "I:al:?" -

3TO I:nlO'i JC xYJlo.eCTBeHHoA OpaBJlC. H KnlO'I 3TOT JlaCTCJl H36paHHwM] (ibid.). 

In this sense Sokolov's words seem to echo the point made by Khodasevich 

that being lyrical and highly sensitive to language should not necessarily be 

understood as being ahistorical and certainly does not mean failure to 

encompass the historical, for, as Khodasevich puts it, 'the road to Bunin's 

philosophy lies through Bunin's philology, and only through it' [put' k 

buninskoi filosofii lezhit cherez buninskuiu filologiiu - i tol'ko cherez nee].46 

Hence it should be stated once more that sociality was never a point of 

departure in Bunin's artistic thinking, but that he was not necessarily, as a 

consequence, an ahistorical artist. History is represented here not so much on 

the 'official', explicit level as on the 'unofficial', or, using Bakhtin's 

expression, 'human-coparticipatory' (' chelovecheski-souchastnyi '), creative 

level. This means that in Bunin's artistic world the historical does not thrive 

on outward experience. Rather it commences when man, whilst emerging, 

begins to master 'the truth' of human interrelationships, to sense the moment 

of development and movement in his soul, realising, within his mner 

experience, the uniqueness of life, the singularity of his own destiny. It is 

important that in The Life of Arsen 'ev the concept of life as history is formed 

from that very instant when the hero decides, or wishes, to look into the 

spiritual world of other people, begins to learn to think of the world not as a 

45 Quoted from D. Barton Johnson, 'Sasha Sokolov: Literary Biography', in Sasha Sokolov, 
Palisandriia (Moscow: Glagol, 1995), pp. 271-91 (p. 286). 
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pure sphere of absolute, eternal existence and ultimate values but as a certain 

process of life, the only reality left to man. The history of the human soul, 

'things and deeds', is a 'small world', 'a mirror' into which the great world of 

history looks and in which it is reflected and finds its place. In other words, 

for Bunin history becomes humanized only when it is taken in by man, and by 

any man. And it is, indeed, at this point that the juxtaposition of Bunin and 

Pasternak once more inevitably suggests itself. It is enough to recall 

Zhivago's famous statement in his conversation with Gordon on the 'reality' 

of history: 'Facts do not exists until man has endowed them with something of 

his own, some grain of human free-making genius, some fairy-tale' [~ICTOB 

HCT, nOlCa .. cnOBCIC HC BHCC B HHX .. crO-TO CBocro, ICalCoR-TO .Ilona 

BonloHa .. alOlllcro 'ICnOBC .. CClCoro rCHH., JCalCoR-TO cra3ICa].47 A sense of history, 

along with a sense of time, is a discovery of associations and connections, all 

that is eternal and integral in all of us. This is, in Pasternak's words, a 'giving' 

of ourselves to 'the passion with which mankind ran into' us [otdacha toi 

strasti ... s kakoi vbezhalo ... chelovechestvo].48 Hence man and history are 

always in the unity of senses, thoughts, experience and the small details of 

daily occurrences which initially form life. This is the first principle of Being. 

In The Life of Arsen 'ev history proves to be a real, absolutely vital category. 

Bunin seeks to demonstrate that it is the world itself that grows from man but 

man does not grow into the world; there is no mystery in the world, the enigma 

lies within man. Hence, the world and history receive their significance only 

when man fastens his gaze on them. Any history of life always has its own 

46 Vladislav Khodasevich, 'Bozh'e drevo', Vozrozhdenie, 30 April 1931 (repr. in I. A. Bunin, Sobranie 
sochinenii v vos 'm; tomakh (8 vols) (Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1996), V, pp. 13-18 (p. 17». 
47 Boris Pasternak, Doktor Zhivago, 123. 
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place in the history of the world, one which corresponds only to it. In short, 

history, as an approved process, does not exist outside man. What exists, 

rather, is his direct perception of this process, its sense and refraction in human 

consciousness. To sense history, for Bunin, means to sense, first and 

foremost, Being itself, the elementarity of everyday life. This lies at the basis 

of our imagination of reality, forming the realm of the cultural. Our discovery 

of the world is as much a creative act of the spirit as is the formation of the 

world of spiritual-cultural values. Hence, historicity can be defined as a 

realisation of oneself in two temporal planes: in the sphere of the local, 

transient life and that of history. Intersecting and intertwining with each other, 

they receive a new, supreme and non-transient meaning. It is precisely this 

that makes Bunin a historical artist. 

48 Boris Pasternak, Okhrannaia gramota, in Sobranie sochinenii v piati tomakh, IV (1991), pp. 149-240 

(p.211). 



CHAPTER FOUR 

'Without Beginning and End': 
The Idea of Extra-temporality in Chang's Dreams, God's Tree and The 

Emancipation of Tolstoi. 

Gerflihl ist alles - "IYBCTBO BCt!. F6Te . 

. JloAcTBHTon.HOCT. - "ITO TaKOO JlOACTBHTon.HOCT.? 

Ton.Ko TO. "ITO JI "IyBCTBylO. OCTan.Hoe - B3JlOp. [ ... ] 

Grau, lieber Freund, sind aIle Theorien, 
Doch ewig grUn das goldne Baum des Lebens -
Bce YM03POHHJI. MHnloIA JlPyr. COploI. 
Ho BO"lHO 30nOHO 3naTOO JlPOBO ~H3HH. 

H. A. IiYHHH. ,llHeJlHHx, 7/12 8BrYCTa 1923 
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The questions of what is destiny and what is the essence of the 

relationship between life and death in the chronotope of human life began to 

engage Bunin's artistic thinking deeply as early as in the group of stories 

loann Rydalets [Ioann the Weeper], Lirknik Rodion [The Minstrel Rodion] and 

Chasha Zhizni [The Chalice of Life] of 1913, Brat'ia [Brothers] (1914), 

Gospodin iz San-Frantsisko [The Gentleman from San Francisco] (1915) and 

Syn [The Son], Sny Changa [Chang's Dreams], Sootechestvennik [The 

Compatriot] and Petlistye ushi [Gnarled Ears] of 1916. Bunin also addressed 

the same issues in the mid to late 1920s when he was working on the 

collection of short stories Bozh 'e drevo [God's Tree] (1927) and the novel The 

Life of Arsen 'ev, and had begun to select the material for his principal book of 

non-fiction Osvobozhdenie To/stogo [The Emancipation ofTolstoi] (1937). 

In his diary notes of 1919, entitled Okaiannye dni [Cursed days], Bunin 

writes: 'What a generally huge place death occupies in our already tiny 

existence' [XaKoo B006WO rpOMaJlHOO MOCTO 3aHHMaOT CMOpT •• HaweM H 603 
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Toro ICPOXOTHOM cYUlecTBoBaHHH].1 Six years later, in his conversation with the 

Stepuns about life after death and the possibility of personal resurrection, 

Bunin, although denying the existence of both, makes, according to Vera 

Bunina, the following remark: 'But I do not believe in death' [Ved' ia ne veriu 

v smert,].2 So what is death in Bunin's understanding? Does one's knowledge 

and awareness of death have any significance in solving the enigma of 

existence? And if so, how should one accept one's own fate and relate to life 

and the world in general? What is the nature of this relationship? Does non-

belief in death necessarily mean that mortality, that is, finiteness, and, broadly 

speaking, time cannot be taken seriously? If this is the case, what, on the 

whole, should be one's attitude to Being? Bunin, in one way or another, 

touches on these problems in all the stories listed above. However, two of 

them, Chang's Dream of 1916 and God's Tree, written a decade later, prove to 

be especially revealing on this point. 

The connection between these two stories can be expressed as follows: 

essentially they are about trust in the world. Extending this formulation, both 

stories are about an aspiration to find the meaning of life in what is given. But 

for 'every creature on earth', 3 be it an animal, plant or human being, this 

given, according to Bunin, is life itself, that is, a certain time and space, and 

the link between all that lives. 

The first story, Chang's Dreams, tells the life story of a dog called 

Chang, the greater part of which, moreover, is conveyed through his dreams, 

so that, from the very beginning, Chang admits that it is not always clear what 

I I. Bunin. 'Okaiannye dni', in Lish' slovu zhizn' dana ... : Dnevniki 1881-1953 (Moscow: Sovetskaia 
Ilossiia, 1990), pp. 241-344 (p.268). 
2 Grin, Ustami Buninykh, II, 138. 
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is dream and what is real. Chang's master, the Captain, is a hard drinker, 

which in tum was the main cause of his rather early retirement (the Captain 

has yet to reach forty), from long voyages. Now Chang and the Captain live 

'ashore', somewhere in Odessa, though it might be anywhere, 'in a narrow, 

rather dismal street in the attic of a five-story building which smells of coal' 

and furthermore: 

The ceiling of Chang and the Captain's present home is low and their room is large 

and cold. Furthermore, it is always dark because the two windows set into the 

sloping wall under the eaves are small and round and reminiscent of portholes. 

Something that vaguely resembles a chest-of-drawers stands between these windows, 

and an old iron bedstead leans against the left-hand wall: and that completes the 

appointment of this melancholy abode, not counting the fireplace which blows a 

constant draught of cold air into the room. (p. 29) 

When Chang and the Captain are not sleeping they are wandering from one 

low bar or restaurant to another. The Captain tries to find, in the bottle and by 

confiding in a friend, solace from the pain associated with his professional 

(ship-wreck) and personal (wife's infidelity and ultimately her departure, 

taking their only daughter) losses which were, in their tum, the major reason 

for his alcoholism, unhappiness, solitude and misery. 

But there were other, better times, which, from time to time, rise to the 

surface of Chang's memory, when his master 'was, in spite of all, a very 

happy man', full of life energy and delight in Being, a devoted husband and 

loving father: 

'A happy man in spite of all, Chang!' he said, and continued: 'That daughter, Chang, 

[ ... ] what an adorable creature she is! I love her so much, old fellow, that I'm even 

afraid of my love: she's the whole world to me, or let's say near enough the whole 

3 Ivan Bunin, Chang's Dreams, in Long Ago, ed. David Richards, tr. David Richards and Sophie Lund 
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world - and can that be right? Yes, are we in general meant to love anyone so 

much?', he asked. 'Do you think all those Buddhas were any more stupid than you or 

me, and yet just listen to what they have to say about loving the world and all 

material things - no matter whether it's sunlight or waves or air, or a woman, or a 

child, or the scent of white acacia! And do you know about Taoism [ ... ]? There is a 

Great Mother of the Abyss who gives the birth to all creation - in other words that is 

The Way of all creation, against which no creature on earth should rebel. But we 

rebel at every tum, at every tum try to alter not only, shall we say, the soul of a 

woman we love but the entire universe to suit ourselves. Life is a frightening on this 

planet, Chang', said the Captain, 'very sweet, but frightening - especially for people 

like me. I'm so very greedy for happiness and so often I come to grief. Is The Way 

dark and cruel, or is it exactly the opposite?' [ ... J 'Shall I tell you the point of all 

this? When you love someone no power on earth can make you believe that you may 

not be loved in return. And that, Chang, is where the trouble lies. But, my God, how 

wonderful life is, how wonderful!' (pp. 36-7) 

These were moments when the Captain was firmly convinced that there exist 

two truths in the world that 'endlessly revolve' around each other. The first is 

that 'life was unutterably beautiful', and the second that 'life was only to be 

contemplated by madmen' (p.29). At these moments Chang also credulously 

shared his master's realisation of the world consisting of two truths. 

Now, after all the Captain had seen and experienced, he had become a 

staunch supporter of the idea that: 

[ ... ] there is, and was, and forever and ever will be, only one truth - the latter, the 

truth that belongs to the Jew Job and to the wise man from that mysterious tribe, 

Ecclesiastes. These days, sitting in the beer parlour, the Captain will often 

pronounce: 'Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil days 

come not, nor the years drawn nigh, when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them'. 

(pp.29-30) 

(London: Angel Books, 1984), pp. 28-47 (p. 28). 
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In his conversation with his friend, a painter by profession who becomes, after 

the Captain's death at the end of the story, Chang's new master, the Captain 

describes this one and only truth as 'cruel and loathsome': 

'Just look around you', he says, 'and consider all those people we meet day after day 

in the beer parlour, the cafe or the street. My friend, I've travelled the world over -

life is the same everywhere you go. All those things people are supposed to live by 

are nothing but lies and rubbish: they have no God, no conscience, no rational goals 

in life, no love, no friendship, no honesty - there isn't even simple pity. Life is a 

dismal winter day in a filthy tavern, that's all ... ' (p. 39) 

What is Chang's position in relation to all this? Greatly though he 

appreciates his master's ability to diagnose the morbid, the artificial, the 

hypocritical and the talentless in life, Chang is nevertheless confused. He is 

no longer sure whether to agree with the Captain: he 'neither knows nor 

understands', and 'that being the case, things must be bad' (ibid.). Bunin 

draws attention to two episodes in Chang's life that brought him to the idea of 

the inevitability and necessity of another, third truth in the world, whose 

existence for Chang is indisputable. However, for Chang there remains the 

problem of naming it. 

The first time that Chang experienced the close presence of something 

in his life, something that was incomprehensible and yet spiritually and 

emotionally charged, placing an ineffaceable imprint on Chang'S soul, was on 

the deck of the Captain's ship when Chang, at the time still a foolish, trusting 

puppy, watched the picture of the sunset and rapidly falling night in the middle 

of the Red Sea. The night sea was 'terrifying and magnificent' (p.4l) at the 

same time, 'bewitching' both the Captain and Chang with its 'sublime and 

fearful spectacle' (ibid.) along with 'the blind, dark, but endlessly teeming, 
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dully mutinous Abyss' (p.42). It was at precisely this moment that Chang felt 

all the substantiality of nature's existence, its self-sufficiency, independence, 

uncontrolled might and, above all, its mastery over everything in this world 

and in whose face all that lives is unprotected and helpless as a child. But 

conversely, bearing in itself the harmonious idea of the universe, nature draws 

all living creatures together, linking them to each other as it linked Chang to 

the Captain during that unforgettable night, making their hearts beat in unison. 

Insisting on the universal dissolution of the living in nature, Bunin is 

particularly fascinated by the idea of the spiritual kinship and unity between 

people and animals that he vividly expresses in the poem Vaulting-horse 

[Kobylitsa] written at the same time as Chang's Dreams: 

All God's creations are one II Blessed is he who created them II And combined all 

desires II And all languor in mine. 

[EAHHW SOlltHH c03AaH .... 

IinarocnoaCH C03AaaWHI HX 

H coaMOCTHaWHI acc lIConaH ... 

H acc TOMnCHH. - a MOHX.] 

The second episode that made Chang believe 10 the third truth's 

existence was his meeting with the painter on the porch of a church after the 

Captain's burial service when man and dog found themselves drawn together, 

united by the same feeling of grief for the loss of someone dear: 

He touches Chang's head with a trembling hand, bends down further still, and their 

eyes meet brimming with tears and such love for one another that, silently, all of 

Chang'S being cries out to the world: 'No, oh no, there's another truth on earth, one I 

can't see, a third truth!' (p. 46) 
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Although the name of this truth remains unknown to Chang, he understands its 

meaning and acutely feels its presence and effect here, in this earthly, finite 

life. It keeps the Captain alive, that is, it is capable of conquering death: 

For if Chang loves the Captain, and feels his presence, and sees him through the eyes 

of memory, that God-given sight which none of us can understand, then the Captain 

is still with him; in that world which has no beginning and no end and is beyond the 

reach of Death. In that world there can be only one truth - the third - but what it is is 

known only to the final Master to whom Chang too must soon return. (Ibid.) 

Hence, memory, as one of the manifestations of the third truth, along with our 

awareness of death and recognition of our physical finiteness, offer us the long 

awaited opportunity to cognize and accept time as well as the opportunity to 

overcome it, to feel something which is already beyond reach, beyond 

temporal limitations. As for the essence of the third truth, it is rooted in the 

many-sided meaning of Being itself; it is, as perhaps only Fate can be, in 

Vladimir Linkov's words, 'inaccessible both to man and animal': 'all that is 

living has a presentiment of it' [nedostupna ni cheloveku, ni zhivotnomu. Ona 

predchuvstvuetsia vsem zhivyrn].4 

There is a crucial issue that reqUlres further clarification. It is 

important that in the story the discovery of the third truth and the words about 

its significance and necessity belong to an animal. And in Bunin, this animal, 

moreover, is neither, for instance, a horse nor a cat but a dog, which in itself 

may seem, to some extent, ironic since, in the hierarchy of animal images, a 

dog is traditionally regarded by other animals as an ignoble, despicable 

creature that always needs to be dependent on his master, whose guidance and 

orders he blindly follows. But most importantly, a dog is noteworthy for its 
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unquestioning obedience and a complete lack of intellect. For Vladimir 

Linkov the matter seems to be very simple: since the nature of the third truth is 

'non-human' ('nechelovecheskaia') (ibid.), only an animal can know it. 

However, this still would not explain adequately why, in exemplifying the 

whole notion of the third truth, Bunin's chooses to do so through an animal. 

Firstly, the image of an animal has rich cultural-symbolic, religious and 

mythological-folkloric roots and content. As Mikhail Epshtein puts in his 

study of the system of animal imagery in Russian literature: 

The animal is, for man, the most obvious form of spirit existing in a different manner 

which he can appraise both as super-human and not-quite-human but which in either 

event defines his place in the hierarchy of the universe. 

OH MOllCOT OUOHHNT. X&X c:.opx'Iono.o'loc:xylO H HO.llO'lOno.O'lOC:XYIO. HO 

Secondly, animals are noteworthy and, in a sense, unique because of their 

boundary position. They are situated exactly in-between man and the rest of 

nature, combining in their existence both spiritual elements and qualities (such 

as feeling and character) and natural ones: for any animal is already, in 

essence, an organic part of nature whereas man is, in Epstein's expression, 

'only potentially' (p. 91) part of nature. Lastly, the period of the tum of the 

century and first two decades of the twentieth-century was distinguished by 

the rise of a new animalistic philosophy (the poetry of Konevskii, Zenkevich, 

Esenin, Kliuev, Maiakovskii, Blok, Bal'mont, Briusov, Gumilev, 

Mandel'shtam, Khlebnikov and Bunin himself) expressed in the urge to 

4 V. la. Linkov, Mir i chelovek v tvorchestve L.Tolstogo i I. Bunina (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo 
Moskovskogo universiteta, 1989), p. 153. 
sM. N. Epshtein, Priroda. mir. tainik vselennoi...: Sistema peizazhnykh obrazov v russkoi poezii 
(MoscoW: Vysshaia shkola, 1990), p. 88. 
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question not only the significance of traditional human values but also to 

reconsider man's position in and attitude to nature which resulted in a 

broadening and, according to Epshtein, 'qualitative renewal' (p. 98) and 

diversification of animalistic themes and motifs. Bunin's poem Sobaka [The 

Dog] of 1909 is perhaps the most revealing in this respect. What is distinctive 

about Bunin's approach here is the introduction of the motif of the brotherhood 

of man and animal as opposed to Tolstoi's advocacy of the pre-eminent and 

edifying role of animals in relation to man and of the concept of animals 

having a generally greater access to 'truth' than intellectuals. In this poem 

Bunin outlines, above all, the idea of the biological and psychological-mental 

relationship between man and dog which has deep and firm roots, on the level 

of pre-historic existence, and which mutually enriches and links both man and 

animal: 

But I always share my thoughts with you II I am a man II Like God I am doomed II 

To come to know the anguish of all countries and all times. 

[Ho • acerJla Jlenlo c T06010 JlYMIoI: 

JI 'Ieno.ex: xax lior • 06pe'leH 

fi03HaTIt TOCqr acox CTpaH H acex apoMeH.] 

In Chang's Dreams Bunin's choice of a dog is associated with the fact that this 

image does not have any complex symbolic or mythological-folkloric 

connotation. And precisely because (and thanks to) a dog's ordinary and 

profoundly prosaic qualities, Bunin singles it out for its proximity to the 

rhythm of human life and high engagement in man's everyday existence. 

Furthermore, in Bunin's story the dog is not a passive observer of man's life 

and emotional state. Chang becomes a life companion to the Captain, sharing 

moments of happiness with him as well as feeling tenderness towards him and, 
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at the same time, pity for all the Captain's pain, misfortune and despair. The 

dog emerges here as a philosopher of life whom Bunin allows to reflect on the 

essence of the third truth that consists of the harmonious unity of all that lives, 

the necessity for them to join in and maintain a communication with each 

other in order to feel its bracing energy which provides the connection 

between times. 

There arises one more important question: what is man's contribution, 

actual and possible, in the affirmation of the third truth? In other words, to 

what extent does its existence relate to and interact with the human sphere? 

Can man experience its presence in and interference with his everyday life? 

Bunin attempts to offer a partial answer to this question in God's Tree and in 

The Emancipation of Tolstoi. 

2. 

God's Tree is written as a fragment from diary notes, a deliberately subjectless 

fonn familiar from The Shadow o/the Bird and Many Waters, and favoured by 

Bunin for, as he puts it in a letter to Bitsilli of 17 May 1931, its 'intentional 

documentary quality, the visibility ofthe experienced' [umyshlennaia 

protokol'nost', vidimost' perezhitogo].6 The notes cover a fifteen-day period 

of their author's life, beginning with the arrival on his country estate of Iakov 

Nechaev, a workman-odnodvorets, to watch over the orchard rented by some 

petty bourgeois for the summer. The notes are unexpectedly interrupted 

because of the author's decision to go on holiday. The main focus of the diary 
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notes is on the sphere of language, that is, on the author's conversations with 

Iakov Nechaev about the meaning oflife and death and the place of God and 

nature in human life. 

It is interesting that despite its primitive composition and the abrupt 

nature of the narrative, God's Tree leaves us with the impression of a finished 

work In Vladislav Khodasevich's view, the artistic integrity of God's Tree is 

created by means of what he describes as 'psychological gesture' 

(psikhologicheskii zhest).7 Khodasevich asserts: 

It is, moreover, especially characteristic that Bunin should express this psychological 

gesture not through action, not through act, but only through verbal formulation, in a 

remark or exclamation which now harmonizes with, now disharmonizes with the 

picture that has just been portrayed. 

[npHTOM OC06eHHO XapaItTOpHO. [ ... ] 'ITO 3TOT nCHXOnOrH'IOcltHl .OCT SyHHH 

[ ... ] awpa.aOT HO a JlOICTaHH. HO a JIOCTynItO. a nHW. a cnoaocHol cIIopMyno. 

a 3aMO'laHHH. a aOCltnHJlaHHH. TO rapMOHHpYIOWOM. TO .IlHCrapMOHHPYIOWOM C 

Khodasevich also makes an important discovery by stressing that it is 

precisely 'observations of language' (nabliudeniia nad iazykom) (p. 15) that 

condition both the eventful and the meaningful content of the story, making 

language itself 'the true and principal, if not the only, hero' [HCTHHHWM H 

rnaBHWM. ccnH HC C.I1HHCTBCHHWM repoeM] of God's Tree: after all, the 

philosophical 'ideas are contained here in the verbal material itself and are 

revealed in no other way than by penetrating it' [H.I1CH 3aJCnlO,{CHW 3.11CC .. B 

caMOM cnOBCCHOM MaTcpHanc H paCICpWBalOTCJI HC HHa'{c. ICalC nyT~M 

npOHHICHOBCHHJI B Hcro] (p. 16). In his appraisal of Bunin's story, Bitsilli 

6 A. Meshcherskii, 'Neizvestnye pis'ma I. Bunina', Russkaia Iiteratura, 4 (1961), 152-8 (p. 153). 
7 Vladislav Khodasevich, 'Bozh'e drevo', Vozrozhdenie, 30 April 1931 (repr. in Bunin, Sobranie 
sochinenii v vos'mitomakh, V (1996), pp. 13-18 (p. 14». 
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argues that this is also true of Bunin's 'artistic method' ('khudozhestvennyi 

metod') in general: 

Proceeding from the same sentimental- 'realist' dross from which the symbolists, too, 

proceeded, Bunin created his own method that turned out to be the direct opposite of 

the symbolists'. The latter went from words to things. Bunin went from things to 

words ... [ ... ] After The Journey to Arzrum and Old-world Landowners there is no 

work in Russian prose which, from the stylistic point of view, might be ranked 

alongside God's Tree. Here the author's attitude to life is expressed exclusively 

through vivid verbal description. [ ... ] One can fmd few books where the form is in 

such absolute accord with the content. God's Tree is as impossible to 'interpret' as 

any ofPushkin's poems [ ... ]. 

JlCWCBItH. OT xOTopol OTTanltHBanHCIt H CHMBonHCTW. 5YHHH C03Aan cBol 

CHMBonHCTOB. DocncAHHc wnH OT CnOB x BClilaM. liyHHH w4tn OT BCUICR x 

CnOBaM ... [ ... ] 

DOMe8/HXO. HCT B pyccxol np03c naMKTHHxa. xOTopwR MOlitHO cu,mo csw c 

aBTopa x lItH3HH BWpalltCHO HCXnlO'lHTCnItHO nYT4tM cnOBCCHoro lItHBOOnHcaHH •. 

[ •.• ] Ho HCMHoro HaIA4tTc. XHHr. B XOTOPWX c1topwa cswna csw CTOnlt 

"HCTOnXOBaTIt". xax nlOcsoe CTHXOTBOPCHHC DywxHHa [ ... ].]8 

What is particularly attractive about Iakov Nechaev's character is his 

deep serenity and emotional stability, which are rooted in his belief in 

humanity and the world in general. Moreover, Bunin's hero is striking in his 

ability always to see life as though anew, as though for the first time, to accept 

its every manifestation, however trivial it may seem, in all its freshness and 

significance. This idea is organically woven into all the story's dialogues, 

8 P. M. Bitsilli, 'Bunin i ego mesto v russkoi literature' [1931], in Meshcherskii, 'Neizvestnye pis'ma', 
152. 
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which, as the following passage reveals, contain proverbs, sayings, and 

slightly modified apophthegms from Ecclesiastes and Proverbs: 

'Iakov Demidych, why do you live in this world?' 

'What do you mean? To watch over your orchard.' 

'No, I don't mean that. Why were you born? Why do you exist on the earth?' 

'God knows.' 

'So, you don't know?' 

'But who does know?' 

'But one must know. One must think, work it out.' 

'I do think.' 

'And what have you decided?' 

'What have I decided? To be honest, I don't know.' 

'But maybe you live only to eat, drink, sleep, reproduce and enjoy yourself?' 

'No. That would be boring.' 

'So, you don't live for that? What for then?' 

'So that there is joy in the world.' 

'For joy! But isn't it a joy to eat and drink well, to sleep with a beautiful wife, to be 

rich and respected?' 

'That goes without saying.' 

'So this isn't all that matters?' 

'I guess not.' 

'What does matter?' 

He thinks, than laughs, 'What matters! Once my late father and I were carting crops 

from the field and I began to pester him, - what, how, why, - I used to be very 

bothersome. He was silent for a while then finally said, 'You will know why when I 

hit you between the eyes with this whip, lad!' 

[- JlJCO • .aOMJIJlW'I. ,lin. 'Ioro Till Ha caOTO .Haem.? 

- KaJC ,lin. 'Ioro? BoT .am ca,ll JCapaymo. 

- .aa HOT. • He npo TO. .an. 'Ioro Till Ha C.OT pOAHnc.. An. 'Iero Ha 30MJIe 

cywecTayom. ? 
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- A rocnoJiIt cro 3HaCT. 

- 3Ha"HT. HO 3HaCWIt? 

- A XTO • 3HaoT? 

- .zxa aC.II1t Ha.110 3HaTIt. Ha.llo .IIYMaTIt. AO.llYMwaaTltc •. 

- JI H .IIYMaIO. 

- Hy. H "TO lit HaAYMan? 

- Ha.llYMan-TO? no C08CCTH CICa3aTIt. HC 3HalO. 

- A MOlitOT. TW lItHaeWIt TOnltXO .lin. Toro. "T06W OCTIt. nHTIt. CnaTIt. 

nOTOMCTao nnOJIHTIt. lItHTIt a cace Y.IIOaOnItCTaHO? 

- HOT. 3TO • esw 3&cxy"an. 

- 3Ha"HT. TW .HaeWIt HC An. 3Toro? Ho TOr.lla JIJI. "oro lito? 

- A "TOes pa.llOCTIt eswna. 

- Pa.llOCTIt! A 3TO pa3ao HO pa.llOCTIt. - cna.llxo OCT It. cna.llxo nHTIt. C lItoHol 

xpacHaol CnaTIt. esoraTwM H no"eTHWM esWTIt? 

- 3TO caMa cocsol. 

- 3Ha'IHT. HO a 3TOM a OJiHOM .IIono? 

- CTano I5WTIt. "TO HOT. 

- A a "eM lito? 

.zxYMaOT. nOTOM CMOeTC.: 

- B "eM .IIa Aono! Mw aOT TalC-TO a03anH pa3 C noxolHHXOM pO.llHTOnOM xnoes 

C non •. a • H npaCTaHIt IC HOMY. - "TO . .IIa ICax • .IIa 3a"OM. - • Toru coaCOM 

xopocToawl eswn. - a OH Mon"an. Mon"an. u a roaopaT. HaICOHOIl: "BOT xax 

nywy TOesO. ManwA. no ywaM XHYTOM. TOrAa Y3Haowlt 3a"OM!"] (Bunin 5: 364) 

Hence, Iakov is convinced (and this is exactly what he has in common with 

Chang) that it is simply impossible for life not to have a meaning. As for 

death, to it, as to everything in this world, there is a season: death is an integral 

part of life and should be accepted as such, simply and stoically: 'What is 

there to be afraid oft All the same, no one is going to grieve. The forest does 

not regret the passing of a single tree!' [BoHa, If.ro ct! Clon.e,.! Bee p.BHO, 

HHICTO .anCT. HC ClYAJI. nce rIO JlCPCBY He TY.HT!] (p. 356), and furthennore: 
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'We can grieve when we die' [KOfJla I5YJlCM nOMHpaT •• TOfJla I5YJlCM fopcBaT.] 

(p. 360), or 'We cannot die twice but we can't avoid dying once' [LlBYM 

CMCpT.M He I5WT •• OJlHWe He MHHOBaT.] (p. 363). Expressing his general 

attitude to life, Bunin's hero compares himself with a tree: 'I am a man in the 

world ... I live as God directs, I am, as they say, God's tree: it bends with the 

wind ... ' [.$I '1enOBelt MHPCltoR... .$I .HBY. JCalt 150r BJlnHT. JI. JCalC rOBOpHTCJI. 

150 ... JlpeBO: ICYJlW BeTep. TYJla H oHa ... ] (p. 354). This combination of words -

God's tree - with which Bunin entitles the story, is very important, revealing 

the very originality of Buinin's approach. Here Bunin is neither concerned 

with exploring to its full Tolstoi's motif of man's learning from trees (whose, 

'moral example is affinned by the laws of Nature itself, in Epshtein's 

expression, [y'(eHH. '(enOBClCa Y JlCpeB.CB. HpaBCTBCHHWR oapa3Cll ICOTOPWX 

YTBep.Jl~H 3aJCOHaMH caMOfO eCTeCTBa]); 
9 nor is he 'reverential' towards the 

peasants whose ignorance (unawareness) and spontaneous, child-like response 

to life supposedly grants access to a greater understanding of the essential. \0 

God's tree is rather a symbol of the fullness of life whose each moment and 

manifestation must be accepted for what they are destined to be. This is the 

idea of man's eternal and everyday quest for a kinship with everything that 

lives and breathes. Moreover, as in Chang'S Dreams, Bunin speaks here of 

one more possible way for man to commune with Nature: the real unity of two 

living elements, human life and nature, their merging and dissolution in one 

another in order that the fonner can find a way to exist freely in this endless 

world, confronting and eventually overcoming the fear of death. Only for 

9 Epshtein, Prirod~. mir, ~9. . . . . . 
10 For Mikhailov, If anythmg, the OpposIte IS the case. In hIS vIew the story IS shot through with 
Bunin's 'reverential affection' (blagostnoe umilenie) towards the Russian peasantry: see Mikhailov, 
strogii ta/ant, 188-9. 
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some (including Bunin's hero) is this trivial truth already a way of life (or a 

state of mind); for others (to which group belongs, according to Bunin, 

Tolstoi) it is a lifelong philosophical and spiritual quest. 

3. 

As is evident from Bunin's diary notes, memoirs and critical remarks, 

as well as from the reminiscences of Bunin's contemporaries, the desire to 

write a book about Tolstoi arose in Bunin long before 1937, when the idea 

finally found its embodiment in the essay Osvobozhdenie To/stogo [The 

Emancipation of Tolstoi]. The Emancipation of To/stoi is, in a sense, a direct 

continuation and result of the many years of meditation on the meaning of life, 

the role of death in man's existence and his attitude towards it, begun in the 

stories Nad gorodom [Above the Town] (1900), Ptitsy nebesnye [Heavenly 

Birds] (1909), The Chalice of Life (1913), Brothers (1914), The Gentleman 

from San Francisco (1915) and Chang's Dreams (1916). The same themes 

dominate the majority of Bunin's works written between 1924 and 1931, 

including numerous subjectless fragments, nameless sketches, sometimes 

consisting of just a few lines, and such substantial works as the novel The Life 

of Arsen 'ev and the stories Nadpisi [The Inscriptions] (1924), Pod Serpom i 

m%tom [Under the Hammer and Sickle] (1930), God's Tree (1927), Many 

Waters (1925-6) and Noch' [Night] (1925). The latter two are particularly 

noteworthy: in addition to being, according to James Woodward, 'the most 
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explicit statement' 11 of Bunin's philosophy, they serve as a creative laboratory 

where this theme finally takes shape, merging with Bunin's understanding and 

reading of Tolstoi. Moreover, in the story Night Bunin not only introduces the 

tenn 'osvobozhdenie' (emancipation or liberation), attaching to it the very 

meaning which is later used in The Emancipation of To/stoi, but also writes a 

number of passages which are subsequently directly transferred to the text of 

the essay. 

The Emancipation of To/stoi focuses on two issues. Firstly, it attempts 

to disclose the content of the notion 'emancipation' and its significance for an 

understanding of most of Tolstoi's substantial writings and the inner life of his 

personality which, as Bunin seeks to demonstrate, by virtue of its many-sided 

and contradictory nature is not susceptible to a reductive definition. For the 

question of what prevailed over what in Tolstoi - a thinker over a writer, a 

philologist over a teacher or a theosopher over a jurist - will probably remain 

unanswered, open to many interpretations and speculations. This is, in a 

sense, the very nature of Tolstoi's works, which, according to Bunin, prove 

impossible to read 'tersely'. Secondly and most importantly, the essay 

considers the notion of emancipation as a key concept of Tolstoi's literary

philosophical strivings, the unifying principle of his creative thinking which 

sheds light on the complex and rich system of Tolstoi's language, imagery, 

reflections and comparisons, allowing one, above all, to look into Tolstoi '5 

ideas in all the wealth of their associations and integrity. These two issues at 

first appear to intersect with one another, then to be working in parallel and 

finally parting, giving a new direction to an analysis of Tolstoi's texts. They 

II James B. Woodward, 'Eros and Nirvana in the Art of Bunin', Modern Language Review, 65 (1970), 
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create a compositional ellipsis, which defines, in its tum, the inner intensity of 

Bunin's polemics, allowing one to feel the living nerve ofTolstoi's thought. 

It is significant that criticism has been repeatedly directed at the fact 

that the most distinguishing features of Bunin's writings are the absence of 

strict moral convictions and the lack of a consistent rational-intellectual quest, 

which together resulted in Bunin's inability to create his own philosophical 

system. Mikhailov holds the idea of 'abstraction-free' thinking against Bunin, 

arguing, moreover, that it defines an important artistic property: 'the capacity 

for generalisation' (sposobnost' k obobshcheniiu).12 For Mikhailov, the lack 

of this capacity chiefly explains Bunin's constant need for 'a guiding, external 

generalisation' [putevodnoe, idushchee izvne obobshchenie], an infallible 

authority, a bearer and 'creator of absolute values in the realm of art and 

thought' [sozdatel' absoliutnykh tsennostei - v sfere iskusstva i mysli] (ibid.), 

- which is precisely what Tolstoi became for Bunin. However, if we are to 

presume that such an appraisal, as Woodward remarks, 

[ ... ] finds confirmation in many, perhaps even the majority, of Bunin's works, it 

reflects a failure to take adequate account of some of the important distinction 

between his pre-Revolutionary fiction and that of the emigre period and, in addition, 

to appreciate the true nature of his response to ToistoL I3 

Two important points emerge from Mikhailov's and Woodward's 

observations and require further clarification. The first is associated with the 

notion of a 'system' with reference to Bunin's thinking and work. It is, 

perhaps, correct to say that Bunin is one of those artists who do not have a 

576-86 (p. 579). 
12 O. Mikhailov, 'Primechaniia', in Bunin, Sobranie sochinenii v deviati tomakh, IX (1967), pp. 551-67 
(p.554). 
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philosophical system, but only if the word 'system' is used in its strict, not to 

say narrow, sense. For Bunin does not have what is traditionally thought of as 

a system - the presence of a unifying working pattern in the light of which all 

other ideas can be explained and interpreted and which can be employed in 

order to implement an ethical-philosophical purpose; a principle that underlies 

the logic of all arguments, comparisons and conclusions. A system's most 

distinguishing feature is its strong tendency towards universalisation, 

something alien to Bunin's artistic thinking. Thus, by describing it as 

'unsystematic', we reveal the most crucial aspect of Bunin's thinking and 

writings, an aspect which, in essence, has very little, if not nothing, to do with 

his 'dependence' on Tolstoi. In fact (and here we approach the second point), 

herein lies the root of one of Bunin's challenges to Tolstoi. For Bunin, the 

universalisation of certain things or phenomena of reality, historical events or 

the experiences of a single individual's life to which Tolstoi aspired in his 

thinking and works, immediately rules out the possibility of appreciating their 

true value and significance, of considering them in all the complexity of their 

associations and interrelation, singularity and uniqueness. Moreover, the 

reduction of the individual approach, as an inevitable result of the search for a 

universal key, makes literary characters less convincing and more schematic, 

turning them in the end, as Bunin says with reference to Toistoi's Smert' Ivana 

Il'icha [The Death of Ivan Il'ich], into 'words and literature': everything is 

'true' about them - 'only the living image is not there' [tol'ko zhivogo obraza 

net]. 14 

13 Woodward, 'Eros and Nirvana', 576. The same view on this question was expressed a decade earlier 
by I. A. l1'in in his work 'Tvorchestvo I. A. Bunina', in 0 t'me i prosvetlenii (Munich: Tipografiia 
Obiteli prep. lova Pechaevskogo, 1959), pp. 29-81 (p. 33). 
14 Grin, Ustami Buninykh, I (1977), 234. 
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The ambiguous nature of the situation that Bunin finds himself in as an 

author - a writer writing about another writer - is also noteworthy: it invites 

not various accusations of tendentiousness and partiality, but is also likely to 

be regarded as a rather ambitious attempt by Bunin to offer his own alternative 

analysis ofTolstoi's thinking and writings in order to demonstrate the extent to 

which Tolstoi was misread by criticism and, above all, misunderstood on a 

personal level even by those closest to him, in particular his wife and children. 

To realize how misleading such reproaches are, it is enough to try to grasp the 

logic of Bunin's thought, which displays a somewhat different attitude to the 

whole issue of writing about the phenomenon of Tolstoi. As Colin Wood 

rightly points out: 

What Bunin recognizes and values here in Tolstoi are not those qualities of order, 

clarity and 'solidity' which made Tolstoi the greatest exponent of classical realism, 

but rather those moments of feverish intensity when the dividing line between outer 

and inner reality, between the solid external world and the writer's consciousness of 

it, seems to dissolve and make way for another reality which is neither objective nor 

subjective but a shimmering spectrum of both. IS 

On the one hand, the essay can be read as a priceless source of 

biographical commentary, shedding light on certain aspects of Tolstoi's life, in 

particular those that Bunin finds crucial to the development of Tolstoi's 

literary career in general, and in relation to the turning point or 'crisis' in 

Tolstoi's philosophy. Here Tolstoi is perceived and represented as an organic 

part of Russian aristocratic culture, both symbol and climax of its intellectual 

and spiritual development. The narrative's atmosphere is pervaded by Bunin's 

fascination with the history of Tolstoi's clan and the role played by some of its 

IS Wood, 'The Modernity ofIvan Bunin', 159. 
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representatives in Russian culture. On the other hand, The Emancipation of 

To/stoi can be regarded as a study of Tolstoi whose primary concern is to deal 

with the questions of a philosophical and moral-religious nature in which 

Tolstoi was chiefly interested throughout the whole of his life. The present 

study is not concerned with either of these readings, since there is an extensive 

and respectable tradition of scholarship devoted to the aspects of Tolstoi which 

Bunin comments on (though Bunin's approach was indeed original at the 

time). 16 Both approaches have, however, one thing in common which is crucial 

in the context of this study: they provide the key to the idea of emancipation, 

which underlies the thematic core of Bunin's essay, and to some important 

issues of Bunin's philosophy and artistic world, turning The Emancipation of 

To/sto; into a work which is, in a sense, as much about Bunin as it is about 

Tolstoi. 17 Furthermore, The Emancipation of To/stoi emerges as a conclusive 

stage, a solution to Bunin's meditations on the meaning of the 'third truth' 

begun in Chang's Dreams and God's Tree, outlining, using Tolstoi's life as an 

example, various problems central to this particular problem of extra-

temporality. So Tolstoi, in a sense, here becomes (or is endowed with the 

qualities of) a literary character whose development Bunin the author follows 

up and appreciates in accordance with his views. This is precisely the 

perspective from which Bunin's essay is examined in the present chapter. 

16 See Andre Gide's response to Bunin's book in his Journal 1939-42 (Paris: n. p., 1946; repro in 
Literaturnoe Nasledstvo, vol. 84, pt. 2 (lvan Alekseevich Bunin) (Moscow: Nauka, 1973), pp. 380-88 
(p. 383». See also Aleksandr Bakhrakh, Bunin v khalate (New York: Tovarishchestvo Zarubezhnykh 
Pisatelei, 1979), p. 5. 
17 But not in the sense that Oleg Mikhailov sees it. His claim that The Emancipation ofTolstoi is a 
work in which Bunin 'sums up his own life' (podvodit itogi sobstvennoi zhizni], 'a kind of requiem 
which, with outstanding power, reflected the tragedy of an artist ageing in a foreign land' [caoero poAa 

peX.HOM. C HOMYP.AHOI CHJlol OTp&3HBlDHl TpareAHIO CTapelOUlero Ha "Y_IIHHO XYAo_HHxa], suggests a 
complete misunderstanding of Bunin's work. See Mikhailov, 'Primechaniia', 557. 
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One of the difficulties in dealing with The Emancipation of To/stoi is 

establishing which Tolstoi Bunin writes about, what he discovers in this 

personality that makes it both so deeply intriguing and thought-provoking, and 

why or in what form, in Bunin's view, Tolstoi should be liberated. It is 

important to note that in addressing these issues, Bunin, instead of producing a 

successive chain of abstract-rational arguments and terms, resorts to a lyrical-

metaphorical way of conveying his thought. The preference for this narrative 

manner is a feature of many of Bunin's so-called 'philosophical tales' (for 

example, Ioann the Weeper and Brothers, Chang's Dreams, Night and Many 

Waters), where Bunin tends to support all abstract ideas with pronouncements, 

quotations and extracts from the sacred books of various religions (especially 

Eastern ones), mythology and philosophy which largely inspired both Tolstoi's 

theological and philosophical quest and his personal views, 18 in particular on 

the question of the meaning of life and death. The extent to which Bunin was 

actually influenced19 by these ideas will always be questionable. To judge by 

The Emancipation of To/stoi, Bunin was strongly drawn by Tolstoi's ever-

increasing interest in the East, with its culture, religions and philosophies. He 

18 The late 1870s and early 1880s mark the beginning ofa turning point in Tolstoi's philosophy. At 
this time Tolstoi turns to the East. He attaches great significance to its religions and philosophical 
doctrines and tries to fmd ideas in keeping with his own thoughts about the essence of Being, the 
purpose of human life and the future development of the whole of mankind. He is of the opinion that 
the great merit of Buddhism, the Stoics, European Prophets and Chinese Sages is that they all similarly 
recognize man's essence, its spiritual potentiality, and stand for the idea of the common weal. At the 
same time as studying philosophical treatises, Tolstoi becomes interested in oriental folklore traditions 
and works of oral literature, many of which he translates into Russian. He considers Buddha and 
Confucius to be among the many writers and thinkers of the East and West who had a significant 
influence upon his own philosophical strivings (see Tolstoi's response to a Question from the 
Petersburg publisher M. M. Laderle in October 1891 in L. N. Tolstoi, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii v 
devianosta tomakh, vol. 66 (Moscow - Leningrad: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo khudozhestvennoi 
literatury, 1928-58), p. 6. 
19 For a broader analysis of Bunin's literary thinking in relation to Toistoi's ideas,e see V. la. Linkov, 
Mir i chelovek v tvorchestve L. Toistogo i I. Bunina (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Moskovskogo universiteta, 
1989), pp. 97-111. See also N. M. Kucherovskii, '0 kontseptsii zhizni v liricheskoi proze I. A. Bunina 
(vtoraia polovina 90-kh - nachalo 900-kh godov)', in Russkaia Iiteratura XX veka: Dooktiabr 'skii 
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also links Tolstoi's study of the East with his own ideas, developed during the 

course of his journey in the East, and which resulted in the collection of travel 

poems The Shadow a/the Bird and the stories Night and Many Waters. David 

Richards' observation represents the most complete treatment of this issue to 

date: 

How far Bunin was influenced by these ancient beliefs and how far he found them in 

accord with views he had already developed, it is impossible to say. What is clear, 

however, is that he found the sentiments expressed - and perhaps more particularly 

the poetic language and imagery of these works - congenial and apposite.2o 

The Emancipation ofTolstoi opens with the following passage: 

'The perfect one, 0 monks, does not live in contentment. The perfect one, 0 monks, is 

His Holy Highness Buddha. Open your ears: the emancipation from death has been 

found. 

And here is Tolstoi speaking of 'the emancipation': 

- It is not enough that space, time and reason are forms of thinking and that life's 

essence is outside these forms, but all our life is an ever greater and greater 

submission of oneself to these forms and then again the emancipation from them .... 

["COBCpWCHHWI, MOHaxH, HC _HBCT B .IIoaonItCTBO. COBCPWCHHWI, 0 MOHaXH, 

CCTIt CB.TOI Bwco"alwHI liyoa. OTBOP3HTO yWH aaWH: OCB060_.II0HHO OT 

CMCPTH Hal.llOHO". 

H BOT H TonCTol roaopHT 06 "OCB060_.IICHHH": 

- Mano Toro, "TO npOCTpaHCTBO H BpOM. H npH'lHHa CyTIt $OpMW MwwnCHH. 

H "TO CYIIIHOCTIt _H3HH BHO 3THX $OpM, HO BC. _H3HIt Hawa OCTIt BCe 

60nltWOO H 60nltWOC nO.ll'lHHOHHC CC6. 3THM $opMaM H nOTOM on.TIt 

OCB060_.IICHHO OT HHX .... J (Bunin 9: 7) 

The understanding of 'the whole of Tolstoi' (ibid.), according to Bunin, is 

rooted in these little known words. For him, the analysis of Tolstoi is, as 

period, ed. Kucherovskii (Kaluga: Tul'skii Gosudarstvennyi pedagogicheskii institut, 1963), pp. 80-

106. 
20 Richards, 'Bunin's Conception of the Meaning of Life', 159. 
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Mamardashvili puts it, 'an untwisting of a single endless, but single ribbon' 

[raskruchivanie kakoi-to odnoi beskonechnoi, no odnoi lenty],21 for the whole 

ofTolstoi's life, his spiritual and artistic strivings, represent an attempt to find 

the answer to one single question: what does one need in order to overcome 

the fear of death? The course of an entire human life, as Tolstoi saw it (that is, 

the process of subjection, which is eventually replaced by the process of 

emancipation), depends on this. What makes individuals differ from one 

another is the degree of subjection and emancipation. 

Tolstoi's position certainly anticipates Bunin's interest in the problem 

of the interrelation between man and time: what helps to establish and 

maintain it and how does man, in this respect, search for and find his place in 

the chain of existence, namely, history. There is a certain logic to the fact that 

Bunin worked on The Emancipation of Tolstoi in parallel with the novel The 

Life of Arsen 'ev. In the essay Bunin's personal views on death and man's 

attitude to it read almost like a paraphrase of Arsen'ev's reflections on this 

subject, with which the novel opens as well as concludes. Bunin is convinced 

that a sense of death is an integral part of human existence in general. It is 

something that we experience from our first breath and that grows and 

develops in us in proportion to our sense of life. Bunin speaks of himself as 

one of those people who, 'seeing a cradle, cannot but remember the grave' 

[vidia kolybel', ne mogut ne vspomnit' 0 mogile]. Furthermore: 

Every minute I think: what a strange and terrifying thing our existence is - every 

second you are hanging by a thread! Here I am, alive and healthy, but who knows 

what will happen in a second to my heart, which is, like any human heart, something 

that has no equal in all creation in its mystery and delicacy? 

21 Merab Mamardashvili, Kantianskie variatsii (Moscow: Agraf, 1997), p. 14. 
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[nOMHHYTHO JlYMaJO: 'ITO 3a CTpaHHa. H CTpamHa. aOIll. HamO 

cYllleCTaONHHO - xallCJlYJO COXyHJly aHCHm. Ha aonocJCo! BOT. lICHa. 3J10poa. a 

XTO 3HaeT. 'ITO aYJleT 'Cepe3 cexyHJly C MOHM CepJllleM. XOTOPOO. xax H ac.xoo 

'Cenoae'Cecxoe COPJlIlO. eCT. HO'CTO Taxoo. 'IeMY HeT paaHoro ao aCOM TaopOHHH 

no TaHHCTaeHHOCTH H TOHJCOCTH?f
2 

Bunin claims that Tolstoi's place is also among these people, for 

Tolstoi's acute sense of life, his faith in it and recognition of its meaning, were 

largely determined and explained by his extreme sensitivity to death. It is 

important to note that in his account of the development of the theme of death 

in Tolstoi, Bunin assigns a large role to Tolstoi's first substantial work Detstvo 

[Childhood], in which this theme, for the first time, enters Tolstoi's artistic 

world with the portrayal of the death of Nikolen'ka Irten'ev's mother. 

Resurrecting innumerable episodes of the deaths of Tolstoi 's characters, both 

major and minor, Bunin emphasizes that, beginning with Childhood, the theme 

of death, in one form or another, appears in virtually every one of Tolstoi's 

substantial works, and that from then onwards every aspect of human life and 

experience is considered by him in relation to death, 'the highest re-evaluer of 

all values' [velichaishaia pereotsenshchitsa vsekh tsennostei] (Bunin 9: 133). 

So it turned out for the gravely injured Andrei Bolkonskii, or for the terminally 

ill Ivan Il'ich, or for Anna Karenina on the day she committed suicide. 

Moreover, Bunin seeks to demonstrate how, within (and despite) a certain 

narrowness which occurs in a philosophical interpretation of the issue of man 

in the face of death, Tolstoi undoubtedly succeeded in his broad treatment of 

this subject, achieving, above all, a remarkably varied representation of death 

in his works. 

22 Grin, Ustami Buninykh, I, 98-99. 
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Herein also lies, in Bunin's view, the whole paradox of Tolstoi's 

situation. Reconstructing, at times with astonishing, almost documentary 

accuracy, certain fragments of Tolstoi's life, especially the last days, Bunin 

emphasizes that it was precisely the idea of death, along with the striking 

persistence (combined with 'an obsessive monotony' (oderzhimost' 

odnoobraziia) (p. 33» with which Tolstoi spoke of it, that first brought him 

close to suicide and then turned him into both a thinker and a madman at the 

same time, a great martyr and 'God's fool', an artist and eternal 'wanderer'. 

He died on 'the great road' (bol'shaia doroga) (p. 12), profoundly devoted to 

his attempt to solve the riddle of death, fighting for emancipation and 

searching for what is called in Buddhism 'coming out from Being into the 

Eternal' (iskhod iz 'Byvaniia v Vechnoe') and in the Gospels is known as 'the 

Path into Life' (Put' v Zhizn') (ibid.). During the last few years of his life 

Tolstoi kept a handbook entitled The Thoughts of Wise People for Every Day 

[Mysli mudrykh liudei na kazhdyi den'] and which consisted of his own 

thoughts and of 'the thoughts of sages of different countries, peoples and 

times' [mysli mudretsov razlichnykh stran, narodov i vremen] (ibid.) which he 

considered to be in accord with his personal views. Bunin draws our attention 

to one surprising coincidence. On the page dated 7 November - the day of 

Tolstoi's death - there is the following passage from the Gospel according to 

Matthew: 

13 "Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that 

leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in thereat: 14 Because strait is the 

gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that fmd it.,,23 

23 The Gospel According to Matthew, in The Bible: A Literary Survey, ed. Charles W. Harwell and 
Daniel McDonald (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, INC., 1975), pp. 243-47 (pp. 245-46). 
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[BXOJlHTe TeCHWMH apaTaMH: H60 WHPOXH apaTa H npOCTpaHeH nYT •. ae.llYWHe 

a norH6en.: H MHorHe H.IIYT HMH: H60 TeCHW apaTa H Y30X nYT •. aO.llYJIlHe a 

lICH3H •• H HeMHorHC HaXO.ll.T HX.] (Bunin 9: 12) 

For Bunin 'the Path into Life' begins, first and foremost, with man's 

natural desire to establish his personal identity, to understand his place in the 

world. As noted earlier, the whole lyrical-philosophical core of The Life of 

Arsen 'ev is nothing other than Arsen'ev's reflections on this subject. Exactly 

the same questions preoccupied Tolstoi's thoughts too: 

'Who are you - what are you?'. Not without reason was he enthused by this - by the 

fact that it was this question, and no other, that his old nanny heard in the rhythmical 

ticking of the clock measuring off the ebbing time of her poor earthly life. For she 

could have heard the usual 'Tick-tock', tick-tock ... '. But she heard it her way, 

differently: 'Who are you - what are you?'. He heard this question in himself all his 

life, from childhood right up to the very last minute of his life. 

["KTO TW - 'lTD TW?". He.llapOM Tax aOCXHJIlanc. OH 3THM. - TeM. 'lTO 

HMeKHO :JTOT aonpoc. a He 'lTo-nH60 .IIpyroo cnwwana ero CTapa. H.H.Xa • 

MCPHOM CTYICe "acoa. oTMepHaaaWHX YTexalOwee apeM. ee 6e.llHOI 3eMHoI 

lICH:JHH. BeJl. MOllCHO 6wno cnwmaT. 06W"HOO: ''THx-Tax. THX-Tax ... ". Ho aOT 

OHa cnwmana caoe. JlPyroe: "KTO TW - "TO TW?". CaM OK cnwwan a ce6e 

:JTOT aonpoc aclO lICH:JH. - C JleTCT .. H JlO caMol nocne.llHel MHHyTW caoel.] 

(p. 119) 

Bunin emphasizes the importance of recognising that for Tolstoi, the question 

of one's vocation - 'what am I here for' (p. 137) - and such linked issues as 

the meaning of life in general are not for the human mind to deal with: reason 

appears to be mute in this situation. It is the human heart that speaks and is 

thus capable of anticipating this question: 

Only some feeling in the depth of our consciousness answers it. Ever since people 

have existed, they have answered it not with words, that is, the tool of reason, a 

partial manifestation oflife, but with the whole oflife. 
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[OT.e"aeT Ha 3TO TOnltXO xaxoe-To "Y.CTJaO • rnyeHHe C03HaHH.. C Tex nop. 

xax CYllleCTaYIOT nlO.IIB. OHH OT.e'UlIOT Ha 3TO He cno.aMH. TO eCTIt 0PY.IIBeM 

pa3yMa. "aCTItIO nponneHH. aB3BB. a acel aB3HItIO.] (p. 34) 

Bunin remarks that, notwithstanding such a passionate claim for the 

priority of feeling (or intuition), Tolstoi subjected everything to thorough 

intellectual examination only to return to that with which his artistic

philosophical quest had originally begun: 'People find salvation not with their 

intellect but by feeling. [ ... ] Everything is in feeling' [Liudi nakhodiat 

spasenie ne umom, a chuvstvom. [ ... ] A ved' vse v chuvstve.] (p. 165). But 

without this tense, indefatigable study in-between there would be no Tolstoi 

with his acute sense of 'the Unity of Life' (Edinstva Zhizni), according to 

ancient Indian wisdom, and which Bunin describes as 'a heightened sensitivity 

for All-Being' (obostrennoe oshchushchenie Vsebytiia) (p. 47): 

I resolved to explore in my heart and test with my reason everything that happens 

under the sun: God gave his human sons this difficult task in order that they might 

torment themselves ... 

The whole of Tolstoi is in these words from Ecclesiastes. 'This difficult 

occupation' was the major preoccupation of his whole life. He explored and tested, 

thought through and felt deeply, with unrivalled scepticism and exactitude, 

everything, everything 'that happens under the sun'. 

[PemHnc ••• cepJllle CJaoOM HCCnOJlOATIt H HCnlolTaTIt pa3YMOM ace. "TO 

.IIenaeTC. nOJl conHIlOM: 3TO T .. enoo JaH.THO Jlan 60r CIolHaM "enoae"OCUM. 

"Toelol OHH My'IHnH cee.... . 

B 3THX cnoaax Exxn03HaCTa aeclt TonCTol. "3TO T •• onoo 3aH.THO" 

elolno rnaaHIolM 3aH.THOM acel oro aH3HH. Bee. ace. ""TO .IIenaeTC. no.ll 

conHIlOM". HCCneJlOAn H HCnlolTan OH. npoJlYMan H np0"Y.CT.OAn C 

eecnpHMepHol HO.llOaep'lHaOCTltlO H Tpoeo.aTOnItHOCTltlO.] (p. 137) 
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Furthennore, man's knowledge and realisation of his place in the world is an 

integral part of 'the sense of All-Being' by which, in Bunin's interpretation, 

Tolstoi was 'completely possessed' (p. 124) just as was, perhaps, Buddha 

himself. Bunin writes: 

Certain kinds of people have the ability to feel particularly strongly not only their 

own time but other people's, the past; not only their own country and tribe but 

different, alien ones; not only themselves but their neighbour too. That is, they have 

what is customarily described as 'the ability to reincarnate themselves' and have a 

particular vivid and figurative (sensual) 'memory'. But in order to be one of these 

people, one has to be an individual who has passed through the path of many, many 

existences, in the chain of his forbears, and suddenly displayed a particularly 

complete image of his savage ancestor with all the freshness of his sensations, with 

all the imagery of his thinking and with all his vast subconscious. And yet to be an 

individual who has become immensely enriched during his long journey and already 

with enormous consciousness. 

Is such a person a great martyr or one with good fortune? He is both. The 

curse and the happiness of this man is his particularly acute I, a craving for a greater 

assertion of this I and at the same time a greater (by virtue of the vast experience 

gained during the time spent in the enormous chain of existences) sense of the futility 

of this craving .... 

[HCXOTOPIolI pOJl nJOJlol oanaOOT cnOC06HOCT.1O OC060HHO CHn.HO 

'IyacTaoaaT. HO TOJUXO caoe apOM •. HO H "Y.oe. npomJloo. HO Ton.xo caoJO 

CTpaHY. CIIOCI nnOM.. HO H JlPyrHO. "Y.HO. HO Ton.xo caMoro coa_. HO H 

6JIH.Horo c.oero. TO OCT.. xax npHH.TO roaopHT.. "CIIOC06HOCT.1O 

lIopo.onnolllaT.C .... a OC06CHHO .Haol H OC06CHHO oapa3Hoi ("y.cTaOHHol) 

"lIaM_T.JO". ..aJl. Toro .0. 'IT06101 6101T. a 'lRCJlO TaJ:HX JlJOJlol. HaJlO 6101T. 

OC06.JO, npomoJlmol a 1l0lIa caoHX npoJlxoa JlonrHl nYT. MHorax, MHorax 

cYlIlocTaoaaHHI a .Jlpyr •• a.mol • C060 OC060HHO nOJlHlol1 06pa3 c.oero 

JlHXOrO IIpamypa co acol C.O.OCT.IO oro OIllYIllOHHI. co .col 06pa3HocT.1O oro 

MloIwnOHH_ H C oro orpoMHol nOJlC03HaTon.HOCT.IO, a aMOCTO C TOM ocoa.lO. 
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e03MopHO 060rallloHHOI 3a caol .IIonrHI nyTIt H YllCO C orpOMHol 

C03HaTOnItHOCTItIO. 

BonHxHIL MY'«OHHX HnH aonHoll c'«aCTnHaOIl Taxoll '«onoaox? H TO H 

.IIpyroo. fipoxn.THO H c'«aCTItO TaJ:oro ,«ono.oxa OCTIt oro ocoeOHHo CHnltHOO 

JI. lICallC.IIa a.lIloro YTaOpllC.IIOHH. 3Toro JI H aMOCTO C TOM a.lIloo (a cHny 

orpoMHoro onWTa 3a apeM. np06waaHH. a orpoMHol 1l0RB CYIllOCTaoHHHI) 

"YaCTao TIIlOTW 3Toll lICallC.IIw .... J (p.47) 

Finally, the answer to this question of one's vocation is vital because 

with it begins another important 'path' in human life - 'the Path of Return' 

(,Put' vozvrata') (p. 18), which symbolizes, once again according to ancient 

Indian wisdom, our journey of coming to our true self. On this path the 

boundary between our personal I and social I ceases to exist, and so does 'the 

craving to take' (zhazhda brat') (p. 19). Instead the opposite feeling grows and 

increases in strength: 'the craving to give back' (,zhazhda otdavat") (ibid.) 

what was once taken from other people, nature and the world in general. Our I 

thus discovers the hitherto unknown, spiritual side of our existence, so that 

from now on we begin to feel the development and movement within our soul. 

For Bunin it is indeed here, on the Path of Return, that Tolstoi found for 

himself another dimension whereby he was able to confront his terror of death, 

finally establishing his attitude to it, and to recognize the inevitability of the 

process of life's gradual 'spiritualisation' (odukhotvorenie) which is, at the 

same time, its gradual emancipation: 

The kingdom of this world and the kingdom of death are one. 

Emancipation is in the disrobing of the spirit from its material garb. 

Emancipation is in self-renunciation. 

Emancipation is in the submerging of the spirit in the one true Being. 

[UapcTao MHpa cero H llapCTao CMOPTH OJIHO. 

OCa060llC.IIOHHO - a pa306na'«OHHH .IIyxa OT oro MaTOpHanltHOrO O.llO.HH •. 
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OCa060llCJlCHHC - a caMOOTpCI(CHHH. 

OCa060lKJlCHHO - a yrnY6nOHHH Jlyxa a OJlHHOC HCTHHHOC 6Io1THO.] (p. 50) 

Bunin makes an interesting observation in relation to Tolstoi's 

definition of life. He notes that Tolstoi, in his designation of life as compared 

with that of death, which has undergone at least some changes in accordance 

with the nature of his study, has remained a constant adherent of Heraclitus' 

definition: life is death. Subsequently, this fonnulation was repeatedly 

employed and extended by philosophers and artists, most notably by Plato (for 

whom any thought process, that is, life, was nothing more than a preparation 

for dying and death) and Euripides (who has remained undecided about what 

is what: death life, or vice versa). According to Bunin, Tolstoi favoured and 

referred to both Plato and Euripides throughout his life: 

Euripides nevertheless hesitates: 'Who knows ... maybe .. .' Tolstoi, more than once 

and ever more firmly, said directly: 'Life is death. [ ... ] It is time to wake up, that is, 

to die'. 

[3apHUHJI aCe-TaD J!oncanCTCJI: "KTO 3HaCT ... NOllCCT 6Io1T .... ". ToncTol HC 

pa3 H ace TaepllCC roaopHn Up.NO: ")I(H3H. OCT. CMOpT.. [ ... ] nopa 

UPOCHYTloCJI. TO CCT. YMCPCTIo".] (pp. 133; 15) 

Hence, Tolstoi endows death with the same qualities that life originally 

possesses. In his understanding death acquires a universal significance, 

turning out to be the solution to all contradictions, the beginning of man's new 

awareness of himself when, finally overstepping the temporal and spatial 

limits of his I, he begins to think of himself as an organic 'link' (zveno) of a 

single 'Chain of existences' (Tsep' sushchestvovanii) (p. 48). 

In the concluding part of The Emancipation of Tolstoi Bunin turns to 

Mark Aldanov's book The Enigma ofTolsloi (1923), recalling the passage on 

Andrei Bolkonskii's death with his unanswered question about what 'awaits' 
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one after death. Aldanov claims that on one occasion Tolstoi replied to it 

confidently: 'a Return to Love' (Vozvrashchenie k Liubvi)24. Perhaps, argues 

Bunin, the discovery and cognition of God in Spirit and Love brought an end 

to the search for emancipation for Tolstoi's hero, but by no means for Tolstoi. 

In reality it was something else that finally liberated him: 

In order to believe in immortality, one must live an immortal life here. 

Death is the transference of self from the secular (that is, temporal) life to the eternal 

life here and now which I (already) experience. 

What does 'death' mean in this phrase? Is it what is usually called death 

and what he too once understood by it? It is now something quite different. It is the 

lively and joyful return from the earthly, temporal and spatial to the unearthly, eternal 

and boundless, to the bosom of the Master and Father whose existence is absolutely 

beyond doubt. 

[- 'IT06101 aepHTIo a 6eCCMCpTHC. HaJlO .HTIo 6cccMcpTHoil .H3HIoIO :urtIC~. 

- CMCPTIt CCTIt rrcpCHCCCHHC CC6. H3 .H3HH MHPCICOI (TO CCTIt apcMcHHoll) a 

.H3HIt ac'lHylO :urtIC~. nntlp~. ICOTOPoe • (y.c) HcrrIolTIolUIO. 

'ITO 3Ha'lHT "CMCpT." a 3TOI cilpa3c? BCT. nH 3TO TO. 'ITO 06101'lHO 

Ha3Io1aaCTC. CMCPTIoIO H 'ITO OH H caM pa3YMcn ICOrJla-TO rroJl 3THM cnoaOM? 

Y.C coaCCM HC TO. 3TO .Haol H paJlOCTHlol1 a03apaT H3 3CMHoro. 

apeMCHHoro. rrpOCTpaHCTaCHHoro a HC3CMHOC. aC'lHOC. 6CCrrpCJlCnltHOC. a nOHO 

X03.HHa H OTua. 6101THC ICOToporo coacpWCHHO HCCOMHCHHO.] (p. 160) 

Tolstoi's striking contradiction is both a refusal to believe in infinity 

along with eternity and immortality and at the same time a refusal to believe 

that death can end or halt anything. This explains why he was drawn so 

strongly to the idea of reincarnation and the Buddhist notion of pre-existence 

that had, according to Bunin, a philosophical appeal for him: 

On the one hand, what eternity can there really be! We truly existed before this iife, 

although we have lost all recollection of this. 

24 M. A. Aldanov, Zagadka Tolstogo (Berlin: Izdatel'stvo I. P. Ladyzhnikova, 1923), p. 126. 
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[lla H B caNON .IIcnc. xaxa. NOlKCT I5WT. BCI(HOCT. C o.llHoA CTOpOHW! MM. 

lIepHD. CYlIltlCT.oIIIIRH npe6J1t1 3TOil ZH3HH. XOTI II nOTtlplRIl 0 roM 

IIOCROMIIHIIHlltI.] (p. 119) 

Tolstoi believed in the reality of timelessness (or extra-temporality), and death, 

in its tum, is nothing but awakening to the timeless life, an event of return to 

God, a feeling of closeness and unity with him: 'We celebrate the 

mortification of death . .. an eternal beginning of a different life ... ' [Smerti 

prazdnuem umershchvlenie ... inago zhitiia vechnaga nachala ... ] (p. 165), 

says the church psalm. 'Death does not exist', says Tolstoi with reference to 

the premature death of his seven-year-old son Vania, 'if we love him, we live 

by him!' [Smerti net, raz my liubim ego, zhivem im!] (p. 61). These words of 

Tolstoi are paraphrased in Chang's reflections on the Captain's death: if he 

loves the Captain, the Captain will always be with him. For Bunin, this is the 

concluding stage of Tolstoi's personal search for emancipation. He however 

was liberated, 'not by the Saviour's death' (ne Spasovoi smert'iu) (p. 165), but 

rather by a sense of life's extra-temporality that lies at the basis of the process 

of time's interaction. By setting time free, this very sense releases man from 

temporal-spatial captivity, helping him to become fully free. This, above all, 

emerged for Tolstoi as a moment of the greatest approximation to God, pure 

and absolute cognition of him not, however, in the way that it is accomplished 

in church rituals, but in all the simplicity and fullness of his original Truth. 

The Emancipation of Tolstoi concludes with the following passage: 

'He [Toistoi] had no strong belief in the life to come', says Aldanov. And he quotes 

Tolstoi's own words: 'Once I asked myself: do I believe? And involuntarily I 

answered that I do not believe in a defmite fonn ... '. But he said that only in those 

moments when he 'asked himself. It was not these moments that saved him, but 

those ones when he did not ask. 
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Myoid friend Dr. I. N. AI'tshuller writes to me: 

'When I read your articles about Tolstoi, I remembered the night in the 

Crimea, in Gaspra, when I sat alone with the seriously ill Lev Nikolaevich. We 

doctors had at that time almost lost hope, and he too, in my view, was convinced of 

the inevitability of the end. He lay, seemingly semi-conscious, with a very high 

temperature, breathing very shallowly, and suddenly he uttered in a weak but clear 

voice: "From you I came, to you I shall return, take me, Lord", - he said like any 

simple believer.' 

["B I5YAYDlYIO .H3H. OH aopan nnoxo". - roaopHT AnAaHoa. H npHaOAHT oro 

COI5CTaeHHwe cnoaa: "lCaX-TO cnpOCHn COI5.: aeplO nH.? H HoaOn.HO oTaoTHn. 

"TO HO aeplO a onpeAonOHHol topMe ... ". Ho aOA. Tax roaopHn OH Ton.xo a 

MHHyTW. xora "cnpaWHaan COI5.". Ho 3TH MHHyTW cnacanH oro: cnacanH Te. 

TO xorAa OH He cnpawHaan. 

Mol cTapwl apyr AOXTOP H. H. An.Twynnep nHweT MHO: 

"Kora I(JfTan Bawa cTaT.H 0 ToncTOM. acnOMHan HO". a KpWMY. 

Ha racnpe. xorAa • OUH cHAen oxono T .. XO 150n.Horo JI ... HHxonaoaH"a. 

Mw. apal(Jf. TorAa nO"TH nOTep.nH HaAe.AY. H caM OH. nO-MOOMY. yao.aeH 

I5wn a HeH315e.HOCTH XOHlIa. OH ne.an. H. xa3&noc •. I5wn a nonY3&I5WT.H c 

O'leH. awcoxol TOMnopaTypol. Awwan O'leH. noaopXHOCTHO. H aapyr Cnal5WM 

ronOCOM. HO oT"tTnHao npOH3HtC: 'OT TOI5. npHwtn. x TOGe aepHYC •• npHMH 

MOH •. rocnoJIH'. - npOH3Hec Tax. xax aC.JCHI npOCTO aOPYIOUlHI "onoaox."] 

(Ibid.) 

In The Emancipation of Tolstoi Bunin attaches great significance to the 

analysis of Tolstoi's photographic portraits. For him, they illustrate, with 

astonishing clarity, all the intensity of Tolstoi's lifelong spiritual quest. It is 

interesting that these portraits convey the impression of a personality who 

lived through only two spiritual periods which, in their tum, correspond to two 

existential phases, abruptly disproportional in their temporal duration: the 

search for emancipation (that is, the striving to solve the problem of the 

meaning of life) and finding it. Beginning with childhood, the first phase 
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lasted right up to the first years of Tolstoi's old age. This is exactly the time 

when, according to ancient Indian wisdom, one follows (first, willingly and 

then with resistance) 'the Path of Egression' (Put' Vystupleniia) (p. 18) on 

which: 

[ ... ] man, ftrstly, feels that he is only his 'fonn', his temporal bodily existence, his I 

distinct from all else, is within his personal boundaries in which is contained part of 

the Single Life, and he lives by a purely personal cupidity. Then his cupidity expands 

and he lives not only in himself, but also by the life of his family, tribe and people, 

and his conscience, that is, shame at a solely personal cupidity, grows, although he 

still lives by the craving 'to seize' and 'to take' (for himself, his family, tribe and 

people). 

[[ ... ] "cno.u "Y.CT.YCT ccu cnepaa TonloJ:O c.oel "41opMol". C.OHM 

.pcMCHHUM TcneCHUM aUTHCM. C.OHM OCOI5eHHUM OTO .ccro JI. H.XO.llHTC. • 

TCX C.OHX nH'lHUX rp.HHIl.X. xyu 3.01O"CHa "aCTio BJlHHol )l(H3HH. H .H.CT 

J:OPIoiCTIoIO 'lHCTO nH'lHol; 3.TOM J:0PWCTIo oro p.CIDHp.OTC •• OH .H.OT HO 

TonloJ:O coaol. HO H .H3HIoIO c.oel COMIoH. c.oero nneMOHH. c.oero H.p0.ll •• H 

p.CTeT oro CO.OCTIo. TO OCTIo CTIoI.II J:OPIoiCTH TonloJ:O nH'lHol. XOT •• ce Cillt 

.H.eT OH ••• .1101 "ax •• T ....... .1101 "ap.TIo" (.lin. coa •. .lin. c.ool COMIoH • 

.lin. c.oero nnOMOHH • .lin. c.oero HapO.ll.).] (Ibid.) 

In this sense, it is hardly surprising that all Tolstoi's portraits from this phase 

have one predominant feature which Bunin, resorting to an expression which 

he remembers Tolstoi using on one occasion, describes as 'the perspicacity of 

malice' (pronitsatel'nost' zloby) (p. 86) and which is best observed in 

Tolstoi's glance, conveying a striking spectrum of different qualities among 

which Bunin particularly stresses the following: 

Power, seriousness, severity, distrust, cold or impudent contemptuousness, 

malevolence, dissatisfaction and sorrow ... Such gloomy, intense-inquisitive eyes and 

tightly clenched teeth! 
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[CHna. CCpJo~3HOCTJo. CTporOCTJo. HO.llOaOpllHaOCTJo. XOnO.llHa. HnH aW3waalOUla. 

npC3pHTcnJoHOCTJo. HC.II015po.cnaTcnJoHOCTJo. HC.IlOaon.CTao. nOllan.... KaXHo 

CYMpallHwe. npHCTanJoHQ-nWTnHawo rna,a. Ta~p.110 c.aTWO 3Y15W!] (Ibid.) 

And only in the last portraits of Tolstoi does one notice that this painful 

fixedness of his eyes significantly softens, and the expressions of 'gentleness, 

obedience, kindness, at times even a smile and soft gaiety' [krotost', 

pokomost', blagovolenie, poroi dazhe ulybka, laskovoe vesel'e] (ibid.) begin 

to appear on the general look of his face that alone allows us to believe that 

Tolstoi had reached his second existential phase, stepping onto the Path of 

Return where all personal discontent and anguish are finally resolved. 

Conflict no longer exists, and there remains a man who has found the answers 

to the questions of his personal identity, vocation and the meaning of life and 

'how it should be lived by any reasonable man' [kak dolzhen prozhivat' ee 

vsiakii razumnyi chelovek] (p. 25); a man, liberated from the terror of death 

and the torment of time, who has realized that life's true meaning is 'outside 

temporal and spatial forms' [vne vremennykh i prostranstvennykh form] (p. 

31) and begun to assert the possibility of living an extra-temporal life in this, 

allotted, terrestrial life; a man inspired, above all, by his belief in the truth of a 

Creator, a belief which liberates, unites and links everything in this world. 

It seems logical to conclude this chapter here, although there is one 

more aspect of The Emancipation of To/stoi that deserves our attention. As 

mentioned at the beginning, notwithstanding its brevity, the work is striking in 

its complex, multi-layered, explicit and implicit, thematic structure, open to 

various interpretations and assumptions. However, if we choose to focus on 

any given theme, we soon realize that on all levels the meaning contains an 

open, well-argued challenge to both readers and critics. Bunin's challenge is 
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based on the idea that despite the numerous reassessments that Tolstoi's image 

has undergone (is undergoing and, most likely, will continue to undergo), it is 

still far from clear that we can conclude that this image 'is already established, 

precisely, impartially and fully, that not only all its major features, but also its 

very essence are defined and divined' [yeTaHoBneH yae TO'lHO. csecnpHCTpaCTHO 

H nonHO. 'ITO He Ton.JCO Bce rnaBHloIe ero 'IepTIoI. HO H caMaK CYII&HOCT. 

onpe.lleneHIoI. yruaHIoI] (p. 100). There is still a great deal of the contradictory, 

incomprehensible, irrational-mystical and therefore not easily explainable in 

Tolstoi's image (of which the whole conception of emancipation is a good 

example), which rules out the possibility of a reductive formulation. 

Moreover, Bunin persistently reminds us that in order to establish Tolstoi's 

true place in the history of culture, one should always take into account the 

fact of his 'great' and at the same time, 'conflicting bifurcation' (p. 49) which 

singles out Tolstoi's personality, ranking him alongside Buddha, Solomon, 

saints and sages. This bifurcation is closely linked to two diametrically 

opposed but nevertheless interrelated tendencies in relation to the existential 

(or evolutionary) 'Chain' - the sense ofa strong attachment to this Chain and a 

desire to withdraw from it: 

There are two types of people. The fITst, huge one consists of people of their own 

definite moment, life-building, doing, people seemingly with almost no past or 

ancestors, true links in the Chain, about whom Indian wisdom says: what does it 

matter to them that the beginning and the end of the Chain disappear so frightfully 

into boundlessness? But the second, small one consists of not only non-doers and 

non-builders but downright destroyers who have already come to know the futility of 

action and building. They are people of dreams, contemplation and wonder at 

themselves and at the world, people of that 'philosophising' about which Ecclesiastes 

speaks. People who have already secretly responded to the ancient call: 'Leave the 
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Chain!', and who already crave to dissolve and disappear into the All-One and at the 

same time suffer ferociously, longing for all their past appearances and embodiments 

and, in particular, for every instant of their present. These are people endowed with 

the great wealth of perceptions received from their innumerable predecessors, who 

feel the infmitely remote links in the Chain; beings who wondrously (and possibly for 

the last time?) have resurrected in their person the strength and freshness of their 

heavenly forefather, of his corporeality. Hence their great bifurcation: the agony and 

terror of the withdrawal from the Chain, of parting from it, the consciousness of its 

futility and a particular fascination with it. 

[ - ECTIo .11.. P0.1l. .llIO.1Iel. B O.1lHOM. orpOMHOM. - nlO.1IK c.oero. 

onpe.1len~HHOro MOMeHT •.• HTelcxoro CTpOHTenIoCTa •. .1Ien.HH •• nlO.1IH XaX alol 

nO"TH lIe3 npomnoro. 1503 npe.1lxo.. .epHlole 3.eHIo. Tol UenH. 0 xOTopol 

roaopHT MY.1lpOCTIt HHUH: liTO HM .110 Toro, "TO Tax CTpaWHO ycxon.3&IOT a 

aeupaHHWOCT. a Ha"ano H XOHeu 3ToI Uena? A a .1IpyroM, ManOM, He 

TonloXO He .1Ien.TenK. He CTpOHTe.llH .• CYWHe p.30pHTenH. y.e n03H •• WHe 

TweTY .1IenaHH. H CTpOCHH., nlO.IIH Me"TIoI, C03epUaHa •• yuaneHa. ceae a 

MHPY. nlO.IIH Toro "YMCT.oaaHH.". 0 XOTOPOM roaopHT Exxne3HaCT. - nlO.IIH. 

y.e aT.IHe oTxnHXHyawHec. Ha .IIpeaHHI 30a: "Bloliu H3 UenH!" - y.e 

••• .1IylOwHe paCTaopHT.C •. Hc"e3HYT. ao BCeeJIHHOM H aMeCTe C TeM ew~ 

nlOTO CTp •• .1IYIOWHe. TOCXYIOWHe 0 acex Tex .IIHXax. aonnomeHH.X. a XOHX 

npealolaanH OHH. ocoaeHHO .e 0 xa • .II0M MHre caocro HaCTo.wero. 3TO nlO.1IH. 

oupeHHlole aenHXHM aoraTcTaoM aoclIpa.THI. 1I0ny"eHHlolx HMH OT CaoHX 

aeC"HcneHHlolx npe.1lWeCTaeHHHxoa. "YaCTaYlOlUae I5CCXOHewo untne 3aeH •• 

UenH. cywecTaa. .1IHaHO (a He a lIocnC.1lHHI nH pa3?) aocxpeCHaWHe a caOCM 

JlHUe cany H cae.eCT. caoero palcxoro IIpaOTua. ero TenCCHOCTa. OTCIOU a 

aenHXOC HX pa3.11aOCHHe: Myxa a y.ac yxo.1la H3 UenH. pa3nyu C HelO. 

COOHaHae TweTIol et - a cyryaoro o"apoaaHa. 010.] (Ibid.) 

It is essential to recognize that withdrawal from the Chain (and herein lies the 

secret of its attraction and seductive power25 for Bunin) excludes or, more 

exactly, does not guarantee salvation during one's life-time, offering, instead, 

a life outside time, the possibility that having been born once, one can be born 
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agam. Once again, the paradox of Tolstoi's situation (although this might 

sound rather confused and naive as many of Bun in's conclusions do when this 

work is taken at face value) resides in the following: the more we feel that the 

solution to Tolstoi's riddles is found, the more we discover new ones emerging 

from his literary and religious-philosophical experiences. 

Lastly, what still remains unclear and what the next chapter has to deal 

with, is the question of the meaning of emancipation with reference to Bunin's 

work: what endows an individual with a sense of freedom (if there is a place 

for such a category at all in Bunin)? 

25 For an engaging discussion of this theme in Bunin see Woodward, 'Eros and Nirvana', pp. 577-79. 
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3al{eM repOHHH H repoH? 3al{eM pOMaH. nOBeCT •. C 3aBJl3ICOR H 

pa3BJl3JCoR? 

HBaH BYHHH. KHHr. (1924) 

1. The short story: a new old genre 

Critics were far from unanImous In their appraisal of Bunin's last 

collection of short stories Dark Avenues [Temnye allei]. It was received with a 

certain coolness in some emigre circles, I and hostility in others, for whom 

Dark Avenues displayed nothing but Bunin's 'senile obsession with sex,2 and 

eroticism, that almost bordered on 'pornography'. 3 Soviet scholarship dwells, 

rather predictably, on two aspects: Bunin's ever growing 'nostalgia,4 for pre-

Revolutionary Russia and his idea of 'the destructive power' of passion.s 

Finally, there are works which point to something in the collection that clearly 

does not fit into the traditional scheme of description of Bun in's narrative art, 

that goes far beyond his usual stories about unhappy love or, more exactly, 

ISee G. A. Adamovich, Odinochestvo i svoboda [1955] (St. Petersburg: Logos, 1993), p. 64-66. 
2 R. Poggioli, 'The Art ofIvan Bunin', Harvard Slavic Studies, 1 (1953),249-77 (p. 251). 
J GJeb Struve, Russkaia literatura v izgnanii (New York: Izdatel'stvo imeni Chekhova, 1956), p. 251. 
4 O. N. Mikhailov, Ivan Alekseevich Bunin: Ocherk tvorchestva (Moscow: Nauka, 1967), pp. 77-78. 
5 V. A. Afanas'ev, I. A. Bunin: Ocherk tvorchestva (Moscow: Prosveshchenie, 1966), p. 234. 
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about love which does not end happily.6 And this is precisely the perspective 

from which Bunin's last work is approached in the present chapter. 

In The Grasse Diary [Grasskii dnevnik] Galina Kuznetsova recollects 

that in May 1929 Bunin remarked to his wife that: 

Since I realized that life is like an ascent of the Alps, I have understood everything. I 

have understood that everything is trivial. There are certain invariable, organic 

things about which nothing can be done: death, illness and love, but the rest is trivial. 

[C Tex nop. KaK II nOHlin. 'ITO .H3HIt - aOCXO.JlOHHO Ha Anltnw. II aco nOHlin. 

11 nOHlin. 'ITO ace - nYCTIiKH. ECTIt HOCICOnltlCO aOlllol. HOH3MOHHWX. 

OpraHH'IOCXHX. C XOTOPWMH HH'IOrO nOJlOnaTIt HOn1t311: CMOPTIt. 60n03HIt. 

n1060alt. a OCTanltHOO nYCTIIICH.]' 

These words serve as a starting point in formulating the major themes of the 

whole collection: every short story in Dark Avenues is, in its own way, a story 

oflove - one of those three 'things' about which one can really do nothing. In 

Dark Avenues Bunin again resorts to his favourite, although 'insidious' ,8 genre 

of the short story. The perfidy of this genre has attracted the attention of many 

writers, linguists and literary theorists such as Goethe, Poe, Chekhov, Garshin, 

Jakobson, Kafka, Tynianov, Babel', Virginia Woolf, Vinogradov and 

Vygotskii. Viktor Shklovskii explains this feature in terms of the changeable 

nature of the genre itself.9 He asserts that the short story is 'a stylistic notion 

which is created by us, and depends on a number of phenomena which form it 

and as it were supplant it' [nOHJlTHe CTHnHCTH'IeClCoe. HaMH C03JlaHHoe. 

6 See, for example, M. lorev, 'Posledniaia novella Bunina', in Profili iskusstva (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 
1965), pp. 277-319 (pp. 278-79); James B. Woodward, 'Eros and Nirvana in the Art ofIvan Bunin', 
Modern Language Review, 65 (1970), 576-86 (pp. 579-81); and C. Wood, 'The Modernity ofIvan 
Bunin' (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Bradford, 1996), pp. 349-51. 
7 G. Kuznetsova, Grasskii dnevnik (Washington, D. C.: Victor Kamkin, 1967), p. 98. 
8 V. Shklovskii, '0 novelle', in Khudozhestvennaia proza: Razmyshleniia i razbory (Moscow: 
Sovetskiipisatel', 1961), pp. 149-55 (p. 149). 
9 Although Shklovskii uses the term 'novella' he is refering to what other scholars term korotkii 
rasskaz (,short story'). 
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3aBHc_wee OT uenoro pJlJla _BneHHI. XOTOPWC ce C03JlalOT H xax 6W 

nOJlMCHHBaIOT] (p. 150). 

Although mentioning 'a number of phenomena', Shklovskii focuses on 

one In particular, namely, the factor of the 'extraordinariness' 

(neobychainost) of the short story, the 'unfamiliarity' (neznakomost ,), that is, 

the 'chance character' (sluchainost,) of its content which is interesting, of 

value and significant in its own right (p. 151). The exceptional character of the 

short story is closely linked to the problem of finding a universal formulation 

for this genre: the history of the development of the genre of the short story 

proves to contain more exceptions than rules, for it is only in accordance with 

the latter that a precise definition can be made. Hence, one author's or 

scholar's conception of the short story very often turns out to be entirely alien 

and unacceptable for the artistic thinking of another. Shklovskii considers 

Chekhov to be a vivid illustration of this, since the whole of Chekhov's 

creative work is directly associated with the breaking of the generic canon. 

For instance, what was understood by nineteenth-century literary scholarship 

to be a specific characteristic of the short story (that is, a narrative which is 

based on the idea of plot intensity and deals only with a single event) would 

not, as Shklovskii puts it, 'suit' Chekhov, who 'did not strive' for an intensity 

of plot. Furthermore: 

Nor does Chekhov always narrate about a single event in the short story. The 

exposition is absent in his short story but it does often include a prehistory: it is a 

narrative about several events. 

[qexoa Tax.e He acerJla a Hoaenne noaecTayeT 06 OJlHOM C06Io1THH. B cro 

Hoaenne OTcYTCTaYOT aaOJlH.. "aCTio. HO "aCTO a Hee axnlO"ClH. 

npeJiIolCTopH.: 3TO noaeCTaoaaHHe 0 HecxonloXHX COI5Io1TH.X.] (p. 152) 
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Shklovskii argues that in defining the genre of the short story it is crucial to 

take into account the concept of 'novelty' (nov;zna), manifested in the 

aspiration to discover the new in the familiar, and 'not sharpen old, traditional 

conflicts on new material' [ne obostriat' starye, traditsionnye konflikty na 

novom materiale] (p. 153). Thus, in his own definition ofthe genre (and this is 

important for an understanding of Bunin's narrative art in particular), 

Shklovskii proceeds from the idea that the short story or, to be more precise, 

its finale, is always open to more than a single interpretation. He concludes: 

The structure of the short story is founded on the contradictions which exist in life 

and which (with the help of events of a different series or comparison of series of 

events which offer a different treatment of the same phenomenon) are revealed in the 

narrative. 

[CTpOCHHC Hoacnnw OCHoaaHO Ha CYlUeCTaYlOlUHX a .H3HH npOTHaOpe'DI.x. 

XOTopwe npH nOMOIUH COI5WTHI HHoro p • .II. HnH conOCT.aneHHA: COI5WTHIHWX 

p • .IIoa. .IIalOlUHX pa3HOC OTHOWClHHCI x OAHOMY H TOMY .e .aneHHIO. 

OI5HaPY.HaaIOTC. a noaClcTaoaaHHH.] (p. 155) 

Thus, from here it follows that duality can never be obvious or predictable; on 

the contrary, it is always combined with the element of unexpectedness that 

offers the very possibility of a new reading, interpretation and sense of the 

familiar experience. The genre of the short story develops in a reader, author 

or narrator the ability to see anew the habitual, finding an unusual 'freshness', 

significance and uniqueness in every phenomenon, however familiar. 

2. The author's narrative 
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What is remarkable about Bunin's prose is that among other features of 

the genre of the short story such as 'strict' composition, the presence of a 

detailed exposition and so forth, it is, above all, guided by the factor of novelty 

which, in its tum, is closely associated with the principle of narrative 

conciseness or briefness. In the history of the genre, Chekhov was the first to 

speak of the necessity for both the short story and the short-story writer to be 

'as brief as possible', 10 translating this principle into a narrative device. 

Konstantin Paustovskii describes this peculiarity of the genre in the following 

way: 

The most effective, most magnificent prose is concise prose. Everything that is 

superfluous, everything that it is possible not to say is excluded from it, only that 

which it is absolutely essential to say remains. [ ... ] Conciseness comes with 

exhaustive knowledge. 

HCXntO'leHO ace nHWHee. ace. 'ITO MO_HO He cxa:saTIo. H OCTaaneHO nHWIo TO, 

'ITO cxa3aTio coaepweHHO HeOC5XOAHMO. [ ... ] C.aTocTIo AaeTC. 

HC'lepnWaaIOUlHM 3HaHHeM.] II 

Conciseness is created by the language structure of the short story which, like 

no other literary genre, makes way for such a narrative form as the author's 

narrative, that is, the narrative on behalf of the hero wherein the narrator's 

plane merges with that of the protagonist. 

The preference for first-person perspective in story-telling is a 

distinguishing feature of Bunin's work in general, and Dark Avenues is no 

exception. This is chiefly explained by the fact that the first-person narrative 

has a strongly developed subjective principle which allows the hero-narrator 

10 See Ivan Bunin, 'Chekhov', in Memories and Portraits, tr. Vera Trail and Robin Chancellor 
(London: John Lehmann, 1951), pp. 28-57 (p. 28). 
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not only to express his own or her own attitude to the world, an understanding 

and evaluation of the events which are portrayed or recollected, but also to 

reproduce the subtle movements of the human soul, to describe and relate 

those things which are not easily susceptible to direct observation. Moreover, 

first-person narration directs the reader's attention towards the authentic, at 

times photographic representation of the material, guided by the narrator's 

desire to make one believe in what he tries to recollect. Bunin's last collection 

is, in terms of composition, organized as (badly kept) diary notes with detailed 

descriptions of various brief moments or even instances of human life, the 

memory of which proves to be so significant to the person that everything that 

took place before, between or after those moments, is simply not interesting, 

does not make sense and therefore does not deserve attention. The element of 

subjectivity introduced by first person narrative changes the short story, its 

inner rhythm and intonation, endowing it, in Bunin's case, with elegiac 

features. This also indicates that we are dealing with a personal, vivid 

memory, with the hero's addressivity towards the past, his aspiration to 

enliven this past aesthetically (being, moreover, well aware of its singularity, 

uniqueness and irreversibility) and to find himself in the reliving of that 

expenence. 

The idea of reliving the experience during its recollection is a crucial 

one for Bunin's artistic thinking in general and for Dark Avenues in particular, 

for the author's feeling, expressed through the hero-narrator, hereby gains, in 

Bakhtin's words, 'a certain extension, a certain content that is contemplated 

II K. Paustovskii, 'Poeziia prozy', in Naedine S osen 'iu: Portrety, vospominaniia, ocherki (Moscow: 
Sovetskii pisatel', 1967), pp. 5-16 (p. 8). 
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almost palpably', 'detennination' and 'rhythm'. 12 The significance of the latter 

for an understanding of Bunin's works was observed by Paustovskii in his 

article 'Ivan Bunin', in which he asserts that rhythm is the very 'inalienable' 

category which creates the unique lyricism of Bunin's prose. Paustovskii 

implies that Bunin's rhythm is fonned by a certain feeling which lies at the 

basis of Bunin's artistic ability to see, hear and sense the surrounding world 

and time: 

In Pusheshnikov's notes there is an astonishing passage which reveals the 'secret' of 

Bunin's mastery. Bunin said that when he was beginning to write about anything, he 

had first and foremost to 'fmd the sound' (for Proust this is 'the rhythm of prose', for 

Ostrovskii - 'tone', for Maiakovskii - 'rumble' and for Mandel'shtam - 'breathing of 

the verbal structure'). 'Once I have found it, the rest comes of its own accord'. What 

does this mean: 'to fmd the sound?' 'To fmd the sound' means to find the rhythm of 

prose and its major resonance. For prose has the same inner melody as poetry and 

music. 

[B 3anHcxax nywewHHxoaa eCTIt MCCTO YJlHaHTcnltHOC. pacxpwaalOlIlcc 

"TaRHY" 6YHHHcxoro MaCTcpCTaa. SYHHH roaopHn. 'ITO. Ha'lHHa. nHCaTIt 0 

'IeM 6W TO HH 6wno. npe*Jlc accro OH JlOn*eH "HaITH 3ayx" (y npYCTa - 3TO 

"PHTM npOlW". y OCTpoacxoro "TOH", y Ma.xoacxoro "ryn". y 

MaHJlenltWTaMa - "JlWXaHHe cnoaeCHoro CTpO_"). "Kax cxopo _ cro Hawcn. 

acc OCTanltHOe JlaeTC. caMo c0601". 'ITO 3TO 3Ha'CHT - "HaITH 3ayx"? 

"HaRTH 3aYIt" - 3TO 3Ha'CHT HaITH PHTM np03W H HaITH OCHoaHOC CC 

UY'laHHC. 860 np03a 06naJlaOT Taltol *0 aHYTpOHHOI MOnOJlHol. Itax CTHXH 

Thus, the sense of the rhythm of the prose, which is synonymous with the 

musicality of its sound, is the expression of the inner texture of a literary work 

12 M. M. Bakhtin, 'Author and Hero in Aesthetic Activity', in Art and Answerability: Early 
Philosophical Esays by M. M. Bakhtin, ed. Michael Holquist and Vadim Liapunov, tr. Vadim Liapunov 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990), pp. 4-257 (p. 117). 
13 K. Paustovskii, 'Ivan Bunin', in Naedine s osen 'iu, pp. 64-78 (p. 71). 
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which is rooted, according to Paustovskii, 'in an excellent knowledge of and 

subtle feeling for language' [v prekrasnom znanii i tonkom chuvstve iazyka] 

(ibid.). In his Psychology oj Art [Psikhologiia iskusstva] Lev Vygotskii, 

examining the peculiarities of the genre of the short story, expresses the idea 

that in the body of the short story everything, from the conjunction of actual 

events, the structure of sentences, phrases and rejoinders to the literary images, 

the heroes' attitudes and acts, is all subjected to the same laws of artistic 

accumulations to which the transition of sounds into melody or the rhyming of 

words into verses are SUbjected. In short, in the short story, rhythm (sound, 

melody, tone or intonation) represents a concrete emotional and aesthetic 

reality which defines the artistic structure of the whole work, its stylistic, 

linguistic, figurative and compositional systems. 14 

In Bunin's works, rhythm is created not only by the intonational

linguistic structure of the narrative (reiteration of images, situations, 

combinations of words, plot and speech schemes and so forth), but also, as was 

noted earlier, by the narrator's direct orientation towards reminiscence which 

is, in fact, strengthened by an ever-growing and overwhelming aspiration to 

revive the memory of the past, not so much because of a longing for this past, 

as for the purpose of experiencing it anew, in all its detailed reality, 

temporality and eventness. The narrator and the hero form, moreover, one 

joint space, one movement and sensation of the time-flow. In 'The First Day 

of Lent' [Chistyi ponedel'nik] - the short story of the collection selected here 

for closer examination - the past is 'resurrected' in the hero's consciousness in 

such a way that he begins to speak of the bygone as though it takes place in the 

14 L. S. Vygotskii, Psikhologiia iskusstva (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1969), pp.129-31. 
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immediate present. The very necessity of detailed descriptions and elucidation 

becomes, therefore, significantly reduced, which leads to a simplification of 

the exposition in Bunin's short stories in general: the short stories in Dark 

Avenues either do not have an exposition as such or it turns out to be very 

'compressed' (szhataia).ls 'The First Day of Lent' begins with a passage 

which ends by depicting the picture of a soon-to-arrive winter evening, briefly 

enumerating all that almost every evening begins with, that recurs every day in 

the hero's life. The subjective plane of the protagonist is as though already 

introduced and we at once find ourselves plunged into his world and 

consciousness: 

The grey winter Moscow day was growing dark, the gas in the street lamps lit up 

coldly, the shop windows were warmly illuminated - and, releasing one from the 

daily routine, Moscow's evening life began to kindle; the cabman's sleighs sped 

along more often and cheerfully, the overcrowded, swooping tramcars rattled more 

heavily, so that in the twilight you could already see the green hissing sparks falling 

from the electric wires - the dull-black figures of passers-by hurried with greater 

animation along the snow-covered pavements. ... Every evening at this time my 

coachman whisked me along with a high-stepping trotter - from the Red Gates to the 

Cathedral of Christ the Saviour opposite which she lived. 

[ToMHon MOCXOBCXHI copwl 3HMHHI .II0H •• XOnO.llHO 3aZHranc. ra3 a !IIoHap.x. 

Tonno OCBOlllanHC. BHTpHHW Mara3HKoa - H pauopanac. aOllopH ••• 

OCa060Z.IIalOllla. OT .IIHOBHWX .lion MOCXOBcxa. ZH3K.: rYlllo H 60.llpol KocnHC. 

H3B03'IH"ItH caHXH. T.zonol rpOMonH nopononHOHHWO. HWp.IOIllHO TpaMaaH. -

B CYMpaxo yzo aK.IIHO awno. xax C IDHnOHHOM CWnanHCIt C npOBO.llOa 30nOKWO 

3a03.11W - OZHBnOHHOO CROIDHnH no CKOZHWM TpoTyapaM My THO "OPKOIOIIIHO 

RPOXOZKO... Kaz.IIwl BOIIOP M"an MOH. B 3TOT 'lac Ha BWTUHBalOllloMC. 

pwcaxo Mol xyllop - OT KpaCKWX BOPOT x xpaMy XpHCTa CnaCHTon.: OHa 

ZHna npOTHB Koro [ •.. J . (Bunin 7:238) 

U L. A. Foster, '0 kompozitsii Temnykh allei Bunina', Russkaia literatura, 9 (1975), 55-65 (p. 55). 
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The exposition is 'saturated' with verbs of motion or displacement, used in the 

past tense and imperfective aspect which indicates the 'past-present' condition: 

after all, the semantic organisation of the remembrance is always, in essence, 

based upon verbs used in the present tense. From the very beginning this also 

releases the narrative from the interruptedness of the events, creating a smooth, 

'solid,16 and at the same time swift development of the action of the short 

story. 

It is useful here (since we touched upon the question of temporal 

relations in Bunin's short story) to mention one more peculiar feature of the 

narrative rhythm which was described by Bakhtin in Author and Hero ... as 

'experience and temporal past' .17 For Bakhtin, the important (if not the major) 

condition of true aesthetic experience is manifested in the necessity 'to go 

beyond the bounds of the whole given experience', to be outside 'the 

experiencing soul' (ibid.), considering it from the position of 'the past of 

meaning, along with the entire context of meaning into which it was 

inseparably woven and in which it received its meaning' (p. 117). In this 

sense, presupposing 'a certain predeterminedness' and 'hopelessness' of 

human strivings, actions and feelings, the rhythm helps to overcome the 

temporal bounds between the past, present and future 'in favour of the past': 

The future as the future of meaning is dissolved, as it were, in the past and the 

present - is actually predetermined by them (for the author-contemplator always 

encompasses the whole temporary, that is, he is always later, and not just temporarily 

later, but he is later in meaning). But the very moment of transition, of movement 

from the past and the present into the future constitutes a moment in me that has the 

16 F. A. Figurovskii, '0 sintaksise prozy Bunina: Sintaksicheskaia dominanta Temnykh allei', Russkaia 
rech' 4 (1970), 43-66 (p. 66). 
17 Bakhtin, 'Author and Hero', 116. 
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character purely of an event, where I, from within myself, participate in the unitary 

and unique event of being. (pp. 117-18) 

Thus, the author remains, in Shklovskii's expression, 'the master of time' 

(khoziain vremeni),18 whereas the rhythm, in its tum, assures the aesthetic 

action of the plot in the past and assists in an understanding of the chronotope 

of the world within which all events of the hero's life take place. Moreover, 

rhythm is important for an understanding of the contextual mood and the 

character of the narrative undercurrent, helping to define the direction in which 

the author's quest and the work of the artistic imagination move. 

3. 'This is not religiosity': Oriental wisdom and the irrational past 

In Dark Avenues Bunin seeks to find the answer to the following 

questions: What is love? What is its place in human life? What is the meaning 

of love? Is it to give one the sensation of perfect bliss and freedom or, on the 

contrary, to bum, to empty one's soul, leaving it in a state of complete despair 

and misery, or perhaps all of these things? It is significant that, 

notwithstanding the narrowness of the themes and problems of the whole 

collection, 'The First Day of Lent' is noted for its unusual character, for, as 

Lev Dolgopolov maintains, beyond the acts and appearances of the 

protagonists we feel something deeper which Bunin subtly but at the same 

time persistently interweaves into the seemingly everyday love-plot. 19 Bunin 

himself singled out this short story, considering it to be one of 'the best and 

II V. Shklovskii, 'Konventsiia vremeni', Voprosy literatury, 3 (1969), 115-28 (p. 119). 
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most original things' he had ever written: 'I thank God', writes Bunin, 'for 

giving me the opportunity to write "The First Day of Lent'" [Blagodariu Boga, 

chto on dal mne vozmozhnost' napisat' 'Chistyi ponedel'nik,].20 

As in many other short stories of the collection, such as 'The 

Caucasus' [Kavkaz], 'Visiting Cards' [Vizitnye kartochki], 'In Paris' [V 

Parizhe], 'The Beauty' [Krasavitsa], 'Steamship "Saratov'" [Parokhod 

'Saratov'] and 'A Cold Autumn' [Kholodnaia osen'], the protagonists in 'The 

First Day of Lent' are unnamed. They are a he and a she who meet in the Arts 

Club at a lecture delivered by Andrei Belyi and fall in love. The feeling seems 

to be mutual but the heroes have not yet become truly intimate with each other: 

the moment of complete intimacy is insistently and deliberately suppressed by 

the female protagonist. After spending only one night together, they part. 

After this night, undoubtedly fateful for the hero and crucial in the 

. development of the plot, Bunin's heroine decides to do penance by taking the 

veil in a convent. Whilst providing all secondary characters with names 

which, moreover, are not fictitious (apart from the name of the coachman, 

Fedor), Bunin refuses to name his protagonists, creating the situation where 

two major intentionally unnamed heroes live and act in a real and 

topographically precise environment. 'The First Day of Lent', like no other of 

Bunin's short stories, is 'overpopulated,21 with names of real persons, among 

whom are Russian writers of the previous century - Griboedov and Tolstoi -

and the tum of the century - Chekhov, Ertel', Andreev, Belyi and Briusov. 

Bunin's heroine receives, along with flowers and boxes of chocolates, the 

19 L. K. Dolgopolov, "'Chistyi ponedel'nik'" v sisteme tvorchestva I. Bunina emigrantskogo perioda', 
in Na rubeze velcov: 0 russkoi literature Icontsa XIX-nachala XX v. (Leningrad: Sovetskii pisatel' , 
1977), pp. 319-44 (p. 320). 
%0 Literaturnoe Nasledstvo, vol. 84, pt. 1 (Ivan Alekseevich Bunin) (Moscow: Nauka, 1973), p. 634. 
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books of Hoffmansthal, Schitzler, Tetmayer and Pshibyshevskii - writers and 

literary critics who were popular in early twentieth-century Russia. The names 

of artists and actors mentioned here (such as Stanislavskii, Kachalov, 

Moskvin, Sulerzhitskii and opera singer Shaliapin) belong to real figures of the 

Moscow Arts Theatre. Egorov is the real name of the owner of the well

known inn in Hunter's Row. Characters from Old Russian literature and 

history (Peresvet and Osliabia, Paul and Fevroniia of Murom, Iurii Dolgorukii 

and Sviatoslav Severskii) as well as personages from War and Peace - Platon 

Karataev and Pierre Bezukhov - are acknowledged. The very fact of the 

insignificance of the names of the protagonists is one of the peculiar features 

of Bunin's artistic thinking in general. The element of historical or 

geographical reality and concretness is introduced by the names of real people 

or places. Besides, against the background of such a quantity of non

imaginary and easily recognisable names, invented protagonists could not 

possibly be named, for any name in this situation, as Bakhtin formulates it, 

'acquires the tinge of something typical, distinctive and original, it is no longer 

a name but the appellation of a personage' [priobretaet ottenok chego-to 

tipicheskogo, kharaktemogo, svoeobraznogo, eto uzhe ne imia, no nazvanie 

personazha].22 The hero's name is profoundly individual, it generates, 

distinguishes and structures individuality, associating it with a tradition. The 

absence of a name, in its tum, brings into the narrative Chekhov's 'mutual 

sense of life', that is, the feature of community and universality. The male 

protagonist in 'The First Day of Lent' describes the female protagonist in the 

following way: 'She was enigmatic, incomprehensible to me' [Ona byla 

21 DoJgopolov, "'Chistyi ponedel'nik" v sisteme tvorchestva', 321. 
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zagadochna, neponiatna dlia menia] (Bunin 7: 238). The name would, 

therefore, only make her concrete and defined, destroying the aura of 

strangeness, insoluble tension and intriguing expectation that surrounds 

Bunin's heroine. By virtue of her own mysteriousness, a kind of decadent 

unbalancedness, the female protagonist in 'The First Day of Lent' could easily 

exist under any possible name. Finally, becoming a nun, she seems to dissolve 

in a different world wherein a secular name is no longer significant, emerging 

as, to use Bakhtin's words about the image of Plat on Karataev, 'the wisdom of 

the depersonalising whole'[mudrost' obezlichivaiushchego tselogo].23 

In 'The First Day of Lent' the protagonists introduce into the narrative 

the West-East opposition which has been a crucial theme for Bunin from the 

collection of travel notes The Shadow of the Bird onwards. In the beauty of 

Bunin's heroine there was something 'Indian' or 'Persian' which, in spite of 

her quintessentially Russian origin (her father comes from a well-known Tver 

merchant family). made her look, as one of the characters says, like the 

fairytale 'Virgin Empress, Queen of Shamakhan' or, in the male protagonist's 

words, 'an oriental beauty from a cheap popular print' [vostochnaia krasavitsa 

s lubochnoi kartinki] (Bunin 7: 248): 

A face of dark-amber, magnificent hair, rather sinister in its luxuriant blackness, 

softly shining brows, like black sable fur, eyes black, like velvety coal, her alluring 

mouth with its velvety-crimson lips was shaded by dark down; when she went out, 

she usually wore a rich red velvet dress with shoes of the same colour with gold 

buckles. 

[CMyrnO-.HTapHoe nHIlO. aenHJ:oneUHwe H HeCJ:on.J:o 3no.elllHe a caoel 

rycTol l(epHOTe aonocw. ...rJ:o aneCT.IIlHe. xax l(epHwl coaonHHwl .. ex. 

11 M. M. Bakhtin, 'Dopolneniia i izmeneniia k "RabIe''', in Sobranie sochinenii v semi tomakh 
(MosCOW: Russkie slovari, 1996), V, pp. 80-129 (p. 102). 
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cspoaH. 'ICpHWC. Italt CSapXaTHWI yron.. rna3a; nnOHHTen.Hwl 

csapxaTHCTo-nYHlloaWMH rycsaMH POT oTTOHeH cswn TeMHWM nywltoM; 

awe3*a •. oHa 'Iawe acero Haaeaana rpaHaToaoe csapxaTHoe nnaT.e H TaltHe 

lKe TyrIJnH C 30nOTWMH 3aCTOlKxaMH.] (p. 240) 

The combination of three major colours (black, red and golden-yellow with 

their rare tints) which prevails in the description of the female protagonist's 

outward appearance is used in various oriental legends, myths and ceremonies 

to symbolize beauty, wealth, wisdom and peace. It needs to be said that for 

Bunin a criterion of human beauty in general, and female beauty in particular, 

is the presence of 'oriental features' (in Dark Avenues all memorable beautiful 

female characters such as Rusia (,Rusia'), Natali ('Natali') or the unnamed 

niece of sheikh Aid ('Spring in Judea' [Vesnoi, v Iudee]) have either an 

element of 'eastern blood' in their family or a direct ancestral link with the 

East} which lies at the basis of their peculiar and unique beauty and which is 

always accompanied by great, although secret, passion. 

In 'The First Day of Lent' the female protagonist carries in herself that 

oriental sensuality which the European, 'Sicilian' temperament of the male 

protagonist is so attracted to and longs for: Bunin's hero, coming from Penza 

province, was also handsome, even 'indecently handsome' (neprilichno krasiv) 

(p. 240) with a warm southern beauty. Bunin's heroine lives a lazy, easy life, 

doing some university courses which she visits only occasionally. When she is 

asked why she goes at all, she replies interrogatively: 'Why does anything 

happen in the world? Do we really understand anything about our acts?' [A 

zachem vse delaetsia na svete? Razve my ponimaem chto-nibud' v nashish 

postupkakh?] (p. 239). Thus, her outlook is presented as an utterly eastern 

one, whereas a western outlook wants to understand, evaluate and consider 

23 Bakhtin, 'Dopolneniia i izmeneniia k "RabIe"', 82. 
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everything, cognising the world and actions through logic and reason. It is no 

accident that Bunin prepares such a sudden finale, the renunciation of secular 

vanity and entering a convent, since the oriental sensuality, gradually coming 

into contact with western sensuality, impulsive in its very nature, gradually 

rejects it, returning, in the end, to its own roots, but this time on an ascetic 

basis. On the piano Bunin's heroine constantly plays 'the slow, 

somnabulistically beautiful opening of "The Moonlight Sonata" - but only the 

beginning' [medlennoe, somnabulicheski prekrasnoe nachalo "Lunnoi sonaty", 

- tol'ko nachalo] (ibid.). Bunin emphasizes that she practises 'only the 

beginning', that is, that part where the turbulent, spirited personality of 

Beethoven does not manifest itself, but there is certainly something which 

speaks for the heroine's still sleepy, aimlessly moving soul. In fact, this 

opposition is present throughout the whole of the narrative: in words and 

actions, deeds and feelings these two principles - eastern and western - adjoin, 

synthesize and disintegrate in order to begin a new search for each other. The 

closer their contiguity and intimacy, the longer and more painful their parting. 

Herein, for Bunin, lies the essence and meaning of how the East and West 

(these two eternal elements, two sides of the human state and existence) 

become acquainted with one another. The protagonists in 'The First Day of 

Lent' emerge, therefore, as two eternal symbols which, in Bunin's 

interpretation, represent two different cultures: they cannot entirely merge to 

become a unitary whole, but neither can they dispute, for there is always a 

possibility, a place for a certain uniting space where the two sides can 

interrelate and enter a dialogue with each other. This theme was a vitally 

important one for Bunin from The Shadow of the Bird onwards, where the East 
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was seen by him as the manifestation of a natural, powerful Being in which 

one feels a free breathing culture which is possessed of healthy qualities. 

The male protagonist describes the female protagonist's love for 

Moscow as 'strange', since it is based on a harmony of things which, he 

believes, are impossible or at least difficult to combine: 

"A strange city! - I was saying to myself, thinking about Hunter's Row, Iverskaia and 

St. Basil's Cathedral. St. Basil's and Saviour on Bor, Italian cathedrals and 

something Kirghiz about the spikes of the towers on the Kremlin walls ... " 

["CTp.HHWI ropoA! - rOBopHn • C060. AYM •• 06 OXOTHOM p.AO. 06 HBOpCICol. 

o B.CHnHH lin •• OHHOM. - B.cHnHI lin •• oHHwl - H Cnac-Ha-liopy. 

HTanJ..HCICHO C060PW - H '[TO-TO JCHprH3CICOO • OCTpH.X 6aWOH Ha 

JCpeMnoaCJCHX CTeHax ... "] (p. 241) 

At first, Bunin's heroine does not reveal herself in any kind of 

discourse, and just as the hero is inclined to talkativeness, as though bursting 

into the narrative, so she remains 'thoughtfully incommunicative'. Clearly, the 

East is most often silent whereas the West always speaks openly, verbally 

expressing both thought and feeling. At this point the following detail is of 

particular importance: the male protagonist is dressed in a coat with 'beaver 

collar'. A beaver collar, moreover, is mentioned twice in the text of the story, 

evoking the lines from Evgenii Onegin: 'His beaver collar silvers with a frosty 

dust' [Moroznoi pyl'iu serebritsia ego bobrovyi vorotnik] (I, XVI). Here we 

can observe a certain parallel between the major characters in Pushkin's novel 

and Bunin's short story: she is Tat'iana and he is Evgenii Onegin. 

Furthermore, Pushkin's Tat'iana Larina, a protoheroine of Russian nobility, 

before emerging as an unnamed oriental beauty in Bunin, appears in Turgenev, 

a person and writer with western convictions, in particular in his novel A Nest 

of the Gentry [Dvorianskoe gnezdo] in the image of Liza Kalitina. All these 
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female characters bear m themselves the Russian national principle, but 

Bunin's heroine, above all, is a merchant daughter: the merchant class in 

Russia was certainly closer to the 'soil', to popular roots, to Russia before 

Peter the Great with its schismatics and deacons so beloved by her: 

As I said: you should have seen the deacons! Like Peres vet and Osliabia! And two 

choirs in both aisles, all of them, too, like Peresvets, tall, mighty men in long black 

caftans, singing, echoing: first one choir, then the other. And they all sing in unison 

and without music but from 'kryuks'. And the grave was lined with bright fir-tree 

branches, and outside it was frosty and sunny, the snow dazzling ... 

[Tax BOT: .IIHaXOHJoI - .IIa xaXHe! nepeCBeT H OCJI.6.! H Ha .IIBYX XJlHpOCaX .IIaa 

xopa. To_e Bce nepeCBeTJoI: BJoICOXHe. MorY"He. a .IIJ1HHHJoIX IIepHJoIX xa4lTaHax. 

nOIOT. nCpeXJlHxa.clo. - TO O.llHH Xop. TO .IIpyrol. - H ace a YHHCOH H He no 

HOTaM. a no "xplOxaM". A MOrHJla 6Jo1J1a BHYTPH BJoIJlO_eHa 6J1CCT.IIlHMH 

ellOBJoIMH aeTa.MH. a Ha .IIBOpe MOPOl. COJlHIlC. ClIenHT CHer ... ] (p. 244) 

It is significant that Liza Kalitina wanted to enter one of the most 

solitary northern convents. Bunin's heroine has similar intentions: 'Oh, I shall 

go into a convent somewhere, some truly remote one, somewhere in Vologda 

or Viatka!' [Okh, uidy ia kuda-nibud' v monastyr', v kakoi-nibud' samyi 

glukhoi, vologotskii, viatskii!] (p.246). Her letter - the finale of 'The First Day 

of Lent' - simply paraphrases Liza's last letter to Lavretskii in A Nest of the 

Gentry, in which a declaration of love is followed by a brief note about her 

decision to do penance. Both Turgenev's heroine and Bunin's oriental beauty 

consider renunciation and the convent to be a way out. In this sense the 

dialogue between Bunin's protagonists about Platon Karataev and 'oriental 

wisdom' is of particular importance: 

'Anyway, this is not love, not love .. .' 

She calmly answered from the darkness, 'Maybe. Who knows what love is, after all?' 
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'I know!' I exclaimed, ' And I shall wait until you learn what love is, and happiness 

is!' 

'Happiness, happiness ... Our happiness, my friend, is like the water in a drag-net: if 

you give it a tug, it swells but if you pull it out - there is nothing left.' 

'What's all that about?' 

'This is what Platon Karataev said to Pierre.' 

I waved my hand, 'Oh, the hell with it, this oriental wisdom!' 

[- JIa. aCO-TaXH lTO KO nI060a.. HO nI060a .... 

OKa pO.KO OT03aanac. H3 TeMKOTIoI: 

- MOllCOT 6Io1T.. KTO lICO 3KUT. 'lTO Taxoo nI06oa.? 

- JI .• 3HalO! - .ocxnHxHyn •. - H 6y1l.y lIC1I.aT •• xor1l.a H alol Y3KaeTe. "TO 

Taxoo nI060a •• C'laCT.O! 

- C'laCT.O. C'laCTIoO ... "C"aCTIoO Hawo . .apyllCox. xax aOu a 6PO.aHO: T.HOW. -

Ka1l.ynoc •. a aIoiTaWHW. - KH'lOrO HOTY". 

- 3TO 'lTO? 

- 3TO Tax nnaTOH KapaTaea roaopHn n.opy. 

JI MaXHY n pyxoll: 

- Ax. 60r C Hoi. C lTolL aOCTO'lHOI My.aPOCT.IO!] (p. 242) 

This passage recalls the conversation between Liza and Lavretskii in which 

they express their different understandings of the meaning of happiness in 

human life. In A Nest of the Gentry Turgenev's major problem, happiness and 

duty, was solved by his heroine in favour of duty. Liza Kalitina argues that 

there is no place for happiness in this world and particularly in her situation: to 

be in love with a married man was seen as a terrible sin. In 'The First Day of 

Lent' the expression 'oriental wisdom' bears traces of the polemics between 

eastern and western perceptions of the world and general principles of life 

style. 

By referring to Platon Karataev's words, Bunin's heroine tries to offer 

an explanation for her own strivings and actions which led her to her final 
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decision. Herein also lies the root of Tolstoi's choice (as well as that of some 

of his characters) of renunciation. Pierre Bezukhov in his conversations with 

Platon Karataev, Andrei Bolkonskii in his observations of wounded soldiers, 

and Levin in his simple talks with mowers discover for themselves a new, 

spiritual power in which they try to participate, for it eliminates all that is false, 

vain and egoistic. The following dialogue between Bunin's protagonists is 

revealing at this point: 

'Have you fmished reading The Flaming Ange/?' 

'I've finished looking through it. It is so high-flown that one is ashamed to read it.' 

, Why did you suddenly leave Shaliapin's concert yesterday? 

'He was excessively bold. Besides, I don't really like flaxen-haired RusT 

'You don't like anything, do you?' 

'Yes, there are many things ... ' 

[- Bioi .II0'UlTanK OrHtlHHoro .Hrtlo.? 

- JlocMoTpena. Jlo Toro BIoICOlConapHO. 'ITO COBeCTHO 'IHTaT •. 

- A OT'IerO Bioi B"epa B.IIpyr ymnK C JCOHllepTa man.nHHa? 

- He B Mepy pa3Y.llan 6101n. H nOTOM zenToBonocylO Pyc •• a006111e He 

nlOcsnlO. 

- Bce-TO aaM He HpaaHTC.! 

- Jla. MHoroe ... ] (p. 241) 

Here and in some of the other utterances of the heroine on literature, theatre 

and history it is difficult not to notice Bunin's bias, his attitudes, passions and 

affections. 24 It is well-known that Bunin was sceptical about decadent art, and 

as much as he admired Chekhov's prose, he was critical of both Chekhov's 

plays and the experimental staging of the Arts Theatre. It is, therefore, no 

wonder that for Bunin's heroine Chekhov's memorial tomb manifests nothing 

other than 'a nasty mixture of sugary Russian style and the Arts Theatre' 
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[protivnaia smes' susal'nogo russkogo stili a i Khudozhestvennogo teatra] (p. 

244). The works of Briusov are considered by her to be 'too stilted', 

Shaliapin's performances are 'excessively bold' and Andrei Belyi's lecture 

was impossible to hear because he did not deliver it properly but rather 'sang' 

it instead, 'running and dancing around the stage' [pel ee, begaia i tantsuia na 

estrade] (p. 240). She calls all this 'flaxen-haired', tawdry Rus', seeing in it 

only the embodiment of everything unnatural, insincere and pseudo-Russian 

which is primordially alien to her nature. For her it is Tolstoi who is radical 

and truly Russian. 

Bunin's heroine is fascinated by Old Russian chronicles, hagiography 

and folklore tales, some of which she knows by heart. She tells her favourite 

story The Tale of Peter and Fevroniia of Murom [Povest' 0 Petre i Fevronii 

Muromskikh], a work of seventeenth-century hagiographic literature.2S This 

tale is based on the combination of two well-known folklore plots: the story of 

the tempter snake and the legend of a wise maiden who could stand up to the 

lechery test: the devil sent her a flying snake which was capable of taking on 

the appearance of a young handsome man. In 'The First Day of Lent' the use 

of the old legend implies that the female protagonist is also tempted by 'a 

snake in very beautiful human form' [zmei v estestve chelovecheskom, zelo 

prekrasnom] (p. 246). This is, in fact, an allegoric prophecy of her destiny, for 

Bunin's heroine faces an earnest spiritual ordeal which she, like Fevroniia, 

passes steadfastly and confidently, leading herself out of temptation's way. 

14 This aspect is well observed by Lev Dolgopolov in '''Chistyi ponedel 'nik" v sisteme tvorchestva ... ', 

339-40. 
l' The protagonists of this tale are historical figures who reigned in Murom and died in 1228. However 
it is only the names that are real: a large number of legends ultimately formed the basis of the actual 
story. The text of the Life was compiled in the sixteenth century, and has reached us by way of 150 
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'The First Day of Lent' is, in terms of composition, organized as a temptation 

of the heroine which she welcomes, for after its overcoming, she will never 

return to her previous life, aimless, meaningless and vain. The wisdom of 

Fevroniia, as well as of Bunin's heroine, is not so much in their intellect as in 

their feeling and will. Conquering the temptation, she frees herself from the 

inner contradictions between feeling, mind and will. From here comes the 

extraordinary 'stillness' of her appearance at the end of the story. The 

narrative tone and tempo change in the epilogue they become slower, 

indicating that we are dealing with memory: 

In 1914, on New Year's eve, the evening was quiet and sunny like that unforgettable 

one. I left home, took a cab and drove to the Kremlin. 

[B 'IeTlolpHaJlUaTOM rOJly. nOJl HoalolA ro.ll. llioln Taltol .0 THXHI. COnHO'lHIolI 

ae'lcp. Italt TOT. He3allaCHHIolI. JI alolmcn H3 .II0MY. a3.n H3a03'1Hlta H nooxan a 

KpOMn •. ] (p. 250) 

The protagonists meet at the Martha and Mary Convent: 

And then one of those walking in the middle suddenly raised her head which was 

covered with a white shawl, and shielding the candle with her hand, she fastened her 

dark gaze on the darkness, as though directly upon me ... What could she see in the 

darkness, how could she feel my presence? I turned round and quietly went out of 

the gates. 

[H aOT OJlHa H3 HJlYIllHX nOCCpOJlHHO a.llpyr nO.llH.na ronoay. ItPIolTYIO eonlolM 

IInaTOM. 3arOpO.llHa cae'llty pyxol. YCTpeMHna ann.,Il TCMHIolX rna3 a 

TOMHOTY. ey.llTo Itax pa3 Ha MeH.... 'ITO OHa Morna aH.IIeT. a TOMHOTO. Italt 

Morna OHa nO'lyacTaoaaT. MOO npHCYTCTaHe? JI noaepHync. H THXO awmen 

H3 aopOT.] (p. 251) 

All the short stories in Dark Avenues (despite the fact that in most cases 

everything is predictable from the very beginning and the narrative itself is 

manuscript copies - evidence of its tremendous popularity. Peter and Fevroniia were canonized in 
1547 by the Moscow Assembly of the Church. 
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only there to clear up the issue) end abruptly, creating the impression that the 

narrator has nothing more to add and that there is nothing to believe and hope 

for. How might such finales be explained? Is it right to maintain that Bunin 

does not have mercy even on hopes, just seeing in them the desperation and 

endlessness of human existence? Is it, in fact, the case that the greater the 

love, the more it is fated to stop suddenly? And finally, what is the meaning of 

the renunciation undertaken by Bunin's heroine? 

The finale of 'The First Day of Lent' certainly reminds one of the 

finale of A Nest of the Gentry. In both stories the female protagonists decide to 

enter a convent because through this choice they fulfil the commandment 

before loved ones and God. Furthermore, both characters find their salvation: 

Turgenev's heroine by making her choice in favour of God, Bunin's heroine, 

above all (and this is how Bunin solves the religious problem of the finite in 

the endless in his last collection), by wanting to accomplish something in this 

world through love. Though deciding to remain within holy orders, Liza 

Kalitina and Bunin's heroine, feeling the presence of their one and only love, 

do not simply pass him by but answer with a slight inclination of the head, 

with a glance. Thus, in both cases entering a convent does not mean a 

complete rejection of and break with the world; on the contrary, at this very 

point they begin to experience addressivity and entry into the world, its 

transfiguration. This also means the beginning of the spirituality of life, its 

emancipation. The cognition of God through love endows an individual with a 

sense ofJreedom26 and is, in essence, freedom itself. 

26 James Woodward in Ivan Bunin: A Study of His Fiction (Chapel Hill: The University of North 
Carolina Press, 1980) provides a different interpretation of the problem offreedom in Bunin's creative 
thinking, arguing that the idea of human freedom 'has DO place in BUDin's view oflife' and 
furthermore: ''There can be no genuine freedom in a world governed by the impersonal forces of 
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In Dark Avenues the question of the meaning of love is closely linked 

to the aesthetic problem of the infinite in the finite. Bunin seeks to 

demonstrate that the place of love in human life, or broadly speaking, in 

Existence, is unique, so unique is the singularity of this feeling. In this 

collection Bunin returns to the themes raised in his novel The Life of Arsen 'ev 

about the significance of the lived experience in human life and in the process 

of human becoming. Arsen'ev refuses to believe in a life wherein everything 

is allocated, guaranteed and turned into a habit. For him the readiness to love 

and search for this feeling, discovering it in himself and others, an aspiration to 

experience anew the feeling, seemingly familiar to everyone, making it part of 

the whole, is, indeed, all. It is thanks to love that Arsen'ev ceases to perceive 

the world as something that one should merely take for granted. He also finds 

acuteness of sensation, clarity of sight and keenness of hearing which enable 

him to see differently the same everyday life and become, in the end, an artist. 

Herein lies the explanation of what is to become of man. This is an illustration 

of the inexhaustible character of his spiritual strength. Herein also is rooted a 

pledge of the future. 

Thus, in finding her vocation in leaving behind mundane cares, the 

female protagonist in 'The First Day in Lent' does not simply appeal to 

spiritual-religious values: in self-abnegation she fully finds herself, her place 

in Being and a possibility of creating life in the present in order to live in this 

present. Turgenev's Liza chooses to be a novice mainly because of moral 

duty, whereas Bunin's heroine does so because of her ever-growing attraction 

towards the irrational past. As though through her sensuality, she is drawn 

nature' (p. 23). An individual, therefore, turns out to be a combination of 'irrational drives and 
instincts' (p. 22) and heroes, 'existing in body alone', have 'entirely instinctive and sensual responses 
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towards this irrational, mystical past: 'I did not know that you were so 

religious', says the male protagonist to her. She replies to this with the 

following explanation: 'This is not religiosity. I don't know what it is ... ' ['Ne 

znal, chto vy tak religiozny.' - 'Eto ne religioznost'. Ia ne znaiu chto .. .'] (p. 

244). Hence, it is more probable that in renunciation of the world and turning 

to Christianity the heroine finally finds an understanding of the meaning of life 

(manifested in the aspiration to communicate and be joined with the eternal 

stream of life) which she could not find in the excessively vain life she used to 

live, which once was filled with sense but has now become meaningless and 

remote from the embodiment of a vivid and valued life. Furthermore, in 

mysticism the personal and universal, finite and endless merge with each 

other, for the irrational experience introduces something entirely new to the 

development of the human soul, to a person's attitude to himself and the 

world, and to the content of life in general. It is only within Christianity that 

the East and West, meeting, find their unity and understanding. 

In this sense, the question of the meaning of the title of Bun in's story is 

of great importance. In Christian (Orthodox) ritual-festive symbolism, Clear 

Monday, following Forgiveness Sunday, is the first day of Lent when, in fact, 

the time of the soul begins and one should read the prayer: 'Lord, master of my 

life ... ' [Gospodi, vladyko zhivota moego ... ]. By tradition, Shrove-tide is a very 

lively feast, for the parting with winter and coming of spring symbolizes a 

great event of change, a hope for the renewal of life, and participation in it and 

a belief in its continuation. One must therefore celebrate, have a good time 

and be happy. The joy of Shrove-tide should be really vivid, before the 

to life' (p. 20). 
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approaching sadness that is associated with Lent, when the soul is cleansed of 

all sins and made ready to enter communal life. Shrove-tide, like all ritual 

gatherings, is a communal feast by its very nature. Nobody, therefore, 

celebrates it alone but rather together, with others, since the essence of every 

holiday is to return to man the sense of the time-flow, integrity and unity of 

both the social and existential spheres of human life, and orientation towards 

the future. This is, above all, a peculiar religious manifestation of a shared 

belief and hope for a completion in the end of the world. On Forgiveness 

Sunday all crises should be solved, and one must forgive everyone who has 

caused one offence, pain or injustice, for Clear Monday, signifying the period 

of the completion of the Fast (but not so much a corporeal as spiritual one), 

prepares one for confession and the Eucharist. The Shrove-tide festive mood 

and joy now give way to strict living and inner contemplation. In the 

development of the human soul there is also a qualitative change that takes 

place: it is reborn as a spiritual Being. 

On Forgiveness Sunday Bunin's heroine was dressed 'all in black', 

expressing the wish to spend the night of Clear Monday, that is, the first night 

in Lent by going to the artists' party at the Arts Theatre, admitting, moreover, 

that she knows nothing 'more vulgar' than such actors' gatherings. After this 

the protagonists experience their first and last moment of complete intimacy. 

On the one hand, acting in such a way, Bunin's heroine tries to make her 'sin' 

even worse, for, as was noted earlier, according to traditional religious ethics, 

one should enter the first day of Lent free or 'clean' bodily and spiritually. On 

the other hand, the intimacy with the loved one gives her the strength to leave 

this life, to end it with the happiest and at the same time most painful moment. 
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Bunin attaches great significance to the meaning of 'an instant' or short 

period of time in human life, when all that one had lived through focuses, as it 

were, on only one moment. In Bunin's artistic thinking the category of the 

instant represents the degree of experiencing reality. The instant is absolute 

and at the same time real and historical, combining within it happiness and 

sorrow, the finite and infinite, because, for a short period of time, one can 

really feel both the unity and eventness of this life and its sudden, infinite 

emptiness. The historicity of these instants lies in their uniqueness and 

singularity whose significance is realized, above all, by man himself. 

Furthermore, such instants enable man to understand 'the essence of things' 

which, for Bunin, is rooted in and emanates from the act of life; and love in 

Dark Avenues is a communion with this act. 

The short story Sunstroke [Solnechnyi udar] (1935), which was written 

slightly earlier than Dark Avenues, serves as a vivid example of this. For the 

hero of Sunstroke the whole of his life emerges as one day spent with the 

woman he loved. Here, love turnes out to be immense happiness, great joy 

and at the same time a 'terrifying sunstroke'. One day and the whole of life: 

this is the way the hero measures the time of his own life in the end of the 

story: 'The lieutenant sat under an awning on the deck, feeling that he had 

aged ten years' [Poruchik sidel pod navesom na palube, chuvstvuia sebia 

postarevshim na desiat' let] (Bunin 5: 245). Sunstroke, when the sun's great 

energy reaches one for a brief instant, entirely switches one out of reality and 

emerges as a moment oftransformation and insight of Being which, in the case 

of Bunin's hero, is experienced physically. Thus, it is no longer a dream, 

illusion or hallucination, the hero feels his memory of one afternoon and one 
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morning as though it had taken place ten years ago. After sunstroke, recovery 

and a return to the usual course of life is a very slow process that remains 

forever in the human memory. 

In Dark Avenues there is another story, 'A Cold Autumn' [Kholodnaia 

osen'], in which the heroine, trying to recollect everything that has ever been 

in her life, comes to the conclusion that there has been only one cold autumn 

evening, when she saw off her fiance to the front where he was killed a month 

later: 

And since then a whole thirty years have passed. And I've experienced so much 

through those years which seem so long when you consider them carefully and go 

over in your memory all that magical, incomprehensible thing called the past which 

neither the mind nor the heart can grasp.27 

[H aOT npowno C TOX nop Ilonwx TpKJlllaTIt nOT. H MKoroo. MKoroo. 

nOpOlltKTO 6wno 3a 3TH rOAW. xalltYlIlHoc. TaXHMH AonrHNH. xorAa 

aHHNaTenltHO AYNaeWIt 0 HHX. nepe6HpaeWlt a naM.TH ace TO aonW06Hoe. 

HenOH.THOO. HenOCTKlItHMOO HH YNON. HH cepAlleM. 'ITO Ha3waaeTC. 

npownWM.] (Bunin 7: 209) 

Asking herself whether this evening existed at all in her life, she becomes 

firmly convinced that it did; and furthermore: 

And that is all there's been in my life. All the rest has been a useless dream. But I 

believe, I do ardently believe that somewhere over there he is waiting for me - with 

the same love and the same youthfulness as on that evening. 'You live, be happy for 

a while in the world, and then come to me ... ' I have lived, I have been happy for a 

while, and now, quite soon, I'll come. (p. 207) 

[Bee-TaxH 6wn. H 3TO ace. 'ITO 6wno a Mool lItH3HH - OCTanltHOe HeHYlItHwl 

COH. H. aeplO. rop.'Io aeplO: rAe-TO TaN OH lItAeT MeH •• C Tol lite nlO60altIO 

H MonOAOCTItIO. xax a TOT ae'lep. ''Tw nOlitHaH. nopaAylc. Ha caeTe. nOTON 

27 Ivan Bunin, 'A Cold Autumn', in Long Ago, tr. David Richards (London: Angel Books, 1984), pp. 
203-7 (p. 206). 
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npHXOJlH XO MHO ... " JI nO.Hna. nOpaJl08anaC •• TOnOp. y.e CXOpO npHJlY.] 

(Bunin 7: 210) 

Thus, for the heroine, the memory of just one evening, which happened thirty 

years ago, has become the source of spiritual strength which has helped her to 

create and continue life in the present. Slipping away, the past, despite the 

uniqueness of feeling, finally ceases to torment, emerging as a part of lived 

experience; and if we come to realize this, the tragedy is forgotten or, to be 

more precise, we begin to understand it differently, endowing it with new, 

existential meaning. 

This also explains why neither 'Sunstroke', 'A Cold Autumn' nor 'The 

First Day of Lent' make us feel pity: compassion is considered by Bunin to be 

an integral part of love. Hence, the feeling of pity for the past simply because 

it is the past does nothing but destroy personality. Moreover, Bunin, in his 

ability to see and evaluate instants, to feel in them and through them the reality 

of life and time, takes a step on the way to the restoration of the ontological 

unity between man and the world, that very unity which Chekhov strove for 

but could not find in his Steppe [Step'], which is close in its emotional

philosophical mood to Bunin's last collection of short stories. In Steppe 

Chekhov attempts to look into the very depths of human consciousness in 

order to understand what lies at the basis of the human attitude towards the 

world and time and how different people (Egorushka, father Christopher, 

Dymov and Kuz'michev) come to realize their place in this world. It is, 

therefore, of particular importance for Chekhov here to show all the 

significance of such a seemingly trivial event as the journey of a boy to town 

on a cart. Chekhov's heroes here grasp the world 'in breadth', as it were, for 

the steppe bears in it a huge expanse of space along with an unlimited number 
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of possibilities of movement hidden in its immobility. But what do the 

expanses of the steppe betoken? And who, in fact, needs so much 

spaciousness? It at first perplexes Chekhov's heroes and then stimulates a 

prescient feeling of the tragic future (if there is a place, in Chekhov, for such a 

category at all). The space proves to be disturbing for the travellers: they 

cannot deal with it, but neither can they overcome it. For Chekhov and his 

heroes, space belongs to those phenomena by which man, in trying to 

apprehend them, is seized with panic, reminding us yet again of Goethe's 

Faust who, too, was scared and shaken on hearing about matter around which 

space and time do not exist, just a void and a groundless expanse (II, I 6212-

16; 6246-48). Thus, Chekhov does not see the possibility of a way out from 

the immobility of life; nor does he see its craving for movement in order to 

join in the life of the whole of mankind. 

In 'Days and Years' [Dni i gody] Bunin writes the following: 'Nothing 

defines us like the nature of our remembering' [Nichto ne opredeliaet nas tak, 

kak rod nashikh vospominanii].28 It appears that anyone of Bunin's, at times 

ordinary, love stories shows the world which surrounds and absorbs the whole 

of man in all its complexity. Man for Bunin is not a reserved 'segment' of 

time and space but a living particle of the one and indivisible chain of life. 

The meaning of Bunin's chronotope is the movement of the human soul in an 

organic unity of both the extraordinary fullness of life and the world and their 

indescribable emptiness, in organic manifestation of eternal themes in the 

earthly and temporal, in their simple but at the same time endlessly complex 

essence. 

28 Literaturnoe Nasledstvo, vol. 84, pt. 1 (Ivan Alekseevich Bunin) (Moscow: Nauka, 1973), p. 386. 
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CONCLUSION 

In sum, by interpreting the temporal and the eternal, the personal and 

the supra-personal in terms of each other and making these categories appear 

and function at the same time in the space of human life, Bunin becomes one 

of the first artists in twentieth-century Russian literature to stand at the source 

and greatly advance the process of time's desubstantisation. The majority of 

artistic-philosophical discoveries that emerge from Bunin's literary 

experiments, especially with genres and novelistic discourse, convey the idea 

with which Russian humanities was preoccupied during the first three decades 

of this century: an attempt to free thinking from the supra-personal and the 

extra-historical. The whole of Bunin's work demonstrates that the 

understanding of the interrelation between times as well as between man and 

time is accomplished through history. And the nature of this understanding in 

Bunin, moreover, is profoundly creative: it is directed towards one's inner 

experience, self-studying and self knowledge, expressed first and foremost in 

one's natural aspiration to realize oneself and one's place in one's own time and 

culture. This becomes, above all, an absolutely essential condition for Bunin's 

hero-wanderers in their perception, appreciation and portrayal of another time, 

existence and culture. Nevertheless, the whole paradox of Bunin is that in his 

thinking history was never something he deliberately strove for. Rather it was 

understood as an inner unifying element of human existence that lies at the 

basis of both the cultural and the events of everyday life. The latter is 

particularly important since for Bunin history without its human context, that 

is, without its passage through private life and the lived experience of an 
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individual, is futile. This is also true of the eternal, with all its manifestations, 

if it is not considered in relation to the reality of human life and experience 

that finally form and contribute to the realm of the historical. 

In closing, it is important to emphasise the concern expressed at the 

beginning of the present study, that by looking at Bunin's works from this 

perspective it is possible that one might well gain, in the end, more questions 

than answers. But it is my hope that this does not indicate that this approach is 

necessarily unproductive. However, if I succeeded even partially in exploring 

the issue of the reality of time, history and life in Bunin, it should give me 

some confidence to conclude that this problem was worth pursuing. 
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